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ABSTRACT 
This study deals with the principles and practice of Christian 
Education in the Churches of England and Scotland from the viewpoints of 
theological understanding, educational theory, and practical experimentation. 
Because of the immense changes in educational theory in the 
period, as a result of dynamics affecting the whole European situation, the 
study begins with a broad overview of the theoretical revolution affecting 
the whole movement within the Churches. 
The study quickly gave convincing evidence that, although some of 
the major developments emerged within individual denominational frameworks, 
the impact of developing theory and practice was felt ecumenically, from 
the very beginning of the period. The major records and publications of 
the separate denominations were examined, and, deliberately, a general 
survey was decided on, because of the commonality of the developments, 
although special consideration was given in the second chapter to the 
National Churches, because of their special significance in the religious 
life of the country. 
The study preceded to isolate and consider in depth the most signi-
ficant developments of the period, firstly, in order of their appearance, 
in the principles of grading and the practice of organisation, in chapters 
three and four. 
It was then necessary to deal very specifically with the most 
radical development of the period, educationally, by considering the 
centrality given to the child, as a result of continuing child study, and 
the attempt to recognise the child's development as central in the educa-
tional ministry of the Church, through Christian education suitably devised 
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and designed. Chapter five deals with this development. 
Alongside the fresh understanding of the child was the conflict 
over the role of the Bible. From the perspective of contemporary theol-
ogical insight, the Bible was considered, its educational value examined 
by reference to the main contributors to the development of Christian 
education, with special attention being paid to the relationship of the 
Bible to curricular developments. This completed the examination of the 
central issues affecting Christian education in the Churches, in chapter 
six. 
The following chapter had to consider the effects of all this 
development on the approach to teaching, and a careful study was made of 
the major methodologies in vogue during the period. 
The persistent decline in the numbers involved in Church-based 
Christian education, which was evident from the beginning, was tackled 
seriously in the development of Family Church, a concept the study took 
very seriously, and evaluated carefully. 
Another dynamic became increasingly important in the attempt to 
understand the total picture, namely, the place, and often the non-place, 
of adult education. This was examined, and is evaluated in chapter nine. 
A final factor of great importance to the period was the matter 
of the selection, training and use of the Christian teacher, and chapter 
ten evaluates some of the basic attitudes and approaches to these issues. 
The conclusion summarises the main factors at work in the period, 
and the effect of the entire study is to make a fresh contribution to the 
understanding of Christian education as it was understood and practised in 
the Churches of England and Scotland. 
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PREFACE 
The current study developed as a result of a deep interest in, and 
commitment to, the educational task of the Church, dating back to the 
early years of the author's ministry, when he was appointed Convener for 
Sunday School Work within the Baptist Union of Scotland, and became in-
volved ecumenically in the area, as represented in the work of the Scottish 
Sunday School Union and other agencies. This interest grew considerably 
through the author's later position as Chairman of the Commission for 
Christian Teaching and Training of the Baptist World Alliance, which put 
him in touch and contact, on a regular basis, with Christian education 
developments on an international scale, and included study and teaching 
in the field in areas as diverse as the United States of America, many 
parts of Europe, West Africa, and Australia. 
These connections sharpened the a~thor's concern, and, hopefully, 
perceptions, in seeking to discern the dynamics at work in the British 
situation, and contributed to the persistence in a task that, by necessity, 
had to be undertaken on a part-time, and sometimes sporadic, basis, be-
cause of the weight of responsibility imposed by the holding of the Office 
of General Secretary and Superintendent of the Baptist Union of Scotland. 
The work has been completed, and the research of the years systematised, 
since the author moved to Canada in 1980 to assume responsibility for the 
Chair of Evangelism and Mission at Acadia Divinity College, and on the 
Faculty of Theology of Acadia University. 
The thesis consists of ten major chapters, which attempt to 
develop the consideration of the area in the light of the significant 
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developments taking place between 1900 and 1965. Because the heart of 
the matter has concerned educational theory, the thesis begins with a 
chapter giving an overview of the theoretical development, showing the 
very great influence of nineteenth century educational theorists and 
practitioners and demonstrating the previously unacknowledged importance 
of the insights of the early years of the period. Chapter two surveys 
the significance of Christian education in the life of the Churches, with 
special reference to the ChurchofEngland and the Church of Scotland. 
Chapters three and four provide evidence that the impact of fresh 
educational thinking affected deeply the whole approach to education, in 
grading learners, curricula and methodology, and demonstrate how seriously 
the implications were applied to the structures of Christian education 
within many of the mainline Churches of the land. 
Chapters five and six probe the two sides of the most divisive 
and decisive issue in the period, namely, the relationship between learner-
centred and content-centred education, by giving careful attention to the 
centrality of the child and the role of the Bible. An attempt is made to 
demonstrate that the holding together of these two elements, particularly 
in the areas of curriculum development and teaching method has been 
essential to a balanced approach, although the tendency to regard the 
concerns as more or less exclusive of one another has repeatedly created 
problems. Chapter seven draws together the implications of the work so 
far in the major emphases discernible in teaching methodology. 
The family nature of the Church, and the inclusion of Christian 
education within the family and worship life of congregations, is next 
considered, as one of the most imaginative and creative developments of 
the period, and is described and evaluated in chapter eight. 
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Chapter nine raises the largely neglected area of adult education, 
and, while paying careful attention to some of the very creative expres-
sions of concern for this area, particularly within Anglicanism, is forced 
to argue that the virtual neglect of the serious development of adult 
education as an integral part of the Churches' educational ministries has 
had serious and adverse consequences. The final major chapter examines 
the area of teaching in terms of the procedures followed, and the philos-
ophy underlying the selection, training and use of teachers, and in 
particular, the dangers of a teacher supply drawn from the years of adoles-
cence. 
The thesis ends with a concluding section which isolates a number 
of key factors shown· in the thesis to have been of basic importance in 
the actual history of Christian education in the period, and still to be 
clearly recognised if a balanced perspective on the period is to be achieved. 
In presenting this thesis, I take the opportunity to pay tribute 
to those whose advice and encouragement have been so valuable. Throughout 
the study I have been greatly indebted to Professor J.A. Whyte for his 
encouragement, insights, and suggestions, and for his patience throughout 
a task which has been hampered by severe time constraints and by the 
alarming lack of awareness in most unexpected places of the significance 
of Christian education within the life of the Churches, making the finding 
and evaluating of material needed sometimes almost impossible. I am 
grateful to persons I have contacted and consulted in correspondence and 
consultation in the headquarters of the various denominations, at Westhill 
College of Education, Birmingham, and in other places. 
I am especially thankful for the great patience and support of my 
wife, Jean, in a time-consuming task, and for the secretarial assistance of 
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Miss Eleanor Bernard of the Baptist Union of Scotland, and of Mrs. Louise 
Mailman and Mrs. Sheila Davidson, of the administrative staff of Acadia 
Divinity College. 
Throughout the period of writing the thesis I have been grateful 
for the encouragement and understanding of Faculty and Administration at 
Acadia Divinity College, notably on the part of the Principal and Dean of 
Theology, Dr. Harold L. Mitten, without whose support it would have been 
difficult to bring the work to completion. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE THEORY OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION - AN OVERVIEW 
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I The Theory of Christian Education - An Overview 
It is a necessary part of our task to consider the theory, or 
philosophy, of Christian Education, if we are to understand the develop-
ments in the churches of England and Scotland, and the dynamics which have 
brought these about, in the 20th Century. 
We shall talk about Christian Education throughout this thesis, 
as representing both that distinctive stream of religious education which 
takes place within the Christian churches, and also as representing that 
significant view in the thinking of Christian educationists, which sees 
the task, not so much as communicating religious facts and feelings, as 
leading learners into a deepened awareness and experience of faith in 
Jesus Christ and into a growing commitment to His way and Church. 
A.V. Murray, writing in the 1950's, describes clearly the dilemma 
of combining "religion", which involves feeling, and "education" which 
involves intellect, and makes this explanatory comment, 
Religion in the Christian sense has to do with the experiences 
in which the soul of man knows itself to stand for the time being 
in the presence of God. It is at bottom a personal relationship 
even though it may be experienced in a crowded place of worship. 
It is the concern of two £arties in what Brunner calls 'the 
divine-human encounter'. 
He argues for education into religion by pointing out that 
Jesus is a matter of history, and we cannot know about this 
unless some other person or some book tells us. There is no _ other 
way of finding out. We have, in other words, to be taught. 
There is thus in the development of religion a necessary 
intermediate place for education.2 
If we are to establish an adequate understanding of the develop-
ment of Christian Education during the period under review, we must 
1 A.V. Murray, Education Into Religion (New York, Harper and Row, 
1953), p. 2. 
2 Ibid. I p. 6 I 7. 
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consider representative evidence from the entire range of our enquiry, 
both in terms of churchmanship, and time. 
At the beginning of the century, British educationists, including 
those in the churches, were greatly influenced by the prevailing theories 
of education, particularly those associated with Herbart (1746-1841), 
who believed that the primary task of education was morality, the all-round 
development of mind and character# Pestalozzi (1748-1827) who taught that 
education grows from vague sense-impressions to definite ideas, and who 
laid heavy emphasis on the didactic value of number (arithmetic) form 
(drawing and writing) and names and ideas (language)# Froebel (1782-1852), 
who believed education to be a process of growth, subject to two comple-
mentary laws, the law of opposition (or polarity) and the law of connection, 
so that, by the reconciliation of things seemingly in opposition, the 
harmony of growing knowledge is achieved# and who further saw the education 
of the child (his special concern) as making the inner outer by letting 
the child unfold his nature through action on the external world of men 
and things; Grenville Hall (1846-1924), the pioneer of American child-study 
who saw educational growth as a parallel to biological, evolutionary 
developmentJ John Dewey (1859-1952) who conceived a vast change in 
"Educational Environment", declaiming that "the aim of education should be 
to secure a balanced interaction of the practical and the theoretical 
3 
attitudes" , and whose work led to the development of the project method 
in many schools; Montessori (1874-1952) an· Italian woman educator who 
urged all education should be self-education, and that children should be 
given freedom in learning through self-education. 
Some of these influences can be readily seen within our period 
3 W. Boyd, The History of Western Education (London, A. & C. Black 
Ltd., 1928), p. 427. 
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of enquiry in the work of Robert R. Rusk in his Experimental Education 
(Longmans, Green & eo., 1921), and in many other Christian educationists 
in the early years of the 20th Century. Rusk points out that most Sunday 
School journals advocate the Herbartian method, in Chapter 4 of his, 
The Religious Education of the Child (1915), although he argues that most 
Sunday Schools are too mechanical, and often fail to achieve the charac-
ter development Herbart emphasised. He says, "It is this false idea of 
the incompleteness of a lesson having no direct application that spoils 
much of the teaching of stories;. teachers believe that it is incumbent 
upon them to point the moral, whereas in many cases this is as unpardon-
able as explaining a joke."4 Herbart laid great stress on individual 
development of the child, and this has been taken up in the 20th Century 
by all the leading Christian educationists from Rusk to Goldman. 
Professor J. Adams, at the beginning of the century, had urged, 
like Herbart, that the object of teaching was to mould character, not just 
to impart·knowledge, and had urged the need for identification with the 
child. " ••• in all professions that imply direct ~ealing with human 
nature the one fundamental need is the power of putting one's self in the 
place of another ... s 
The Herbartian method was likewise urged by Edmund Sara, as 
a revolt against the deductive approach in vogue in the early part of 
the century, although he recognized the practical limitations of a 
Herbartian approach. He writes, 
4 R.R. Rusk, The Religious Education of the Child, (London, 
Longmans, Green & Co., 1921), p. 58. 
5J. Adams, Primer on Teaching, (Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 
1903) 1 P• 11. 
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There was a period when a revolt from these older methods of 
lesson preparation was chosen in the effort to adapt the formal 
Herbartian steps to Sunday School lessons. An attempt was made 
to provide every lesson with an introduction, a presentation, 
an association, a generalization, and an application. This was 
a decided advance, because at last it was realised that teaching 
should, in the main, be inductive and that children should be 
led to make their own generalisations. A truth which one dis-
covers, a law of life which one arrives at by oneself, an enthus-
iasm which is personal, are all of more value than truths laid 
down dogmatically by authority, than laws misunderstood and which 
claim no allegiance, and than enthusiasm which one is directed 
to experience by a teacher.6 
Catherine Newby, lecturer in Education, Ripen Diocesan 
Teacher College, writes, "The fundamental aim of education is not to 
7 give information but to develop character." 
In much the same way the influence of Froebel is widely evident. 
His concern for the individual expression of the child is reflected in 
many leaders in the field of Christian Education. Carey Bonner acknowledges 
indebtedness to Froebel with his emphasis on learning through doing, and 
character development through living. His concern for the individual 
nurture of the child along these lines is expressed in an angry comment on 
the prevailing situation, in which he pleads for high ideals. "Exalt ideals 
till superintendents and Sunday School officers are moved with holy dis-
satisfaction and shame at the mob-methods which obtain in the majority of 
8 Sunday Schools." With Froebel he believed that education is a process 
6 D.P. Thomson, ed., The Sunday School in the Modern World, 
(London: James Clarke & Co., 1924), p. 229. 
7 C.R. Newby, An Introduction to Child Study, (London: Church 
of England Sunday School Institute, 1926), p. 107. 
8c. Bonner, The Christ, ·The Church and The Child, (London: 
James Clarke & Co. and The Kingsgate Press, 1911), p. 40. 
6 
of growth to be started and stimulated by the Church's educational 
ministry. Bonner's comment, however, is a salutary reminder that the 
ideals of child nurture claimed by church leaders in the field were not 
practiced very effectively in the churches. 
Ethel J. Archibald, daughter of George Hamilton Archibald, 
than whom no one has made more significant contribution to the develop-
ment of the Sunday School in Britain in the twentieth century, urged 
active self-expression as a key mode of learning at the primary level, 
and urged small class groups to allow for individual development, frequent-
ly rendered impossible by large classes. She argued that small classes 
encouraged personal interest in the children, while larger classes create 
problems. "Those who are quick ••• are apt to catch the teacher's attention 
9 
and lead her on faster than the child of slower thought is able to follow." 
While there is less evidence of the influence ofGranville Hall, 
the American educationist who saw psychological development as parallel 
to biological development in an evolutionary sense, there is no doubt 
that the developmental concept of education, reflected all through the 
period under review, and culminating in the work of Ronald Goldman, has 
been absolutely foundational to the nature of Christian education in the 
churches. From G.H. Archibald, the initiator of effective grading in 
the early'l900's toR. Goldman, the advocate of carefully graded 
curricula in the 1960's the importance of relating education to 
psychological development has been of basic significance. 
9E.J. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School, Primary 
Department, (London: The Pilgrim Press, rewritten and revised, 1912), 
p. 11. 
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John Dewey's emphasis on the use of the project method in 
education has been taken up by many leaders in the field of Christian 
Education. G.H. Archibald states both the principle and the power of 
the method thus: "The project method means learning by doing cooperative-
ly. It means impression through expression ••• The great field for 
expression work in the Sunday School of the future will be in the practice 
10 
of goodness." 
Early in the century, Hetty Lee, later Hetty Lee Holland, 
advocated constructive expression work, by play and project activity 
saying: "He is all the time 'working over' the story, recapitulating 
11 it to himself, and thereby deepening its impression." 
As early as 1902, Henry Williams, the chairman of the East 
District of the West London Sunday School Union, urged considerable 
change (not all of it good, by any means), including the plea for the use 
of projects and activity in the case of the difficult child. "The 'good' 
boy is often sleepy and listless, while again and again the 'bad' boy is 
made of the best material ••• give him a job to do."12 
This emphasis on activity, borrowed from the educational 
developments of the 19th century, is taken up by every significant 
Christian Educator in the 20th century, and urged upon the churches. 
10G.H. Archibald, The Modern Sunday School, (The Pilgrim Press, 
1926) 1 P• 46. 
11H. Lee, Talks Tb The Training Class, (London: National 
Society, 1912), p. 95. 
12H. Williams, The Reformation of the Sunday School, (Paternoster, 
1902), Chapter XVIII. 
Ethel Archibald writes, "On every possible occasion we must give the 
children a chance to learn through their activities."13 
The influence of Montessori, with her strong emphasis on 
8 
self-education, which encourages freedom in the learning experiences of 
the child, is evident in many leading Christian Educationists. In 1912 
H.M. Fells, the organizing secretary of the Church of England Sunday 
School Institute, strongly opposed rote learning and advocated self-
learning, thus, "All through the school course it needs to be borne in 
mind that the child truly learns, and is truly trained, not so much by 
what we say and do, as by what he himself thinks and does."14 This 
illustrates the impact on the Church of England of this emphasis in 
education, as early as 1912. 
Catherine R. Newby of the Church of England Sunday School 
Institute, warned of the need·for reproductiv~ interpretative and 
constructive imagination, which requires the provision for the children 
of background pictures to help their understanding of the new and un-
familiar. She warns that we must provide the needed materials in our 
teaching if the children in their expression work are to be able to 
construct properly. She says, "It must be remembered that bricks cannot 
be made without straw • It is not possible to be constructive without 
the thought material with which to construct ••• The teacher should ••• 
find out what information the child will need if he is to do the 
exercise properly. The exercise must only be set if the child has 
sufficient thought material with which to do it."15 
13E.J. Archibald, op. cit~ p. 135. 
14H.A. Lester, ed. Sunday.School Teaching, Its Aims and Methods, 
(London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1912), p. 28. 
15 C.R. Newby, op.cit. p. 135. 
Hetty Lee-Holland, in her "Self Teaching in the Sunday 
School" pays tribute in the second chapter to both John Dewey and Dr. 
Montessori for the "project method and individual development as the 
16 
essential preliminary to social consciousness" respectively. 
9 
There is evidence, however, not altogether surprising, that 
conservatism in the Sunday Schools prevented some from experimenting 
in the area of self-teaching or expression, as indicated by Dorothy 
Wilson, who, after specialised training in the field of Christian Educa-
tion at Westhill, served as Young People's Secretary of the Presbyterian 
Church of England. She comments, as late as 1928; 
In religious education the importance of impression has 
long been recognized, that of expression has been overlooked. 
Sermons and lessons have been impressive; they have often 
failed to stir those who heard them to apply the truth 
they contained. This has been one of the greatest weaknesses 
of preaching and of religious education in general. Attempts 
are now being made, by reformers interested in this work, to 
remedy this defect. Self-teaching methods have been intro-
duced into the Sunday School, by means of pictures, study-
cards and self-teaching guides. They have met with marked 
success. Other schools have put aside the part of the 
session which follows the lesson as "Expression Time", when 
the children, by drawing, writing, handwork or dramatization, 
express, at any rate partially, the truth they have heard. 
I have been convinced by a wide experience of the very great 
value of such work, for puf~ses of re-impression, revision, 
correction and expression. 
This Montessorian emphasis on self-teaching and self-express-
ion gave rise, however, to certain very optimistic conclusions. Dr. Basil 
A. Yeaxlee, Principal of Westhill Training College, which set up university 
standard training for secondary teachers, argued for a controlled envi-
ronment in which to teach, nurture, and develop the child. He writes, 
Many of us ••.• hav~ been scared by what certain psycholo-
16 H.L. Holland, Self Teaching in The Sunday School, (London 
National Sunday School Union, 1926), p. 11. 
17 D.F. Wilson, Child Psychology and Religious Education. A 
Book for Parents and Teachers (SCM Press, London, 1928), pp. 87, 88. 
gists have recently been saying about the terrible results 
in after life - repressions, complexes, neuroses and what 
not - of wrong, though quite unwittingly wrong, treatment of 
children in the pre-school period of their lives. But we 
should on the contrary be heartened by this revelation of 
what nurture, rightly conceived and directed, can do. 
Surely there was never greater hope for the race or more 
encouragement for the teacher, especially for the parent 
as teacher. For this belief in the power of environment 
springs from the biological fact that if things were other-
wise constituted the race would surely go under. There 
was loud outcry by tender-hearted Christian-spirited people 
against Darwin's theory of natural selection, especially 
in its widely misunderstood formulation, as the survival 
of the fittest. But Darwin was not talking in terms of 
values. In the biological sphere he simply affirmed that, 
given a certain environment, the creatures most able to 
cope with it would unquestionably hold their own with 
greater success than those which, however admirable in other 
respects, lacked the special equipment for meeting this 
particular challenge of circumstances. What we now see is 
the positive side of this doctrine, which is that if you 
want to produce a particular strain in the organism you 
can go very far towards making sure of doing so by establish-
ing the environment which favours these qualities. The whole 
of Madame Montessori's theory and methods in education rest 
ultimately upon that fact. Need we dwell upon its immensely 
cheering impact for us in religious education? We need no 
longer either despair of human nature or lose heart over 
failures in nurture. The innermost forces of life are with 
us in our efforts to improve both. But wi8must take both into account- leave nothing to chance ••• 
10 
This child-centered emphasis in education, arising from the work of the 
19th century educationists already cited, was, from the beginning of the 
century (contrary to the strangely unenlightened perception of much later 
influential educationists like H. Loukes, R. Goldman and H.F. Matthews, 
to whom I shall shortly refer specifically), basic to the development 
of the Sunday School. In 1909 G. H. Archibald wrote, "My purpose in 
writing this little book is to present a few guiding principles ••• They 
have been worked out, and the methods advocated, have all been tried ••• 
18
s.A. Yeaxlee,.The Approach to Religious Education. (London: 
SCM Press, 1931), pp. 21-23. 
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1. All education begins, not with the lesson, not with the teacher, but 
with the child."19 He quotes George E. Cox, thus: "The study of the child-
mind yields laws for educating the child, laws as to method and laws as to 
material. Education is not to press the child into any pre-arranged mould, 
but to bring out his normal powers in their own natural order. Religious 
education has commonly proceeded from the opposite point of view, namely, 
20 from a fixed system of religion to which the child is to be shaped." 
Among other affirmatives made by G.H. Archibald are these: 
"The child's love of nature must be recognised ••• Nothing appeals to 
little children more than stories from nature." 21 "The appeal must be 
made principally through his intellect ••• A child should be helped to 
Zove his Bible as well as to know it and only those portions of it should 
23 be given to him that will help him to love it." Or, again, he writes, 
"If the stories are given at the psychological moment, the appetite will 
be whetted for more, and love for and interest in the Bible will grow ••• 
I am of the opinion that in many cases children are surfeited with Bible 
24 knowledge and nauseated by the manner of its presentation." Finally for 
the moment, note this: "Child-study has shown that there is a definite 
. 25 
order of development in the child's faculties." 
19 G.H. Archibald, The Sunda;t School of Tomorrow. (London: 
Sunday School Union, 1909). p. 5. 
20Ibid., p. 56. 
21Ibid., p. 8. 
22Ibid., p. 10. 
23Ibid., pp. 12, 13. 
24Ibid., pp. 15, 16. 
25Ibid., p. 17. 
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Now, despite all this emphasis on the primacy of the child, 
and the appropriate timing of Bible material, as late as 1966, H.F. 
Mat.thews writes, 
For the majority of the four hundred and fifty years since 
the Reformation, Protestant Christians have assumed that knowledge 
of the contents of the Bible would lead children inevitably to 
religious idealism. But this assumption seems to be no longer 
valid. So we are being told that religious teaching must be 
centred on the child rather than on the Bible.26 
He adds: "In the last few years a whole group of researchers, 
the best known being Harold Loukes and Ronald Goldman, have stabbed us 
wide awake with the pronouncement that religious education ought to be 
27 
'child-centred'." One may legitimately question the historical per-
spective of such enlightened "researchers". 
In fairness, it should be recognised that, following the 
growth-period of the early years of Sunday School grading, there had 
been an understandable reaction against the excesses of a child-centred 
approach which tended to lose contact with its essential content, and 
there had taken place in the 1950's, a restatement and reaffirmation of 
the place of the Bible. Consider two sources of evidence: The British 
Lessons Council, which had played a key role in curriculum development, 
in reviewing its work and restating its purposes, from time to time 
stated its current emphasis in the forewords to the published lesson 
lists. In the second half of the 1950's, and very specifically and 
strongly in the lesson list for 1957, the following statement is made, 
"From their inception the Standard Graded Courses have been centred on 
26 H.F. Matthews, Revolution in Religious Education, (Religious 
Education Press, 1966), p. 5. 
27 Ibid., p. 11. 
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the Bible and every lesson in whole or in part is based on the Word of 
God."28 
Additionally, notice the emphasis in Rupert Davies' book 
published under Methodist auspices in 1951 on The Sunday School Today 
in which he proposes to offer a theory of Christian Education. He says, 
The plain answer to the question, "What shall we teach is: 
the full Christian faith - that is, the faith of the Bible and 
the Creeds, the faith of Protestants, which is also the Catholic 
faith. There may have been, a few years ago, a tendency in some 
parts of all Churches to emasculate the Christian faith for the 
purposes of teaching it to the young, largely because there were 
many things which seemed to be doubtful to the generation that 
first appreciated the full results of Biblical criticism; but 
this has now ceased, and in any case was never very widespread ••• 
In any case we repudiated any attempt either to waterdown or to 
narrow the full, rich content of the Bible's faith, and claim that 
it should be taught in all its range and comprehensiveness to all 
the children in our Sunday Schools.29 
Unfortunately, in some ways the responsible, balanced approach 
of the SO's, which gave full weight to the findings of Biblical scholar-
ship, and which sought to establish a balance between a Bible-based and 
pupil-centred curriculum, gave way in the 60's, not only to renewed 
interest in child development as expressed in Harold Loukes' "Teenage Re-
ligion", and in Ronald Goldman's "The Development of Religious Thinking 
from Childhood to Adolescence", but also to a so-called "Theological 
30 
revolution". Matthews attributes the changed climate, and, indeed, the 
altered content, of the faith we teach to the work of the Bishop of 
Woolwich in his "Honest to God" and "The New Reformation", and also to 
the work - the much more substantial and theologically important work -
28 British Lessons Council Report. Pioneering in Christian 
Education. The British Lessons Council, 1916-1966. (Religious Educa-
tion Press, 1966), p. 18. 
29R.E. navies, The Sunday School Today, (London: Methodist 
Youth Department, 1951), p. 61. 
30 Matthews, op. cit., p. 10. 
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of Bonhoeffer, Tillich and Bultrnann. 
I regard this interpretation and identification between the 
"new theology" and the new (though really quite old) pedagogy as singul-
arly unfortunate, since it implies that these two belong essentially 
together. Indeed, it can be shown that there is at least as strong a 
case for arguing that the broad pedagogical principles advocated by 
Ronald Goldman may very appropriately be applied to the teaching of the 
Christian faith and the Biblical content where the doctrine of Scripture 
held is much more "conservative" than that of John Robinson, and much more 
"orthodox", and by that token, less "existentialist", than Rudolf Bultmann. 
I say "less existentialist" rather than "less existential", since the 
concept of the "existential moment", introduced by Soren Kierkegaard in 
the 19th Century is at least as cherished by conservative evangelicalism 
as it is by radical, and often non-historical, existentialism. 
Where it is not possible or desirable to ignore the theological 
trends and developments against which, or alongside which, religious edu-
cation theory and practice have grown, it is vital that we do not make 
Matthew's latent error of assuming that the fresh emphasis on the devel-
opment of the child is either caused by, or dependent. on, a particular 
brand of theology. If such a position is pressed, the subsequent decline 
in the numbers of children involved in Sunday School, notwithstanding Dr. 
Goldman's significant research, may stand as a judgment on the alleged 
trend towards contentless, or at least, reductionist Christianity implied 
by the new theology of John Robinson or the demythologising of Rudolf 
Bultmann, as evaluated by Bishop Stephen Neill, commenting on The Myth of 
God Incarnate which he sees as an 
exchange for the Nicene faith. It seems that we are being offered 
a God who loved us a little, but not enough to wish to become one 
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of us; a Jesus who did not rise from the dead, and therefore 
offers no answer to the great and bitter problems of humanity; 
and a gospel which is just one of many forms of salvation, and 
perhaps not that which is most suitable to modern western man.31 
We should not overrate the significance of "The Myth of God Incarnate". 
Perhaps Bishop Neill takes it too seriously. Certainly, it is hard to 
support Matthew's odd conclusion that the "new" pedagogy grew out of 
that brand of theology. The value of Loukes' and Goldman's work is 
psychological and pedagogical rather than theological, and, at these 
significant levels, their work represents a return to, and building on, 
the educational theory which gave the Sunday School movement such impetus 
in the early years of this century when, as we shall later see in consid-
ering the work of G.H. Archibald and others, the grading of the Sunday 
School paid close and primary attention to the needs and capacities of the 
learner while, at the same time retaining the traditional content of the 
faith, 'albeit in forms which took seriously the need to "grade" both the 
material taught, and the method of teaching it, so that the needs and 
capacities of the learner were always borne in mind. 
Interestingly, and significantly, a most effective and appro-
priate plea for relevance, and for a methodology which does justice both 
to the development of the child and the integrity of the Bible is the plea 
contained in o.s. Hubery's book, Christian Education and the Bible. He 
says, rather pointedly: "one can only say that to discard 2,000 years of 
experience and to assume that the Bible now has no place in a sound edu-
cative process ought not to be accepted without soberly weighing up the 
32 
consequences." Having warned against discarding the Bible, he also 
31 M. Green, ed., The Truth of God Incarnate, (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1977), p. 68. 
32o.s. Hubery, Christian Education and the Bible, (National 
Christian Education Council, 1967), pp. 76, 77. 
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warns against naivete, thus: "Some of the difficulties would be removed 
if more people were skilled in the presentation of Bible material and 
were released from the imprisonment of an extreme conservative if not 
33 literalist view of the Scriptures." He pays appropriate tribute toR. 
Goldman's view of the Bible as "A difficult book." 34 , and insists that 
the Bible has a place in Christian Education, not as an end in itself, 
but as a means to an end. 
However, he establishes a balance many individuals and 
agencies which have professed to follow Goldman have miseed, including 
the British Lessons Council in some of its later "Partners in Learning" 
materials, where he says, 
To close the Bible and indicate to ordinary people, young 
and old, that the Book is too difficult to understand, may seem 
a retrograde and dangerous step to take. When all the diffi-
culties have been faced, and all the problems recognized, it 
still remains true that the Word of God seems able to be spoken 
through the Scriptures even to the simplest of people. Educators 
today are coming increasingly to recognize the part which Bible 
Study and adult fellowship groups, which sprang up with the 
Evangelical revival of the 18th century, have played in the adult 
education movements of this country, and in the develop~Snt of 
a society sensitive to moral and social responsibility. 
Ronald Goldman, thought by many to be the pioneer of child-
centred religion, though it is obvious from the review just made he was 
one in a long chain of educators with like conviction, draws a sharp 
distinction between Bible-based teaching for the sake of the Bible, and 
the child-centred teaching for the sake of the child. He writes, 
Bible centred religious education emphasises that the 
Bible must be taught because it is the Bible. Child-centred 
religious education, however, focuses upon the fact that it 
is the child as a growing person who should be our central 
33Ibid., p. 78. 
35Ibid. I p. 83. 
34Ibid., p. 81. 
concern. Where some parts of the Bible may answer his needs 
at a certain stage of his development these should be used. 
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But if much of it is detrimental to his growth then much of the 
Bible must be introduced at a later date when he is capable 
of dealing with it in poetic rather than in literal terms. 
Child-centred religious education must attempt to satisfy the 
basic needs of developing children at a given time, but at the 
same time throw intellectual bridges forward into the future 
so that developing religious concepts can cross over into 
adolescence. Religion can then be seen to be all of a piece 
with former learning and noj6in contradiction to what has been previously accepted." 
Unfortunately, commentators both on Goldman's work, and on 
current religious education, assume that such a position is the consequence 
of a theological revolution, if not confusion. Edwin Cox, lecturer in 
education in Birmingham University makes the most astonishing set of 
assessments. He says, "Perhaps the most influential factor in present 
thinking is the 'scientific' attitude to reality ••• "37 In the light of 
this he argues for "the need to disentangle the truths of Christianity 
from over-literal thought and to recognise afresh the inward and 
spiritual nature of religion ••• recognised by the 1940's by certain 
theologians, chiefly Tillich in America and Bultmann and Bonhoeffer in 
38 Germany." The process he advocates before we can hope to teach 
religion is drastic. 
Theologically the present time is an age of demolition 
not of reconstruction. We have a site but no house. The 
symbols and modes of thought in which religion has been 
expressed since the Reformation have been shown to be either 
misleading or meaningless to a generation whose thought is 
regulated by the scientific temper. Yet no new and more 
36 R. Goldman, Religious Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964), p. 230. 
37Edwin Cox, Changing Aims in Religious Education. (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966), p. 23. 
38Ibid. p. 28. 
acceptable symbols have been found to put in their place ••• 
The old house is in ruins and we have no more than a.vague 
notion of th39shape of the building that may eventually 
replace it." 
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He cites Goldrnan in support of his contention that the key to effective 
teaching is "readiness" on the part of the learner. He expresses many 
of the doubts about so-called Bible teaching which appear both in Sir 
Richard Acland and Ronald Goldrnan, and ends somewhat unexcitingly, 
In an era of religious certainty it is possible for religious 
education to be the transmission of an accepted body of 
doctrine ••• At the present time of uncertainty and rethinking 
it must be a search in which teacher and student 'feel 
after truth and find it', as far as their experience and 
understanding allow. But it is a search based on the 
belief that the past experience of the human race can provide 
helpful signposts, that honest thinking can lead to truth, 
and that life has been given us with point andpurpose by a 
personal power greater than man, and is therefore not a 
tale tol~0by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying 
nothing. 
Now the point of vital importance to note is that the claim 
is made in the mid 60's that child-centred teaching, and the demand for 
it, are new phenomena arising out of the confused theological climate of 
that rather iconoclastic and orthodoxy-rejecting period, when, in fact, 
an equal, and perhaps more balanced emphasis on the place and primacy of 
the learner, determined the progressive development of Sunday Schools 
in the churches of England and Scotland as far back as the early 1900's, 
and throughout the period, at the instigation of educationists who held 
firmly to an orthodox, and frequently "Reformed" theology. 
That the twentieth century has seen a fresh emphasis on child-
centred education is beyond question. That it is either the result of 
contemporary existentialist or radical theology, or the product of the 
39
rbid. pp. 29, 30. 
40Ibid. pp. 96, 97. 
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1960's, is quite erroneous. As far back as 1915, R.R. Rusk was saying, 
41 
"The effectiveness of our teaching is limited by our pupil's experiences." 
"When we seek to impose on the child instruction beyond the stage of his 
42 
normal mental development, we bring trouble upon ourselves." 
He comments, almost 50 years before Goldman, "The fact 
must frankly be faced that much of the Bible is of little or no value 
for inspiring the child with the religious attitude to life, and that 
43 
some of it is quite unsuitable for presentation to young children." 
It is important to be aware that the struggle to relate 
learner-centred and content-centred instruction has been the crucial 
dynamic in the development of a theory of Christian education throughout 
the twentieth century, but objectivity demands that we do not too readily 
identify the progress, or regress, of such theory with, or attribute 
it to, a brand of theology. 
41R.R. Rusk, The Religious Education of the Child. (London: 
Longrnans, Green & eo., 1915), p. 25. 
42Ibid., p. 27. 
43Ibid., p. 7. 
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II. The Place of Christian Education in the Church 
(a) General Survey 
The beginning of the 20th century marks a very significant 
stage in the development of Sunday School, as a major agent of Christian 
education within the Church. 
The early development of formal education in both England and 
Scotland was fostered by the Church, in one way or another. 
Williarn Boyd reminds us of the crucial role the Church played 
in the development of education in the Reformation period. 
"The educational principles of Geneva spread through all 
the lands where the ecclesiastical polity and doctrines of 
Calvin found adherents. The Huguenots in France, the 
Reformed Church in Holland, the Puritans in England, the 
Presbyterians in Scotland, all followed in different ways 
and with varying success the school and university system 
of the little Swiss city, and through them Calvinism 1 became as mighty a force in education as in religion." 
It was in 1872 that the State took over responsibility for 
elementary education, in Scotland, and 
" ••• both the Church of Scotland and the Free Church 
handed over their schools on the understanding that 
religious instruction should continue to be given accord-
ing to 'use and wont' ••• There is now a Training College 
in each of the University Cities, to each of which the 
Church appoints a Lecturer on Religious Education who 
trains students in methods of Bible Study and Bible teach-
ing. There is thus, four centuries after the Reformation, 
still a link between Church and day school. Nowadays, however, 
a very considerable part of the direct training given to2 the young by the Church is given in the Sunday School." 
This comment sees a relinquishing of responsibility on the 
part of the Church for the general task of religious education, leading 
1 w. Boyd. The History of Western Education. (London: A. & c. 
Black, 1928), p. 210. 
2M.C. Murray, N.E. Nicholl 1 'H,H. Stewart, G.A. Mills, W.M. 
Wightman. The Life and Work of the Sunday School, (Scottish Sunday School 
Union, undated, c. 1947). p.p. 3,4. 
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however, for obvious reasons, to a heightening of the Church's responsi-
bility for the Christian instruction of its young through the Sunday 
School, giving the Sunday School new importance. 
In England too, the advance of general education till the late 
nineteenth century, was at the instigation of the Church. A Church of 
England report says: 
" .•• until 1870 there were no State-provided schools at 
all ••• We recognise to the full the great work done, and 
still being done, in this field by other denominations of 
Christianity, and since 1870 by the School Boards and Local 
Education Authorities: and we believe that they, for their 
part, will be as willing to adm~t the debt which the nation 
owes to the Church of England." 
The 1870 Act led to education by Church-run and State-run schools, " the 
one required by their Trust Deeds to give denominational religious instruc-
tion and the other not required to give any religious instruction at all 
and not permitted to give any instruction in denominational aateahisms or 
fornruZaries."4 A further Act of Parliament in 1902 more clearly establish-
ed the dual system of Board Schools and Church Schools in England. 
One might have expected this to lead to a decline in the 
Sunday School especially within the Church of England. Interestingly 
however, the need for Sunday School and Bible Classes continued to be 
even more strongly felt by the Commission on Religious Education of the 
Church of England. So vital was the task of training teachers and diocesan 
workers in Sunday School work that, following the Pan-Anglican Conference 
of 1908, St. Christopher's College, Blackheath, London, was founded 
specifically to train Sunday School teachers and organisers. 
3 Church Assembly Report of the Commission on Religious 
Education, (London, Church Assembly Publications Board, 1929). p.p. 41, 42. 
4 Ibid., p. 45 
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It is significant that among the recommendations to the 
Church Assembly by the Commission on Religious Education in 1929 was the 
following, 
"It should, of course, be understood that Religious 
Education in the day school, whether given in the Church 
Schools or the Council Schools ••• ought to be supplemented 
and reinforced by Religious Education in the Sunday School 
and in the Church. These can add to the processes of instruction 
a special inspiration of their own; and can so be used to 
prepare candidates for.Confirrnation or for membership of the 
Presbyterian and Free Churches ••• the significance and 
importance of this aspect of Religious Education cannot be 
overstated and should be kept continually in view."S 
Interestingly also, that Commission saw the distinctive aim 
of the Sunday School to enable "the children's knowledge about God to 
grow into knowledge of Him ••• and to prepare them for an intelligent and 
life-long share in the exercise of its highest activity, namely, that of 
worship." 6 
The lessening of the Church's influence on education at large, 
by virtue of the Education Acts of 1870, and 1902 created a disposition 
towards a strengthening of the role of Church and Sunday School in the 
Christian training of children, and, for a time, strengthened the 
resolve, in parts of the Church, to reach children for Christian Educa-
tion and for Christian faith. 
While the 1902 Act was still before Parliament there were 
those who were strenuously attempting to effect a philosophical and 
methodological revolution. Notable among them was Dr. F.H. Hayward, who 
launched the most vigorous and vituperative attack on existing approach-
es to religious education in England. 
5Ibid. p.p. 66, 67. 
6Ibid. p. 22. 
Greatly influenced by Herbartian 
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thinking in education as morality- and character-forming, and believing 
firmly that virtue can be taught, he presented a five stage plan of 
religious education, which, interestingly in the light of our earlier 
discussion, declined to use the Bible as a source of the early stages of 
education, and introduced the life of Christ only at the most advanced 
stage. 
He argues, for example, for the extensive use of fair tale in 
the early stages. He writes: 
The story of the Frog Prince teaches kindness and 
consideration towards the lowliest creatures - a lesson 
constantly emphasised by these tales, notably by The Ugly 
Duckling of Hans c. Anderson. Gratitude is emphasised by 
the story of the Dog Sultan~ respect towards servants by 
that of the Faithful John; brotherly and sisterly love by 
that of Snow White; obedience to parents by that of Red 
Riding Hood. 
Aesop's fables deal with Selfishness (the Porcupine)~ 
Injustice (Kate and Wolf); Improvidence (several); Ingratitude 
(Snake and the Countryman); Lying (The Boy Who Cried "Wolf!"); 
Self-reliance (Hercules and The Cart-driver); and so forth.7 
Hayward's attack and plea were in response to what he felt 
to be the inadequacies of teaching method and curriculum development both 
in secular and in church-based education. He vigorously urged that 
education be monitored and planned by "a body of scientific educa-
8 tionists" , and said, that, if such existed, 
••• it would be nothing but impertinence for Church, Chapel, 
jockey-clubs, aerated bread companies, or bimetallic leagues, 
to think of prescribing the details of educational procedure. 
For what know they of psychology or of principles of educa-
tion? What know they of Comenius, Pestalozzi, or Herbart? 
Good intentions count for nothing where the principles of 
7 F.H. Hayward, The Reform of Moral and Biblical Education 
(London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co. Ltd., 1902), p. 201. 
8 Ibid., p. xi. 
science are the main thing required, and the plain truth 
is that a committee of housemaids could draw up a 
'syllabus of religious instruction' equal to most of those 
drawn up by the representatives of the Churches.9 
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Now, while there can be no doubt about Hayward's sincerity of 
purpose, there can equally be no doubt that he was writing from a position 
of prejudice in accusing all English education of lacking educational 
responsibility and awareness. At the time his book was being published, 
John Adams was Professor of Education at London University, and was 
advocating an approach to teaching based solidly on Herbart's methodology 
expressed in his "Primer on Teaching" in 1903. 10 
Moreover, Adams recognised clearly the moral and character-
building dimension of Christian teaching, as when he wrote, 
It is absolutely necessary that we should enable our 
pupils to reach clearly elaborated rules of conduct ••• It 
is the vivid presentation of the story, told with emotional 
glow, that inspires to action; and this after all, is the 
teacher's main concern ••• teaching that seeks to influence 
life ••• 11 
Yet Hayward's criticism had some point to it, in that it highlighted the 
failure of educationists, secular as well as church-orientated, to pro-
duce curricula related to the child. Although his protest cannot be 
shown to have created the emphasis on child-centredness to which we 
have already referred, it was, nonetheless, a legitimate, if unbalanced, 
expression of a concern which was to bear fruit. 
9 Ibid., p.p. xi, xii. 
10 John Adams, Primer on Teaching, With Special Reference to 
Sunday School Work (Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1903), p.p. 62-80. 
11 Ibid., p.p. 79,80. 
Indeed, in reviewing the story of the Sunday School Cecil 
Northcott writes 
The first twenty years of the twentieth century were 
significant for the Sunday School movement because they saw 
the discovery of the child as an individual person, and 
witnessed a consequent reform in Sunday School organization 
and methods. It is no criticism of the nineteenth century's 
enthusiasm for Sunday Schools to say that children were 
contemplated in the mass. Large school assemblies, big 
classes, and the atmosphere of learning by rote were the 
signs of successful Sunday Schools. What brought about 
the change was an educational and psychological re-understand-
ing of the child as an individual who had to be treated as a 
separate being from the child on the form next to him. Instead 
of what he was going to teach on Sunday afternoon being the 
chief, and almost sole, concern of the teacher, the child 
who was to listen and learn became12entral to the life of the teacher and the Sunday School. 
The new situation then, as between Church and State in 
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education, provided the milieu, if not the impetus, for Christian educa-
tion, especially as related to the child, to be given a more central 
place than before in the churches. To the extent that complete respon-
sibility for Christian education had moved out of the hands of the Church, 
the need for it to ensure the basic education of its people was highlighted. 
In subsequent years various Acts of Parliament tried to deal 
with conflicts over the involvement of the churches in the day school 
system and the place of religious education in the day schools. 
R.W. Stopford in his Church, School and Life outlines the 
development of the school system in England, and shows how the increas-
ing secularism in education contributed to the problems. He writes, 
..• from 1902 onwards the national system of education 
was becoming more and more secular ••• The causes of this 
secularization are to be found partly in the general 'drift' 
12
cecil Northcott, For Britain's Children. London: N.S.s. 
u., 1953). p. 41. 
away from religion and the growing materialistic outlook 
which resulted from the application of scientific discover-
ies to everyday life .•• In the new Secondary Schools 
religious instruction received less emphasis than was given 
in the Elementary Schools, and it was often crowded out 
of the higher forms by the pressure of the School Certifi-
cate examination. Moreover, the University Training 
Departments which provided the teachers for the Secondary 
Schools, almost without exception, paid no attention to 
the teaching of religion, so the teachers in secondary 
schools became increasingly unready and unqualified to give 
religious instruction .•. Thus the situation arose that 
the religious education of most of the masters and 
mistresses in1jll types of school had ceased at the age 
of 14 or 15. 
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All of this, of course, made it imperative that the churches take, with 
increasing seriousness, their responsibility for the religious education 
of their young, and this imperative was heightened by the secular 
development in education in the first two decades of the twentieth 
century. World events, and the aftermath of World War I, presented an 
enormous challenge to the churches. 
Ernest Hayes, in the 1921 revision of his book "The Child in 
the Midst", first published in 1916, ha~ this to say: 
In a period of reconstruction real religion has little to 
lose and much to gain. The rebuilding of the life of Europe 
after the war is a door of opportunity, flung wide open, for 
the educators of youth ••• 
It is a matter of history, that big wars are followed 
by new developments in education. The Fisher Education 
Act of 1918 seemed at first sight to be a great advance in 
history, in that it showed a nation determined to reorganize 
its educational system before the war had ended ••• certain 
definite developments have already been made that have a 
distinct and serious bearing on Sunday School work. The 
Continuation School is an established fact, and it is only 
a matter of time when in many places educational and social 
centres will be established under state control and endow-
ment. These centres will seriously compete with the week-
night activities of churches and Sunday Schools ••• 
13 R.W. Stopford. Church, School and Life. (Oxford University 
Press, 1949). p.p. 27, 28. 
With greater attention paid to secular education, 
and more importance attached to religious education, the 
Sunday School of today is doubly challenged to improve its 
methods. Thus the new conditions that face us make the 
improvement in Sunday School work much more urgent than 
ever before. Therefore we must lay aside every shred of 
conservatism and lethargy, and prosecute our work with all 
the zeal and efficiency we can command. And the Church must 
give her utmost support to this work, and "fal~er" the 
school through this period of reconstruction. 
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There were, of course, other agencies in the Church committed, 
in greater or lesser degree, to Christian education. Notably, the preach-
ing ministry of the Church has played a central part, whereby the Vicar, 
Priest, Minister, Pastor or Elder have taught the faith through the 
exposition of Holy Scripture. 
Not only so, but from time to time urgent pleas were made for 
pastors to take responsibility for encouraging and developing the ministry 
of Christian education by training leaders and teachers. Writes Carey 
Bonner, in 1911, 
I am convinced there is no more effective way of training 
the great army of Sunday-school teachers than by all ministers 
taking in hand the teachers of his Sunday School - at any rate, 
so far as those of the intermediate and senior scholars are 
concerned. If your own study, training, and gifts have fitted 
you to deal with the great art of teaching, but not otherwise, 
then lead them in this ••• If you have not specialised in it ••• 15 call in the aid of some skilled Christian day-school teacher ••• • 
There can be no doubt that the most strenuous efforts were 
made during the first quarter of the twentieth century, in particular, 
to centralise Christian Education in the life and programme of the Church. 
The establishment of both a Free Church and an Anglican College for the 
14 E.H. Hayes. The Child in the Midst. (London: The Living-
stone Press, 3rd edition, 1921). p.p. 17, 18. 
15
carey Bonner. The Christ,· the Church and the Child. 
(London: Jarnes Clarke & Co.; The Kingsgate Press, 1911). p. 41. 
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training of Christian Education workers, viz. Westhill and St. Christopher's, 
in the first decade, is evidence of great seriousness of intent on the part 
of several denominations, and also of the Sunday School Unions, who united 
solidly behind these developments. 
Because of their centrality to the life of their respective 
nations, socially, educationally, and culturally, it will be necessary to 
review the place of Christian Education rather more specifically within the 
Church of England and the Church of Scotland. It ought to be recognised here, 
however, that the concern for Christian Education was felt widely across the 
entire spectrum of Church life in England and Scotland, and in virtually 
all the free churches. 
It is not an easy matter to trace the individual development of 
Christian education programme in free churches, one at a time. The fact 
is that this area has been one of ecumenical experiment for many years. 
Moreover, relationships have been so close that it is impossible to regard 
Christian education as materially different for churches of one tradition as 
against churches of another within the overall Free Church situation. Nor 
in fact is the distinction so great between the free churches and the State 
church for the simple reason that the relationships between the various bodies 
have been so close that the same principles and practice have been operated, 
by and large, whether in established or free churches. 
A major reason for this course is that the educational theory 
behind the Christian education programmes of the churches is the common 
inheritance of all churches as it is indeed of society itself. It would 
be strange indeed. if the findings of educationists were to make a 
profound impact on one denomination while leaving another untouched or 
uninfluenced. Doubtless there have been periods when one denomination 
has moved its ground more rapidly than another because the 
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new presuppositions of educational practice, where these have been 
involved, have been more readily acceptable to the tradition or the 
theological understanding of one church than of another. That there has 
been a common development across denominational boundaries is evidenced 
by the similarity of emphasis in all the churches throughout this century. 
For example the principle of grading, the recognition of child-centred and 
experience-centred education, the place of adequate teacher training have 
all been recognised in every denomination. By the same token, despite 
the establishment of Boards and Committees of Education it must also be 
acknowledged that in some ways serious Christian education within the 
Christian community has not been given anything like the prominence it 
deserves in the Assemblies or other policy forming bodies within the 
churches. Diana Dewar's scathing criticism that "Parents think it good 
16 for their children in the same way as school milk" is probably 
depressingly accurate even in 1964, but certainly it does not reflect an 
attitude created by the leaders of Christian education across the denomin-
ations. 
Various agencies gave great impetus to the concern for 
Christian education, especially the National Sunday School Unions, later, 
in England, called the National Christian Education Council, the British 
Lessons Council, the various denominational Boards, and the specialist 
Colleges in Birmingham and London, some of which we will examine more 
closely later. The real test, however, is how central Christian Educa-
tion was to local churches, and at which age levels. 
Not only within the Church however, was the centrality of 
16 Diana Dewar. Backward, Christian Soldiers. (London: 
Hutddnso~ 1964). p. 20. 
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of Christian Education to its life recognised. Educationists in a 
secular environment also recognised the special contribution of the Church 
to Christian Education. 
In 1912 Dr. John MacCunn of Balliol College, Oxford, and 
Emeritus Professor of Philosophy in the University of Liverpool, stressed 
the strategic role of the Church in religious education thus 
••• religious organisations can bring to the most unlettered 
of men the very message which philosophy has striven to offer 
to the thinking world ••. religious organisations can do so much 
to bring their members to live for distant and unseen ends ••• 
there are reasons why the Church can do this best of all. Like 
the others, it offers even to the weakest, membership of a 
larger whole; like the others, it speaks through deeds as 
well as words of distant ends; like the others, it brings to 
bear the great twin forces of comradeship and leadership. But, 
beyond the others, 1~t takes the more spiritual ends for its peculiar province. 
Clearly it was being recognised that the goals of Christian 
education in the churches were not only, perhaps not primarily, informa-
tional: but spiritual and moral. MacCunn adds " ••• that Churches have 
been among the great q.:l!ckeners of moral responsibility ••• And all have 
striven to touch the heart with that moral emotion, be it reverence 
for authority, fear of sin, love of God, without which no law, however 
18 
a1gust, will ever move the will to action." 
It is most interesting that the bitter criticism against all 
educational efforts, secular or religious, made by Hayward, are not 
reflected in others, his contemporaries, of equal note, like MacCunn. 
It is of more than passing interest that educationists like MacCunn, in 
the Universities, and Archibald, among the churches, while pleading as 
17 J. MacCunn. The Making of Character. (Cambridge: The 
University Press, 1912). p.p. 129, 130. 
18 
Ibid. p.p. 131, 132. 
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strongly as any for educational method based on curriculum material 
suitable to the learner, felt none of Hayward's extremism, when it came 
to handling the Bible. They, far more constructively than he, urged the 
Christian educationists in the churches to seek relevance in their educa-
tional content and method, without simply substituting extra-Biblical 
mythical material for the Biblical narratives themselves. 
Moreover, those who led the churches in their cultivation of 
Christian education, were as clear as any self-styled Herbartian 
curriculum-writer, that the aim of Christian education was moral, the 
forming of Christian character, and that the churches must work to that 
end. Says Carey Banner, General Secretary of the Sunday School Union, in 
his Ridley Lectures of 1911 
If, in the school, the masters, and through them, the 
pupils, are ruled by noble ideals; if the forming of 
character, the development of personality, the inspiration 
to pure living, the leading on to a 'high and Godlike mark', 
be sought through the varied modes of working, then that 
school will be a power for righteousness. This is true 
of the ordinary school, and a thousand times more true 
of the Sunday-school. For what1~s the supreme aim there but the making of a Christian." 
Of course, such high ideals call for constant review, and 
there are many evidences the educational leadership of the churches have 
been aware of this, and, from time to time, have established commissions 
to study the aims, methods, organization and curricula of Christian 
education. We shall consider the relevant evidence in due course. So 
far as our present enquiry is concerned, into the place of Christian 
education in the churches, a very significant commission was established 
in Scotland by the Scottish Sunday School Union in 1929, "to examine the 
curriculum and methods of religious education, and to make practical 
19 Op. cit. p. SS. 
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recommendations bearing particularly on the work of the Sunday School 
20 
and the preparation of Sunday School lesson schemes." In Part III of 
that report, entitled "A Critical Survey of Religious Education" (with 
special reference to Scotland) , there is a section on "The Contribution 
of the Church." It deals with several aspects of the subject, which 
show the place the matter had in the churches of the day. In particular 
it highlights some of the weaknesses in the Sunday Schools, and the 
churches of which they are part. 
No congregational scheme of religious education can be 
considered satisfactory which does not provide for contact 
with the child and the home being maintained from the time 
of Baptism or Dedication Service through the Cradle Roll, 
membership of the various departments of the Sunday School, 
and membership of such youth organisations as may be attached 
to the congregation, to the senior organisations and full 
membership of the Church. There seem still to be few 
congregations in which systematic organisation of this kind 
exists, and there are far too many2In which there is no 
attempt whatever at co-ordination. 
In its practical recommendations it highlights needs which 
are themselves indicative of inadequate thinking and practice within the 
churches at national and local levels. It demonstrates the weakness at 
national level by pleading for national co-ordination. It says: 
A striking feature of the present situation is the 
number of agencies concerned directly or indirectly with 
the moral and religious upbringing of children. Fuller 
co-operation between these agencies would avoid over-
lapping and conflict of loyalties, and at the same time 
would strengthen the cause of religious education 
generally by preparing the way for a more systematic 
and co-ordinated policy ••• We need a policy of religious 
20 Modern Tendencies in Religious Education (Scottish Sunday 
School Union, 1932). p. 6. 
21Ibid. p. 46. 
education which will envisage the whole field, take account 
of the contribution being made by home, day school, and youth 
organisations, and develop a systematic programme w~~ch is 
related to these, but has its centre in the Church. 
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It is clear from that assessment that the work of Christian 
education had become a rather piece-meal, and unstructured or undirected, 
division of labour, and that the need was evident for the Church to play 
a more central role. That however, is easier said than done, once the 
Church has relinguished its effective hold on the development of 
religious education outside its own life. The diversity of approach has 
continued, on grounds secular, educational or theological, and, even in 
the more hierarchical denominations, local congregations tend to be laws 
to themselves. 
At the level of the local Church, the report had this to say: 
Religious education has not yet received the place of 
importance which it deserves in the thought and life of the 
Church itself. The work of individual agencies within a 
congregation is often far less fruitful than it might be 
because of lack of co-ordination with the life of the 
congregation as a whole. The Kirk Session, or responsible 
Church Court, should regard the supervision of the educa-
tional work of the congregation as one of its most 
important tasks. Such supervision might appropriately be 
delegated to an advisory council appointed by it, consist-
ing of men and women specially qualified for such duties 23 
and including representatives of the various organisations. 
The report went on to advocate various needed developments, 
but the point is clearly established that, at least within the education-
al structures of the Churches, as represented on bodies like the 
Scottish Sunday School Union, the place of religious education was seen 
to be absolutely central. Realism demands that we recognize, however, 
22Ibid. p. 60. 
23Ibid. p. 61. 
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that the awareness of such a priority is in itself of little avail, 
unless the leadership of the Church determines to implement the concern. 
Presumably motivated in part by this awareness, that Commission 
laid strong emphasis on the responsibility and role of the minister in 
the Church's educational task. It said quite forcibly, 
The initiative and leadership in matters of religious 
education in a congregation rests on the minister. He is 
responsible for oversight of all such work, and the task of 
conducting a Preparation Class for Sunday School teachers will 
be in many cases part of his duty. For this reason, it is 
important that provision should be made in the theological 
student's regular course for some training in this important 
branch of his future work. Such provision should include a 
thorough course on the principles and methods of religious 
education ••• It is of major importance that students should 
also be given practical training in modern Sunday School work. 
They should be required to devote a certain number of hours 
to work in a modern graded Sunday School, and such work 
should incl~ge experience of conducting a teachers' prepara-
tion class. 
The same concern was expressed in the Church of England Church 
Assembly Report of the Commission on Religious Education in 1929 which 
stated: 
If the Sunday School is to rise to its full opportunity 
within the educational machinery of the Church·it is obvious 
that a definite and concerted lead must be given by the clergy. 
It would be unreasonable to expect the majority of ordinands 
to be fully trained in the method and practice of elementary 
teaching. They could not become so without a degree of 
specialised preparation which hardly any Theological College 
would be able to provide. But we think it possible, and very 
desirable, that all training courses preparatory to Holy 
Orders should include such study of organisation and teaching 
method appropriate to the modern Sunday School as would 
qualify students for the ministry to assist in the preparation 
and guidance of25eachers and to watch and criticise the lessons 
actually given. 
24Ibid. p. 59. 
25 Church Assembly Report of the Commission on Religious 
Education, (London: Church Assembly Publications Board, 1929). p. 20. 
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Again, in 1936, at the World's Twelfth Sunday School Convention 
held in Norway, Rev. George A. Mills had this to say, 
It is a lamentable fact that ministers begin their 
congregational activities without any special training for 
Sunday School work. They may be scholarly theologians and 
able preachers, but more is required of those who have to 
teach little children, and train others to do so. Many 
ministers, being deeply interested in the Christian educa-
tion of the young, prepare themselves by study and practice 
to supervise their Sunday School work; but a Church that does not 
plan to make its ministers teachers of the young leaves to 
chance or to sporadic zeal a task that cannot be effectively 
accomplished without skilful direction and sure knowledge ••• 
The truth is that Sunday School work will not have its 
rightful place in the Church, nor will the life of the Church 
be more than a match for the forces that are against it, 
until ministers have the26raining which their educational 
responsibilities demand. 
Much later, in a report from the Free Church Federal Council 
in 195~ the same concern persists. It reads, 
What causes anxiety is that in many Free Church Theological 
Colleges there is so little awareness of this aspect of a 
minister's task. Few theological students receive anyinstruc-
tion about the methods of Christian education or the organisation 
or conduct of Sunday schools and youth activities. In this 
respect the Church of England is considerably ahead. Out of 
26 Anglican Theological Colleges all but two have some scheme 
for the systematic training of ordinands in educational work. 
In the majority of cases the Church of England's Children's 
Council, with the good will of the College Principals, has 
organised regularly a teaching week in the College in which 
as many as four visiting lecturers participate. It is the 
normal practice for students to participate in two such 
teaching weeks during their College course. During these 
weeks the ordinary curriculum is suspended, and the whole 
of the student's time is given to the special course. This 
study is related to the theory and practice of teaching and 
the planning of children•s and youth work in the context of 
parish life and worship. Lectures are given on child study, 
methods of teaching related to different age levels, training 
in children's worship, the use of visual aids and the problem 
of communication ••• we are convinced that much more attention 
26 Alexander Gammie, ed., Christ the Hope of the World. (Ne~ York: 
World's Sunday School Association, 1936). p.p. 70, 71. 
must be given to this study in our ~wn theological 
colleges •. , We consider that this aspect of theological 
training is at the centre of the Sunday School problem, 
since the minister's influence is formative in almost every 
church. 
There are some theological colleges that make reference 
to the Sunday school in their courses in Pastoral Theology, 
but hitherto this has been totally inadequate .•. in no 
theological college is there any evidence that Christian 
education is a subject in its own right, which at University 
level has a status just as good as that of other subjects 
normally included in theological studies. Only when similar 
attention is given to it in our theological colleges, do we 
consider that the church will properly come to grips with its 
great opportunity amongst children and young people, an 
opportunity so29ften lost for lack of proper educational 
understanding. 
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It is hard to believe that a concern which in the early years 
of the century had led to the establishment of specialised Colleges in 
Birmingham and London, and to the involvement of the Church of Scotland 
in appointing faculty members to train teachers for religious education 
in the secular education system, until 1947, has failed almost totally 
to penetrate the academic training of persons entering the pastoral 
ministry of the churches with the exception of the Anglican experiments 
noted above. That the Churches and theological institutions have 
failed to introduce training towards degrees in religious education in 
and through the Church is surprising enough, but that they should have 
failed so seriously to give any significant training in the field to 
prospective ministers is a serious reflection on the real place given 
by academician~ to the task of providing competent Christian education 
for the laity. We need to recognise clearly that education will never 
be given the central place it seems to merit in the Church until it is 
given a central place in the training of the Church's pastoral leadership. 
27 Sunday Schools Today, An Investigation of Some Aspects of 
Christian Education in English Free Churches. (Free Church Federal 
Council, 1957). p. 30. 
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While Sunday School continued t? occupy a central place in the 
thinking and even in the life of the churches there was another side to 
the matter. The assumption of responsibility for religious education 
by the day school system, together with the assumption by many church-
goers that the day schools had indeed taken over responsbility, led to 
some weakening of Sunday School, and probably contributed to its decline 
in some measure. 
It had been suggested that one of the problems for the Church 
has been the low level of efficiency in Sunday School compared with day 
schools. As early as 1912, a manual for catechists and teachers in day 
and Sunday School stated, "When we pass to the Sunday Schools we have sadly 
to realise that they are at least 50 years behind the day school in 
general efficiency." 28 
It is understandable that the surrender of so much of the 
responsibility for education by the Church to the State should lead also 
to a surrender of much of the initiative in development of new approaches 
and techniques, and that the Church should tend, partly as a result, to 
follow, rather than to lead, the field. 
However, the best minds in the area of Christian education 
were not prepared to concede the whole of religious education to the 
secular system. Basil Yeaxlee, an astute and able educationist,. wrote, 
in 1931, 
••• it seems to me that too frequently the mistake is 
made of supposing that the day school can and should give 
a complete religious education. The outcome has been 
confusion of aims and embitterment of controversy on the 
one hand and inevitable disappointment with results on the 
other •••• It may still be true that school is the most 
28 M.M. Penstone, H. Lee & R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (National Society's Depository, 1912). p. 15. 
formative influence at work upon his mind and character -
though again it may not. But even if it is there are vital 
aspects of his development with which the day school cannot 
deal. Teachers may be, as Sir John Adarns says, his foster 
parents while he is under their charge, especially if he 
is at boarding school. But the element in religious educa-
tion dependent upon family life and relationships cannot 
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be replaced by the most home-like conditions at school. His 
churchrnanship cannot be achieved by even the strictest train-
ing at school in the tenets and_practices of his denomination ••• 
Even if the day school lays a fine foundation of religious 
instruction, therefore, and does its own part of the building 
thereupon, Church and Sunday School have their necessary 
part to play. Lord Eustace Percy put the matter well when 
he said, at the twenty-first Anniversary Meetings of St. 
Christopher's College, that, as a former President of the 
Board of Education he desired to see the Sunday School become 
the place of higher religious education to which day school 
teachers who had given throughout the week not only religious 
instruction but religious education might rely upon their 
scholars going at the end of the week ••• the better taught 
children are in the week the readier they will be for further 
teaching on the Sunday, and the lighter will be the 
burden, in one respect, of the Sunday School teacher: for 
he can now specialise on what is complementary (not supple-
mentary) to the work of the day school teacher, and he will 
at last have time for much which is of supreme importance 
but which he has hitherto had to pass over in the effort to 
make sure that children acquire at.leastan outline of 
Biblical, ethical and doctrinal truth. Above all he can 
devote himself specially to helping his scholars in their 
development of personal religion, showing them how religion 
is to be expressed in the details of livin~~ and training 
them in the spirit and methods of worship. 
Dr. Yeaxlee was then Principal of Westhill Training College, 
an4 represents the best of Christian education leadership of his day. 
His inflUeDce was extremely significant, inde~d formative, on the think-
ing and practice of his students, and the churches. 
At the Twelfth World's Sunday School Convention in Norway in 
1936, as recorded in Alexander Gamrnie's report, Rev. George Mills urged 
the continuing relevance of the Sunday School in British churches, and 
elevated it from the level of a sectional, separate interest for the 
29 Basil A. Yeaxlee, ~Approach to Religious Education in Sunday 
School and Day School. (London: SCM Press, 1931). p.p. 121-124. 
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enthusiasts, to a central place in the life of the Church, implying, in 
his comments, that existing attitudes left much to be desired: 
••• the Church regards the parents as being primarily 
responsible for bringing up their children in the nurture and 
admonition of the Lord. But the Church also has a respon-
sibility ..• and experience has shown that the Sunday School is 
the best known method of caring for the religious needs of the 
children. The Sunday School is really a Church School. It is 
an integral part of the Church's life and work ••• today·the 
Church has a new vision of the importance of Sunday School 
work, and realises as never before that the Sund~0 School must have a place in the forefront of its activities. 
The regard in which Sunday School, and, indeed, Christian 
Education was held, fluctuated in accordance with the current vogues in 
theology, educational theory, Biblical interpretation, etc., as can easily 
be demonstrated from a wide range of evidence in the form of statistical 
reviews and reports, Commission findings, and other sources such as those 
already cited. It is noteworthy however that Sunday School was seen to 
benefit, not only the children Whofaithfully attended it, but also the 
large number of adults involved in its teaching programme and adrninist-
rative structures. 
say; 
Dr. W.M. Wightrnan in the Baird Lecture for 1942, had this to 
Granting that there are many inadequate Sunday Schools 
throughout the Church, it is equally true that the best 
schools reach a high level of reverence and sincere Christ-
ian influence. Few people realise the intensive and exten-
sive preparation for the Sunday lesson which underlies the 
work of the vast majority of teachers. A detailed study 
of the Bible lesson leads to wider reading in order to 
ensure an attractive background for its presentation. The 
difficulties in handling children, encountered by every 
teacher, especially when untrained, lead further afield 
to child study and the investigation of teaching methods. 
The Sunday School is thus the unacknowledged stimulus of 
what is perhaps the most regular and widespread form of 
30
op Cit. p. 65. 
adult education in Scotland, by which in normal times fully 
fifty thousand men and women - young, middle-aged, and old, 
people of all grades of education from university to elemen-
tary school, civic dignitaries alongside the humblest of our 
citizens -- engage week after week in studies which may embrace 
Biblical literature, history, and theology, child psychology 
and educational methods, international relationships and 
overseas evangelism -- all with the single aim of presenting 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ to a little group of children. 
Our country, even in the intensity of her war effort, has not 
anything similar to compare wit~1this labour of love •••• Its 
ultimate value, who may judge? 
This dimension of Sunday School, namely its educational . 
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impact on adults, is not frequently cited, except in the context of the 
development of specific programmes, like the Anglican Church Tutorial 
Classes, perhaps one of the most promising in the 1920~s. To this area 
of concern we shall return in Chapter IX. 
One of the chief concerns of the Sunday School throughout the 
period of our study has been the persistent tendency towards numerical 
decline, relieved at certain points and in certain areas as a result of 
special promotion, increase in effective teacher training, methodolog-
ical adaptation and other factors. 
This decline has consistently been at its worst in the years 
of puberty and adolescence. 
Dr. Wightrnan's Baird Lecture complains that the Church is not 
even holding its own young people in the 1940's, let alone being able 
"to seek to alleviate the postion by trying to win the outsiders." 32 
He conunents; 
The youth figures of the Church show a steady and 
accelerating decrease over a period of years. Till about 
the mid-1920's the decrease was less in proportion than 
31 
W.M.Wlghtman, Youth in the New Order, A Survey of Christian 
Education in Scotland, being the Baird Lecture for 1942. (Edinburgh: 
Wm. Blackwood, 1942). p.p. 82, 83. 
32 Ibid. p. 86. 
the decline of the child population. During the past fifteen 
years the rate of decrease in Sunday School and Bible Class 
figures has outstripped that of the fall in child population. 
The reasons for this are not far to seek. The young people 
of today are living more dangerously than any previous 
generation of youth has lived since these dark years when 
the industrial revolution of the eighteenth century cast its 
grim shadow over the child population of our factory towns. 
The unsettlement due to repeated wars, the lowering of the 
moral fibre of the age by the amazing spread of gambling, 
the temptations associated with birth control, the widespread 
challenge to all accepted standards of faith and morals to 
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be found in certain schools of thought and literature, the 
unemployment wastage of the most active years of thousands of 
young lives - all these have combined to make life a perilous 33 
adventure for the untrained mind and the undisciplined soul. 
He goes on to plead for Church authorities to take a firm 
hold of the situation, and to insist on a systematic approach to educa-
tion in the Church. He laments that 
Many congregations are content with Sunday Schools 
in which the preparation for the teaching of the children 
is left to the teacher's personal initiative. In one out of 
every five or six congregations no continuous religious 
instruction is given to young people beyond the Sunday School 
stage •••• The handwriting on the3~all is plain, and its 
message as grave as it is clear. . 
It is clear even from this statement that religious education, 
as represented by the Sunday School, was considered a children's activity, 
so that Wightman can talk of ''young people beyond the Sunday School 
35 
stage." It seems clear to me that such a mentality, and such a concept 
of the Sunday School is bound to militate against the development of a 
continuous Church-wide educational approach, so patently required if 
growth in Christian and religious maturity is to be sustained into adult 
life. Doubtless Wightman deplored this situation also. 
33
rbid. p. 87. 
34Ibid. p. BB. 
35 . htm W~g an, Loc. cit. 
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The expression of such concerns, however, is strong evidence 
that, despite the enormous changes which affected the life of the churches 
in England and Scotland, in terms of factors like theological developments, 
changed attitudes to the Bible, sociological upheavals caused by growing 
urbanisation, two world wars, changes in moral attitudes, including 
increasing sexual freedom in the wakeof contraceptive practices, 
increasing gambling fever, together with the ravages of economic depression, 
unemployment, and increased secularisation of thought, the Church continued 
to regard the religious training, and the spiritual nurture of its people, 
especially its young people, as of paramount importance. Sadly, the 
prcphetic and visionary voices of leaders in the field of religious educa-
tion frequently fell on the partially deaf ears of religious bureaucrats 
and congregational lovers of the status quo. That this is so is 
evidenced by the extremely slow rate of implementing new insights into 
educational practices and procedures at the level of authoritative 
denominational action, where ~uch was possible, and at the level of 
congregational change, where so often, the lethargic and apathetic 
majority perpetuated the ineffective, comforted presumably by the 
assumption that 'vox populi vox dei'. 
Even in the greatly changed climate of religious life in 
Britain after the Second World War, when thestringenciesof post-war 
economic recovery gave way to rather better and more affluent lifestyles, 
and the trend to materialism from the churches accelerated, the place of 
Christian education continued to be affirmed, even if its quality often 
left much to be desired. 
Rupert navies, in outlining a theory of Christian Education 
from within English Methodism, wrote in the Preface to his book, in 1951, 
I used to think that Sunday School was finished, and 
that the Church would have to find some other means of 
Christian Education. But that was before I knew the Sunday 
School from the inside, or had formed a proper conception of 
its place in the life of the Church. Now I am convinced that 
it is indisp3gsable to the Church both in the present and 
the future. 
The persistence of the Sunday School is more remarkable in 
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Britain than in most other countries, because not only do England and 
Scotland have Churches identified with nationhood, as the Church of 
England (Anglican) and the Church of Scotland (Presbyterian), more or 
less paralleling the State Church situation in various European countries, 
and in marked contrast to the clear separation of Church and State in 
religious education in the United States of America, but particularly in 
the light of the existence and encouragement of religious education in 
day schools, with appropriate conscience clauses for dissenters. 
Although there can be little doubt that the dual system has 
contributed significantly to the decline of Sunday Schools numerically, 
it has done little to dissuade the Churches from maintaining their 
existence. 
In a very interesting book on the theory and practice of 
Christian Education under the Butler Act of 1944, A. Victor Murray, 
then Professor of Education in Hull, describes a deeply significant 
English attitude which may account both for the relative success of 
Church Schools, whether in the categories of "aided" schools, "special 
agreement" schools, or "controlled" schools, and, in part, for the 
continuance of Sunday Schools. He puts the heart of his argument like 
this: 
36 Rupert E. Davies, The Sunday School Today. (Methodist 
Youth Department, London, 1951). p. ix. 
In education, however, there were two theories which 
further strengthened the natural inclination of the English 
in favour of voluntary enterprise. The first was that 
education is a function of the Church rather than of the 
State, and the second that the ideal type of education is that 
provided by the system of apprenticeship. Religion had 
supplied the motive for education all down the English 
centuries including the education of the Dissenting Academies 
of the eighteenth century and the Sunday Schools later, and 
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so the results of education ought also to accrue to religion. 
The Church connection was emphasised even in the architecture. 
Schools copied their design from churches .•.. All this was 
symbolic of the belief that education was a service ancillary 
to the Church, to be carriedon under the auspices of the Church, 
and the best help t~7 State could give was financial help and 
non-interference ••. 
He further writes: 
The third peculiarity of the English is their astonishing 
facility for eating their cake and having it. When forced with 
two alternatives they invariably choose both, and the more 
opposite are the alternatives the more does the English 
genius rise to the height of this great argument. For example, 
elementary education between 1870 and 1880 was both voluntary 
and compulsory, for the act of 1870 made education compulsory 38 
only if the Boards were willing to make this clause operative. 
It is no surprise then that, in such a dual system of education, 
Churches, including the Church of England and the Church of Scotland, 
should maintain their Sunday Schools, without any sense of conflict between 
the two systems, at least among educationists, while experienc~ng 
numerical decline in Sunday Schools, despite many attempts to revitalise 
and modernise their approaches, curricula, buildings and organisation, due 
largely to the assumption by many parents that their children were getting 
all the religion they needed through the day school system, perhaps even' 
reinforced by the feeling that the day school approach would be less 
denominational and exclusive in emphasis, than Church-based Sunday School 
37A. Victor Hurray, The School and The Church, (London: S.C.M., 
1944). p. so. 
38Ibid. p. 51. 
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activity would tend to be. 
Certainly these factors so cogently presented by Murray, go a 
long way to explaining why so many promotional efforts to boost the 
life and attendance of Sunday Schools have been ineffective compared with 
parallel, though often better organised, promotions in the U.S.A. 
Interestingly, Rupert navies gets near to this when, having 
written of the difficulties of inadequate buildings, bad timing, inappro-
priate equipment, including "cramped type" 39 Bibles, wrong-size chairs, 
he goes on to state that the greatest difficulties are personal. He says, 
" ••• attendance at Sunday School is not, and cannot be made, compulsory •••• 
It is a curious inversion of the British democratic 'way of life' that 
people should regard that which is compulsory as necessarily more import-
40 
ant than that which is not." 
In that comment there is an implication we may note with more 
than passing interest. The compulsory nature of day school, of whatever 
kind, gives it a priority parents cannot, legally, and often do not, 
volitionally, accord to Sunday School. navies does not spell this out, 
perhaps does not even see it too clearly, since he goes on very quickly 
to discuss the problems raised by compulsory military service, then in 
vogue, and traditionalist, obdurate leadership in the Sunday Schools, 
but he points up a principle, however, that is of considerable signi-
ficance, if not fully recognised, as of strategic importance, even by 
Davies himself. 
Additionally, however, it is interesting to see how Davies, 
like Wightrnan, to whom we have already referred, regards Sunday School 
as a children's activity, with the inevitable consequence of fragment-
39 Rupert E. navies, The Sunday School Today, (London: Methodist 
Youth Department, 1951). ·p. 22 
40Ibid. p. 25. 
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ing the Church's educational ministry, a tendency which has so seriously 
and adversely affected the total educational impact of the Church in our 
period. He comments, 
Enough has been said to make it unnecessary to stress any 
further the vital relationship between the Sunday School and 
the Church. We may describe this relationship best by saying 
that the Sunday School is the Church doing its work among the 
children. We ought, in fact, to speak not of "the Sunday 
School and the Church" - though that is a form of expression 
that dies hard- but of "the Sunday School in the Church", for 
the Sunday School is just as integral a part of the c~yrch as 
the Minister's Society Class or the Leader's Meeting. 
The failure of the Church to view Christian education as a 
concern embracing all age segments of the Church is highlighted by Dr. 
Basil Yeaxlee in volume two of his "Spiritual Values in Education", where 
he insists that "the churches as a whole have not awakened to the educat-
. 42 ion of adults as an essential part of the function of the Church at all." 
That was in 1925. The same concern was still being sounded forty-three 
years later in 1968 by Eric J. Burton, formerly Secretary for Children's 
Work of the Congregational Union of England and Wales, when he wrote, 
Considerable adult education is, of course, already 
taking place in churches without the use of that term. The 
teaching part of worship, including the sermon, and much that 
takes place in mid-week activities, are in some way forms of 
religious education although the quality is very varied. There 
often seems to be no real understanding of the purpose of all 
this activity, with the result that it is sporadic in its 
nature, fails to achieve all that it could and leaves many 
needs unmet. We need to gather together the best of what is 
being done and provid~3a satisfactory Christian education programme for adults. 
He goes on to plead for a programme involving consecutive 
41Ibid. p. 97. 
42 Basil A. Yeaxlee, Spiritual Values in Adult Education. (Milford, 
Oxford University Press, 2 Vols/, 1925}. ,Jt.Vol.,,, ~'3 
43 Eric J. Burton, ~alls Within (Nutfield: National Christian 
Education Council, 1968). p. 61. 
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teaching through the pulpit, post-membership training classes, and 
house groups. But it is all so sketchy, and superficial, adding nothing 
at all to the mixture of things advocated with varying emphasis over 
many years, and with no real thought of in-depth education based on good 
curricular material. Even at that late date, which post-dates strictly 
our period of enquiry, the practice of Christian education had not really 
gone beyond the place and needs of the child and the adolescent (usually 
the young adolescent). 
In 1960, Dr. John Sutherland, principal lecturer in Education, 
Moray House College of Education, Edinburgh, produced a most valuable 
survey of Sunday Schools and Bible Classes in the Church of Scotland for 
the period 1901-1958. While recognising the essential place of these in 
the Church he was forced to express regret at their serious decline. 
"Sunday School and Bible Class teaching has for some time been considered 
an essential part of the work of the Church, but a study of the figures 
of attendance reveals a steady fall from 1911 onwards with very much 
44 
accelerated falls during the periods of the two world wars. 11 
He points out that the percentage of children of school age 
(which is not clearly defined) enrolled in Sunday School was 53.9\ in 
1901, and 31.7\ in 1958. That Christian education and nurture are still 
seen to be of crucial importance at that time is evidenced by his 
statement: "The fundamental consideration determining all our discussions 
is that the Church has a responsibility for the welfare of the child from 
the time that he is baptised until he becomes a full adult member of the 
45 
congregation." 
44 . . . . 
John Sutherland, Godly·upbringing. (Edinburgh: Church of 
Scotland Youth Committee, 1960). p. 17. 
45
rbid. p. 129. 
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This is laudable so far as it goes. But it is of the greatest 
significance that, in the fourteen recommendations approved by the General 
Assembly, no reference appears either to the inclusion of Christian 
education in the training of candidates for the Christian ministry, or to 
the establishment and development of adult Christian education as an 
integral part of the educational ministry of the Church. These are fatal 
flaws if anything more than instant or short-term remedies are sought. 
Despite that, the place of Christian education throughout the period has 
been one of great significance, even taking into consideration the develop-
ments in State education, the changes in climate, theological, Biblical, 
and moral, and the persistent defects at the level of adult education 
and theological training. 
(b) The National Churches 
We turn now to give more specific attention to the place of 
Christian Education within the National Churches of England and Scotland. 
The Church of England 
' 
Christian Education in the Church of England is surprisingly 
diversified. In an Episcopal Church we might have expected to find more 
uniformity of procedure than in the Free Churches. In fact, however, the 
practice varies considerably from diocese to diocese, and it is difficult 
to talk too conclusively about "Church of England practice" since there are 
so many procedural variations. This is demonstrated in replies to a 
questionnaire I sent to every Anglican diocese in England (1967) which 
reflects the surprisingly congregational and autonomous pattern of parish 
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churches in the Church of England. The reply from the Bristol diocesan 
Education committee secretary goes so far as to say "Our system of Sunday 
46 Questionnaire: see Appendix I. 
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School, Bible class and catechism teaching is on a parochial basis. Each 
parish follows its own system as arranged by the Vicar and Superintendents 
of Sunday Schools and they use whatever books and teaching literature 
they wish. This work is not divided on a Diocesan basis," A reply from 
the Diocesan Director of Religious Education in the diocese of Portsmouth, 
says " ..• Christian education in the Church of England is the responsibi-
lity of individual parishes, of which we have over 100 in this Diocese. 
Consequently, there is no central direction •.• ". 
The Diocesan Youth Officer of the diocese of Southwell went so 
far as to say, "You will understand that in the Church of England more 
than in any other Christian Communion practices vary widely between 
churches and it would be impossible to give in general terms a picture 
of the methods and practice of Christian Education." 
47 Gibbard in "The Church Tomorrow" (1950) points out that from 
the 17th Century the Church of England was the sole educator, and the 
major one through the Reformation period. The widespread scepticism of 
the early 18th century, however, led to division on the matter of 
education in the Church. In the Church of England, he claims, the next 
lOO.years were dead so far as religious education was concerned. The 
most notable work in the period was among the Non-Conformists. 
In 1833 the State entered the educational field, and gave money 
to the National Society and to the British and Foreign Schools Society, 
but claimed the right to inspect schools. In 1870 it set up its own 
elementary schools, calling them "provided" schools, to the displeasure 
of Church of England and Roman Catholic elements. In 1902 the Government 
47 M. Gibbard, Tomorrow' s Church (London: SPCK, 1950). 
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moved into Secondary education, although aiding 'non-provided schools'. 
With the acceleration. of the transition of education in England from 
Church to State control in this century, the place of Church-centred 
agencies of Christian Education might have assumed much greater importance. 
Indeed, the Church of England has, over the period, taken some 
of the more adventurous steps towards providing adequate Christian 
Education within the Church, but its involvement in, even partnership 
with, the State in the secular education field, has sometimes militated 
against the degree of effectiveness which might otherwise have been 
achieved, by threatening to weaken its distinctive thrust. 
For example, the founding of St. Christopher's College in 
Blackheath, London, to train full time Sunday School and Christian educa-
tion workers, and the introduction of some measure of training in 
Christian education into theological education, represent by far the most 
significant actions in the area of developing skilled educational leader-
ship for the Church. 
Also, the establishment and development of Church Tutorial 
Classes for adults as early as 1917 was certainly one of the most construc-
tive developments in the field of adult religious education. Unfortunately, 
both St. Christopher's and the Church Tutorial Classes were relatively 
short-lived, and the potential of such creative development was never 
fully realized, and never fully recognised. Moreover, the Church has 
seen it as its duty to maintain whatever influence it could within the 
State educational system, help to provide competent teachers for the 
Church Teaching Classes, "withdrawal classes" for the purpose of religious 
instruction, and most of all, to try to help the teachers themselves. 
This seeming preoccupation with day-school religious instruction 
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rather than with the development of Church-centred instruction has not 
however elevated religious education in the thinking of parents and others 
responsible for the moral development of children, although many parents 
seem to feel it to be adequate without Sunday School. Religious instruct-
ion in school is not treated with much seriousness by many parents. As 
we have seen, Diana Dewar in her "Backward Christian Soldiers (1964) says 
"Parents think its good for their children in the same way as school 
'lk" 48 m~ • She suggests that "the religious influence at school should 
spread out from the Scripture lesson and colour the teaching of every 
49 
subject on the time-table." 
While educational methods and techniques in other areas of 
knowledge have developed greatly in England over the last half-century, 
the instruction in religion has altered substantially but comparatively 
slowly. This can be illustrated from secular education by the simple 
observation that, while the teaching of religious values has declined in 
significance, Sir Richard Acland in "We Teach Them Wrong" refers to a 
survey by Sheffield University showing school religious education to be 
50 ineffective. He insists that this is not a reflection on our faith 
but on our means of communication. Amongst other things, he insists that 
the tendency to regard word-forms, like the Apostles Creed, and the 
sacrificial language of the Bible, as indispensible, is foolish. It is 
more vital to educate from the known to the unknown rather than try to 
communicate catechetical formulae or objective truths from outwith the 
48o. Dewar, Backward Christian Soldiers (London: 
1964). p. 20. 
49Ibid. 
Hutchinson, 
50
sir R. Acland, We Teach Them Wrong: Religion and the Young 
(Gallancz, London, 1963). 
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experience and appreciation of the learner. By the time Acland was writ-
ing there was a strong surge of interest in Anglicanism in inductive, experi-
mental education as distinct from the traditionally catechetical approach. 
Alongside some questionable approaches to religious education 
in day schools has been a decline in the effectiveness of Church of 
England Sunday Schools. Replies to the 1967 questionnaire sent to all 
the diocesan officials in religious education indicate clearly that 
Sunday Schools and Bible classes have continued to be central to the 
Church's educational task, but that their story has been one of steady, 
sometimes rapid, decline. This decline, it is now widely felt, is evident. 
at a much earlier age than a generation ago. The effective upper age 
limit for Sunday School appears to be around 11. Thereafter, other 
means of retaining and instructing children have to be found. This is 
variously attributed in replies to the questionnaire to population decline 
in rural areas, reaction against afternoon Sunday Schools in others, and 
"the war" in others. Only one diocese suggests tentatively that the 
trend may now be reversing. Much thought has been given to the need to 
develop better teaching methods and materials, although experiments in 
these areas have done little of note to arrest the decline amongst older 
children. This continuing decline in all Sunday School work is, accord-
ing to Miss Dewar's findings, attributable to various elements, such as 
boredom, lack of selection of good teachers, lack of teacher-training, 
failure to instruct the ministry in educational approach, lack of contact 
between Sunday School and Church worship, and the growth of materialism, 
with its denigration ?f spiritual values. Many other causes of decline 
may also be found, two of which seem of paramount importance, viz. the 
lack of involvement of the pupil's home, in that a large proportion of 
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children receiving Christian instruction do not have it reinforced or 
encouraged positively in their homes, and a combination of unsuitable 
techniques in teaching the child, particularly evident in the wide-
spread failure of Sunday Schools to make their instruction sufficiently 
child-centred and experience-centred. Dr. Ronald Goldman's findings 
are a disturbing challenge at this level, although it should be said that 
they were foreshadowed with surprising clarity as long ago as the first 
decade of this century by G.H. Archibald in "The Sunday School of 
Tomorrow" (1909) 51 in which he pioneered the principles of Graded instruct-
ion with a view to meeting the needs of children at various intellectual 
and emotional stages of development. 
Certainly there was in Church of England Sunday Schools a 
fairly persistent emphasis on catechetical, and therefore, content-centred 
teaching, even for the young child, in ways which came to be strongly 
challenged by a whole range of Christian Educationists throughout the period 
of our enquiry. 
The Commission on Religious Education stated in 1929, that 
"The aim of Religious Education can be defined in quite general terms as 
leading men to find in and·beyond the visible world the invisible God, and 
so to live, that growing continually in knowledge of Him, they may learn 
to love Him and to love their fellow men."52 
That report saw three vital contributors to the task among 
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children, viz. "the Home, the School, and the Church." 
51 G.H. Archibald, The Sunday School of Tomorrow. (London: Sunday 
School Union, 1909) •. 
52 Church Assembly Report of the Commission on Religious Education 
(London: Church Assembly Publications ~oard, 1929). p. 3. 
53 Ibid. p. 5. 
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Anglicanism has tended to lay heavy emphasis throughout on 
catechetical teaching, which is probably why Acland and Dewar are so 
severe in their criticisms, and in their allegations of boredom and 
irrelevance. For example, as creative an institution as St. Christopher's 
College, Blackheath, in preparing "A Graded Syllabus of Religious Educa-
tion" in 1928, while endeavoring to take seriously current insights into 
child development, found it necessary to defend the Catechetical content 
of its syllabus, thus: "There is a difference of opinion on the value of 
memorizing the formulae of religious truths. It should be evident from 
what has been said that the ideas embodied in the Church Catechism will be 
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repeatedly taught to children of all ages." 
With considerable skill and sensitivity to the needs of the 
growing child, it proposed a syllabus and approach which concentrated on 
the religious growth of the child, rather than mainly the background, 
factual growth of his understanding, which was seen to be the responsi-
bility of the Day School. A sincere, but perhaps over optimistic effort 
was made thus to establish a working partnership in religious education 
between the Day School and the Church. 
Interestingly in the 1929 report of the Commission on Religious 
educ~tion, the recommendations included the following: 
2. That every diocese should be provided with at least 
one trained organiser of Sunday School work, giving whole-
time service, and acting in close relations with all other 
educational activities of the diocese ••• 3. That (a) some 
training in organisation, teaching method, and the principles 
of grading for worship appropriate to the modern Sunday 
School be part of the ordinary curriculum of an ordinand's 
course, and usually be required by the Bishop as a qualifi-
cation for ordination; and (b) some provision be made for 
54 A Graded Syllabus of Religious Education. (London: St. 
Christopher's Press, 1928). p. 5. 
short courses in educational method for the clergy •••• 
5. That, in order to encourage local interest in the 
educational work of the Church for all ages and stages, 
Parochial Church Councils in the larger parishes and 
Ruridecanal Conferences should form education committees, 
charged with duties of watching existing agencies and 
suggesting opportunities to extend, develop, and 
supplement them •••• 
10. That as education through the Church must in 
the last resort depend for its effectiveness upon the 
attitude of the clergy, and upon the advancement of 
their own intellectual life, study, and especially 
corporate study, should be urged upon them as one of 
the first of their duties, and that ample opportunities, 
adapted to the varying conditions o55dioceses, should be provided for its encouragement. 
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These are remarkable recommendations, in the name of a major 
Church Commission, calling for: a) adequate full time educational staff 
to serve the churches, b) the inclusion of Christian education in theo-
logical education, c) the implementation of Christian education for all 
ages, d) the development of continuing ministerial education. 
To its credit the Church of Englandproceededto develop the 
first and second of these quite decisively so that dioceses throughout 
the Church of England now have full-time directors of Christian 
education, and most Anglican Colleges do include Christian education in 
the curriculum for ordinands. The others have not been so thoroughly 
developed, but their very conception in 1929 is indicative of an unusually 
insightful and creative Commission. Their plea, I believe, still has 
relevance, and has still to be taken with real seriousness by most other 
Communions. 
The subsequent development of Christian Education within the 
Church of England gives evidence of building, not only in organisation 
and strategy, on the vision of the late 20's. The dream of St. Christopher's 
55 Church Assembly Report. Op. cit. p.p. 36-38 • (italics mine) 
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in its hoped-for division of labour between day school and Church 
(Sunday School), led to the development of a graded syllabus which tried to 
take into account the need to relate both to the intellectual, emotional 
and spiritual development of the child, and also to the Catechisms, 
Creeds, and Content of the Faith, as expressed in the attached outline. 56 
It is evident that the partnership idea was kept very much alive. In a 
Handbook produced in 1946, the opening of the Introduction reads: 
The whole educational system of this country is being 
remodelled and the child's religious training will be 
affected. Corporate worship and religious instruction are 
now compulsory in all maintained schools, Primary and 
Secondary, and in County Schools will be in accordance 
with an Agreed Syllabus, so that the majority of children 
will receive Agreed Syllabus instruction which will provide 
a knowledge of Bible narrative and the elements of the 
Faith common to all Christians~7but will give no training in specific Church membership. 
The reference in that passage to "a knowledge of Bible narrative" 
very closely parallels the opening paragraphs of the 1928 St. Christopher's 
syllabus, which said, "We shall recognize the fact that in many Week-Day 
Schools a great deal of religious education is given, and that, especially, 
an acquaint~nce with the narratives of the New Testament and of the Old 
58 Testament comes to be acquired." 
The sense of continuing obligation for catechetical teaching 
persists in the Handbook for the 1946 scheme for training; 
It will be noted that the theme of the Church Catechism 
runs through the whole of this syllabus. There is a divergence 
of thought as to how best the Catechism is to be taught and 
the extent to which it should be memorised, having regard to the 
varying abilities of children. It is assumed, therefore, that 
each parish will use the method that best suits its need. 59 
56A Graded Syllabus of Religious Education (London: St. Christo-
pher's Press, 1928): see Appendix II. ' 
57Handbook to the Scheme of Training for Church Children (London: 
National Society, SPCK, 1946) p. 5. 
58 Graded Syllabus: Op. cit. p. 3. 
59Handbook: Op. cit. p. 6. 
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That statement also provides interesting and significant 
evidence of the inherent congregationalism even within Anglicanism which 
60 
assumes that "each parish will use the method that best suits its need". 
This congregationalism became very apparent in replies to my questionnaire, 
sent to every diocese in 1967. 
In its recent work, the Children's Council has carried out 
research into Trends in Children's Work, producing a brochure with that 
61 title in 1965, and sees evidence of the need to involve whole families 
in worship together. Also, so many parents take their children away on 
Sundays, that week-night experiments are replacing Sunday instruction, 
and these seem to have achieved better attendances. Such an approach 
can do little - obviously - to stimulate family-worship in Church on 
Sunday, and could well prove to be an expedient catering for a situation 
of declining commitment on the part of Church members and its benefits 
may well be marginal and short lived. 
In some areas, the Sunday Schools as such are being replaced 
by Junior Church and other experiments. For example, Joyce Hardinq 
reports on the Diocese of Bath and Wells, and its Junior Church Scheme, 
The aim of the scheme is to make Sunday a day of worship 
for children at the normal services of the Church, leaving 
instruction as primarily a week-day activity. The reasons 
for adopting this scheme some years ago were: (a) The fact 
that the graded Sunday School tended to run on parallel lines 
with the worship in Church, and the children were never really 
integrated into its life. (b) The time spent in recruiting 
60 Loc. cit. 
61 Joyce Hardinq, Trends in Children's Work (London: Church 
of England Board of Education: Children's Council, 1965). 
and training teachers wh~~h might be better directed to 
the children themselves. 
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In the post-war period of the late 1940s, much thought was given 
to the needs of the child and the pattern of future church-centred 
Christian Education. A Church Assembly report, which looked ahead, was 
fully expounded by Gibbard in 1950. It indicated the nature of the 
thinking going on in the Church of England at that time. It underlined 
a number of significant and basic matters. It insisted firstly, on the 
need to recapture a sense of the value of the individual child as a unique 
creation by and for God, but with a self-centred bias, which creates tension. 
The Church was seen to have a five-fold concern for children 
1) To bring them to God, by bringing them under her influence. 
2) To bring them fully into the worship of the Church. 
3) To give systematic training in prayer and worship and graded teach-
ing in the Christian faith. 
4) To introduce children to the Church's community life. 
5) To guide the child into the process of conversion, through faith in 
Christ. There is a real need, by all means, to lead them to committed 
faith. 
Gibbard maintains that many have been lost and many others have 
become "formal Church men" because of failure here. "We have not presented 
our Lord to them", he writes, "in such a way that they come to accept Him 
personally as their master, so they have not found the Christian life an 
63 
adventure where He is followed and self is forgotten." 
At this time too, there was felt a need to stress anew the 
62 Harding: Op. cit. p. 16. 
63 Gibbard: Op. cit •• 
relationship between the Church and the home, and to consider giving 
"marriage guidance" before marriage. The maintenance of a baptismal 
roll, or regular contact by visitation with the home. The failure to 
attach 50% of its baptised children was an indictment of the Church's 
failure in this matter. 
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The responsibility of the home for basic Christian training was 
stressed. The home should teach its children to pray. It should lead 
them to a love for Jesus through Bible stories. It should introduce 
them to intimate worship through family prayers and the saying of grace. 
It should devise things to do at home. Archbishop Temple held that the 
greatest educational influence on any child was the conversation at the 
family meal-table. 
This partnership of Church and home needs to be developed all 
through childhood, and especially at adolescence, when the pressures of 
secularism are so strongly felt. 
A strategy was conceived designed to co-ordinate the various 
educational influences of home, Church and Sunday School, day school, and 
week-night activities, in the imparting of Bible ~nd the Catechism which 
was seen as the "ground plan" of the Church's teaching. Again the 
catechetical approach is favoured. 
Gibbard urges the teaching of the Bible, the Catechism, and 
sees it as vital to introduce the child to the five main sections of) 
relationship to God through baptism, the importance of belief, 
love towards God and neighbour, prayer and the sacraments. He urges, 
however, an inductive approach to teaching rather than a rigidly 
authoritarian deductive method. He urges that we teach them beyond their 
comprehension, for example in teaching sections of liturgical prayer. 
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He says, "Much they will not understand, but they will in this way catch 
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something of the grandeur of worship." At all times contact must be 
maintained with the child. 
Phyllis Dent maintains in "The Child's Initiation" that attempts 
to indoctrinate children without reference to their family life and the 
family life of the Church are futile. She quotes from a 1941 "Conference 
on Church Affairs", thus, "Attract the children only to the Church, and 
you have effected nothing, for almost all of them will succumb to the alien 
influences that surround them. But convert the father and mother", she 
writes "and you have gained the whole family." 65 This, of course, is an 
obvious oversimplification, but it puts the stress on a vital area. It 
recognises that a child lives in the family first of all. The argument 
then tends to go off at a tangent by suggesting, however rightly in 
itself, that the child "must be initiated into the normal doings and 
habits of the family life of the Church by living with those to whom 
Church life is a reality". 66 
On this basis, religious education is seen to involve: 
1) bringing the child up in the Family of the Church, 
2) training him in private and corporate worship,. 
3) teaching him the Christian faith professed by that family and expressed 
in its worship. 
In this, as in most aspects of Christian education, the various denomin-
ations were affected by the others. Without question, the distinctive 
64Ibid. p. 75. 
65 P. Dent, The Child's Initiation Into The Life and Worship of 
the Church. (London: National Society, 1949). p. 6. 
66Ibid. · • 
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ideas of the Congregationalist Principal of Westhill College, Rev. H.A. 
67 Hamilton, in "The Family Church" , were a considerable influence in 
every denomination in the 1940s, and the years following. 
The Church of England developed this concern through its 
schemes of training in Church Membership by dividing children between 
7+ and 11+ years into four groups concerned with one year's training of 
the child having as its object the acquiring of certain habits and the 
fulfilling of certain duties leading towards the life of the Church. 
These children were thought of as the Church's Junior Congrega-
tion. Definite plans were made for training in worship and a four year 
course of work was proposed. Training in Worship was to deal with The 
Eucharist, Matins and Evensong. 
The training of youth in the Church of England has again been 
a matter of great diversity in the various dioceses, and in the years up 
to the 1930s many experiments were carried out. Bible Classes, Post-
Confirmation Classes, Young Communicants' Guilds and Youth Fellowships 
all played their part. 
68 A report, "Youth in the Church" (1937) commends the Youth 
Fellowship approach as a suitable follow-up to Sunday School at the 
"going to work" stage of adolescence. It states: "A decisive break from 
Sunday School organisation is essential to meet the new outlook and self-
69 
conscious independence of this group". 
67 H.A. Hamilton, The Family Church, (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, 1941). 
68Youth In the Church. (London: SPCK, 1937). 
69Ibid. p. 4. 
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The Youth Fellowship approach was commended, catering in two 
groups for Junior Youth (14+ to 17+) and Senior Youth (18 to 25+). The 
purpose was that through a Youth centred and instructional programme, 
which went beyond the devotional and the liturgical, and which included 
service to the community, youth might be educated into the full life of 
the Church. 
Self expression should be encouraged, through discussion-groups, 
special study groups on particular areas of interest and concern, and 
through practical work, for example of a social kind. Missionary educa-
tion was also encouraged. 
Just after the Second World war a report by the Children's Work 
Advisor¥ Committee appointed by the Bishop of Sheffield appeared (1946) 
entitled "The Church and the Eleven Plus". 
This raised the problem of providing realistically through 
existing or new agencies in these words: 
Unless the teaching in Day School is supplemented and 
strengthened by that of other agencies outside the School, 
its effect is not likely to be great. In the past the chief 
agency which attempted to do this was the Sunday School. It 
will be necessary for us to discover how far the Sunday 
School is fulfilling that function today with the age-group 
we have in mind, and how far the work of Sunday School needs 
to be improved, supplemented or even supplanted by that7gf 
other agencies if we are to meet the needs of our time. 
We are dealing with young people who feel they are growing up 
and who resent the child-status. The decline of numbers in early teenage 
was attributed to their growing freedom, to the lack of community life 
in the context of Sunday School, and its relative failure to develop a 
social aspect. Sunday Schools have failed, it was stated, because they 
had failed to lead the young into the Church, were unrelated to week-night 
70 
The Church and the Eleven Plus. (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, 1946). p. 6. 
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activities, and lacked newer teaching methods, or where they used these, 
failed as did the day schools. frequently, to give the "friendship which 
is still - and always will be - the most important of all methods of 
leading children to God". 71 
Many Sunday Schools often failed in their work with the group 
due to their persistence in using ungraded junior materials. Looking 
into the future, the report stressed the importance of the home, the 
family and the individual in the context of family life. 
To cope with this, Parish meetings, called Family Circles on a 
voluntary weekly basis were introduced. This is described as "the local 
Church itself coming together to view the needs of the Church, and of 
the surrounding community, and to experience the living fellowship of 
72 the Church." 
By means of "Parents Awake" campaigns, based on "The interest 
of young parents in their children", a number of young parents' groups 
came into.being. 
This really formed part of the Church's adult education programme, 
although its main purpose was the care of the children. 
These "Parents Awake" groups of young parents, often commencing 
as a group of young mothers, met in a house to talk out their children's 
problems and questions. Other parents were invited, from the neighbourhood, 
and by weekly, fortnightly, or monthly meetings, grew into a fellowship. 
In completely informal discussions, the whole range of children's 
problems, discipline, education, growing up, time to read to children, 
and many others, were discussed, under the guidance of a leader. 
71
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The religious development of the child was frequently discussed, 
and the need for parental example, and guidance, and sharing in religion 
with their children. Where both parents were involved, the effect was 
specially encouraging. 
As adolescents naturally break with home to some extent, it is 
right for parents to feel concern, and the Parents' Awake approach 
'b d 1 t t . 73 contr1 ute great y o a cons ruct1ve concern. 
At a time when attention was focussed naturally on youth, the 
Church of England constituted its Youth Council in 1942. The need was 
recognised to combat the fierce pressure on young people at the beginning 
of their working life, pressures of sex, gambling, work dodging, etc., 
and to prepare them for Church membership. 
The Youth Council aimed at the 14 - 25 age group, and was 
planned to provide opportunities for worship, to enable young people to 
learn together the meaning of the Christian faith, to lead them, to save, 
and to prepare,them for Christian witness. Their recreational needs were 
also to be met. 
At an educational level, the approach was informal, to provide 
what the family once provided. 
This Council continues to give guidance to churches in the 
development of their youth programmes. 
Christian education during the 50s and 60s has continued to 
develop new forms of approach and activity within the Church of England. 
Joyce Harding shows how the lessons of the past have been 
learned in the development of an approach to children which goes beyond 
73 Ibid. p. 16. 
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mere instruction and sees it as vital to develop meaningful interpersonal 
relationships through worship,instruction and fellowship, including leisure 
time activity. She writes: 
The experience of Christian living, gained by coming 
together for various social and leisure time activities, 
is now seen as an important part of Christian education, 
not just as a pleasant optional extra. The value of these 
activities rests upon the informal relationships with 
committed adult Christians which are possible in these 
situations. For some children this is their only experience 
of the love and care of our Lord for them as individuals, an 
experience with9~t which Christian teaching will make little, 
if any, impact. 
She also points to many club experiments, family worship experi-
ments, junior church schemes, weekday "Sunday Schools" in suitable situa-
tions, play groups and holiday activities, all of which are designed to 
relate religious education, and, indeed, the Christian faith, to life 
in its normal relationships. 
J.A. Wainwright, in his "School and Church" (1963) develops 
this idea in seeking to encourage joint action by day school and Church 
for the religious training of the young. He begins his opening chapter: 
The Christian faith is not merely a matter of knowing 
facts about the Bible, doctrine, ethics, church history, or 
anything else. It is a life to be lived, and one of the 
main characteristics of that life is that it can only be 
truly Christian living if it is based on some form of 
membership of a community of men and women whose central 
activity is the worship of God in and through Jesus Christ. 
This interpretation is not new: it is as old as the New 
Testament itself. But for a good many reasons it became 
obscured in the period from the seventeenth century 
onwards, and it is only recently that it has once more75 become generally accepted by members of all churches. 
74 Harding, op. cit. p. 1. 
75 J.A. Wainwright, School and Church, Partners in Christian 
Education, (London: Oxford University Press, 1963). p. 1. 
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He suggests all kinds of practical activities which might enable 
school and Church to do things together, but it is clear, when he comes 
to consider the day school and Sunday School in relationship that he 
does not, nor perhaps does the Church any longer, regard the division of 
labour between them as had earlier been the case. Indeed he commends 
the day schools for following an Agreed Syllabus, and seethe Sunday 
School as fragmented, following, in some cases a denominational curriculum, 
in others an interdenominational scheme of lessons, and, in still others 
an ad hoc and localised syllabus. 
To some extent that opinion is reinforced by (it may even be 
derived from) a report a year earlier from the Institute of Christian 
Education entitled "Partnership in Christian Education"76 which bases 
its findings on the relationship between Day School and Sunday School on 
two parallel questionnaires, one sent to the Chief Education Officers of 
the Local Education Authorities, and the other sent to clergy within the 
Anglican, Methodist, Baptist, Congregational, English and Welsh Presbyter-
ians and the Church in Wales. 
From the Local Education Authorities' side it is clear that 
collaboration with the Churches tends to be unofficial and informal, 
therefore limited by time and enthusiasm. In some places there are 
geographical and attitudinal difficulties. 
"Clergy and teachers may adopt an exclusive attitude, which 
harbours a poor opinion of each other. There is diffidence, which may 
degenerate into suspicion, and uncertainty as to the aims of religious 
77 
education, both in the day school and in the Sunday School." 
76 Partnership in Christian Education: A Survey of the Day School 
and Sunday School Relationship. (London: Institute of Christian Education, 
1962.) 
77Ibid. p. 19 
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From the Churches' side, it is clear that "the holding in 
Church of special school services; carol services, harvest thanksgiving, 
and services for school leavers" provide the best opportunities for 
building bridges. 
A major problem, as suggested also by Wainwright, is the 
diversity of curriculum materials being used in the Churches, ranging 
from Anglican materials provided by the Children's Council and the National 
Society, although a quarter of the Anglicans 'consulted use "their own 
schemes, based on the Catechism and the Book of Common PrayerJ8 , to the 
variety of denominational and interdenominational materials, based largely 
on the curriculum of the British Lessons Council, the National and Scottish 
Sunday School Unions. 
By comparison the Agreed Syllabus in Day Schools suggests more 
uniformity of content, but that may mean very little when it comes to 
interpretation of the content, or even the arbitrary departure from it by 
Day School teachers. 
Clearly, as the Institute report states, little conscious 
mutual complementing of the variant syllabi takes place. "Three quarters 
state that the Sunday School work is not planned to be complementary to 
the religious instruction of the day school. The remaining quarter stated 
that planning in this way was being attempted as far as possible, parti-
79 
cularly where the lesson notes in use allow this to be done." 
That last statement however demonstrates that any complementing 
is very secondary to teaching the given syllabus, created without refer-
ence to the other party in the "partnership". 
?Sibid. p. 22 
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Moreover, in trying to assess whether the goal of co-operation 
had changed perceptibly from the ideal conceived in forming the St. 
Christopher's Graded Syllabus in 1928, it is hard to find consistency 
within the Institute's report itself. For example in the Introduction 
the following view is expressed: 
If the teaching given by both agencies is not correlated 
and integrated as far as human conditions allow, with the 
churches building the foundations upon which the day school 
teaching can be built, which in its turn can be expanded in 
the further teaching and worship of the Church, then the 
true aim both of education and of religion - the nurture and 
development of personality within the faemework of the 
community - is unlikely to be achieved. 
Now that is somewhat different from the earlier hope that the 
day school might provide the general informational background to Biblical 
narrative, while the Church developed the religious faith and commitment 
from that base. The hopes entertained earlier may have beentoosimplistic 
and, as I indicated earlier, over optimistic: but the expression of the 
1962 report, while reading reasonably well, makes inevitable an extensive 
overlap, which most advocates of co-operation felt to be undesirable. 
Interestingly, the philosophy of the Free Church British Lessons 
Council, quoted later in the Institute's report, is much closer to the 
earlier Anglican position, when it states, 
••• The Council seeks to make all its courses comple-
mentary to, rather than competitive with, the various 
Agreed Syllabuses in the Day Schools - it aims progressively 
to build on the children's knowledge from Day School of the 
contents of the Bible for the8ixpress purpose of leading to participation in its life. 
In its conclusions, the report states, 
The majority of the sources of Sunday School teaching 
material draw attention to the possibility and the need 
of co-operation between the day and Sunday School, seeing 
80Ibid. p. 10 
81Ibid. p. 33. 
them as potential partners in a common enterprise, which 
has as its ultimate object the making of Ch8~stians who will 
express their faith in worship and service. 
In similar conciliatory vein, it states: 
••• day school teachers ..• are aware that religious teaching 
is inevitably teaching about a way of life. They know that 
their work is essentially preliminary and partial, and that, if 
Christian teaching is to attain its full development, gjrtner-
ship between the school and the churches is essential. 
Although the concerns and comments of the Institute's report 
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refer to many Christian denominations in England, they specifically show 
one of the very significant dynamics of the situation so far as Christian 
education within the Church of England is concerned towards the close of 
our period of enquiry, namely, the need for Christian Education in the 
Church to be planned and carried out in relation to the by-then-well-estab-
lished religious education system prevailing in day schools as a result 
of the 1944 Education Act, and subsequent developments. 
The Church of Scotland 
It is not easy to separate the principles of Christian educa-
tion from its practice, since the first must always govern the second. 
In the Church of Scotland during the present century there have been few 
radical restatements of the principles: but one can detect a real concern 
for advance and improvement. In 1900, when the Sunday School movement 
was still flourishing, the Assembly expressed concern for the increase 
84 
of educational efficiency in the Sunday Schools. A deliverance in 
1899 from the General Assembly asked the Sabbath School Committee to 
consider "how the work of the Schools may more effectively encourage and 
82 Ibid. p.p. 33, 34. 
83Ibid. p. 35. 
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church of Scotland General Assembly Reports (Church of Scotland 
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prepare the young to ratify their baptismal covenant by participation in 
85 the sacrament of the Lord's Supper". 
The teaching of Scripture to the young was thus not regarded 
as an end in itself, for the benefits such instruction might bring to 
the learner, but always with a view to Church membership. With this in 
mind an 1898 memo of Principal Lang had asked for a graded syllabus 
centred on Christ and the Church, and providing particular encouragements 
for the senior pupils, in order to retain their interest until they came 
to membership. In response to these requests, the Committee produced 
a syllabus in 1901. Two years later the fear was expressed that Sunday 
schoolsmight drift from a Church-centred emphasis, and this led to a 
desire for better Church sponsored aids and appliances for teachers, in 
86 
order to discourage them "from seeking these elsewhere". Visual aids 
were recommended for use with very young children. 
At this time the increase in Sunday School attendance was 
attributed to "the existence of strong and vigorous associations of 
87 teachers" within certain Presbyteries. Certainly this aided the 
Schools greatly, since it encouraged teachers to carry out a pastoral 
responsibility to their ?lasses, and to maintain high attendance levels 
through personal contact with each pupil. This stress on the importance 
of the teacher also found expression in the enlargement and improvement 
of the teachers' magazine, with a subsequent rise in circulation. 
85Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1899). p.~. 
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The initial impact of the new syllabus of lessons varied with 
the age-groups, being very successful with Juniors, but not so popular 
with older groups. By 1908 concern was being expressed at a drop in the 
numbers of boys, and the cause was regarded as being, in large measure, 
88 the reduced numbers of men engaged in teaching. 
The problem of securing suitable teachers led to the Committee, 
now renamed "The Committee on the Religious Instruction of Youth", laying 
89 stress on their hope that Bible Class members would consider teaching. 
This emphasis on young people as teachers has been a factor in Church 
strategy throughout the present century, and has contributed, I am 
certain, to the overall decline in Sunday School numbers, by encouraging 
the false notion that Sunday School - and indeed Christian education - is 
a matter for the very young only. It has also led to a good deal of 
withdrawal from service to the Church on the part of many Church members 
in early adult and middle life. Indeed, this lapse on the part of many 
adults from any kind of meaningful involvement in the Church, and the 
resultant stress on children, is expressed in the Assembly report of 
1912, "In these days, when so many parents have lapsed from Church 
ordinances, the hope of the future lies mainly in the children who can 
still be drawn into places of instruction, where they may learn truths, 
and acquire habits of godly living that will follow them through life". 90 
88 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1908). p.730. 
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The error of such an assessment as a description of the effect of Sunday 
Schools on the majority is surely now self-evident. Where parents are 
uncommitted the chances of really winning their children to Christian 
faith are obviously greatly minimised. It must not, however, be thought 
that the parents of children were merely being "written off". Indeed, 
in 1913, the General Assembly stressed the need to stimulate parents 
91 
concerning their baptismal pledges. From 1911 a noticeable decline 
is discernible in the numbers of children attending Sunday School. 
Parental neglect and the 1914-18 war combined to accelerate this 
decline. The 1915 General Assembly was anxious about the failure of 
Sunday Schools to introduce children to Church worship and membership. 
It declared, "If we had a league of worshipping parents who would train 
92 their children aright, all other leagues would be superfluous". In 
1918 came a proposal to produce a book for parents on religious 
instruction in the home. 93 By 1920 the decline had been arrested. A 
new department of Sunday School work was suggested, the Sunday School Home 
Department, for those who could not attend. This was recognised in 1922, 
and began to operate well, through visitation, the provision of lessons 
and magazines at home, the receiving of offerings, and the transport 
of children to church for special occasions. 
During the 1920s the work of the Sunday Schools remained 
91
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fairly constant, with some considerable stress being laid on Teacher 
training, following an expected recovery in numbers for a time following 
the war. Correspondence classes for teachers were organised in eo-opera-
tion with the United Free Church of Scotland. In this and other ways 
teachers were offered instruction in child study, teaching methods, 
lesson background, and Bible knowledge. 
The formation of the Scottish National Sabbath School Union 
for Christian Education in 1899 (now known as the Scottish Sunday School 
Union), helped to bring new insights to all the denominations as they 
came together in common effort. By 1927, the Church of Scotland syllabus 
was largely under the care of this Union. The Committee of that year 
restated its aims and approach thus, "The schemes are thought out on 
well-defined and sufficiently graded lines, so as to provide a progressive 
course of instruction, covering, during the nine or ten years of Sunday 
School life, the whole Bible period, and the fields of religious belief 
94 
and obligations open to the Sunday School scholar". 
The very mention of "nine or ten years _of Sunday School life", 
however, is an indication of the tendency to limit serious Christian 
education to the years of childhood, and to regard its neglect by adults 
as of lesser consequence, a tendency which has borne the most unfortunate 
fruit in the intervening years, in largely uncommitted adult members 
in the Church, many of whom have regarded Bible study and Christian 
education as an "optional extra" rather than as a sine qua non of Christ-
ian experience. The value of showing the child "the fields of religious 
belief and obligations open to the Sunday School scholar" was greatly 
94
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minimised by the relative disregard of those obligations by so many 
adult communicant members of the Church. 
The suggestions were made that ministerial training should 
include the science of religious education, and that larger congregations 
should consider appointing special workers to take active charge of 
young people's work. In 1928, in the face of a decline in Bible Classes, 
in some areas (though not overall) the need was recognised "to enlist 
church members in the work of adolescent instruction". 95 This insight 
has not been taken with sufficient seriousness, however, or has been 
limited to adolescents to such an extent that adult involvement on the 
required scale has not properly been attempted, let alone achieved. 
The main source of weakness was said to be "the weakness in 
96 
religious education and training in the home" (1928) • The Cradle Roll 
was advocated at this time as a "system whereby birthday greetings are 
sent to the youngest children where names have been entered on the Roll 
after Baptism, and an invitation and welcome given to them on their 
97 
coming to Sunday School". The definition inherent in such a statement 
has the weakness of insufficient appeal to, and contact with, the home, 
during the period from birth to enrolment in Sunday School, although 
some reference was made in 1928 to the need for regular visiting of 
parents. This failure to influence the home sufficiently, and to 
maintain - or secure - the committed involvement of parents during their 
children's Sunday School years, is emphasised, too, in the fact that in 
the late 1920s less than half of the scholars in Sunday Schools were 
95
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continuing into Bible Class. For a generation since that time this, and 
other denominations, have recognised this breakdown, without fully 
succeeding in curing it. 
A memorandum on the Religious Education of adolescent boys and 
girls stated that religious education had "a fundamental and essential 
98 place in the mission of the Church to the world", thus fulfilling 
the promise of the Sacrament of Baptism in the Sacrament of the Lord's 
Supper. 
Again the importance of the Bible Class was stressed. 
It is the most important part of the educational organisa-
tion of the Church .••• Here is the most radical defect in the 
life of the Church to-day. There is a fateful drift from the 
Church and the life of organised religion between the ages of 
14 and 21 years. We are sowing in the Sunday School, but 
we are failing to reap in the Bible class.99 
This memo stressed the need for continuous teaching throughout adoles-
cence, through the personal influence of teachers, and through efficient 
organisation in the congregation, personal visitation, and a roll of 
its young people. The teaching must be attractive, stressing the life 
and teaching of Christ, the facts of Christianity, the nature of the 
modern Church, doctrine, personal religion, and Christian ethics. The 
education of adolescents ought also to be strengthened through week-night 
activities. The practice of education at this age-level should be 
through groups or classes, a group below, and a group above, sixteen 
years of age, the lower group being in the hands of "willing and competent 
98 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports, Memorandum 
on Religious Education of Boys and Girls (Church of Scotland 
Publications, l?~t), P·7~~. 
99 Ibid., p. 7.31 . 
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men in the congregation who realise the importance of such work", 100 
and the older group in the hands of the Minister. Where the congregation 
is small, it was felt that week-night activities might be better than 
Sunday classes. 
On the question of Adult education, the Church of Scotland 
submitted a report in 1929 at the request of the British Institute of 
Adult Education on the practice of Adult education in the Church. It 
gave. as its major adult projects the following: 
1. The chief contribution is made "through the weekly 
preaching of the ministry." 
2. Bible Classes catered for young adults over 14 years of age. 
3. Young People's societies were 75% educational, in 
dealing with literature, art, travel, etc. 
4. The Girls' Auxiliary for the under-thirties was a 
strong instrument of missionary education. 
5. The Young Men's Guild carried on religious, social, and 
international discussions, for those up to thirty-five 
years. 
6. Informal study-circles101rama and literature societies 
completed the picture. 
This is a most revealing report, since it shows something, not only of 
the comprehensive nature of the Church's ministry, but also its weakness. 
The description of preaching as the main educational instrument is 
interesting, since it shows, at one and the same time, a formal adherence 
to the Reformed emphasis on the preaching of the Word, and a suggestion 
of professionalism and even clericalism in the ministry of the Church 
which is hard to reconcile with the Reformed - and Biblical - stress on 
"the priesthood of all believers". So to isolate the teaching ministry 
to adults virtually to the pulpit is to run the risk of making the 
100Ibid. p. T3f> 
101
church of Scotland General Assembly Reports. (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1929). 
teaching of the faith at this level such an exclusively clerical task 
that the layman may well feel discouraged from offering to train as 
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teacher or even to take seriously his obligation to "grow in grace, and 
in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ". 102 There 
is clearly no inherent conflict between the use of special teaching gifts 
by ministers of the Word of God, and the development of lay gifts and 
ministries. But the identification of preaching as the main educational 
instrument is too restrictive, and too demanding on clergy with other 
major gifts. 
The Bible Class seems scarcely relevant here, since the number 
of adults actually being taught through its agency is negligible. 
The Young People's societies tended to be educational in a 
broad, rather than distinctively Christian, sense, with their emphasis on 
literature, art, hobbies, crafts, and travel. 
The Girls' Auxiliary made some valuable contributions to the 
spread of missionary interest and knowledge, though not to a large area 
of the Church's adult membership. 
The Young Men's Guild was doubtless useful in some ways, but 
not as providing an organised syllabus of specifically Christian education. 
Informal study circles, while having great potential as aids to the 
fellowship of the Church, were not really Church-centred educational 
programmes. 
Drama and literature societies were clearly of little intrinsic 
value as media for teaching systematically the Biblical faith, although 
they doubtless had other educational value. 
102 II Peter 3:18. 
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The overall impression of such a programme of adult education 
is that it is lacking in precise aim, and faith-centredness. While 
various elements may make individual contributions towards the spiritual 
and social welfare of some members, they do not form an integrated 
programme of Christian education. The looseness of the Church's educat-
ional structure here portrayed is indicative of a failure to treat the 
matter of the education of the whole membership with anything like the 
seriousness or thoroughness with which the teaching of the young was 
viewed. 
At this point the union between the Church of Scotland and the 
United Free Church took place, with the uniting of their respective 
committees into the Committee on Youth. Their previous co-operation 
through the Scottish Sunday School Union made the transition relatively 
straightforward. While reaffirming their aims in their education of the 
young, they also approved courses of study provided by local Education 
authorities (e.g. Dunbartonshire, Selkirkshire, West Lothian, Fife) in the 
literature of the Bible as part of an Adult Continuation Class curriculum, 
in which ministers were urged to persuade "young men and women in their 
ti t 1 as Students ... l03 congrega ons o enro Even now, however, although an 
attempt was being made to raise the age of involvement in religious 
education, the stress was still on "young men and women" at best. At least 
there was now some definite movement in the direction of serious adult 
Christian education by the Churches, although under secular auspices, 
and not within the programme of the Church as such. Even this was to be 
hampered - and perhaps still is - by an incomplete understanding of 
103 Church of Scotland General. Assembly Reports. (Church of 
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the task and purpose of the Church's Christian education, as expressed 
in the remit of the 1932 Committee on Youth to the General Assembly, 
which said, "Religious education is a unity which comprehends the growing 
104 life at least up to the time of full Church membership". It also 
stated that the Committee was "glad to report definite progress in the 
development of religious education in all its successive stages, the 
105 home, the years of childhood, and the period of adolescence". 
The Committee recognised, however, the need for parents to 
bring their children, rather than to send them. "While sending the 
children to Church may at the time appear to be successful, it is an 
insecure foundation for the future, and if it partakes of the nature of 
compulsion, it is likely to fail". 106 The strange thing is that, despite 
the practice of other denominations and church groups around the world, 
the Churches of our country seldom gave serious consideration to the 
idea of providing a continuing programme of Christian education for 
parents and senior members of congregations, which might encourage them 
to bring their children, if they were themselves involved in an interest-
ing educational programme at the same time as the children, until, in 
1962, the Baptist Union of Scotland decided to adopt such a practice 
for its Christian Education programme. (see infra p. 323) 
At this point, it is worth noting that, from a study of the 
records of the United Free Church of Scotland, with which the Church of 
Scotland united in 1929, the ideals of Sunday School, and the practices 
of the two Churches were very similar. 
The 1922 Assembly of the United Free Church declared that it 
104
church of Scotland General Assembly Reports. (Church of 
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existed to maintain and develop the religious life of the child of school 
age. Clearly, it shared the very limited understanding of the range of 
Christian education which we keep encountering. 
It had, nonetheless, high standards for its work and took as 
·its immediate aims, age-related teaching, reality in worship, regular 
missionary education, activity helps towards Christian service, and the 
practice of teacher training. 
Certainly, so far as Christian education was concerned, 
cooperation between the two churches was so good that the uniting of their 
witness was completely natural. 
There is some evidence from the 1929 Assembly Report of the 
United Free Church, that it brought, at that time, a very special and 
specific concern into the Union for the retention·of the adolescent for 
the life of the Church. It was then expressed: 
That so many lads and girls who had been attending 
our Sunday Schools as children should be lost to the Church 
during the years of adolescence is a fact which must continue 
to disturb the conscience of the Church and give us no rest 
until we have expended I~7ry possible effort to stem the 
fateful tide of drift." 
The early 1930s did bring a real increase in interest in 
religious education in Church and home, probably stimulated, in part, 
by an apparent drift from the Bible classes and Churches of large numbers 
of young people. The Church of Scotland proposed a four-year plan, in 
which adolescents would be prepared for entry into the full Communion 
of the Church. 108 In this connection, four books were prepared, viz., 
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1. The Preparation for Christ in the Old Testament, 
by A.C. Welch. 
2. The Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ, by J.S. Stewart. 
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3. The Story of the Church, by J.A. Steele and A.J. Campbell. 
4. ithristian Faith and Practice, by A.C. Craig, O.B. Milligan, 
and D.M. Baillie. 
Alongside this came a resurgence of concern for teacher-training 
and vocation, since teachers, according to the Committee of 1934, "can 
give to the children only in proportion to the depth of their own 
109 personal conviction and fulness of religious experience". Unfortunately 
this insistence on the personal commitment of the teacher to Christian 
faith, though stated thus strongly, was virtually negated two year's 
later by this assessment of the teacher's task; 
The new day-school syllabus is almost universally used in 
Scotland, and as it covers the same ground as that on which 
our Sunday School lesson schemes are built, it is not sur-
prising to find in many Sunday Schools that the children 
already know the lesson stories. This ••• is really a great 
opportunity ••• the Sunday School teacher can use the brief 
but precio~lOtime available not to impart, but to interpret 
the facts. 
The tacit acceptance of the day-school communication of the faith as 
genuinely Christian education, and as a valid basis for the committed 
Sunday School teacher to build upon in terms of interpretation, without 
any suggestion as to the religious convictions of the day-school teacher, 
which, it was earlier suggested, was a quite indispensible quality of 
the individual Sunday School teacher, certainly raises the question 
whether the 1934 assertion was now regarded as an untenable ideal, and 
whether Christian and secular instruction concerning the faith were 
109 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports. (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1934). p. 901 . 
110 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports. (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1936). p.7S4 · 
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coming to be regarded as interchangeable. This kind of day-school/Sunday 
School "co-operation", while admirable where Christian commitment by 
teachers is assured, is open to serious question as a means, in general, 
for securing a Christian interpretation of the faith for young people. 
The risks of a non-Christian teacher's view being taken more seriously 
than that of a committed Christian teacher in Sunday School, on profess-
ional or intellectual grounds, are greatly increased by this kind of 
advocacy. The development of improved graded materials, with special 
syllabuses for rural schools, was a considerable help in the educational 
task of the Sunday School, among those up to Junior Bible Class age. 
Older youth continued to drift, however, and suggestions were made which 
were designed to foster the religious life of young men and women, and 
to give instruction and inspiration regarding the life and work of the 
Church. 
A special effort in missionary education in 1938-39 led to a 
concern to make such an emphasis continuous. 
The outbreak of the second World War in September, 1939, 
disrupted the educational work of the Churches at first. A Council of 
Youth was formed to try to reach unchurched youth, and embracing "the 
all-round physical, social, mental, and spiritual development of the 
111 
adolescent". The various denominations, including the Church of 
Scotland, the United Free Church, the Free Church, Baptists, Congrega-
tionalists, Episcopalians and the Original Session Church, formed a 
Joint Council of Youth to influence the movement. 
In the face of a continuing decline in Bible Class numbers, 
voluntary youth organisations were stimulated to complement the Sunday 
111 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports, (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1940). p.,l3. 
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schools and Bible Classes. A survey in 1943 highlighted the drift of 
children away from the Churches and led the Committee to feel the need 
for reconstruction, in the light of the "symptoms of ineffectiveness in 
112 
our Sunday School system." The survey showed that, of all day school 
children attending a Church of Scotland Sunday School, the percentages 
were as follows: 
1911 51% 
1921 45% 
1931 46% 
1939 39% 
1940 33% 
In 1921, one-third of these continued into Bible Class, compared with 
one-quarter in 1939. This summary showed that the drift was now occurr-
ing at 12 years, and not 14, as previously, and also had criticisms to 
make of current teaching materials, and of the reduced numbers of 
teachers attending training-classes. Lack of home co-operation, of 
co-ordination between Sunday School and Bible Class programmes, changes 
in mental attitudes of older Sunday School scholars, inadequate training 
facilities for teachers, failure to aid Sunday School and Bible Class 
leaders properly to formulate Christian truths or communicate them 
intelligibly, were all seen to be causes of this failure. Among the 
suggestions made at this time were: a) The appointment of a Board of 
Christian Education to co-ordinate religious training from baptism 
onwards; b) The establishment of Youth and Teacher Leadership Courses, 
stressing "vocation", doctrine, and methodology; (c) The influence of 
parents through Presbyteries and Kirk Sessions; d) The organisation of 
Youth Departments in congregations. The next year or two were marked 
112
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by serious re-thinking. In 1945 a statement on the Problem of Youth 
suggested that teenagers were interested in the Christian faith, but that 
the Church must re-think its whole approach to them. "The primary concern 
of the Conunittee is with Religious Education", it said, "in this task, 
the youth of the Church must always constitute the Conunittee's first 
responsibility". It went on to restate its aims as "to guide our young 
in due course to that wholehearted acceptance of Jesus Christ as Lord 
and Saviour, sealed by full membership. In the life of the Church the 
Bible Class holds the place which is taken by the Secondary School in 
• 11 113 the life of the conunun1ty • 
This "re-thinking" has little to say that is new. It merely 
confirms the mistaken idea that real Christian education ends, as does 
universal secular education, at the close of adolescence, and that 
"further education" in the faith is as specialised and limited an 
activity in the Church as University or College training is in the 
conununity. Once again, there was a failure to grasp the Biblical idea 
of a continuous growth in knowledge of the faith as a feature of every 
Christian life, youth or adult, a concept which now seems essential if 
the future of our Christian education progranune is to be of growing value 
and significance. 
It took a consideration of "The Challenge of Conununism", 
presented to the 1948.General Assembly, to uncover a serious defect in 
the current emphasis of the Church's educational progranune. That 
report referred to "the appalling ignorance of the Bible and an exceed-
ingly meagre grasp of Christian doctrine" by large numbers of young 
113
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people, "even those who have been under the teaching of the Church". It 
added, 
There must be a much more deliberate movement back to the 
Bible as indeed the Word of God for this as for all generations ••• 
the presuppositions of a good deal of our work among youth are 
still derived from 19th century liberalism .••• It must be our 
aim to send forth from our various Organisations young people 
who have begun to realise that there is in Christ a dynamic 
that is more powerful than the forces of sin and evil, and that 
can transform human character and infuse a new spirit into the 
whole of human affairs.ll4 
This statement held great promise for the spiritual revitalising of 
Christian education in the Church of Scotland. It was accompanied by 
a call for interdenominational Youth Leadership courses, and in 
February 1949, the first Christian Youth Assembly was held. This 
expressed the principal aim of the Church's educational task as the 
training of first communicants, "and their reception into the active 
life and work of the congregation." It spoke of concern for "the 
spiritual development of young people at every stage from baptism to 
115 first Communion." Again .one is impressed by the limitation of the 
task "to first Communion", and, although a call was issued to re-empha-
sise the place of the home, it had nothing to say about the need for 
education on the part of the most vital "teachers" of all, viz. the 
parents. The report of this Youth Assembly underlined the ·appalling 
ignorance of the Bible and of Christian t~aching and practice even after 
passing through the whole machinery. of Sunday Schools and Bible Classes .~· 116 
114 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1948), p.~oS 
115 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1949), p.+7S 
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In 1950 General Assembly suggested that more stress be given 
in Youth Fellowships to Christian doctrine, living, worship, and action. 
The Youth Club, it said, "as a teaching method, must take its place along 
with Sunday School, since the week-night meetings are but the working 
117 
out in practice of the Sunday's theory." The next year the Assembly 
said it regarded the work of the preparation class to be "the first 
priority in the Church's youth work", 118 stressing again the importance 
of training, the anxiety caused by the constant decline in Bible Classes, 
which had dropped by 44\ in the period around the war, from 1938-49. A 
short course for the improvement of Bible Class methods was accordingly 
planned in 1952. The following year found the Committee concerned with 
the problem of winning unattached youth. The closeness of these two 
problems reveals a situation in the early 1950s where the Church of 
Scotland, in effect, states that it is failing both to hold its own 
young people and to attract other young people through its programme 
of Christian education. 
By 1958 the conclusion reached on this issue was that Youth 
leadership in the church was deficient. The report forthatyear said, 
The Committee is confident that if it were possible to 
produce in those responsible in every church so lively a 
conscience on this matter that leader training was the accepted 
policy of every congregation, then the effectiveness of our 
youth work in the organisation would be increased out of all 
recognition.ll9 
117 Church of Scotland General Assembly Reports (Church of 
Scotland Publications, 1950), p.S17. 
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The following year the elders were seen as failing to lead 
adequately. 
Dr. John Sutherland'· of the Moray House College of Education, 
was responsible for the production of a report on the state of Sunday 
Schools and Bible Classes in the Church of Scotland which was presented 
to the General Assembly of 1960 by the Committee on the Religious Instruc-
tion of Youth, and on the basis of which certain recommendations were 
120 
made to the Assembly. 
This survey is of great interest, and supports what has 
already been shown, that the story of Christian education in the Church 
of Scotland has been, in terms of Sunday School and Bible Class attendance, 
a story of decline since 1901, representing a drop in attendance 
at Church of Scotland Sunday Schools of children of school age from 
53.9\ of such children in 1901 to 31.7\ in 1958. The worst periods of 
decline were during the two world wars, and after each there was a 
marked - and expected - recovery, but the overall picture is of decline. 
A significant change has taken place since the last war 
(1939-45), in that, for the first time this century, the percentage 
of children involved in Church of Scotland Sunday Schools is less than 
the percentage of the adult population in its Church membership. This 
seems to reflect an ageing Church, and stresses the need for youth 
emphasis. The survey, taken in 1958, showed that Sunday School attendance 
rises until the age of ten years, but declines steeply from eleven years 
onwards, with the exception of a temporary boost in the number of boys 
120
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involved at twelve years of age, coincident with the age of entry to 
the Boys' Brigade. 
Dr. Sutherland tries to assess the value of the Sunday 
School as a means of recruitment to the Church, and points out that 
between 50% and 65% of those joining the Church under 30 years of age 
have had a previous Sunday School attendance record. This seems to 
raise several questions. For example, how much of the percentage join-
ing the Church can be attributed to the teaching programme of the Church, 
and how much to the influence of Christian homes? ,Why should 35-50% of 
Sunday school children be completely lost to the Church? Does the 
Church's ability to bring into its membership as many as 40% of its new 
members without any basic Christian education signify 
a) That it is too easy to become a member of the Church, 
without very much training or very deep conviction? 
b) That the training of the Sunday School may be incidental 
rather than axiomatic in the matter of recruitment? 
c) That the Church should be concentrating more on winning 
the unconvinced adult with no Sunday School background, 
and thus on reaching his children more effectively through 
a new Christian home, since it CAN obviously reach 
"uneducated" adults without the aid of Sunday School? 
It is stated that "something like two-thirds of the pupils who 
attend Sunday School and Bible Class go on to become full members of the 
h h ti 1 1 11 121 c urc at a compara ve y ear y age • Even if this is accurate, and 
the report does not make a very clear case for it, it needs to be 
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remembered that the two-thirds the Church of Scotland is retaining, is 
two-thirds of a decreasing number, so that the loss is still a growing 
one. On the 1957 figures, this means that the Church would hope to 
retain 240,000 of the 361,000 involved in Sunday School and Bible 
Class. But in 1901, with a smaller population, the number of which the 
Church hoped, presumably, to retain two-thirds, was 609,000, compared 
with 361,000 in 1957, which seems to suggest a Christian education 
programme which is quite inadequate. 
The problems of staffing are also discussed, and concern 
expressed at the lack of training, the lack of mature teachers, the 
lack of men, and the lack of continuance in the teaching role. 
From a series of sample interviews with those who had left 
Sunday School or Bible Class, the following main reasons were given for 
leaving. Many felt too old for Sunday School. Most "just stopped 
going". Many left because their friends had done so. Others preferred 
Church. A number left because of difficulties at home - financial, 
social, psychological, ideological, or denominational. Some resented 
"snobbishness", bad teaching and other factors. 
Dr. Sutherland made a number of recommendations which were 
considered by the Youth Committee. At the 1960 Assembly the report was 
accepted and the Youth Committee was instructed to send it to the 
Churches, asking for observations of the fourteen Assembly recommend-
ations, which may be summarised as follows: Cradle Rolls should be 
linked with Elders' Rolls. Accurate attendance records should be kept. 
Absentees should be visited after two Sundays. Children over 11 years 
of age should be closely followed, teenagers carefully handled, the 
importance of the teacher's task recognised, liaison improved between 
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Sunday Schools and Kirk Sessions, special attention given to Sunday 
School during vacancies in the pastoral ministry, free training provided 
for teachers, longer terms of service urged fromthem, older and male 
teachers found, teaching Elders to be relieved of other duties, and the 
Ministers to keep a record of new members and their Sunday School history. 
In addition to this, the Assembly decided to initiate a 
review of the whole field of religious education. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PRINCIPLE OF GRADING AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
III. The Principle of Grading and Its Implementation 
George Hamilton Archibald wrote ·in 1924: 
A sympathetic study of the unfolding life of childhood 
and youth is convincing all open-minded folk that in practice 
the scholars must be graded. But not only must the scholars 
be graded, lessons, methods, and even forms of worship must 1 be graded also. The one demand is as imperative as the other. 
It is appropriate to begin with a quotation from Archibald, 
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since two things may safely be affirmed; first, that the introduction of 
grading to the work of Christian education in the churches has been the 
most decisive advance of the twentieth century, and second, that the 
introduction of grading by the churches owes more to George Hamilton 
Archibald than to any other individual~ While it can certainly be argued 
that the grading of Christian Education would have taken place anyway, 
even if Archibald had not been its pioneer, because of the susceptibility 
of the Church to the new educational insights in common with other educa-
tional institutions, it is the all-but universal view of Christian educa-
tists that it was due mainly to the pioneering and imaginative spirit of 
G. H. Archibald that such effective grading was introduced to the main-
stream churches of England and Scotland. 
We shall consider Archibald's contribution in more detail later, 
but it is noteworthy that another of the key contributors to the devel-
opment of graded education, Ernest H. Hayes, should write, in 1924, 
Twenty-five years ago the Sunday School Movement could 
not claim to rank very high in the eyes of either educationists 
or religious leaders. In the realm of education remarkable 
developments had taken place, leaving the Sunday School wholly 
1 G.H. Archibald, The Modern Sunday-School (London: The 
Pilgrim Press, 1924). p. 161. 
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antiquated in its methods. This fact had become patent to 
the Church, and, combined with the chronic decline in member-
ship, had resulted in the school being in danger of paralysis 
or worse ••• God had his man ready to meet the emergency. Mr. 
George Hamilton Archibald had landed at Glasgow, during a 
European tour that was destined to alter the entire course of 
Sunday School work in this country thereafter •••• 
Others have shared his labours since, but he is the 
pioneer who first preached the gospel of "Study the Child," 
and led the way in experimenting with the method of grading 
that has now become an accepted principle ~n the Sunday 
Schools of every denomination in the land. 
The main thrust and plea for graded education came in the first 
quarter of the century, although it is significant that Ernest Hayes' book, 
"The Child in the Midst" which first appeared in 1916 with a strong plea 
for grading, went through seven editions, with·three revisions and a 
rewriting, from 1916 to 1953, and that in the final rewriting in 1953, 
so long after the initial pleas for grading, he still has to write; 
••• in one sense most Schools in the country are graded so 
far as the Primary children are concerned; the weakness lies 
in the fact that the grading is not carried far enough to meet 
the needs of all the scholars. A "fully graded" school is the 
ideal one •••• 
During each well-defined stage of his development, the child 
"specialised" in certain directions, and by grading the Sunday 
School accordingly, we can suit our methods to the particular 
needs of the Pjriod in a way which is impossible in the old 
"main School." 
Also, when the Free Church Federal Council produced its report 
"Sunday Schools Today in 1957), the problem still had not been finally 
resolved, not by a long way. The report states; 
2 D.P. Thomson, J. Kelly, c. 
.;;.;M~o.;;;d.;;;e.;;;.r.;;.;n_W.;.;...:..o;:;;.r;:;;.ld.;;;., (London: James Clark & 
Hayes. p.p. 124, 125. 
Bonner, The Sunday School in the 
Co., 1924), Chapter IX, by Ernest H • 
3 E.H. Hayes, The Child In the Midst, (Seventh Edition: Religious 
Education Press, Wallington, 1953). p.p. 32, 33. 
The grading of Sunday Schools is a matter of great 
importance, since from our enquiries we discovered that 
the schools with a better system of grading had greater 
success in their work. Sunday Schools with only one depart-
ment tend to gain young church members at a rate much below 
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the average. Schools with five departments are quite definitely 
above average in this respect •••• 
Since children of eleven can feel they are too old for 
Sunday School, and losses of scholars are greatest in the 
11-13 age group, it should not be necessary to emphasise 
again the need for a separate Senior Department, whatever 
difficulties have to be encountered and overcome in organising 
it. But we found that separate provision for children of this 
age is the weakest part of local Sunday school organisation. 
Too often these children are kept in "main School" or, less 
commonly, mixed, at 12 or 13 years of age, with older adolescents. 
It was not our task to enquire into curriculum, but we have 
reason to believe that unsuitable lesson material becomes a 
serious and widespread problem for all children of 11 years 
old and upwards.4 
The findings of the committee showed that in 1957, of the 
Sunday Schools investigated, 
12% had 
10% had 
28% had 
27% had 
17% had 
one department with 1.3\ becoming church members 
two departments, with 2.3\ becoming church members 
three departments, with 2.0\ becoming church members 
four departments, 2.4\ becoming chu~ch members and 
five departments, with 2.9\ becoming church mernbers. 5 
It is, frankly astonishing that a research committee 
set up by the Free Church Federal Council Youth Department in 
co-operation with the British Lessons Council, the National 
Sunday School Union and Westhill Training College, to enquire 
into the loss of scholars from Sunday Schools and kindred 
organisations, and to suggest ways of retaining them and 
bringing them into full church mernbership, 6 
should be able to say, "It was not our task to enquire into curriculum."? 
4 Sunday Schools Today. An investigation of some aspects of 
Christian Education in English Free Churches. (London: Free Church 
Federal Council, 1957), p.p. 23,24. 
5 Ibid., p.p. 35,36. 6 Ibid. I p. 4. 
7 Ibid., p.p. 35,36, loc. cit. 
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It is the more surprising when one considers the persistent emphasis 
on grading, and especially on grading of lesson materials, from the 
beginning of the century, largely at the initiative of the bodies par-
ticipating in the "investigation." 
One of the earliest significant statements on the grading 
principle is tobe found in G.H. Archibald's book The Sunday School of 
Tomorrow. True to his pioneering spirit, he begins with a chapter on 
"the Principles of Reform" in which he pleads for a new recognition of 
the place of the child, on the basis of which he calls for grading. He 
says: 
All nature lives for its offspring; but the Church as 
far as its children are concerned, is living for itself, 
its adult self; and as a· consequence, both the child and 
the Church are suffering. The State is recognising the 
child; society is recognising the child; the educational 
authority is recognising the child; but the Church, instead 
of leading in this matter is merely following on behind, 
fighting more for her dogmas than for her children. 8 
Based on that concern for the child, Archibald argues for 
three levels of grading of the decentralised Sunday School. "At least 
three principles underlie the grading of the decentralised Sunday School. 
1. The scholars must be graded 
2. The lessons must be graded. 
'• 9 3. The method of teaching must be graded." 
In implementing the age grading, two elements areofspecial 
note. First, the breadth of the grading concept. At the beginning, 
Archibald envisaged Cradle, Beginners, Primary, Junior, Intermediate, 
8 G.H. Archibald, The Sunday School of Tomorrow (London: 
Sunday School Union, 1909), p. 1. 
9 Ibid., p. 22. 
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Senior, Adult, and Home Departments. That vision was very far ahead of 
his times however, in Britain, and reflected his North American culture. 
But the vision was there, and others have entered into his vision and 
labours. Second, there was his concentration on the Primary Department. 
Now this proved to be a stimulus to grading, in that it gave the churches 
a specific area with which to begin, and in which to experiment. However, 
• 
it later proved a barrier to continuing growth, because of the well-
meaning, but ill-conceived assumption to which it led, about the wisdom 
of using "seniors" as teachers, and to starting them off by having them 
lead in the Primary Department, graduating from there to more senior 
Departments. We shall look at that factor in Chapter .X in some more 
detail, but the application of the grading principle to the experience 
of teachers should be noted now, as being an unfortunate development of a 
supremely relevant concept, at the level of Archibald's original triple 
grading, viz. of scholars, lessons, and teaching method. 
Carey Bonner, the General Secretary of the Sunday School Union, 
in his Ridley Lectures of 1911, built on these foundations, arguing for the 
Primary Department as the foundation of successful grading. He insists 
that a well run Primary Department produces good order, unflagging interest, 
happy children, a spirit of reverence, and an atmosphere of worship. 10 
He goes on to plead for the introduction of other departments, and 
deals in some detail with the Junior Department, where the educational 
approach is "adapted to the next stages of the child's development."11 · 
10 Carey Bonner, The Christ, the Church, and the Child. (London: 
James Clarke & Co., and, The Kingsgate Press, 1911). p. 72. 
11Ibid. p. 84. 
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A most interesting claim is made by Bonner, as he projects the 
grading process up the age scale, a claim that raises the whole question 
of the aim, or variable aims of.Christian education. He says, 
If, in the earliest stages of childhood, and if, with the boys 
and girls of the junior school, the directing of human 
powers Christward be kept steadily before us, then the more 
easily can the principle be followed with the intermediate 
scholars and the seniors. It is this principli2which gives 
us the scientific basis of grading the school. 
This affirms that grading has to have purpose, not only to make the 
content relevant and intelligible to the learner, but to make it influ-
ential upon and directive to the learner in terms of Christian commitment. 
This observation is of very great importance, and I believe the evidence 
of continuous decline in the Christian education programme of the Church 
will drive us back to recognising it as one of the key elements overlooked 
or neglected, sometimes because of theological bias, or intellectual 
objectivity, or educational integrity. Bonner goes on to argue that 
Christian education must lead the learner into "practising the Evangel"13 , 
and that anything less is less-than-adequate Christian Education. In a 
sentence, capable of great inspiration or terrible distortion he says, 
"The spirit behind the improved schemes of grading may be thus expressed -
Do the best for the child by making the best of the child."14 
Of course, at its best this is clearly in line with the moral 
theory of Herbart and MacCunn, but in unwise or manipulative hands, 
however sincere, it can clearly degenerate to little better than brain-
washing by overriding the essential autonomy of the personality, by the 
12Ibid. p. as. 
13Ibid. p. 93. 
14Ibid. p. 98. 
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cultivation of which alone meaningful and fulfilling character formation 
can take place. 
The introduction of this dimension is, of course, wholly 
consistent with Archibald's plea, taken up by Christian educationists 
in all the Denominations, that responsible grading should secure at 
least five elements: 
1. Adaptation to the scholar's development, 
2. Uniform grading throughout the programme, 
3. The unity of the entire education effort, 
4. Suitably constructed or adapted buildings, 
5. A dominant spiritual note. 
The last of these points in the same direction as Bonner's plea. 
The formation of the British Lesson's Council in 1916 gave 
great impetus to the grading movement, because it superceded the 
Uniform lessons approach, and began to produce graded materials. 
In the introduction to the Jubilee Lecture, entitled "Pioneering 
in Christian Education," Ernest Hayes says, of the International Lessons 
Council, 
As early as 1908 the question of grading was being discussed, 
but the term was confined to use in Institutes and Senior 
classes only at that time. In the following year the principle 
was extended to the Primary level. Beginners and Primary 
Courses were drawn up in November, 1909, by a special committee 
which met at Bournville. The preparation of Courses for the 
various age ranges proceeded apace and by November, 19115 a fully-graded scheme of lessons had come into existence. 
The fact that the initial concern was with the Institute and 
Senior Classes, i.e., the teenagers, is significant. The need was 
15 C.M. Jones, Pioneering in Christian Education. (London: 
British Lessons Council, 1966), p. 6. 
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recognised at the point of persistent drop-out. However, and this may 
be one of the few negative points of Archibald's work, very soon the 
concentration was on the Primary child, who was in little danger of drop 
out, and the real area of need, which was so keenly felt at the beginning, 
was for many years, comparatively neglected. 
This was quickly followed by the establishment of a separate 
British Lessons Council in 1916. Clifford Jones says of it: 
From its earliest years the British Lessons Council produced 
graded lesson courses, but the Junior course, suitably simplified -
and sometimes the Intermediate course - served as the British Inter-
national course (also called the Uniform course) for use in the 
large number of ungraded Sunday-schools still in existence in this 
country at that time. In fact, it was ~eported as recently as 
1947.that this course was "the most widely used of any of the 
Council's courses." Nevertheless, the appearance of fully-graded 
courses as early as 1916 was a landmark in the history of Sunday-
school education in Britain and a courageous venture greatly to 
the credit of the British Lessons Council of the day." 16 
we ought to remember, however, that the upsurge of interest in 
graded education, had had a very long history, going back, at least, to 
John Amos Comenius (1592-1670), a Moravian whose "interest in education 
i .. 17 was awakened by the badness of h s own • His "Great Didactic", completed 
in 1632 and published in 1657 laid some foundations for graded education. 
Boyd writes, 
The main points of his educational scheme may be illustrated 
by a brief account of the four stages of education, as he defines 
them in the Great Didactic. His starting-point is the division 
of that part of life devoted to education into the four periods 
of infancy, childhood, boyhood and youth, each lasting six 
years. Corresponding with these, he advocates the establishment 
of four institutions: a mother school in every home, 
16Ibid. p. 18. 
17 William Boyd, The History of Western Education. (London: 
A. & C. Black, Ltd. 1928). ' 
a vernacular school in every village, a gymnasium in every 
city; a university in every kingdom or province. In a 
preliminary sketch he states the aims of these in psycho-
logical terms. In the mother school, he says, should be 
cultivated the external senses; in the vernacular school, 
the internal senses, the imagination and the memory; in 
the gymnasium, the understanding a~§ the judgment; in the 
university, the harmonizing will." 
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Others in Europe had developed concepts of grading. Schemes 
of national education were developed notably in Germany and France. The 
Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794), whom Boyd describes as "the most out-
standing educational thinker produced by the Revolution", proposed five 
distinct institutions concerned with learning, and implying a graded 
system of education, viz. Primary schools, for six to ten year olds, 
/ 
secondary schools, Institutes, Lycees, for advanced students, and the 
National Society of the Sciences and Arts, for the purposes of research. 
All of this preceded Pestalozzi, Herbart, Montessori, and Froebel. So 
the grading movement which radically affected the Christian education 
ministry of the Churches of England and Scotland in the twentieth century 
had had a long history. It had not, however, penetrated the thinking and 
practices of the churches prior to the arrival of G.H. Archibald. 
Cecil Northcott describes the transformation in these words: 
The first twenty years of the twentieth century were 
significant for the Sunday School movement because they saw 
the discovery of the child as an individual person, and witnessed 
a consequent reform in Sunday School organization and methods. 
It is no criticism of the nineteenth century's enthusiasm 
for Sunday Schools to say that children were contemplated in 
the mass. Large school assemblies, big classes, and the 
atmosphere of learning by rote were the signs of successful 
Sunday Schools. What brought about the change was an educa-
tional and psychological re-understanding of the child as an 
individual who had to be treated as a separate being from 
lSibid. 264 p. • 
the child on the form next to him •••• 
This change, of course, happened very slowly, and there 
are many signs of it before 1900 arrived, but the twentieth 
century had a prophet of the new day in Sunday Schools in 
George Hamilton Archibald •••• He adapted the teachings of 
the new psychology to the Sunday School world, and became 
well-known for his advocacy of the 'graded school'. He 
brought new light and enthusiasm into the Sunday School 
movement, and the modern Sunday School, it may be said, is 
largely the creation of.Archibald and the group of devoted 
disciples who, through channels opened by the Sunday School 
Union, carried the ideas of the i§raded school' into the 
churches and schools of Britain. . 
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Grading, as introduced in the early years of the century, had 
many expressions, a number of which need to be noted carefully. To begin 
with, scholars or learners had to be graded, on the basis of age and 
maturity. 20 Archibald called this "the principle of decentralisation." 
He began by isolating the Primary Department from the others. 
The younger the scholar, the greater the need of grading, 
because both physiologically and psychologically the earlier the 
stage of growth the greater is the transformation ••• as adulthood 
approaches the evolution becomes less rapid. The old 
'adultism' failing to appreciate this rapidly unfolding person-
ality, has, in the past, demanded centralisation and uniformity 
•••• Once the principle of following the child's interest is 
recognised, decentralisation is imperative •••• Decentralisation 
removes more hindrances to progress than any other one new 
principle that has been introduced into the Sunday School work 
of recent times, and the day is not far distant when not only 
Beginners, Primary, and Junior, will be separated the one 
from the other, but also the Intermediate, Senior, a~~ Adult 
Departments will become distinct and separate units. 
19 Ceci1 Northcott, For Britain's Children. (London: National 
Sunday School Union, 1953). p. 41. 
20 G. H. Archiba1d, The Decentralised Sunday School, Junior 
Department. (London: The Pilgrim Press, 1924). p. 9. 
21 
Ibid. p.p. 9-12. 
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The grading of the learners on the broad basis of age and 
mental development, became very important to the forward movement of 
Christian Education in the Churches. Robert Rusk warns, in Chapter 7 of 
his Introduction to Experimental Education22 that chronological age is not 
at all a satisfactory basis for grading pupils. Mental age is a much 
better criterion, although that is very difficult to assess, since rates 
of development vary, and indeed they vary in relation to different subjects. 
It seems that the difficulties were too great since most Churches opted 
for chronological-age decentralisation, with little regard for mental 
variants, although the best experiments allowed for exceptions based on 
mental advancement or retardation. 
An Anglican report in 1948 stated: 
••• just so long as we have ungraded schools containing 
children from the age of 7 to 14 in one department, we cannot 
hope to retain the seniors in any great proportion. A senior 
department, by whatever name it is called, is essential and 
the teaching given there mu23 be as good as that given in a 
Secondary or Modern School. 
The grading principle, which had by now prevailed at younger 
age levels, especially at the Primary Department level, took a long time 
to work its way up, department by department, to the Senior level. Whether 
the teenage drift from Sunday School, Bible Class and Church might have 
been arrested, and reversed, if the principle of decentralisation had 
been applied, to the Senior Department from the beginning, is, to some 
22R.R. Rusk, Introduction to Experimental Education (London: 
Longmans & eo., 1912). 
23 The Church and the Eleven Plus. Voluntary Religious Education 
and the 11-16 age group. A report of the Children's Work Advisory Committee 
appointed by the Bishop of Sheffield, 1946. (Religious Education Press, 
1948). p. 45. 
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extent, a matter of conjecture but it may appropriately be argued that 
a. more pragmatic approach to the areas of greatest difficulty at an 
earlier date might have stemmed the receding tide of interest at these 
levels more effectively than the slower, evolutionary process, of 
decentralising departments in rising chronological phases, did. 
Unfortunately the Church, though engaged frequently in evaluative 
reviews of its life and work, repeatedly failed to give priority to 
priority needs. The loss of teenagers had been lamented repeatedly from 
the early years of the century, and for the Church still to be talking 
about making special, separate, provision for them as late as 1948, and 
not to have achieved that long before with the same degree of thorough-
ness as in the case of the Primary Department, demonstrates a strange 
adherence to a quite unscientific evolutionism in educational method. 
Even Archibald, as we have seen, assumed, that the right order of decen-
tralised development, was Primary, Junior, Intermediate, Senior and 
24 Adult. 
In the present writer's view, it has been one of the real 
failures in the cultivation and development of Christian Education in 
the Churches of England and Scotland during the twentieth century 
that the superb insight of Archibald, and his followers, that a graded 
approach to education was imperative, was almost simplistically inter-
preted as calling for a start to be made in the grading process, with 
primaries, and a development to follow the line of physical growth 
from there upwards. It was applied also to Sunday School organisation, 
so that the development of good Primary Departments was regarded as of 
24 Archibald. Op. cit. p.p~ 11,12. 
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prime importance, then Junior Department, and so on. This meant that 
the serious and urgent need of developing first-class "decentralised" 
education for Seniors, "teenagers" in modern parlance, was, unnaturally 
delayed or viewed as of less priority than others. Little wonder the 
drift, which throughout the twentieth century, has been worst at the 
teenage level, has continued unabated. 
Moreover, the emphasis on the Primary Department led Ernest 
Hayes and others to develop their teacher selection and development 
emphasis at the Primary level. In a sincere, but inappropriate, attempt 
to hold Senior pupils by encouraging them to teach Primaries when they 
were themselves greatly in need of teaching, and try thus to have them 
graduate as teachers, up the age-scale of Departments, the real needs of 
these young people were unmet, to the continued serious loss of their 
participation. (see infra Chapter X) 
Hayes actually advocates the use of senior scholars as the 
best way to select and secure teachers for the future. He writes: 
••• the graded school that is in full working order will grow 
its own teachers. We shall hear no more piteous appeals from 
the pulpit for anybody and everybody to come and teach •••• 
The method of securing and training its teachers adopted 
by the graded school can be summed up thus - 'it catches them 
young'. By so doing, it may be incidentally remarked, it also 
solves the time-honoured topic for debate, 'How to retain our 
senior scholars'. By dividing the large,infant·class into 
little classes of three or four scholars in a Primary department, 
the new methods find work for a large number of the elder 
scholars, who are retained to the school by the best of all 
ties. But how can scholars teach? Here comes the master-stroke 
of the new order of things. For being scholars set apart to 
be trained as teachers, they are thoroughly accustomed to the 
Bible-Class method of learning, and through weekly classes 
are taught what and how to teach •••• 
Thus the graded school secures its teachers from its own 
elder scholars, taking them at the psychological moment when 
they are eager to be of service,· and training them by the 
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best of all methods- theory combined with practice. 25 
He even argues for letting them teach instead of being promoted 
to the Senior Department, if they so wish, "for it has been proved over 
and over again that this passion for service must be utilized at flood 
tide. Otherwise the scholar, having settled down for a year or two in 
the Senior department, will decline to leave the Bible Class to take up 
26 teaching." 
He further suggests, that having begun to teach in the Primary 
department, the young teacher should move on to teaching Juniors, then 
Intermediates, and so on. Thankfully, he acknowledges that 
Not every teacher will prove equal to climbing every rung 
of the school ladder in this way, of course. Some will find their 
place in efficient service among the Intermediate scholars, 
others will feel called upon to work specially among the 
Juniors; some may have the special gifts ~7edful for the 
Primary teacher, and will remain as such. 
At all of these points however, the grading of Christian 
education is seen as beginning with the Primary Department, and then 
working up to higher levels. Hayes actually refers to "climbing every 
28 
rung." 
There seems little doubt that all of this well-1ntentioned 
plan derives its inflexibility, and therefore, insensitivity to priority 
needs which may exist anywhere in the educational system, and may call 
for urgent attention, from an over-simplified evolutionary concept of 
religious and intellectual development in the child. 
25 E.H. Hayes, The Child In the Midst. (London: Teachers and 
Taught, 1921, 3rd edition). p.p. 66, 67. 
26Ibid. p. 68. 
27Ibid. p. 69 •. 
28 Loc cit. 
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Archibald shows it in his dictum, "The Life of the child repeats 
the history of the race ••• every stage in the child-life can generally be 
11 1 d . f th n 29 para e e ~n some o e savage races... • 
Catherine Newby, the Vice-Principal of St. Christopher's College 
Blackheath, says, in 1926, 
There is a theory, interesting and useful so long as 
it is not too narrowly applied, that the child, in his own 
individual life-history, lives through again the stages 
through which the human race has passej0in progressing from savagery to complex civilisation. 
She uses this, of course, to argue for a relevant approach to the develop-
ing life. But the pattern is carried over simplistically in the thinking 
of leading Christian educationists, sometimes, unfortunately, to the 
detriment of a relevant graded organisational structure, designed to 
correct the errors, and cater for the weaknesses, of the Church's educa-
tional strategy at any given point. 
Now it would be wrong to conclude that the enthusiasm of those 
committed to grading in the early days led to such concentration on the 
Primary Department that the others were neglected entirely. Indeed 
Ernest Hayes' significant book, 'The Child In the Midst" from its first 
appearance in 1916, dealt with a variety of departments from Primary to 
Senior (or Institute). Yet, in his 1953 revision, he writes of the 
Senior Department: 
It would be labouring the obvious to insist that this 
is the most important grade of all in the Sunday School. 
scholars are at the most formative and critical period in 
development. It goes without saying therefore, that this 
29 Archibald, op. cit. p, 24. 
These 
their 
38atherine R. Newby, An Introduction to Child Study, For Teacher 
of Religion (Church of England Sunday School Institute, 1926). p. 116 
department should be the best-organised, best-equipped, and 
best-staffed of any. It is lamentable, therefore, to find 
that in many places the work with this age-group has been less 
modernised than that of the younger grades. Large classes, 
massed in one hall with Junior and even Primary children, 
are still in vogue in many schools. In such cases, also, 
the Junior lesson (which is still called in some circles 
the International) is taught to these Senior scholars, 
often in a didactic way that fails either to interest 
or convince. In short, we have left unreformed the most 
vital section in the Sunday School, 3ind this state of affairs 
should not be tolerated any longer. 
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I am simply suggesting that,a basic error in the development of 
grading has been the delay in radical change at the Senior level, partly 
because of the insistence early in the century, that decentralisation 
should start with primaries, and partly because of an inflexible assump-
tion that change and adequate graded structures and approaches should be 
introduced one department at a time, in a kind of evolutionary progression, 
rather than in response to need. 
Grading however, and this is implicit in the last quotation 
from Hayes, wa~ from the beginning of the century, conceived as affecting, 
not only the scholars, but also the lesson materials. A plea was made 
for graded lessons. The storm this caused contributed to the breakdown 
in effective British-American cooperation in curriculum development, and 
to the establishment of the British Lessons Council. From its early days 
that Council took very seriously its responsibility both to produce and 
to protect, its curricular material. 
These years involved careful discussion of all aspects of 
lesson materials. 
The liveliness of the Council was accompanied by a due 
share of 'growing pains'. Questions quickly arose that 
have since become familiar to Council members and some of 
which are still lively issues of debate - the use of pictures, 
31E.H. Hayes, The Child in the Midst. (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, 1953- 7th Edition). p. 116. 
described by one member as "a mere custom without educa-
tional validity"; the proportion of Missionary and of Old 
and New Testament material; the use of extra-Biblical 
stories, some of which were held to be too much of a 
"Roman Catholic flavour", and· the relationship of Sunday-
school with day-school teaching. There were those, too, 
who still looked over their shoulders, wanting continued 
co-operation with the American Committee. 
It was laid down at the October 1921 Council ••• that 
extra-Biblical material should be printed in such a way 
as to make it clear that it was to be used to reinforce 
Bible teaching •••• At the meeting held at New College 
in 1924, an important resolution was adopted laying down 
"that "the Courses should be reproduced and used without 
alteration; if any change be made its nature should be 
clearly indicated." This has remained the basis of the 32 Council's relationships with publishing houses ever since. 
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Throughout the period of our enquiry, the concern for relevant 
lesson materials evidenced in the British Lessons Council, was everywhere 
increasingly evident. We shall consider in more detail the nature of 
curriculum content, and particularly the role of the Bible, in Chapter VI. 
The evidence for saying that grading of lesson materials was of great 
concern is in its recurrence in the story of the British Lessons Council 
from time to time. In its 1946 brochure on The British All-Bible Lesson 
Courses, the National Sunday School Union begins by saying: 
For thirty years the British Lessons Council has compiled 
annually the Standard Graded Courses of dated lessons for 
Sunday Schools, arranged in cycles that correspond to the prin-
cipal stages of development of the scholar. The declared aim 
of these Courses is to bring all the scholars into personal 
relationship of faith in and obedience to Jesus Christ as 
Saviour and Lord, to that Christian character, conduct 
and service which are the fruits of His Spirit, and to the 
32 C.M. Jones, Pioneering in Christian Education. (London: 
British Lessons Council, 1966). p. 7 (quotation from E. H. Hayes histori-
cal introduction). 
worship of His Church. This purpose must be realised at 
each stage of development by thj3kind of teaching and train-ing appropriate to that period. 
These All-Bible Courses were produced, additional to the 
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Standard Graded Courses, to satisfy the request of those "whose tradition 
and training predispose them to make the Bible the sole source of their 
34 lessons." • However, they were clearly and carefully prepared, however 
impossible this might be felt to be by the leading educational voices of 
the 1960s, in accordance with current developments in educational method. 
As early as 1912, three significant leaders in the field made 
this plea for grading: 
Is it not too often the case that in Sunday Schools, for 
example, one book, generally adapted for scholars of thirteen 
and upwards, is selected and put into the hands of aZZ the 
teachers to furnish instruction for all grades of scholars, with 
the merciful exception, perhaps, of the infant class? It is 
to be feared that the book proposed to be selected is very 
seldom submitted to the scrutiny of a professional teacher 
competent to advise as to its P3~chological fitness as apart 
from its theological soundness. 
This, of course, has continued over the years to be a problem 
in the easy-way-out mentality which has so often led Sunday Schools to 
adopt a Junior Lesson scheme as the norm, and adapt it by.the skill of 
the teacher. The various series of Uniform Lessons have tried to take 
the necessary additional step of developing a single theme or lesson 
into departmentally graded, sometimes closely-graded lessons, in an 
attempt to retain the unity of the learning experience at different 
age-levels, while adapting the material and approach to take account 
33 The British All-Bible Lesson Courses. (London: National 
Sunday School Union, 1946). p. 1. 
34Ibid. p. 1. 
35 . 
M.M. Penstone, H. Lee, R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (London: National Society's Depository, 1912). p.p. 114, 
115. 
of variable psychological readiness on the part of the learners. 
Penstone, Lee and Holland further complain: 
It may be worth while to remark here that so little 
is the principle of grading lessons according to development 
understood that one not infrequently hears the complacent 
remark: "Oh, yes, we have graded lessons," meaning really 
that a different topic is chosen for the whole school in 
each successive year. Obviously, by this plan children of 
eight or nine may be receiving lessons on the Collects when 
they should be enjoying the stories of the Old Testament 
or learning to love the parables of our Lord. A course 
of fully graded lessons means that each child receives in 
its Sunday-school career a course of instruction which varies 
from year to year, which, when completed, wiZZ render him 
an instructed and attached Christian. • •• we do not rest our 
plea for the proper grading of religious instruction merely 
on the procedure of secular education, or on the desire to 
render less difficult and thankless the work of the sorely 
tried Sunday-school teacher. We should not dare to venture 
upon any less secure ground than this - that the course of 
the mental and spiritual ~gelopment of the child renders 
such gradation imperative. 
One further quotation is vital from this 1912 source, since, 
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like so much of the enthusiasm of pioneer spirits, it assumes more than 
its fulfilment can produce. 
The provision of graded lessons is not·merely a "fad" of would-
be reformers, it is based on an important and recognised branch 
_of mental and moral science, it is--also a means of securing to 
the Church of the future the heritage which is rightfully hers -
the life-39ng devotion of the children she has been appointed 
to train. 
Unfortunately, even with such insight and commitment to educa-
tional reform, within Anglicanism, the Sunday Schools of the land continued 
to experience drastic decline. For example, the official Year Book of 
the Church of England, quoted in the 1929 report of the Commission on 
Religious Education, reported that the numbers of scholars under 15 years 
JGibid. 116 117 p.p. , • 
37Ibid. 117 p. • 
was, 
In 1920 
In 1925 
In 1927 
2,134,274 
1,861,336 and 
38 1,841,359 
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H.A. Lester, Director of Sunday School work for the Diocese of 
London, was also pleading for curriculum reform, in 1912. 
The course of study ought to be drawn up on sound educa-
ional principles. The lessons selected for any given class 
must contain subject-matter suited to the age and stage of 
advancement of the scholars •••• Such a graded curriculum ensures 
a steady progress in religious knowledge from year to year, 
and progressive teaching in the Faith and practice of the 
Church •••• 
The one uniform lesson for the whole school can no longer 
be defended, for it is contrary to child nature as well as to 
sound educational principles. A uniform lesson in arithmetic 
or English for all the children in a Day School would be scouted 
as an absurdity. The lesson must be adapt3~ to the child, for 
the child cannot be adapted to the lesson. 
All of this concern was being promoted by the growing band of 
educational workers, particularly within Anglicanism, but also among the 
Free Churches. The Colleges at Westhill and St. Christophers were 
diligently training leadership in the field, and the various agencies of 
syllabus production were steadily developing materials along sound 
educational lines. 
When Archibald wrote his book on the Junior Department in 1924, 
he traced something of the development which had taken place. In 1872 
the Sunday Schools of America had adopted a "uniform lesson system."40 
38 Church Assembly Report of the Commission on Religious Education 
(Church Assembly Press, 1928). p.p. 19,20. 
39H.A. Lester, Sunday School Teaching, Its Aims and Methods. 
·(London: Longmans Green & Co., 1912). p. 126. 
40 . G.H. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School Junior Depart-
~' (London: The Pilgrim Press, 1924). p. 108. 
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That was a great step forward, in getting rid of haphazard instruction. 
It gave unity and drive to the movement as it produced, internationally, 
uniform lessons. It did not, however, reckon adequately with the various 
stages in human development. Fairly rapidly, as new appreciation of the 
needs and centrality of the child developed, the need for grading of 
lesson materials became recognised. Says Archibald: 
The uniform lesson was doubtless better for the Church than 
the haphazard system which meant anything or nothing; but new 
knowledge of the child calls for a new system of lessons •••• 
The International Lessons Committee recognising the need 
for graded lesson courses has placed such within the reach 
of all the schools. Naturally leaders have not been slow to 
blame the uniform lessons for the present condition of the 
Sunday School. But now the argument is shifted. After this 
the International Lessons Committee will be in a position to 
criticise the schools and the Churches. They may say, "We have 
given yo~ a graded course; let us see that you make proper use 
of it. "4 
It should be noted that the development of graded lesson 
materials was the direct result of new psychological insights into the 
development of the child. That is made abundantly clear by all its 
advocates. Dr. Basil Yeaxlee comments, 
As to religious education, whether in its broader or its 
more precise sense, the · knowledge and insight which psychology 
brings are indispensable. We are enabled, in the degree to 
which we understand the nature of childhood and youth and the 
nature of normal religious development, to adapt both our 
choice and our presentation of material to the varying age-groups 
which any system of school organisation distinguishes •••• We 
know bett~2 what to teach, how to teach it, and when to 
teach it. 
41Ibid. p.p. 112-114. 
42B.A. Yeaxlee, The Approach to Religious Education. (London: 
SCM Press, 1931). p. 56. 
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Over the years, many courses of instruction have been devised, 
based on the psychological principles of grading. There is evidence 
that it took considerable time to change long-established patterns. In 
1938, in a note at the beginning of a Chprch of Scotland series of 
lessons for Bible Classes, the following is stated: 
The practice of grading Junior Bible Classes according to the 
age and capacity of their members is on the increase. To meet 
the need thus created for material suitable to the different 
grades, a four-course series of lessons has been planned ••• the 
teacher needs the gift of sympathy - to understand the mental 
and spiritual development of young people in what are in ve~~ 
many cases years of unsettlement and rebuilding of beliefs. 
The principles of grading scholars and lesson materials are 
both there, as also that of grading teaching method, to which we shall 
shortly come. As it happens some of the most impressive materials to be 
produced within the Church of Scotland for the teaching of teenagers 
was produced in the 1930s, comprising a fine blend of relevant approach·, 
44 
and good and appropriate content • It has to be said, however, that 
the effective use of good materials depends, as these particular series 
of Bible Class manuals illustrate, on the quality, commitment and 
capacity of the teacher. No amount of improvement in the age-grading of 
scholars, and in the grading of lesson materials ~s of much value unless 
there is also a grading development in teaching method. That, in its 
turn, will not take place without quality teaching. 
Let us note however this third dimension of grading, for which 
the pioneers of grading pleaded, and which, in many Sunday Schools was 
partly achieved, namely, the grading of teaching method. We shall later 
43 W.M. Wightman, The Life of Our Lord. (Church of Scotland, 
1938, 3rd Edition). p.p. 3,4. 
44 See supra p. 80. for titles. 
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consider the area of teaching methodology in a separate chapter, but 
ought now to recognise the importance that was attached to it from the 
early years of the century. 
H.H. Pells, the Organising Secretary of the Church of England 
Sunday School Institute stated, in 1912, 
It cannot be too clearly recognised that all our methods in 
every stage of school life must be based upon the characteristics 
of the particular period with which we are dealing. To use the 
same met~gds with infants of six and boys of twelve is to court 
failure. 
This plea was, of course, the direct and inevitable result of 
the new child-centredness, and learner orientation, of education both 
in society and in the Church. If we are to relate the Christian faith 
appropriately to the learner at the point of his or her current develop-
ment, teaching method becomes very important. Having devised materials 
that are suitable, we must develop methods that are also suitable. Says 
Rupert Davies, "But though we may have solved the problem of content, we 
have not yet dealt with the problem of method. This springs from the 
difficulty of teaching the right things at the right time in the right 
46 
way." 
It is. a matter of real interest that, when the principles of 
grading had been advocated for a number of years, and the two Colleges, 
in Birmingham and London had been established, Hetty Lee, who was deeply 
involved in the development of grading along with G.H. Archibald, and 
especially within Anglicanism, and who spent much time conferring with 
45 H.A. Lester, Ed., Sunday School Teaching, Its Aims and Its 
Methods. (Longmans, Green and eo., 1912). p. 20. 
46 R.E. Davies, The Sunday School Today. (London: Methodist 
Youth Department, 1951). p. 63· 
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day school teachers ·and others in the whole area of Christian education, 
should feel the need to write a book entitled "Present Day Problems in 
Religious Teaching". 47 In that book she has a chapter entitled "The 
Christian Method in Education." She raises, by that very title, the whole 
question of motivation. She begins, 
The problem of religious education must necessarily 
involve the problem of method, and this problem of method may 
not be narrowed down to the devices employed in that period 
labelled "for religious instruction", but must cover the whole 
field of secular education. A belief in the truth of Christian-
ity, if consistent, cannot but make a difference to all our deal-
ings with children. The practical question, therefore, for 
the teacher (which is indeed more fundamental than a~~ other) 
is "What shall be our religious method of education?" 
Her concern, and a legitimate question for the whole subject is to show 
not simply a distinctive method in Christian education, but a distinct-
ively Christian method in education. The implication is that not even 
the most psychologically relevant techniques of instruction will be 
sufficient unless there is proper motivation. 
Consequently the entire thrust of her plea is that there is 
a distinctively Christian method in education. She asks, "What is then 
the Christian method in education? It is to treat our children consist-
ently, whether in the religious period or outside it, with that method 
of Love by which God deals with .,49 us. 
Although she spends the bulk of her book dealing with the 
-
problems of teaching the Gospel Stories, Old Testament stories, and with 
problems of memory work, etc. she regards all of that as subservient to the 
47 H. Lee, Present Day Problems in Religious Teaching. (Mac-
millan & eo., Ltd., 1920) 
48Ibid. p. 139. 
49Ibid. p. 140. 
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practice of love, by which "the children must see love and be drawn by 
it, they must witness the love of God through ourselves~50 
Now this whole emphasis raises another of these fundamental 
issues, overlooked for the most part, but probably crucial to our 
discovering why, in the face of so much reform and such zeal for good 
method, so many of the anticipated and promised fruits of child-centred 
grading of scholar materials and methods, have not been realised, and 
why the decline of the proportion of children and young people involved 
in Church Christian education, has continued over the years. 
The question has to be asked whether the good and needed 
development of greatly improved educational method has been accompanied 
by appropriate motivation arising out of the commitment of those who 
teach to vital Christian faith themselves, and also to the meeting of 
the personal and spiritual needs of the learners, as well as their 
intellectual and informational needs. 
Hetty Lee's point can perhaps be argued from other disciplines. 
Clearly the most effective teaching of medicine will be offered by tea~h-
ers who are themselves committed to its practice and use. The best 
teaching of history will come from those with a love for history, and a 
desire to share it. 
The most effective communication of the content of the Christ-
ian faith, is likewise to be expected from those who are themselves 
deeply committed to it, and even are eager to share the penefits of 
such commitment with those they ar~ to teach, and suggests Lee, the best 
way to communicate a Gospel of love is by demonstrating that love towards 
the learners. It is interesting to see how this plea for love as the 
SOibid. 142 p. • 
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motivation of distinctively Christian Education is taken up as recently 
as 1965 by Joyce Harding, when she writes of " ••• informal relationships with 
committed adult Christians •••• For some children this is their only 
experience of the love and care of our Lord for them as individuals, an 
experience without which Christian teaching will-make little, if any, 
impact."51 
This is not mere sentimentality. It implies no denial of the 
absolute necessity for responsible didactic methodology based on proper 
understanding of the developmental processes of human learning. It 
simply suggests that there is a dynamic in commitment which can be found 
by no other means. This will be very important when we consider "The 
Christian Teacher" in Chapter :x. 
Turning however to the grading of method, we should note that 
this was a matter of great concern from the beginning of the century. 
In discussing his principles of reform, G •. H. Archibald, understandably, 
majors on the child. He affirms certain things about the child which 
when taken seriously, radically affect the way he is taught. His 
interest in the Primary child is reflected in these seeming generalis-
ations. "All education begins, not with the lesson. not with the 
teaaher. but 7JJith the ahild."52 He quotes George E. Coe as saying, 
"The study of the child-mind yields laws of educating the child, laws 
53 
as to method and laws as to material." He reminds us that "The ahild's 
love of nature must be recognised •••• The child must be taught largely 
51 Joyce Harding, Trends in Children's Work. (Church of England 
Board of Education, Children's Council, 1965). p. 1. 
52 G.H. Archibald, The Sunday School of Tomorrow. (London: 
Sunday School Union, 1909). p •. S. 
53Ibid. p.p. 5,6. 
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through his senses and his activities.... The child learns through his 
ears; he learns also through his eyes; but he learns most of all through 
muscles •••• The appeal must be made principally through the child's 
imagination and his emotions rather than through his intellect. 54 
Thus the scene was set for vigorous development of teaching 
methods suited to the developing child, and to these we will return. 
However, at this state it is pertinent to note certain guiding criteria 
which came to be used to direct, inform, and characterise teaching method. 
The following five elements became basic to the development of graded 
teaching. In addition to the grading of scholars and materials, certain 
factors came to be recognised as essential to effective teaching at every 
age-level. First, Experience. The growth of awareness of the stages 
through which children .pass in understanding and in grasp of religious 
ideas quickly led to the demand that they be taught at the level of their 
experience. Instead of deductive, prepositional tea~hing which would tend 
either to be beyond their powers of perception, or to be withheld until 
it could be assimilated at an intellectual level, the call was for 
teaching that began with the experience of the learner. 
In her "Talks to.the Training Class," Hetty Lee puts it like 
this, "We are not interested in, and tJe do not attend to, something that 
is absolutely· 'netJ '-about tJhich tJe knotJ nothing". 55 She argues that the 
child's point of contact is familiarity. That describes the experience-
centred approach to education precisely. At whatever age the learner is, 
he or she will learn most from the teacher who connects and teaches at 
54Ibid. 7 12 p.p. - • 
55 H. Lee, Talks to the The Training Class. (London: National 
Society Depository, 1912). p. 74. 
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the point of experience. 
In a very interesting little book, T~aching, fi·rst publish-
ed in 1925, and going through fourteen impressions till 1951, R.F. Pennell 
urges the importance of good introduction in teaching; 
In the introduction the teache~ tries to get the child's 
mind ready for the lesson by arousing interest and curiosity, 
and by getting ready a peg (i.e. ideas already in the child's 
mind) upon which to hang the new lesson. It is a link between 
the known and the unknown, a link betw5gn what they already 
know and what they are going to learn. 
In very simple but clear terms the plea is for experience-centred teach-
ing. 
H.A. Hamilton, who pioneered a number of new ventures in 
Christian teaching and training, in advocating the Church Training 
Fellowship, writes, in 1944. 
The method we use is quite likely, therefore to be of 
decisive importance. It is good to remember that at the 
beginning of each course or subject we need to ask ourselves 
why we should expect the young people to be interested in 
such a theme; how we can find a starting point within the 
scope of their experience; and in5~hat ways they can actively 
co-operate in finding things out. 
Few contributors to church-based education have been more 
influential than H.A. Hamilton, and the Christian Education Manuals 
he edited are a token of the seriousness with which he took experience-
centred education. For example, in the Introduction to the Senior 
Course, (and indeed to other courses) he says, "Every course in the 
Handbooks has it starting point in some easily awakened interest of the 
d i 1 11 58 boys an g r s •••• 
56 . 
R.F. Pennell, .Teaching. 
impression; first published 1925). 
(London: Mowbray, 1951. Fourteenth 
p. 6. 
57 H.A. Hamilton, ed. Church Youth Training, Church Training 
Fellowship Handbook, (London: Independent Press, 1944). p. 41. 
58 H.A. Hamilton, ed., Christian Education Handbook, Senior 
Course, Second Year, (London: Independent Press, 1943.) p. 7. 
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That this emphasis on experience is in line with general 
educational theory is evidenced by books like Harold Loukes, New Ground 
in Christian Education, in which he writes, 
••• we suceed by a process of generalising from experience: 
we begin with raw, concrete experience, and proceed by means 
of rational discourse, to the understanding of it. It is the 
principle established by the scientific revolution of the 
seventeenth century, with its attack on traditional "words", 
and attention to the stark reality of "things"; by Locke and 
Rousseau and Pestalozzi and Froebel. The establishment of it 
took two hundred years, 5~ut it is now, quite simply,the way 
education is conducted. 
Unfortunately, he then proceeds, almost immediately by innuendo, 
to make adverse judgment on Christian education in this passage. 
Anyone who tried to discuss the theory of relativity 
without having worked up through a long course of mathematical 
experience and analysis would be as well occupied in arguing 
about the colour of Leprechauns, and the meaning and message of 
Shakespeare can no more be put in to a catechism to be learnt 
by heart than the flavour of custard. In all subjects now, except 
religion, we look around first for the concrete material with 
which the abstraction that we call a subject is conceived •••• 
To our children we say, "Look here, watch this" and60hen, as their wonder dawns, we ask, "What do you see in it?" 
In all of this the plea is for experience centred method. 
Happily, though Loukes seems unaware of it, strenuous efforts had for long 
been made to persuade churches and Christian educationists and teachers 
to begin at the point of the learner's experience, even in the realm of 
faith. 
Within the Church in the 1960s some of the finest leadership 
came from D.S. Hubery who wrote a book entitled Teaching the Christian 
Faith Today and subtitled, "From Experience to Experience through. 
Experience". He writes, 
59 
Harold Loukes, New Ground in Christian Education. (London: 
SCM, 1965). p. 97. 
GOibid. p. 97. 
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••• it is of prime importance to link education with 
experience and life-situations ••• the maxim that "we start where 
the children are" has been quoted long enough, and there are 
few if any teachers today who do not make some attempt of this 
kind in the presentation of their materials. It is my 
contention, however, that experience-centred teaching is not just 
one of the factors in an educational6~rocess, but that at the present time it is the major factor. 
Second , Interest. From the early years of the century the leadership 
of Church-based Christian Education appealed for teaching methods aimed 
at securing and retaining the interest of the learners. 
Ethel Archibald put it succinctly, when she wrote, "We must 
present truth to the children in the wisest and most natural way through 
the constantly opening doors of developing interest and need. To do 
62 this we must have graded classes." 
Back in 1902 Henry Williams, Chairman of the East District of 
the West London Sunday School Union, asked, "Why is it that year after 
63 year in some schools the biggest boys are only ten years old?" 
Part of his answer is suggested later when he says, "If we are 
to succeed as Sunday School teachers, we must obey the first ·law, we 
must interest ••• the child should listen because he cannot help it."64 
This became a basic requirement in the communicative process. 
Hetty Lee asks, 
Why does a 
tendant as she 
interests him; 
her doing it. 
child of its own accord imitate the Superin-
pulls the bells? Because he likes to - it 
she interests him, or he would not have watched 
If a child likes his teacher, he is interested 
61D.S. Hubery, Teaching the Christian Faith Today. (Redhill: 
NSSU, 1965). p. 52. 
62E.J. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School; Primary 
Department. (London: The Pilgrim Press, rewritten and revised, 1912). p. 10. 
63H. Williams, The Reformation of the Sunday School. (Paternoster, 
1902). p. 22 
64 Ibid. p. 
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in what that teacher does, notices her behaviour, and copies her ••• 
A_ch~~d does not of his own accord imitate what does not interest 
hz.m. 
One of the really insightful comments on this area appears in 
an Anglican book on Adult Religious Education published in 1928, which 
states: 
The teacher must remember that the child will only 
"learn" that in which he is interested, and so a large part 
of the pedagogic art consists in ensuring the child's 
attention by making the subject to be learnt interesting 
and attractive. A child is not interested in Truth -
theological, historical, or any other - for its own sake; 
if he is to form true ideas about God and man, it will be 
through the unconscious and largely effortless6~nterest with 
which a wise teacher continues to invest them. 
Sadly, although the methodological principle of interest -
related teaching has been stressed from the beginning of the child-centred, 
grading orientated approach to education, many practitioners both in 
church based and secular education, have failed to make this emphasis 
central. 
At the end of our period, in 1965, Harold Loukes, in his ~ 
Ground in Christian Education describes religious education in schools as 
67 
"The Boring Subject" • That in itself is an indication that a basic 
problem in religious education is the creation and maintenance of interest. 
Yet Loukes, though recognising the need for interest, does 
not allow it to be the ultimate criterion. He says: 
65 H. Lee, op. cit. p. 111. 
66 A.L. Woodard, ed., The Teaching Church. (London: SPCK~ 1928) 
p. 28. 
67 
H. Loukes, New Ground in Christian Education. (London: SCM, 
1965. 
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Are there to be found anywhere instances of "successful" 
religious education, where lessons are not "totally boring", 
where the teaching reaches the condition of the young, where 
the subject truly "makes you think for yourself"? •••• 
The pupils' own demands on their lessons, that they should be 
interesting, comprehensible, and thought-provoking, are insuf-
ficient; they are the basic demands we make of all subjects, 
but they are not final. No subject can justify its place in 
the crowded curriculum of today merely by being diverting and 
provocative. The subjects must also be important •••• 68 
Of course, Loukes was writing primarily with the day-school 
in mind, but the challenge of what he has to say needs to be heard. 
In 1968 the British Lessons Council produced its Christian 
Education Syllabus, Experience and Faith, based on the most recent find-
ings, and argued for the first two principles, experience and interest, 
as follows: 
At every stage we have been at pains to point out that 
we are concerned with the experience of children. We have 
felt that the educational approach to these great biblical 
and theological ideas must develop through the ideas and 
interests of the boys and girls themselves. We do not think 
it is. adequate merely to indicate biblical or theological 
material. Too often in the past this has given rise to 
teaching which has resulted in a superficial ability to 
repeat the words but without real understanding. At every 
stage, therefore, we have looked not only at the theological 
content of the material to be presented but even more at the 
children themselves, their many activities and interests 
and their day to day experiences. Because the teacher's 
understanding of the children is of central importance for 
their children's nurture, each part of the syllabus is 
introduced by a reference to the known experiences and outlook 
of boys and girls.69 
Third, relevance. It is clear that Christian education methods must be 
relevant to the learner, that is to say, the teaching must relate to the 
situation of the learner. It is not enough to build on the learner's 
experience, and secure his interest. It is vital that the teacher 
68 Ibid. I p. 13. 
69 Experience and Faith (British Lessons Council, 1968), p. 8. 
communicate in ways that are relevant to the scholar. 
Rupert Davies pleads for "teaching the right things at the 
70 
right time in the right way," and says, 
The time factor is of great importance; a truth which 
means nothing at all to the hearer at one stage of his 
development will, at another stage, become suddenly full of 
life and colour for him •••• It is fairly clear that some 
kind of progressive teaching is required, just as it is 
in the case of any other subject, and just as we are led 
by the Old Testament to believe that God 7£und it necessary 
in the case of the human race as a whole. 
That really is a plea for relevance, which the whole child-
125 
centred approach has tried repeatedly to promote. Fr6m time to time pleas 
have been made for the use of the Soc:r.atic method of question and answer. 
E.G. Jones says simply, "A: ·word should be said for the fast-vanishing 
72 
method of question and answer." At the very beginning of the century 
Sir John Adarns had urged the dialectic approach of Socrates, who led his 
pupils from certainty, through the doubts that arise from questioning, to 
further and greater certainty. The Socratic method distinguishes between 
telling and eliciting as teaching methods. Says Adarnl;l,"The essential 
73 
element of the method is the reciprocal action between teacher and pupil." 
That, too, is a plea for relevance. 
However the advocacy of the question method can also go wrong. 
Purely catechetical questioning, which tests rote learning, is usually 
by A.M.W. 
p. 96. 
-···. 
70 Rupert Davies, loc. cit. 
71
rbid. - 63 64 p. p. , • 
72 E.G. Jones, quoted 
Christopher (London: 
73 John Adams, Primer 
in The Church and the Children, edited 
ssu, undated), p. 12. 
on Teaching. (Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark, 19 
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insensitive to the need for relevance. Indeed, aware of this, a strong 
plea was made in 1912 in The Teacher's Craft in Church and School (Ch~p-
ter III) for an approach to questioning which called for exploratory 
questions to arouse interest, and secure involvement, summoning questions, 
relating experience to the lesson. "Socratic" or "developing questions", 
to be used, it is urged, as "a method for the university tutor, or at 
least for the teacher with a small and eager group of pupils who have 
74 been trained to this point of apprehension," , and recapitulatory quest-
ions, to test how well the teaching has been absorbed. 
In particular, serious warning is given against questions 
answered by rote, as of little value. Indeed, in writing of questions 
as a form of teaching, the authors say, "they must be relevant, and not 
merely thrust in to fill out a pause, or because it is supposed that a 
75 lesson necessarily involves questioning." 
It is worthy of note how sensitive these leaders were to the 
need for relevance, as expressed in a section on the child's answers to 
questions by the teacher. They write, 
There is no better touchstone of the difference between 
a really intelligent and a merely prefunctory catechist or 
teacher than the estimate they will respectively form of the 
children's answer to their questions. The perfunctory person 
will say, without hesitation, "The children answered badly; 
they were stupid; they did not know what they ought to have 
known." The intelligent questioner may arrive at the same 
conclusion but first he will say to himself, "Were my questions 
suitable to the child's stage of thought? Were they clear 
in form?" He knows enough of psychology to be aware that 
a question may call up all kinds'of divergent associations, or 
74 M.M. Penstone, H. Lee, and R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (London: National Society's Depository, 1912). p. 35. 
75Ibid. 35 36 P•P• I • 
through no fault of the children, it may strike up against 
a blank wall of incomprehension. He possesses a sensitive-
ness, so to speak, to the mental condition of the children 
which is entirely lacking in the case of the ordinary question-
er who merely wants "to see if they can answer properly". On 
one occasion we heard of an official conducting a religious 
examination in an infants' school. He heard the children 
repeat the Creed and questioned them on the clause, "He 
descended into hell". 
"Where is hell?" he asked, and paused in vain for a reply. 
This.question would have been a most suitable one if addressed 
to adolescents and intended to bring out that hell is a state 
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or condition, and has no topography. Addressed to children 
under seven, its only effect could be to make a wrong suggest-
ion and lead them to suppose that hell has a definite location 
just as the next village might have. Next, these children under 
seven were asked, "How many persons are there in the Holy 
Trinity?" A child replied, "Six". The inspector was deeply 
shocked. It did not occur to him that at this age any knowledge 
of the nature of the Trinity must be merely a matter of 
mechanical repetition. He told the headmistress that the 
infants must be more carefully instructed in this doctrine - a 76 
sure way of staling and sterilising the mystery for later life. 
Once again the plea is for relevance and the point in noting it 
so extensively is to demonstrate how advanced was the thinking of education-
al leadership in the churches in the first two decades of the century. 
Hetty Lee Holland urges the same quality of relevance thus: 
We teachers cheapen too much our knowledge and experience. 
We pour advice on our scholars before they need it, tell them the 
answers to the questions they are not asking, explain continually 
to them the things they do not feel confusing, and th7~ wonder 
why they are not as grateful as we expect them to beT 
Many sources could be cited across the span of our enquiry to 
demonstrate this emphasis. It is perhaps sufficient to·show how it has 
persisted in fact. T. Reginald Hill, writing for Scripture Union, which 
represents very much the Bible-based approach from which H.F. Matthews 
76 Ibid. p.p. 41, 42. 
77H.L. Holland, Self-Teaching in the Sunday School. (London: 
N.s.s.u., 1926). p. 4. 
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thought radical theology had to deliver the Church, in his book on religious 
78 Education , wrote: 
For attention to be sustained and to be effective for 
learning, the stimulation of the mind from the outside must 
be linked with an inner response to what the learner sees to 
be relevant to his own needs and experiences. It is only when 
what is being presented fits on in some way to what is already 
in the mind that the learner can "see" it all, and only what 
is "seen" in this way is really learned •••• 
What we must avoid in Sunday School teaching, therefore, 
is the giving of a lesson that is unexceptionable in doctrine 
and which from our viewpoint looks interesting, but which remains 
completely irrelevant to the scholar's life and experience. 
This can happen in a number of ways, such as a hackneyed explana-
tion of the way of salvation, the spiritualizing of an Old 
Testament story, allowing a Biblical character to be seen only 
as a character in an old-fashioned story, or putting before 
children abstract truths which are quite outside their range of 
thought. Because each of these is unrelated and unrelatable 
to present thoughts and experiences, the mind never truly 
perceives them; the79fore, attention cannot be given, and 
nothing is learned. 
A parallel plea for relevance, though from a rather different 
theological standpoint, is made by Ronald Goldrnan when he writes: 
Religious truth must be seen by children and adolescents 
to be true in their own experience in a twentieth century 
setting. The young, even from their earliest years, should be 
encouraged to participate in their own religious education so 
that their insights and their conclusions are the result of a 
personal encounter. The Bible is not a book for the young, 
but it may, when·placed alongside life in a relevant context, 
challenge, clarify and strengthen personal convictions in them. 
Equally if used too soon and i:frelevantly·, it may retard religious 
thinking and create8eegative attitudes, and be a disservice to 
religious teaching. 
78
n.F. Matthews, Revolution in Religious Education (Wal1ington, 
Religious Education Press, 1966). 
79J.R. Hill, Sunday School Teaching. (London, Scripture Union 
and CSSM, 1962). p.p. 27, 28. 
80 Ronald Goldman, Readiness· for Religion. (London: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1968). p. 194. 
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In all of this the plea is for relevance. Goldman goes so far 
as to claim that Jesus achieved His relevance through teaching from all 
life experiences: 
Sabbath day, ears of corn, rest, sharing a father's 
inheritance, coins, playing in the market place, sick people, 
foxes, wild birds, sparrows, figs, taxes, boys on a farm, girls 
at a wedding, mustard seed,yeast, bread, builders, fishing, 
money lenders, thieves, wolves, money, hoarding, bandits, Kings and 
slaves, rude guest, parties, beggars ••• and so we coue~ go on ••• 
an appeal to experience was central to his teaching. 
The evidence is clear. The concern for relevance in teaching 
method is a consistent element throughout the period of our enquiry. What 
constitutes relevance would divide the educational leadership of different, 
periods, divergent theological persuasions, and contemporary fellow-spirits 
as close as Harold Loukes and Ronald Goldrnan, but the principle is clear 
and discernible throughout the period. 
Fourth, involvement. Clearly if the first ~hree principles are taken 
seriously, this will follow. Indeed, it is the natural outcome of exper-
iehce, interest and relevance. But involvement in the life of the Church 
is not always apparent. 
says, 
Penstone, Lee & Holland put it like this: 
The teacher is not to lecture. To teach is to 
stimulate, to cal'l for the response from the scholar, 
and awaken and employ his co-operation. The true teacher 
is the lea§2r of his class, rather than their ruler 
or driver. 
In writing about the way to apply truth taught, H.A. Lester 
Don't you point the moral; let them find.it and 
apply it. You lose so much in doing it yourself. Let the 
81 Goldman, op. cit. p. 222. 
82 Penstone, Lee & Holland, op. cit. p. 148. 
children do it •••• Indeed, the whole aim of the lesson is 
to get its application so embedded in the children's minds 83 
as to afford guidance and help to them in their daily lives. 
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John Adams contrasts preaching with teaching, suggesting that 
preaching can be a one-sided affair, whereas real teaching involves both 
sides, that of the teacher and that of the learner. He complains: 
The pupils are not called upon to do their proper share 
of the work. Preaching has been defined as "an animated 
dialogue with one part left out". In teaching, this omitted 
part is of fundamental importance, and the intelligent teacher 
will insist on its being brought into play. 
A speaker dealing with a large audience must, when he 
wishes to supply the omitted part, depend on his knowledge of 
how the human mind acts~ but with his small class the Sunday 
School teacher ought to bring this omitted part into its due 
prominence by making the pupils take a fair share in the work 
of the class. It must be remembered that learning and teaching 
are correlative terms94 Pupil and teacher must both work if there is to be any success. 
The extent to which involvement has been seen to be of vital 
importance is evidenced in P.T. Thomsen's comment~ "The test of education 
85 is to be found, not in what a man learns, but in what he becomes." 
F. H. Hayward, to whose concern for moral education we have 
already alluded, believed that, in large measure, virtue could be taught, 
and that education could give the learner better ideas, which, when interest 
has been aroused, leads to better living. He saw four stages in effective 
education, viz. Interest, Desire, Volition, Action, which certainly imply 
involvement. His insistence on the primacy of character formation as the 
end in view is a plea for involvement. He puts it in these words: 
83 H.A. Lester, Sunday School Teaching. (London: Longman Green & 
eo., 1912). p. 46. 
84 Sir John Adams, op. cit. p.p. 66, 67. 
BSP.T. Thomson, Christian Education in the Church. (London: 
Carey Kingsgate Press, 1926). p. 8. 
Not in increased stringency of punishment, not in 
increased devotion to preaching, not in increased efforts of 
charity, not in increased remedial measures, not here lies 
the solution of most social and moral questions, but in 
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making our schools into schools for education, into institutions 
for forming character and creating interest. Banish half the 
ologies which are taught, but form interest - many-sided interest, 
if possible, as the Hebartians advocate; but, in any case, 86 interest; and then we shall find many social evils fly away. 
We may well feel that statement of 1902 is excessive in its 
optimism as to the power of the educative process, but let us not ~iss 
the evidence of an approach that called for involvement. 
Now this concept of involvement is far more than simply the 
interaction of pupil with teacher, or the mimicry of childhood. Involve-
ment as a goal of education has to affect the person deep down so that 
he becomes involved voluntarily, but truly. Compelled involvement is 
valueless, which is the problem with much catechetical instruction. 
A.A. Lamo.Ieaux, in an early study of development with reference 
to religious training, more than fifty years before Goldman, demonstrated 
a remarkable sensitivity to the development of the child. She makes a 
telling plea for volitional and emotional involvement, which she 
describes in the language of her day, as "following the promptings of 
87 the noblest feelings of the heart" • She uses a simple, but powerful, 
illustration, to make her plea ·for voluntary involvement: 
AN ACT COMPELLED is like an apple tied to a fruit tree, it 
did not grow there and has no connection with the life of the 
tree. A fruit tree that cannot bear its own fruit is worthless, 
and a life that does not reach the point of producing its own 
right actions, independent of human coercion, is a failure. 
86 F.H. Hayward, Reform of Moral and Biblical Education. (London: 
Swan Sonhenschein & Co., 1902). p. 24. 
87 . 
A.A. LamO%eaux, The Unfolding Life. (London: Al1enson , 1911). 
p. 79. 
THE COMPARISON MAY BE PRESSED STILL FURTHER. No quantity of 
apples tied upon a tree will ever make it produce apples, and 
even so, no number of right acts imposed upon a child will, 
in itself, make him do right things voluntarily. This can 
only come through strength§ging in his own soul the process 
that leadsto right action. 
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This caveat is still needed. Experience, interest, relevance, 
need to have added the element of voluntary involvement by the learner, 
so thathe or she participates, not in the interests of conformity, but 
because the material being learned is consciously accepted and assimilat-
ed into the life. 
Now the securing of real involvement has continued to be a key 
challenge and problem for the Christian teacher. The dilemma of relat-
ing content to the learner, so that his involvement with it is truly his 
own voluntary involvement, and not mere acquiescence to information given 
by someone who knows better, continues, and is frequently, in my view, 
a major cause of the "boredom" which H. Loukes sees as the cause of drop-
out. 
Basil Yeaxlee had tried to come to terms with this in the late 
thirties in his Religion and the Growing Mind in which he writes of 
aiding natural growth, in these terms: 
At every stage in our teaching of the Bible, therefore, 
we are educating boys and girls into an understanding of a 
reality which does not conflict with their most vital impulses 
but fulfils them. We are enabling them to transfer their 
infantile affections for their parents to a Father who is 
not the antithesis of normal human parenthood but the author 
and sustainer of it. We are directing their hero-worship, and 
later their quest for something which will give unity, meaning 
and purpose to their lives, not to a philosophic idea of the 
good, the beautiful and the true, but to the divine goodness, 
truth and beauty made man •••• 
88Ibid. p. 80. 
There is here nothing of subtle propaganda, intentional 
or otherwise •••• Attention, as all the textbooks repeat 
till we are weary of the words, follows interest. But 
artificial interest soon flags, as we know by sad experience. 
Vital interest depends upon making a living connection between 
natural energies and an object intrinsically such as to call 
them, as it were automatically, into fuller play. 
The teacher cannot make that connection. All that we can 
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do is, knowing the nature of the energies to which appeal is to 
be made, to present objectively, as something unquestionably real, 
the fact or idea which is correlative to the propensities, 
abilities and purposes that the boy or girl needs to develop •••• 
But when facts and ideas are thus set forth with due clarity 
and vividness, albeit as objectively as can be, they must 
and do stimulate and enable the child or the adolescent to 
make that transfer of interest and purpose from limited and only 
partially adequate, or false and conflicting, objects to one 
which satisS~es both by the demand it makes and the succour 
it affords. 
That certainly speaks of the need for voluntary involvement as 
essential to effective teaching. Harold Loukes sees in the educational 
process "a line of progress, from experience, through analysis, to 
90 personal choice." These are all involvement categories. The learner 
is to be involved through experience, in the process of analysis, and, as 
a culmination, in personal choice. That very well articulates the best 
of current educational theory and underscores the importance of education 
through involvement. 
Fifth, Expression. If the educational process is to be complete and 
effective for the learner, it has to be expressed. Even involvement can, 
if inadequately perceived, stop short at the level of mental perception 
and acceptance, with little or no effect on the life of the learner. 
89B. Yeaxlee, Religion and the Growing Mind. (London: Nisbet 
& eo., 1939). p.p. 212-214. 
90 H. Loukes, New Ground in Religious Education. (London: SCM, 
1965). p. 113. 
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Expression work takes many forms, and was encouraged throughout 
our period. It is here vital to recognize that, throughout the period of 
this study, expression work has been advocated. With roots deep in the 
educational theory of the nineteenth century, expression work was taken 
up by the leaders of the grading movement and strongly advocated. 
Henry Wil1iams, in 1902, urged that the difficult child be 
given something to do, to keep him occupied, and, to enable him to express 
himself. 
Ethe1 Archibald wrote, 
As far as possible in all our teaching let us avoid 
doing work for the child .that he can quite well do for himself •••• 
When possible, let the child's expression of the lesson 
story be really his own, both as regards the material he uses 
and the way he uses9ft •••• we must let the children know the joy 
of real expression. 
As might be by now anticipated, G.H. Archibald urged expression 
work in his book, The Sunday School of Tomorrow, even in the Primary 
Department. 
After the story is over, it is possible, since the classes 
are so small, to conduct in a quiet and orderly manner some 
form of lesson expression. The children may express the 
lesson by free drawing, moulding in clay, plasticene or sand; 
building with blocks; etc. The child is encouraged also to 
make a picture of the scene as he has fancied it to be. The 
appeal is to his imagination and his love of activity, and 
the child 9~ a rare one who does not respond to this with all 
his heart. 
--·--.. 
Hetty Lee, whose work in training Sunday School teachers, was 
very significant through the National Society, urged, 
91E.J. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School, Primary 
Department. (London: The Pilgrim Press, 1912). p.p. 71 and 74. 
92H. Lee, Talks to the Training Class. (London: National 
Society's Depository, 1912). p.p. 93, 94. 
The first thing we notice about expression work is that it 
meets a childish need - the chitd Zikes it, he .is interested 
in it, he wants to do it. And what he is intereg)ed in he 
attends to, and what he attends to he remembers. 
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From these foundations the emphasis found its way in the Churches 
and their Christian Education programmes. It even went so far, with people 
like Hetty Lee and Dorothy Wilson, as to be advocated as self-teaching. In a 
chapter entitled "The Child's Freedom", Dorothy Wilson, one-time Young 
People's Secretary of the Presbyterian Church of England, argued strongly 
for expression. She regards it as essential. 
Where interests are assured and emotions kindled, unless they 
can- find. some practical outlet they.are not only useless but 
positively harmful. At some time they should express themselves 
in action. OUr Lord taught that it is not the man who hears His 
words alone, but the man who hears and does them who builds his 
house on a rock. The exercise of a function is a necessary part 
of its training; apart from this it will Atrophy. Such exercise 
should be real self-activity, entered into with spontaneity 
and zest. Of later years many interesting educational experiments 
by Montessori, MacCunn, Dewey, and others have shown the aston-
ishing progress that children will make when left free to express 
themselves in their own way •••• 
In religious education the importance of impression has long 
been recognized, that of expression has been overlooked. Sermons 
and lessons have been impressive, they have often failed to 
stir those who heard them to apply the truth they contained. 
This has been one of the greatest weaknesses of preaching and of 
religious education in general. Attempts are now being made, by 
reformers interested in this work, to remedy this defect. Self-
teaching methods have been introduced into the Sunday School, 
by means of pictures, study-cards and self-teaching guides. They 
have met with marked success. Other schools have put aside the 
part of the session which follows the lesson as "Expression-Time", 
where the children, by drawing, writing, handwork, or drama-
tizati§~' express, at any rate partially, the truth they have 
heard. 
93H. Lee, Talks to the Training Class. (London: National 
Society's Depository, 1912). p.p. 93, 94. 
94 D.F. Wilson, Child Psychology and Religious Education. 
(London: SCM, 1928). p.p. 71-73 
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Certainly the plea for expression continues to be made - Bodies 
like the International Sunday School Union urged it in the Graded Teacher 
manuals, and a publication like the Sunday School Chronicle regularly in-
eluded articles on graded teaching methods. D. M. Gill and A. M. Pullen, 
in an interesting little book, Methods of Teaching have a chapter on 
Expression Work with guidelines for the general use of expression work, and 
specific suggestions for Primaries, Juniors, and Intermediates. They argue 
for expression work for various reasons. 
Expression work, apart from any other value it may have, feeds 
children's sense of achievement and in doing so has sometimes a 
releasing, sometimes a controlling, and inevitably a beneficial 
effect •••• What is its educational value? Simply this: that it 
can turn children's natural love of doing into an activity which 
embodies the teaching of the story. Whatever the form of this 
activity - writing, picture-work, acting, handwork, or anything 
else - the child is required to re-think what he has heard and 
produce a result from his thinking. Only by this effort of repro-
duction is the story·assimilated. When it is just told and left, 
as it were, on the surface of the mind, it evaporates fairly 
quickly, however intently the children listen at the time •••• 
The ultimate kind of self-expression we are attempting to 
develop by our graded school programme is the practical intelli-
gent service to society of a genuine Christian.95 
Earlier. (see supra p. 111.) I comrnended both the relevant approach 
and the appropriate content of much of the teenage materials produced by 
the Church of Scotland in the 1930s with special reference to The Life of 
OUr Lord by W. M. Wightman. However, it ought to be noted that though 
that is true so far as curriculum material is concerned, it lacks, and 
seriously so, the methodological guidelines most teachers need to turn 
good material into good learning. There is little about teaching method 
95 D.M. Gill and A~.M. Pullen, Methods of Teaching (LOndon: 
N.S.S.U., 1936), p.p. 79 & 95. 
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as such. Some of the material such as George Dryburgh's The Making of a 
Christian96 introduces at the end of each lesson a "For discussion" sec-
tion, which encourages verbal expression by the young people. These are 
excellent, based as they are on life-related issues. 
Even those manuals designated as "Notes for Teachers", such 
as George Wright's God and Israe1 97 have almost nothing on teaching method. 
The content is somewhat weak on experience, quite strong on interest and 
relevance, weak on involvement, and silent on expression. The clear irnpres-
sion is that an attempt was being made to present reliable and relevant 
content, but to depend largely on occasional discussion for involvement, 
expression, and implementation. An attempt was made, however, to try to 
involve the teenagers, and lead them to self-expression, by suggesting 
questions and assignments for group study. In the Junior Bible Class Hand-
book on St. Luke's Life of Christ, the teacher's material for which was 
prepared by W. M. Wightman, the assignments are introduced in a special 
section of the Handbook in this way: 
Robert Louis Stevenson, the Scottish writer who discovered Treasure 
Island, said in one of his books that "to travel hopefully is better 
than to arrive." He meant in other words that the best we get from 
the treasure of life is the fun of looking for it. How far do you 
agree with him? 
His words are very true so far as the getting of knowledge is 
concerned. The knowledge itself is useful, but if we try the 
right way of getting it, we win even more from the search than we 
do from the knowledge itself. 
But apart from this, we actually understand better what we have 
learned. Just as you only really learn to swim when you get into 
96G. A. Dryburgh, The Making of a Christian. (Church of Scotland, 
fourth impression, 1955, first published 1937). 
97 G. T. Wright. God and Israel.. (Church of Scotland, 1936). 
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the water, no matter how much dry land-drill you have had before-
hand, so you only really get to know a thing when you set your 
mind actively to master it. Your mind is not a suitcase or a 
ragbag to be stuffed full of facts by someone else, it is a living 
thing which grows by the work it does of seeking out and thinking 
out things for itself. 
This then is the reason for our plan of Assignments. When your 
teacher has made clear to you certain ideas about Jesus, your assign-
ment will show you where to trace out these ideas for yourself. In 
this way you will get to know your Bible thoroughly, and from it 
you will win treasure whose worth is beyond all reckoning •••• 
The assignments on each lesson may be given out round a class, 
one to each member or pair of ~embers. Keen students will want to 
work out the whole for themselves. It is well to discuss the answers 
in class and see that the aim of the lesson has been reached.98 
The following is a sample of the kind of assignment given: 
INTRODUCTORY LESSON - ST LUKE'S GOSPEL 
Aim. - To gain a general idea of the character of 
St Luke's account of Jesus. 
1. On a rough sketch map mark Jerusalem, Philippi, Antioch of 
Pisidia, Galilee, Caesarea, Colossae, Rome. 
2 •. With the help of a reference Bible trace in St Luke's Gospel 
any sections which correspond with parts of the Sermon on the Mount. 
3. Study St Luke i 1-4. Who supplied the information from which 
the Gospels were written? Why does St Luke undertake to write his 
one? 
4. In chapters x., xv., xvii, xix. cite pas~§ges which illustrate 
Jesus' teaching of the wideness of God's mercy. 
The Teachers' Guides produced by the Religious Education Press, 
and edited by E. H. Hayes, which were prepared with the day school largely 
in mind, "for the purpose of providing material for filling out the Agreed 
Syllabuses that have been adopted by most Education Authorities in the 
-- 100 
country," were much more helpful. ·in providing guidelines for teaching 
• 
98
st Luke's Life of Christ. Handbook for Junior Bible Class 
Members. (The Scottish Churches Joint Committee on Youth, 1928), p. 22. 
99
rbid. I p. 28. 
100E. H. Hayes, ed., Stories of God and Jesus. (Wallington, 
R.E.P., 5th edition, revised c.l950), p. 3. 
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method and included a Practical Class Work section in every lesson. 
The Concise Guides, prepared by the British Lessons Council, 
provided, in a new two year cycle of lessons in the early 1960s, some ex-
cellent material which incorporated the five elements of graded teaching 
method, very effectively. The following quotation from the introduction 
to the New Course (Beginners) illustrates the principles. 
The Beginner learns through what he does and sees other 
people doing, (expression) so we must do our utmost to ensure that 
he is given suitable material to work upon (relevance) and the 
right setting for the gathering of experiences (experience) •••• 
All the Lessons in the Course are intended to link the 
Beginner's experience of life (experience) - the ordinary happen-
ings and observations of daily living - with God the Creator and 
Father •••• · 
Every Leader should study the needs of her children (interest 
and relevance) and the experience thus gained will enable her to 
use this Lesson Course to the best advantage •••• This will provide 
a fuller opportunity for learning through activity (involvement). 
The suggestions for Activities made each week are suitably' 
connected with the subject or the story (expression).lOl 
From all of this evidence, it can be confidently asserted that 
the grading of Christian education, in terms of the scholars, the lesson 
materials, and the teaching methods, has been taken very seriously through-
. 
out the period of our study. Without minimising the very valuable work of 
Harold Loukes, and Ronald Goldrnan in the 60s, we need to challenge the 
judgments they sometimes have made, and, much more, the judgments made on 
second-hand evidence, by interpreting their work, and by relatively casual 
observation, of Diana Dewar, -and even Sir Richard Acland, and certainly 
H. F. Matthews. These commentators simply have not taken into account the 
101E. H. Hayes and A. Gilmore, eds. Beginners' Concise Guide, 
Baptist Edition, 1963-64. (London, Ca~ey Kingsgate Press, 1963), p. (v). 
(All parentheses are my insertions). 
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mass of evidence from the first half of the century, and, as a result, 
tend to assume that, if only we would learn to pay proper attention to the 
needs of the child, we would see a transformation of the decline. The 
fact is that throughout the period the child has repeatedly been made 
central, as we shall further demonstrate, but without halting the decline. 
The principal reasons for continuing decline go far beyond this, and I 
intend to seek to clarify that issue, when all the major strands of evi-
dence have been presented. 
At the beginning of this chapter, however, we saw that 
102 Archibald also urged that "even forms of worship must be graded also." 
This is an important dimension, if we believe that Christian education 
is more than education in religious facts and philosophy. It is of the 
essence of Christian belief that Christianity is relational, as between 
God and man. Consequently, any growth in Christian faith requires a 
relational element. That implies worship. To put it otherwise, Christian 
education without worship is as incomplete as a music score without in-
struments. It is the relationships of the p~ayers, the instruments, and 
the listeners which make· the score a living entity, and not merely a 
collection of unrealised possibilities. Just so, it is worship that 
unites God and the worshipper, and the media of worship-encounter give· 
the learning of religious ideas vitality and, it may be said, practical 
validity. 
However, many parts of the Church have been slow to consider the 
grading of worship. Just as the attempt to impose on the young mind the 
theological and ideological rigours of the catechism lead to religious 
102 G. H. Archibald, loc. cit. (see page 90). 
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sterility, and even the abandonment of faith, so the imposition of rigid, 
inflexible, adult oriented, or even historic-liturgy oriented worship, on the 
young child or the teenager can abort the spiritual life and growth which 
lie at the heart of the Christian educator's task. 
given. 
In The Teacher's Craft in Church and School the warning is 
The assembly of a heterogeneous mass of children and adults 
is as unsound in theory as it is impossible in practice. If the 
religious exercises are really meeting the needs of the infants, 
these same religious exercises cannot meet the needs of elder 
scholars and vice versa. And failure to meet the scholar's needs 
leads inevitably to irreverence on the part of scholars or 
teachers.l03 
At the same time the Anglican Principal of Warrington Training 
College, Canon Morley Stevenson, pressed for very specific intentionality 
in children's Christian education, 
If the Sunday School is to be the handmaid of the Church, one 
great object to be kept in view by its teachers should be to train 
children in the principles of ·reverent, intelligent worship and 
to lead them to a right perception of the meaning and excellence 
of the Prayer·Book.l04 
Now if that is to happen, it will call for grading in worship. 
Unfortunately, Canon Stevenson, while thus defining the goal,shows strange 
insensitivity to the needs of the child. He goes so far as to say, without 
evaluation, "The Daily Service hallows his daily life, and in the Litany 
he remembers to intercede for others as well ~spraying for himself •••• 
Even if the child be too young to follow out all that is enjoined, yet he 
may be taught to look forward to the time when he may do so."105 
103 Penstone, Lee & Holland, op. cit., p. 207. 
104 H. A. Lester, ed. Sunday School Teaching. (London: Longmans, 
Green and Co., 1912), p. 93. 
105 . Ibid., p. 95. 
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Now, to the educationist, that kind of statement simply demon-
strates the urgent need for grading at this level, and the abysmal failure 
of the Church's officials to take seriously the task of educational worship. 
The problem of relating worship to children has arisen from 
the expectation of adults that worship will be planned for them, or in 
accordance with inherited tradition and liturgy. 
Dr. John Davidson argued, early in our period, that adult 
worship should have some interest for the child. He even argued that adults 
prefer what is intelligible to the child to the learned echoes of theol-
ogical controversy. He urged a regular children's address with appro-
priate hymns and simple prayer. Once a month Sunday School should give 
way to a special children's service, with appropriate emphasis, discipline 
106 
and devotional exercise. 
Not only in the public worship of the church was grading advo-
cated, and there it ismostdifficult, but in the life of the Sunday School 
itself, worship relevant to the stage of development of the learner was 
advocated. Certainly Archibald pressed for it recognising at least three 
types of hindrance to effective worship in Sunday School, namely, physical 
hindrances, arising from inadequate or inappropriate facilities, heating, 
seating; management hindrances, such as poor preparation, bad order of 
service, interruptions, poor music, and the like1 and personal hindrances, 
in poor comrnunicatio~, the imposition of ideas, lack of child participa-
107 tion, and problems of discipline. In a statement that may get near to 
the heart of the unending problem of retaining children in Sunday School, 
106 J. Davidson, Means & Methods in the Religious Education of the 
Young. ( Longmans, Green and Co., 1917), Chapter XII, passim. 
107 G. H. Archibald. The Modern Sunday School: (LOndon: The 
Pilgrim Press, 1924), Chapter XI, passim. 
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the idea of the Sunday School as a place of worship is 
is only beginning to be realized. It is well and necessary that 
a basis for faith should be laid in knowledge, but we must not be 
content with this alone. Young people must not only know about 
God; they must know God Himself and be able to think of Him and 
to speak to Him as one whom their hearts consciously realize. 
To know God after this fashion is to be worshipful •••• 
I am sometimes tempted to say when I think of the lack of 
reverence and order in some Sunday Schools that the scholar 
would be better off in the street.lOB 
There is little doubt in my mind that a considerable contributor 
to the decline in Sunday School and Bible Class attendance has been the 
failure to take seriously the provision of a suitable worship environment 
and atmosphere, to the point where growing children have often come to 
regard God, subconsciously, as associated with drabness and unattrac-
tiveness. Dorothy Wilson, in her penetrating work, Child Psychology and 
Religious Education, pleads for beauty and attractiveness, thus: 
If beauty provides such a stimulus to worship it is nothing 
short of tragedy that so many Sunday School buildings should be 
so ugly. I have seen children's services held in the dirty 
cellars under churches, the bare·forms strewn with tattered hymn 
books and dirty Bibles, a few atrocious coloured prints on the 
walls and over everything a pall of dust and gloom. For many 
children all their ideas of God are centred round such a room. 
It is not possible always to have beautiful buildings for 
children's worship, but it is possible to have cleanliness, fresh 
air, walls distempered with a light and restful colour, some 
clean casement hangings, and a vase of flowers and green leaves 
with its silent message of beauty.l09 
w. M; Wightman stresses the importance of training children in 
relevant worship in Sunday School, so that they will want the worship of the 
Church in later years. Be argues that if we are concerned to contribute 
108 Ibid., pp. 147, 148. 
109 D. Wilson, Child Psychology ~nd Religious Education. (London: 
SCM, 1928), pp. 120, 121. 
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to their desire for worship, we have to stimulate them positively in ways 
appropriate to their development. He says, 
But, to provide such a result, worship must be intelligent -
and that is what some of our adverse critics forget. Very many 
of our church services are quite un-understandable to the little 
child. • •• far from being antagonistic to the Church, the Sunday 
School ought to be her greatest ally •••• It is in the gradual 
leading through stages of worship suitable to their age that the 
Sunday School trains children for full participation in the life 
of their own congregations; and, of course, this is most easily 
achieved where it is possible to have a graded school.110 
That this was an ongoing concern and emphasis is apparent in 
the fact that a publication by Ernest Hayes went through seven editions, 
and a revision between 1922 and 1941. It is entitled "Children's Worship", 
and it pleads very specifically for graded worship. 
A scientific grading of the youthful worshippers is, of course, 
absolutely essential for true worship. The reason for segregating 
children into entirely separate groups or departments for religious 
education ••• need not be argued here. It is taken for granted 
throughout this volume that children under twelve are not expected 
to worship or be taught with children over twelve. Where the 
buiiding, or special circumstances, are a real obstacle to fully-
graded worship, the needs of each of these clearly marked stages 
must be definitely catered for. This can sometimes be accomplished 
by extending the service so that the Juniors (under twelve) have 
their specialised worship before the Intermediates (over twelve) 
are allowed to enter. In that case the Intermediates would be 
specially catered for after the Juniors had left. This same 
difficulty of grading the Children's Service, or the children's 
part of the ordinary service of the Church, might be overcome by 
having the Juniors at Church one Sunday, and the Intermediates at 
Church on the Sunday following; or by providing a separate service 
for each grade at different hours.lll 
The Church of Scotland provided guidelines for children's 
worship in a manual printed in 1921 and continued, with revisions, till 
110 W •. M. Wightman, Religion in the Sunday School. (Edinburgh: 
Church of Scotland, 1932), p. 45. 
111 E. H. Hayes, Children's Worship. (Methodist Sunday School 
Department, 1941, seventh edition), p. '19. 
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1954. While it tends to deal with general principles, it urges strongly 
a graded approach; 
It will be quite obvious that when the children are gathered 
in age groups the arrangements for worship and the expression of 
it can be made much more appropriate in every part than where 
older and younger children are together ••• The principles of 
real and reverent worship remain the same from the primary age to 
full manhood, but the expression of worship necessarily varies.112 
That sounds impressive, but the following paragraph, in the 
1954 edition, gives evidence of a recurring problem, that of clearly 
supporting a principle, here that of grading, and then engaging in prac-
tices which are a denial of it. 
The principles and practice detailed in this booklet have 
been mainly worked out in an ungraded Sunday School of three 
hundred and fifty children in an industrial centre in Scotland, 
and among African children and adults, and have been tested there! 
and in family-pew services where old and young gather together.llJ 
The implication is that they have passed the test. How I 
wish it were possible to follow the story of those places where such an 
ungraded approach was tested, to ascertain the effects with some objectivity. 
When H. A. Hamilton proposed his Family Church Concept in 1941, 
he was trying to restore the family nature of worship, and was aiming at 
shared experiences which would be meaningful to adults and children. He 
tried to preserve the interests of all groups, and meet the needs of dif-
ferent age levels, while trying to counter the fragmentation he so much 
feared. He argues as follows: 
There are, it seems to us, two functions which worship should 
serve in the religious education of children. It should be an 
interpretation and direction of their own awakened thoughts and 
112 G. s. Stewart, Worship in the Sunday School and Children's 
Service. (Edinburgh: Church of Scotland, 1954, revised edition), 
PP· 7, e. 
113 Ibid., p. 8. 
' 
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feelings, so that God becomes increasingly the One who has to do 
with them in the concerns and interests of daily life. He will 
not be so to them simply because they are told that He is; they 
will recognise that He is so when in fact the remembrance of Him 
and the enjoyment of Him are part of their own experience. In a 
scheme of Christian Education we may create the conditions for 
this, as we make the act of worship an expression or climax of 
thought and work which have preceded it. Such worship will 
naturally be most significant in the smaller group or department. 
Providing that children have opportunities for worship which 
is a fulfilment of their separate interests, it is of quite crit-
ical importance that they should share in worship with the.whole 
family of God and come into the sense of a family together before 
Him. It is impossible to overestimate how much children have 
lost because their religious education has been carried on, in the 
main, solely in the departmental group. Nothing must ever allow 
us to diminish the value of working and thinking with them in age 
groups and interest groups, but neither must anything prevent us 
from finding speedily the best way of including them in the family 
life of the Church when that family is in the Presence of God •••• 
It is surely a question of major importance, to be discussed 
by the officers in each Church and School, how they may provide 
one occasion which shall be the opportunity for the whole family 
of the Church to be physically together, worshipping God. 
A great many churches of all denominations are facing up to 
this question to-day in different ways. In some places this is 
being carried out in the morning, and in others it takes place 
more appropriately in the afternoon. In some places it is immedi-
ately possible; in others it will mean the result of slow develop-
ment. But, short term or long term, it should be our policy to 
build up again family worship in the Church. 
The two principal conditions of this are that older and younger 
should sit together as families, and that every act should be such 
that all can share in it. This does not mean that all should 
understand the full significance of it. (Many of the attempts to 
give children only what certain adults thought they could under-
stand has led to the use of inferior material and to an impover-
ishment of children's .worship.) It i's the influences which move 
us at a deeper level than understanding which fashion and dispose 
us, and it is hardly ever too early for the child to come under 
the influence of what is noble and dignified in public worship. 
It even needs to be said that if the order and practice of public 
worship are slovenly or irreverent, irreparable harm will have 
been done in that unconscious realm in which the child's standards 
and decisions are being prepared •••• 
As far as it is possible, each act of worship should give 
young and old alike a chance to share vocally in it •••• 
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The Children's Church, which has wisely emphasised the need 
for training in Churchmanship, has tried to provide a reverent 
and helpful service for the children when they leave the church. · 
In few of these services, however, is there much consecutive 
teaching. If only an occasion of family worship can be the main 
occasion of our educational work, whether it be morning or after-
noon, then it would be perfectly right for the children who had 
had their time of togetherness with the older members of the 
family to go out to their separate departments, there to think and 
work and worship in their own ways. They would then have shared 
the larger worship and crowned their own activities in appro-
priate worship, too. This would mean that finishing together they 
could then go home with their own parents or, if desired, their 
church friends.114 
This development by Hamilton has proved to be one of the most significant 
elements in Church-based Christian education since 1941. It has taken 
seriously - and we shall consider it further - the tasks of integration 
and education, of sharing and receiving, of living corporately and learn-
ing individually. It has sought to achieve the most unified experience 
of the presence of God in Church worship, and, at the same time, has laid 
strong emphasis on the most relevant learning in graded worship. 
Yet it is of considerable interest that Rupert Davies corn-
plained in 1951, in a Methodist context, to which Hayes' approach to 
graded worship had been so clearly presente~ in his ~hildre~~orship, 
which the Methodists had published in 1941 (seventh edition), that 
••• people who look. back with affection •• ·• if vou ask them 
about the_worship in their Sunday School,will eith~r remember 
nothing at all about it, or else recall stories of disorder 
during prayers •••• We hope that those now at Sunday School will 
have better recollections in later years.ll5 
Seemingly, he regarded the period as one of transition, and 
recognized, in accordance with Hamilton's plea, the need to elevate worship 
114 H. A. Hamilton, Family Church. (Wellington, Religious Educa-
tion Press, 1963, sixth edition), pp. 32-36. 
115 R. navies, The Sunday School Today. (London: Methodist Youth 
Department, 1951), p. 30. 
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and conduct it in ways appropriate to the development of the child. 
In the light of all this emphasis on graded and integrated 
worship, it is interesting to find Ronald Goldman still saying that false 
views of God and prayer might be obviated by more relevant worship, about 
which the Churches had for many years shown intense concern. He writes, 
as if the suggestion were new, which it is very far from being; 
It is possible that levels of worship designed to meet the 
needs of children and adolescents at their level and language, 
experience and conceptual capacity could exercise a profoundly 
educational influence upon the religious development of pupils. 
In worship, where the whole range from children to adults is 
encompassed, such specialised concern is not possible, but in 
schools, departments of church schools and Sunday Schools, a 
reluctance to impose adult worship and a willingness to meet the 
needs of a particular age group would seem to be desirable. Even 
in church all-age worship there are other ways of meeting the 
needs of children.ll6 
At this point Goldman is the originator of no thing new or 
even unfamiliar. He is simply making a rather tentative plea for a 
development that was strongly urged upon the churches as far back as 1912. 
116 R. Goldman, Religious Thinking From Childhood to Adolescence. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964), p. 193. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL 
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IV. The Organization of the Sunday School 
The growth in concern for the child in education has rightly 
strengthened both the developmental nature of education and the relation-
al basis of learning. That is as it should be. Yet the interpersonal 
nature of the task should not blind us to the necessity for good organ-
ization. There have been those who have felt that the organic is vital 
and alive, while the organizational is mechanistic and dead. 
ation. 
P.T. Thompson urged the primacy of the relational as follows, 
What man has acquired of the knowledge and conscience of 
right has not come to him in a void, but in the involvement of 
his life with other lives. The crucial nature of this factor 
for education so impressed Locke, that, when he comes to 
discuss it, he confesses his inclination to throw away' his 
pen, and trouble no more about the matter - as if hardly any 
other factor could countervail the influence of companionship • 
••• the teacher, because he stands in close personal relation 
to the child, must seek to be.the truth he teaches •••• Giving 
Scripture lessons is a relatively unimportant aspect of the 
matter, and, if in their impartation there is none of the 1 
alchemy of life touching·life, they may be worse than.useless. 
That approach may make us tend to overlook or debase organiz-
In similar vein, H.A. Hamilton wrote a fascinating little book 
entitled Teaching Personally. He claims that the influence of person 
on·person is the heart of real learning. "Sometimes, indeed, men and 
women who have become mature and honoured servants of Christ look back in 
gratitude to the impression made on them by some humble Sunday School 
teacher, from whom they learned the elements of being a Christian. And 
the impression, like a hidden spring, goes on refreshing them." 2 
1 P.T. Thomson, Christian Education in the Church. (London: 
Carey Kingsgate, 1926). p.p. 36, 37, 
2 H.A. Hamilton, Teaching Personally. (Denholm House Press, 1967). 
p. 7. 
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Yet when that is said and affirmed, there still remains the need 
for organization. The living relationships which make for good teaching 
require organization, the organization of time, of materials, of teach-
ing and learning goals, and of the physical arrangements for a sharing, 
learning experience. 
There can be little doubt that the failure to recognize this has 
contributed to the vast fall-out rate in the Sunday Schools and Bible 
Classes of our Churches. Bad organization contributes to uncertainty, 
lack of enthusiasm, a mood of carelessness and poor preparation. 
While he was Principal of Westhill Training College, G.H. 
Archibald wrote a book entitled The Modern Sunday School, in which his 
chapter on "Officers and Management" deals with organization. He sees the 
following line of responsibility: 
The minister, who should help in the teacher training process, 
in pastoral visitation, sharing in the weekly departmental 
leaders meeting, and in other ways; the Superintendent, who 
co-ordinates all the work; "He is like the rudder of a great 
ship; a more or less invisible force. He believes in the 
unimportance of prominence. He learns to efface himself; he 
is not consumed by his own dignity, and is always searching 
for more talented people than himself. His business is to 
set others to work. He never does what he can get someone 
else to do ••• chiefly he is the organizer, the man of business, 
the one who has an eye upon all the grades, the one who help~ 
to keep the diverse groups functioning as a complete whole." 
The Secretary-Treasurer, who keeps minutes, records, provides 
supplies, plans the various committees, and handles finance; The Sunday 
School Committee, widely representative of Sunday School, Youth Organ-
izations, and church representatives, which meets monthly to deal with all 
important business; The Heads of Departments Committee, "sometimes called 
4 
the Superintendent's cabinet" which meets weekly, "usually after the 
3 G.H. Arc~ibald, The Modern Sunday School, (London: The Pilgrim 
Press, 1926). p. 220. 
4Ibid. p. 222. 
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the training class5 , and which deals with detailed Sunday School manage-
ment; The Young People's Association (or Fellowship) Committee, which deals 
with weekday activities. 
Clearly that kind of ideal has not been generally sustained. 
Repeatedly Christian education has operated as an activity for the enthus-
iast, and at the least personal cost. Sadly, the ministry has often regard-
ed the Sunday School as an adjunct to the Church, and superintendents 
have frequently been thought of as figureheads rather than enablers. 
Weekly officers meetings have all but disappeared, and the whole organ-
ization has been frequently weak. 
From the early days of the century, however, good organization 
has been strongly advocated, although some of the tensions brought about 
by fresh understanding of, and increased attention to, the place of the 
child, have led to very great variations in the seriousness with which 
the work has been done. Often there has been a tacit assumption that 
anything will do for the child. 
It is of great interest to note the weight and space given to 
organisation in Penstone,Lee and Holland's book on ·The Teacher's Craft 
in Church and School.'· Also they tackle directly the seeminq conflict 
with which we began this chapter, thus: 
It is a common reproach among educationists that the organ-
isation and methods of the average Sunday School are some fifty 
or sixty years behind the practice of the best day schools. It 
is no answer to such a reproach to reply that the Sunday School 
does not aim to approximate in practice to the day school ••• nor 
again is it any answer to well-deserved reproaches to reply 
that, in religious education, organisation and method are 
comparatively unimportant - it is the personality of the teacher 
that counts. Those who defend or tolerate the present system 
5 
Ibid. p. 222. 
will sometimes even say that in concentrating attention 
upon practical organisation we are neglecting the spiritual 
side of the teacher's work, and over-emphasing non-essential 
externals. We are in danger, they tell us, of making 
Sunday School teaching a matter·not so much of heart as of 
head. But this is surely to misunderstand the whole purpose 
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of organisation and method. Organisation is only necessary 6 in order that the personality of the teacher may have full play. 
Clearly, at the time of writing (1912), the battle for organ-
isation in Christian education was being well and truly ~aged, within 
Anglicanism, the spiritual home of these authors. They describe a 
typical Sunday School of the day, characterised by unpreparedness, noise, 
lack of involvement, fidgetting, irreverence, hub bub , text-repetition, 
overcrowding, lack of both enthusiasm and interest. 
They close their devastating picture in these words, 
Before leaving we ask a few questions as to the organ-
isation for the school. We discover an elaborate system of 
rewards, prizes, marks and cards, given upon the results of 
conduct, repetition, and attendance. "The children would not 
come without such inducements", we are assured- "they would 
go to chapel". 
The "teacher" difficulty seems to be a very real one. 
Teachers are difficult to obtain •••• The teachers themselves 
either give a depressing account of the difficulty of naughty 
children, or else comfort themselves with the thought that 
"Our school is no worse than others", and "Boys will be boys! ••• " 
Yet such things need not be. It is possible to secure -
without bells or signals for order, without bribe or threat -
an atmosphere of peace and reverence and willing response on 
the part of our scholars at any age and in any department. 
But this atmosphere can only be attained by study and labourr 
and_one of the first results of study will be found to be 
reorganisation. --. 
By far the greater part of our difficulties are7due, we 
would venture to assert, to defective organisation. 
6 M.M. Penstone, H. Lee, R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (London: National Society's Depository, 1912). 
pp. 137, 138. 
7 Ibid. pp. 141, 142. 
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Ernest Hayes, in the 3rd edition of his book on The Child in 
the Midst, advocates an organisational structure, in which he suggests, 
in addition to the roles played by minister, superintendent, secretary, 
or future basic officer: 
Whatever basic officers the Sunday School possesses, the 
first essential is that it should have an officer of grading. 
It may be that the one who fulfils these duties is the minister 
of the church, or he may be the general Superintendent or the 
Secretary. Whatever his level, he should be there, and he should 
have the needful elbow-room to do his work. 
We emphasise this somewhat obvious point because, while it is 
a great task to grade a school, it is a more exacting and heavier 
burden to keep a school graded. For grading is n?t a8dist1nct piece of re-organisation; it is a continuous process. 
Like Archibald he pleads for a School Council, to aid inter-
departmental planning, co-operation, and also to coordinate the young 
people's work of the entire Church. 
The lack of cohesion and breadth of view exhibited in the 
work of the average Church would be ludicrous, were it not so 
abject an example of lack of leadership. Bands of Hope, 
Christian Bands, Junior Christian Endeavour Societies, Brigades 
and Guilds exist for the children, not to mention the Literary 
Societies, C.E's, Athletic Clubs, Guilds and classes for the 
young people. All are busily engaged, appealing to the same 
constituency, looking to the same source for financial support, 
yet working with jealous independence and aloofness, if not in 
actual rivalry •••• Through the School Council all these 
activities can be linked up, all clashing of meetings and 
interests avoided, and a cohesion secured whereby the power 
and influence of each and all may be made to converge upon 
the one great Object - the development of Christian character 
in the young people, 9under the wing of the teacher - represent-
ative of the Church. · 
Tragically, the sentence with which Hayes begins the passage 
just quoted, (from the 1921 edition of his book), and which complains. 
of "so abject an 10 example of lack of leadership , is repeated verbatim 
8 E.H. Hayes, The Child In the Midst, (London: Teachers and Taught, 
1921, 3rd Edition). p. 132. 
9Ibid. p. 134. 
10Ibid. loc cit. 
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in the 1953 seventh edition (rewritten) 11• This suggests that the failure 
to organize for cohesion in the youth and educational life of the church 
was still a serious problem thirty-seven years after Hayes first made 
the plea. 
Clearly then, and the foregoing could be substantiated from many 
like sources, the organisation of the Sunday School became more and more 
important in the light of the growing commitment to the centrality of the 
child, or the learner. 
The purposes of such organisation should be noted fairly specif-
ically. A primary purpose was, of course, to faaiZitate teaahing and 
Zearning. It is easier to teach in a well-planned, well-ordered context, 
than in a totally unstructured situation. 
At this point a crucial issue faced, not without conflict in the 
early years of the century, was the size of classes. Class organisation 
became very important to most Sunday School leaders. Not to all, however. 
Robert Rusk strongly recommended suitable facilities with good heating, 
ventilation and lighting, and good, varied teaching methods. 
On the question of class sizes he remained ambivalent. In his 
Experimental Education, written for secular school education, he points 
out that "a school lesson is more exacting if the size of class is reduced, 
as then the pupils are called on oftener and have to know their work better."12 
In Introduction to Experimental Education, he has a chapter on 
School Organization in which he argues that smaller and larger classes both 
have certain advantages, and that "the size of class is not a paramount 
11E.H. Hayes, The Child In the Midst. (Wellington, REP, 1953, 
7th Edition), p. 147. 
12 R.R. Rusk, Experimental Education. (London: Longmare,Green & 
eo., 1921) p. 246. 
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factor in instructional efficiency". 13 
While the vast majority of Christian educationists have argued for 
smaller classes, Henry Williams, writing in 1902, and probably caught in the 
transitionary stages of Sunday School development, while advocating child 
centred education, attacks the small-class system, arguing that there are 
not enough good teachers to justify it, that larger classes call for better 
preparation, create more interest, and produce better results. He actually 
advocates classes numbering thirty to thirty-six, with one teacher and two 
assistants, taking the lesson in turn, providing more variety in voice and 
presentation for the learner. 
He quotes J.L. Horrocks: "The present system of having a number of 
small classes consisting of ten or a dozen scholars grouped around a teacher 
14 is as irrational as it is wasteful." 
In this, however, Williams is very much in the minority. Almost 
every significant contributor to the development of Christian Education in 
our area and period of enquiry advocates the small group approach. 
Archibald, in his volume on the Junior Department, actually advocates 
classes of four or five, with a waiting list, if necessary, so that we do not 
try to handle more scholars than we can· properly and adequately teach. 
We say that there must be physical nearness to secure 
mental nearness. What is true of the Department is also true 
of the class. The child needs to get into close touch with his 
teacher. The farther he is from the leader, or teacher, the more 
difficult it is for him to attend. Small Departments and small 
classes solve problems that will never otherwise find a solution. 
Experience shows that in the Junior1grade the best class-work can be done with four or five children. 
13R.R. Rusk, Introduction to Experimental Education (London: 
Longmans & Co., 1912), Chapter 7. 
14 H. Wi1liams, The Reformation of the Sunday School. (London: 
Paternoster, 1902), p. 25. 
15 G.H. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School, Junior Depart-
ment. (London: The Pneguin Press, 1911). p.p. 93,94. 
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This move towards small classes was not, of course, a merely 
administrative convenience. It was the result of the move towards child-
centeredness. Hetty Lee Holland argues that it came from the Graded 
Study School movement, " ••• when Mr. Archibald began his campaign to turn 
16 
academic psychology into practical child study." 
Perhaps also, her own contribution brought the child-centred 
element into sharpest focus in her plea for auto-education. She describes 
the move towards self-teaching in the Sunday School thus: 
The small class, the study of the individual child, gave a 
new meaning to education for hundreds of Teachers, not only in 
the Sunday School, but in the Day School itself. Many a Teacher 
teaching on the Sunday in a graded Primary Department, and on 
the Monday in an Elementary School Classroom, felt and registered 
the contrast •••• Many a Day School has felt the benefit of the 
Graded Sunday School movement in tone, atmosphere, and choice of 
curriculum. 
Just now, it is the Day School's turn to repay its debt. A 
great movement has arisen in it, as we have described, and this 
influence is perforce making itself felt in the Sunday School 
as well. Auto-Education, Individual Methods, Self-Teaching must 
find a place in the considerations of those working in the Sunday 
School. • •• What is the principle lying behind the self-teaching 
method? It is based upon the well-known fact that each child is 
an individual, with individual needs and capacities, and an 
individual rate and course of development. To treat him rightly 
you must treat him individually. 
The small classes in the Pr~ary and Junior Departments have 
indeed prepared us Sunday School teachers for this •••• 
But sometimes, even with a small class and a carefully 
prepared and told story, we have caught ourselves wondering 
whether we have individualised enough •••• 
That is the continually recurring problem - known to every 
thoughtful Te~cher - how to meet the needs of the individual and 
at the same time to meet the needs of the class. The Class 
method is bound continually to fail just at ~his point. • •• How 
can we meet these individual needs? Surely, only by individual 
16 H. L. Holland, Self-Teaching in the Sunday School. (London, 
NSSU, 1926). p. 13. 
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methods .••• Let us frankly acknowledge that the members of our class 
are all individuals, with different physical constitutions, 
temperaments, likes, dislikes, difficulties, questions, rates17 
of apprehension. Let us plan how to treat them individually. 
Out of this concern Eetty Lee Eolland and others developed a 
methodology, based on the Self-Teaching Day School Class, which had arisen 
from the work of Dr. Montessori, who had challenged the traditional 
methods of collective teaching and had insisted on individual development 
as the starting point, and from the project methods learned from Prof. 
John Dewey, and from the Dalton plan of learning at an individual pace, 
and commended it to the churches. 
It involved the retention of small classes up to six in number, 
and included the use of individual picture lessons, and Bible story cards 
which the individual child could work on after completing the normal 
expression work. By such means, the individual capacities of children were 
channelled into constructive learning opportunities of interest to them 
as individuals. 
In subsequent years, the basic concern for individual learning 
has been retained by Christian education leaders, and has been reflected 
in many of the curriculum developments of the period. It has to be ack-
nowledged, however, that the ideals of Hetty Lee Holland have only relative-
ly seldom been achieved, and that the quality of teacher capacity and 
teacher diligence has been so variable across the board as to make general-
isations on the effectiveness of reduction in class size and the implem-
entation of auto-learning quite unsafe. 
17 Ibid. p.p. 13-17. 
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Not only so, it appears that this strong plea for self-teaching, 
which was a completely legitimate expression. of the developing concern for 
child-centred education, began to find its place as one of a variety of 
insights into the educational process. Fortunately, self-teaching was 
not adopted as the only methodology for learning, any more than the 
Socratic Method has been accepted as the only way to educate. But it quickly 
established itself as an important factor. 
Interestingly Edrnund Sara, in a statement on "The Study of Scient-
ific Sunday School Methods" in 1924 urges, in common with most other educa-
tionists of the day, a predominantly inductive approach to child education, 
since 
••• success or failure lies not necessarily in what the 
teacher does or does not do, but rather in the way in which 
he helps the child to discover and to think for himself. We 
shall teach more by helping our class to think for a few 
minutes, than by pouring out a flow of words, eloquent though 
they may be! It therefore follows that our presentation must 
be so planned that we do nothing for the class which it can do 
for itself, and tell it nothing which it can discover, unless 
the facts are so unimportant that it would be a waste of time 
to search for them •••• 
With these principles in mind, the new matter may be 
presented in various ways: the story, nisrative, discussion, 
research or some form of self-teaching. 
Two things should be noted from this. First, that self-teaching 
is clearly advocated, as one of a variety of methods, all related to the 
individual, and second, that the assumption is made of group-learning in 
the class, where learners share a collective learning experience. 
This is very healthy this early in the individual child movement 
that was sweeping through Day and Sunday Schools. It has continued to be 
a balancing factor. 
18 
D.P. Thomson, ed., The Sunday School In the Modern World. 
(London: Jarnes Clarke & Co., 1924). p. 233. 
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In J. Macdougall Ferguson's work on practical expression work, 
in 1938, strong emphasis is placed on individuality in expression work, 
eg. in drawings, modelling, map-making, play writing, writing prayers, 
letters, crafts. But there is also a clear emphasis on communal learning 
activities including drama, puppetry, discussion, and practical service. 
Similarly, in Constance Parker'smanual on the training class, in 
1968, her chapter on "New Discoveries About Teaching" lays stress on 
experience-related learning, which cultivates the individual, while her 
chapter on "The Way of Teaching" urges a variety of group activities in 
addition to individual expression. 
All of this is vital in appreciating the importance of good 
class organisation as a facilitator of the teaching-learning process. 
Another purpose of good organisation has been to secure and 
retain learner-participation. While children and young people enjoy a 
free and easy atmosphere in relationships, for the most part, and are 
often resistant to rigidity in the Day or Sunday School systems, the fact 
is that good organisation, in the long term, helps to secure and retain 
their participation. 
Archibald warns that even the best possible training of teachers 
could not compensate for thoroughly bad organisation. He says, 
Time was when everybody thought the child was the hinderer. 
The doctrine of original sin and total depravity gave much ease 
to the conscience of the inferior teacher who attributed all 
that was wrong, not to his own inability to teach, but to the 
wilfulness and capriciousness of the child's nature, which 
made it impossible ever to expect anything very good from him •••• 
Now ••• in the great move forward in teacher-training, the 
gain has not been commensurate with the effort ••• no matter how 
faithfully he prepares for his class, it is impossible to get 
the best results in the average Sunday School, because of the 
chaotic condition of the general.organisation of the school. 
What matter how well the teacher may be trained, or how faithfully 
he prepares, if the room is damp and dark and ill-ventilated, 
and the physical conditions impossible; if the general order 
of the school is disturbing, if the grading is far from perfect; 
and if, as a consequence of these ci9cumstances, irreverence 
and wrong atmosphere are prevalent? 
Children will be attracted by good facilities. This is more 
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essential than ever since so many day schools and secular attractions are 
so well equipped. In a manual on teaching method, in 1936, D.M. Gill and 
A.N. Pullen plead for suitable facilities: 
The room in which they are expected to think and work can, 
if it is arranged accordingly, affect their thoughts and feelings 
to our advantage •••• 
MUsia introduced expressively and advisedly, can reinforce the 
suggestive influence and carry it still further. 
A third factor is physiaal aomfort. No child can give his 
whole mind to the matter in hand if half his attention is taken 
up with the hardness or highness or wobbliness of his seat1 
or if his limbs are handicapped by the stuffiness of outdoor 
clothes, or are aching for exercise, or if, through insufficient 
ventilat~8n, his lungs are starved of the oxygen they continually 
require. 
The life-long involvement of Ernest Hayes in Christian education 
hasproved a tremendous help because he has been able to assess the effects 
of many of the changes. In the 1953 edition of his basic work, he still 
pleads for the adaptation of existing premises to allow for proper grading, 
without which scholars will be lost. Even the way class groups are seated 
is important, and various models could be described, each with something to 
commend it, and all with the purpose of increasing contact, efficiency, 
and learning. 
Certainly the churches have been generally slow to implement 
desired improvements. Rupert Davies writing in 1951 sees inadequate 
19G.H. Archibald, op. cit. p.p. 1-3. 
20
n.M. Gill & A.M. Pullen. Methods of Teaching (London: NSSU, 
1936). p.p. 15,16. 
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premises as a primary obstacle to good education. He urges the beautify-
ing of such premises as exist. He says: "The main purpose is to bring 
the children's minds away from the drabness of the building and focus them 
on something which demands and repays their attention, and afterwards to 
make the transference, now much easier, to the business in hand." 21 He 
then argues for improved equipment, and, perhaps betraying his Methodist 
background says, 
It is almost impossible to arrange the "necessities" in the 
proper order of priority, because all are, in the proper sense, 
really necessary. We must put the provision of hymn-books first, 
however •••• Then every child who can read ought to begin to 
handle and find his way about the Bible •••• To these items we 
must add chairs suitable to the various ages, material for 
expression work, pictures and mural decorations of all sorts, 
flowers, table-cloths, and a host of other things for the count-
ering of drabness •••• What idea of the Christian religion will 
a boy from a London working-class area carry away from his Sunday 
School if its outward expressions have been largely made up of 22 tattered hymn-books, unreadable Bibles and uncomfortable forms? 
navies also points out - rightly - that the non-compulsory nature 
of Sunday School, as compared with Day School, and the tendency for parents 
to take their children away for the day or week-end, militate heavily 
against regularity in attendance. So the organisation has to be extra-good. 
Also, the Church must give special attention to the attendance 
factor. This calls for good record keeping, and regular visitation of the 
homes, to sustain contact and interest. That calls for good organisation 
also. 
Dr. John Sutherland, in 1960, makes this point in his survey 
21 R. navies, The Sunday School Today. (London: Methodist Youth 
Department, 1951). p. 19. 
22 Ibid. p.p. 21-23. 
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entitled Godly Upbringing; 
The first general finding is concerned with the fairly 
steady loss of children at all ages. • •• This loss of children 
could at least be reduced if in all Sunday Schools and Bible 
Classes accurate registers were kept, including all the personal 
information about each child that was necessary, and if every 
child who was absent for two consecutive Sundays (without a known 
reason for absence) were visited to find out what was wrong •••• 
This would involve a bit more work, clerical and otherwise, 
but if an organisation such as a Sunday School or Bible Class 
is to be run efficient2~ then some such check on the pupils on 
the roll is necessary. 
Once again, the importance of organisation appears. I am intri-
guedto see that Sutherland expresses the hope that somehow, the organisa-
tion of youth work might be given a better status by the appointment of 
trained, full-time staff members. He cites the American pattern: 
The organisation of the youth work in our churches is a 
difficult task. In the United States ••• the leader of the 
Sunday School is in many churches a salaried person. Voluntary 
service is a very good principle, especially in the Christian 
Church. On the other hand, if the Church of Scotland ever got 
to the stage at which even the larger churches had a salaried 
organis2~ of youth work, the whole status of this work would be 
raised. 
He makes the further point that 3.5% of church income was 
assigned to Christian education and youth work, and draws an understand-
ably negative conclusion. The church which does not invest in adequate 
staffing and organisation simply invites failure. 
In an interesting chapter entitled "Organising the School", 
J. Reginald Hill pleads for a recognition of the need for drastic action 
to retain children through the eleven-plus barrier, and urges careful, 
23John Sutherland, Godly Upbringing. A Survey of Sunday Schools 
and Bible Classes in the Church of Scotland. (Edinburgh: Church of Sco~land, 
1960). p. 121. 
24 
Ibid., p. 125. 
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closely graded, departmental arrangements. 
He recommends "a physical movement to a separate room or 
building, so that they can pursue their own programme from start to 
finish without being submitted to treatment which must have juniors mainly 
in mind. "25 
He calls for a different psychological approach, even dropping 
the "Sunday School" name in favour of names of movements like Campaigners, 
Covenanters, Pathfinders, etc. He makes the point that such an approach 
can help link the older scholar with a teenage activity which may sustain 
his involvement. As an alternative, he suggests the Sunday School may 
26 devise its own organisations to parallel these. 
There is little point, I believe, in debating long the virtue 
of that specific suggestion, made in 1962. It closely resembles a suggestion 
by E.H. Hayes in 1916 that a Sunday School Council might be a cohesive 
influence among the various youth activities in the Church, from Bands of . 
Hope to Athletic Clubs and Guilds. 27 
Both have the merit of urging relevant organisation as a real 
contributory factor to retaining the involvement of the young. 
In similar fashion, Eric J. Burton, in re-developing the family 
concept of Christian Education, derived from H.A. Hamilton's work on Family 
Church, urges some new identities for teenage groups in Sunday School (1968). 
Instead of the Young People's Department for thirteen to fifteen year olds, 
25 J. Reginald Hill, Sunday School Teaching. (London: Scripture 
and ESSM, 1962). p.p. 106, 107. 
26Ibid. p. 107 
27E. H. Hayes, footnote 9, loc. cit. 
he suggests this, 
••• Might be improved upon as The AnviZ Group- those who 
hammer out their beliefs until their discussions lead them on 
into deeper commitment. Alternatively The Young Adults - a 
kind of reassurance that the church distinguishes them from 
the children's sections and recognises that they are grown-up. 
To this age-group this is a very important distinction which 
only begins to be made by the use of a carefully chosen name. 
These young adults are on The Bridge (another name for their 
section?). Because they are no longer children, especially 
in their own eyes, the whole pattern of approach for them 
should quite purposely have little 29semblance to any of the 
departments for younger age-groups. 
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While we may question the wisdom of calling 13-year olds "young 
adults," we should not miss the clear and convincing argument that good 
and relevant organisation contributes to the retention of the learner. Also, 
because of its relevance and interest, it holds the attention of the 
learner without the need for autocratic or imposed discipline. Discipline 
is usually a problem where the attention of the learner is lost. Of course, 
it should readily be acknowledged that one disruptive· person, whose mental 
state at a given time predisposes him to be disruptive can cause almost 
insuperable problems, if he is able to infect others with his dissidence. 
However, that is not likely to be a long term problem where good organis-
ation coupled with teaching that observes the five-fold demand of good 
teaching already ennumerated exists. 
Where good organisation and good order prevail, the atmosphere 
is right for good discipline. Robert Rusk recognised three basic approach-
es to class discipline, the autocratic which gives rise either to 
submission or rebellion, or perhaps an alternation or vacillation between 
the two, the democratic, which really depends on the good will of the 
28 E.J. Burton, No Walls Within. (London: NCEC, 1968), p.p. 39,40. 
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majority, and the laissez-faire, which pays little attention to discipline. 
He calls for imaginative use of all available equipment and visual aids, 
for a "routinising" of classroom procedures, enthusiastic, interest-creat-
ing teaching, and skilled classroom technique. 29 
H.A. Lester warned against misconception at this point, 
••. do not let us think that our School will be popular if 
our discipline is loose and slack. It is a source of weakness, 
it makes the School unpopular. Children like to be well governed. 
They like to be properly managed. They have no respect either 
for the School or for the teacher who has no control over them, 
and where 1~5ense rather than.control is the normal condition of 
the School. 
We should also note that Organisation in the Christian Education 
programme of the Church is vital to making the best use of time. 
Over the years so many Sunday Schools and Bible Classes, even 
those which have adopted the valid insights of educational psychology and 
sought constantly to improve the quality of their teaching, have failed to 
achieve anything like their full potential, because of poor, time-wasting 
organisation. 
Teacher punctuality, room arrangements, prior preparation of 
materials, quick,efficient attendance-recording on arrival, and the like, 
are essential if the severe time limitations affecting our work of Christ-
!an education are not to cripple our best efforts. 
Yet another effect of good organisation is the enrichment of 
worship. The most promising years in the story of Christian education in 
this century have been characterised by leadership that has been sensitive 
both to the psychological needs of the learner, but equally to his spiritual 
needs, This is not the moment to discuss the discerned aims of Christian 
29R.R. Rusk, Introduction to·Experimental Education, Chapter 11. 
30 H.A. Lester, Sunday School Teaching. (Longmans, Green & Co. 
1912). p.p. 49,50. 
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Education, but it is, I believe, no coincidence that the key contributors 
to the growth periods of Christian education have been persons for whom 
the spiritual dimension was of great importance. 
It is very significant, for example, that Ernest Hayes laid 
such stress on the spiritual objectives of Christian education as to write, 
The Sunday School is the Church ~ngaged in teaching and 
training the young in spiritual things .••. The School is 
seen to be the medium through which the Church gathers its 
children together to be taught. And this definition makes 
the teacher the authorized representative of the Church as 31 he seeks to develop the spiritual faculties of his scholars. 
He published a guidebook on Children's Worship in 1922 which went through 
seven editions and which begins with a section on "Organising for 
Worship". 
He urges that the child should be trained for and in worship, 
believing "that any method that will assist the child to give himsetf 
in worship to God, and will help him to participate more intelligently 
in all the activities of worship, is a great gain." 32 
The following sentences from his book demonstrate how practical 
were his proposals for the enrichment of worship, and how much they were 
a matter of organisation: 
••• the place wherein children are expected to worship 
should be suitable. For the adult worshipper no effort or 
expenditure is spared to secure this end. Yet the undeveloped 
child, who really stands in need of Gothic architecture and 
stained-glass windows to foster reverence, is expected to 
worship amid white-washed walls and surrounded by lumber 
associated with very different activities •••• It is an outrage 
on children's rights to allow our schoolrooms to be disfigured 
31E.H. Hayes, op. cit. p. 24. 
32E.H. Hayes, Children's Worship; and How to Conduct It. (London: 
Methodist Sunday School Department, 1941, seventh edition). p. 13. 
with disused forms, broken chairs, caretaker's ladders, and 
other piled-up lumber •••• The first essential for children's 
worship, we suggest, is a clean and tidy place for worship •••• 
Much improvement at small cost can also be made in furniture. 
Why should the curtains ••• be of a dull brick-red colour •••• 
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The furniture should be so arranged that every one present 
can see and be seen by the Leader all the time .••• A high 
platform ••• is a hindrance to worship ••• we must provide an 
Assembly lobby where the children can gather and disrobe, and 
from which they can file in to music in their place of worship •••• 
How can we expect boys and girls at the signal of a clanging 
bell, or a shout for order and silence, to cease their play 
and mischief and begin sincere and reverent worship? •••• In 
our efforts to replace "discipline" enforced from without, by 
an atmosphere of worship which will produce a right attitude 
of mind for divine worship, the children will meet us more than 
halfway. This was brought out by a questionnaire sent out to 
Sunday Schools in two counties. Among the things the children 
stated, they "did not like about Sunday Schools" were "disorder", 
"noise during the prayer", "irreveren53", "talking", "irregular 
teachers", and "unpunctual starting." 
This goal of enriching worship should be clearly seen as a 
significant element in the Christian education process. The person who, 
through good planning, organisation and leadership, is led to deepened 
awareness of, and commitment to, God, is on the pathway of Christian 
learning in the best possible sense. 
Basil Yeaxlee, who insisted, rightly, as I believe, that "Worship 
34 is a supreme factor in religious education" went on to say of worship, 
that 
••• far too little is made in most schools, whether day 
schools or Sunday Schools. If not perfunctory, worship is often 
treated as though it consisted in the performance of certain acts -
praise and prayer more particularly - instead of in the cultiva-
tion of an attitude of heart and mind, the fostering of response 
to a constantly realised Presence, the training of those who 
mare in it to live at all times, freely and joyously, reverent-
ly and purposefully,in conscious relationship with the God and 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ and our Father ••• Worship ••• is 
in itself and directly a large part, though not the whole, of 
33
rbid. 15 20 p.p. - • 
34 
a.A. Yeaxlee. The Approach to Religious Education. (London: 
SCM, 1931). p. 56 
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li i d t . 35 re g ous e uca 1on. 
Right through our period we can discern a concern for planned, 
relevant worship. Rupert Davies complains that worship has not been 
prominent in past Sunday School work. That is not a very sound judgment 
in 1951, so far as the advocacy of Sunday School work is concerned, 
although it is a valid criticism of particular situations. He actually 
questions whether "we are not really quite sure what we are trying to do." 36 
We have already noted his concern in our chapter on grading. 
Ronald Goldman, too, urges relevant, well-planned worship, as an 
agent of education, 
It is possible that levels of worship designed to meet 
the needs of children and adolescents at their level of language 
experience and conceptual capacity could exercise a profoundly 
educational influence upon the religious development of pupils. 
In worship, where the whole range from children to adults is encom-
passed, such specialised concern is not possible, but in school, 
departments of church schools and Sunday Schools, a reluctance 
to impose adult worship and a willingness to meej7the needs of a particular age-group would seem to be desirable. 
That is an argument for graded worship, and for organised worship. 
The question of organisation could obviously be pursued in various other 
ways, and in considerable detail. My purpose, however, is to demonstrate 
the seriousness with which it has been viewed during one period, and also 
the seriousness of failing to give it due attention, in the teaching-learn-
ing, learner-retention and worship•enrichment areas. 
We ought to note that where these three elements are weak, the 
Christian education is not only defective, but it is bound to decline in 
numerical terms, and as a significant contributor to the spiritual and 
moral welfare of the Church and its charges, of all ages. 
35 Ibid. p. 124. 
36R. Davies, op cit. p. 31. 
37R. Goldman, Religious Thinking from Childhood to Adolesence. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 19b4). p. 193. 
CHAPTER V 
THE CENTRALITY OF THE CHILD 
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v. The Centrality of the Child 
The radical change that lies behind the pedagogical advances 
in Christian, as well as secular, education, in the twentieth century, 
has been the centralisation of the child, or more accurately the learner, 
in the entire educational process. 
Although we have given considerable attention to this already 
in describing the grading process, it is absolutely vital that we examine 
the nature of the changes in thinking about the child which have taken 
place and which are all but universally agreed to be the key to respon-
sible education. 
It should be noted that responsible education is not, in any 
sense, automatically successful education. 
Many of the earlier exponents of child-centred education believ-
ed that if we corrected our emphases and methodologies to meet the 
spiritual, moral and psychological needs and development of the child, 
all would be well. There is no such automatic guarantee since every 
child is ultimately both unique and autonomous. These two factors intro-
duce an unpredictability into the situation which sensible educationists 
will keep in mind. Some behaviourists may be able to convince them-
selves that the right psychological approach will produce the right 
psychological results, as such people obviously believe that responses 
----
and behaviour patterns can be predetermined chemically and clinically. 
The evidence of the years, however, is full of cautions, which bid us 
temper our enthusiasm for child-centred education with the realism which 
recognises the volitional, ethical and personal autonomy of the learner, 
even when all the directive, controlling, influencing factors of heredity, 
environment, tradition and culture have been taken into account. 
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This needs to be affirmed, if we are to avoid the conclusion 
that the results of a sound paedo-centric pedagogy can be guaranteed. 
At first reading this may bring little encouragement, because 
I am suggesting that a right pedagogy does not guarantee predictable and 
positive results. There is more to the development of the child than the 
way in which he is taught by others. There is also what he learns by 
observation, which may conform to, or conflict with, what he is taught 
conceptually. There is the influence of his own temperament, compounded 
by the level of his egocentricity, his will, his chemistry, his home, 
school, friends, culture, and environment. None of that, however, excuses 
inadequate or inappropriate pedagogy, and it is to the credit of the lead-
ing figures in the period of our enquiry that they were committed to the 
initiating and, where necessary, the improving, and the implementing of 
a pedagogy determined by concern for the child, and concepts of the nature 
and development of the child. 
Background 
Although it is commonly thought to be the contribution of 
modern educationalists that educational practice should be child-centred, 
this emphasis really has a very long history. In fact, it goes back at 
least as far as John Amos Comenius (1592-1670), whose pansophism advocated 
universal education through various stages of life. He ultimately advocated 
a eight-stage educational process from pre-kindergarten right through to 
preparation for death. At least he sowed seeds of developmental educa-
tion which have borne remarkable fruit in recent generations. Education 
as an individual conception in accordance with child nature gained ground 
largely due·to Pestalozzi (1746 to 1827), a Swiss educationalist who 
followed Kant at some levels although his educational theory grew out of 
his own experience and practice. His observations of his own child led to 
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his first educational venture. He attempted an industrial school which 
failed. In his book "Leonard and Gertrude" he stressed the centrality 
of home. In particular he had a very pigh esteem of the mother in 
education probably due to having lost his father when he was only five. 
His school in Stanz, founded in 1798 for orphans and including 80 children, 
was based on the home, the atmosphere of which he tried to recreate. The 
effect of this experiment was its impact on the character of the children. 
He greatly stressed that education was concerned with the indi-
vidual child and that there was a need to know the course of the child's 
mental development as discerned in his family life. Teaching had to be 
of a high standard in order to lead the child properly into the life of 
society. Education was seen to be a leading from vague sense-impressions 
to definite ideas. The fundamental factor for the child, however, is 
his own experience of facts of any kind, namely his sense impressions. 
The purpose of education is to remove the confusion of the child's first 
sense-impressions: a) by separating objects, thus giving them distinctive-
ness; b) by showing the relatedness between them; c) by raising definite 
ideas in the child's mind. 
The right order of learning is the psychological one going from 
the near to the remote and the simple to the complex. 
Another key figure in the development of child-centred education 
was George Herbart who was born at Aldenburg in 1776 and became a prom-
inent educator and philosopher. His principle contention was that all 
ideas are the product of time and experience. The one task of education 
is morality, that is, the all round development of mind and character. 
Valid instruction does not consist, according to Herbart, of imparting 
facts but of creating character. It depends on interest. "To be wear!-
some is the cardinal sin of instruction". But interest implies self-
activity. Once again the stress is on child-centredness. 
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Interest, he maintained, is not merely to be spontaneous but 
must become apperceptive or assimilating. He detected two kinds of 
interest. 1) The knowledge-interests, which he described as those 
interests based on empiricism, speculation and the aesthetic. 2) Ethical 
interests, which he saw as being first - sympathetic; second - social; 
and third - religious. It was he who outlined teaching method as being 
in five stages, namely, preparation, presentation, association, condensation 
and application, concepts which were still being advocated as basic, 
earlier in our century, and, indeed, are still influential. 
A third major European educationalist who has had a profound 
impact on our whole British educational structure and certainly on 
practice within the churches was Froebel (1782 to 1852), who taught in his 
early days in a Pestalozzi school. Eventually he set up his own school 
in his native state. Though he had comprehensive educational ideas he 
really specialised in kindergarten education and out of this very largely 
came the imaginative proposals of the early years of this century for 
primary education in the churches. Froebel regarded education as a pro-
cess of growth subject to two complementary laws, namely the Law of 
Opposites and the Law of Connection. 
He derived his law of opposition or polarity from observation 
of the world in which there were so many contrasting factors, e.g. man 
and woman, spirit and matter, animal and plant, vertical and horizontal. 
Yet these are related. This led to his second law, namely the law of 
connection which brings together or holds together those things which 
are diverse. The child's experience commences with what is inner to 
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himself and develops with the developingrelationship to those things 
which are outer or external. This is achieved by the child acting on the 
external world of men and things and being affected by them. The child's 
action on the external world makes, as Froebel conceived of it, the inner 
outer. He then tries to shape these things into conformity with his own 
nature by grasping them, playing with them, perhaps even breaking them. 
This is his way of making the outer inner, making external objects person-
al to himself. The basis of this childish relationship to external things 
is emotion. In later boyhood and youth, however, education changes its 
character and feeling gives way to thought and play to instruction. Now 
the main task is to make the outer inner by an understanding of the facts 
of life, and Froebel, in deciding what were the necessary subjects of 
instruction, insisted that man's three-fold nature demanded firstly that 
religion and, in particular, the Christian religion should be the basis of 
all education. No other knowledge was really possible without it. Second, 
he regarded science, which gives insight into laws that rule in human life 
and leads the mind to a sense of the reign of law, as natural. This was 
his law of connection. Language is the medium which establishes the inner 
living connection among the diversities of things, and this completes the 
work of education. 
To these must be added, though their influence may not be quite 
so considerable in our field of enquiry as a whole, the names of: 
Dr. Montessori (1870-1952), an Italian educator, whose Montessori 
method, conceived first for defective children but later applied to others, 
allowed great freedom of movement to the children, and was thus suspected 
of destroying discipline. She advocated auto-education, which played a 
significant part in Sunday School developments in the first twenty-five 
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years of the century, and her work has to be taken very seriously. 
Professor John Dewey (1859-1952) an American educator, whose 
psychology of learning laid heavy emphasis on experience as the startup 
point for education, a concept that is still profoundly influential, 
and whose project method has greatly influenced Christian educators in 
the development of curricula and teaching methods. 
Miss Helen Parkhurst, who, after working with Dr. Montessori, 
ran a Montessori Teachers' Training School in the U.S.A., and began to 
develop her "laboratory plan" in an ungraded school for crippled boys. 
Subsequently, she applied her plan in the Dalton High School, Massachusetts, 
and it became known as the Dalton Plan. 
Her educational principles were freedom, to allow the learner 
to learn at his own pace, and co-operation, since learning was in a group 
context, so as to build community and aid individual growth. 
There can be no doubt that the influence of these ,persons and 
those who followed them, is monumental in the story of western education 
and certainly is basic to the development of Christian education within 
the churches of England and Scotland. The new developments in church-
based education during this century have in larger measure derived their 
impetus from the stress on the centrality of the child and his nature 
rather than the centrality of the curriculum or the content to be 
communicated. This we owe very largely, to 18th and 19th century 
educationalists. In particular Froebel, who put religious education at 
the very centre of his whole scheme of things, has continued to exercise 
a profound effect on our practice. 
' Certainly at the beginning of the century one discovers that the 
emphasis of Christian educationalists in our own country was on the 
centrality of child nature. Professor J. Adarns of London in his 
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"Primer on Teaching" in the early years of the century regarded the 
object of religious education, "not so much to impart knowledge as to 
1 
mould character." The teacher, he said, "must know, not only his Bible, 
2 but also his boy." It is most important to study the child by observa-. 
tion or introspection. This introspection can of course mislead us because 
we are adults. But we must get into the child's place. It is important 
to recognise, said Adams, that there are two main types of children, the 
motor and sensory. The motor children make immediate responses to 
stimuli and act impulsively. They lack perseverance. They learn, but 
they do not retain well. The sensory children on the other hand, though 
they have slower responses and seem more passive, make better judgments, 
and show greater tenacity. Of course, there are all shades of gradation 
between motory and sensory and the reactions vary in the same child with 
different circumstances and people. This kind of assessment indicates 
how at the beginning of our period stress was laid on the child. 
That the emphasis of Professor Adams was welcomed is evident 
in that his "Primer on Teaching" went through several impressions, and 
by 1925 had reached a publication total of 90,000 copies. His guidelines 
for teaching the child are very practical, and show real insight into 
the development of the child mind. 
At the same time, from the medical world, very similar concern 
was being shown. For example, Dr. W.R. Drummond, a prominent hospital 
physician in Edinburgh, wrote a book dealing with the nature and nurture 
of the child. He writes, 
The importance of education both for the purpose of 
imparting instruction and for moulding character is of 
course well recognised. What is not sufficiently realised 
1 John Adams, Primer on Teaching. (Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 
1903.) p. 7. 
2 i 7 
is the importance of these early months and years which 
nature has sej apart in order that each generation may 
start afresh. 
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That last statement seems foundational to his whole educational 
theory. While acknowledging that children inherit certain propensities 
and proclivities from their parents, but not in a predictable way, he 
argues thus, 
••• when we find the son of a mathematician or a 
musician following in his father's footsteps we find no 
proof in this that acquired characters are inherited, but 
merely that the boy, having inherited from his father 
the necessary neuromuscular basis, which in the father 
was innate and therefore transmissible, acquired his 
accomplishment in the same ways as his father did before 
him, but all the more easily on account of his father's 
tastes and habi~s, his instruments, and books and friends, 
and reputation. 
In making his case on child study, he sees, in the child, a 
development parallel to the stages of the human story. He argues that 
it is the task of psychology to study the child, and, like Adams, he 
pleads for a study based on observation and interpretation, in an effort 
to identify with the child. 
Drummond, in seeking to understand the child, gives close 
attention to his surroundings, his care as an infant, his growth, includ-
ing his physical, sensory, emotional, intellectual, and volitional devel-
opment. 
In the end, he strongly commends the work of Froebel and 
Montessori. He makes the point very clearly that child-centred education 
is vital. We need to have this, because of the repeated assumption in 
the 1960s that such an idea is really the result of very recent research. 
3 W.R. Drummond, The Child: His Nature and Nurture. 
J.M. Dart & Son Ltd. (1915 reprint). First edition, 1901). 
4Ibid. p.p. 10, 11. 
(London: 
p. 9. 
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Drummond puts it in these words, "The chief aim of education in 
the past has been the imparting of knowledge ••• " He then adds, signifi-
cantly, "For many years there has been growing up in our midst a new 
conception of education, which looks primarily, not to the knowledge to 
be taught, but to the individual to be educated."5 
He shows how Froebel's development of the kindergarten concept 
has affected educational theory, putting major emphasis on the nurture 
of the child. His love of nature drove him to conceive of the growth of 
a child as parallel to the growth of a tree, which requires soil, air 
and sunshine. Likewise, the child requires proper nurture. But the 
6 growth of a tree :j.s, nonetheless, the "unfolding of its own inner nature". 
The heart of Froebel's thought is captured well in Drummond's 
statement, 
A perfect manhood can only grow out of a perfect 
childhood, and consequently to force on children ways 
which are not their ways, ideals which cannot be their 
ideals, forms of words which cannot have meaning for 
them, can only result in dwarfing their minds and prevent-
ing them ever attaining such stature as they should. 
Utterly rejecting the doctrine of the total depravity 
of human nature, he had faith to believe that the child 
might be trusted, with liberty and opp9rtunity, to be 
the active agent in his own education. 
This conviction gave rise to the idea of self-education, so clearly 
adopted by many of the early twentieth century Christian educators, 
like Hetty lee, who developed it extensively in her Self-Teaching in 
the Sunday School. It also helped to underscore the idea that play was 
the young child's most serious occupation. Froebel carefully studied the 
5
rbid. p. 134. 
6
rbid. p. 136. 
7Ibid. 
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child at play, gathering the traditional baby-play activities and songs 
of primary and making them basic to the development of kindergarten 
activity. He regarded this as fundamental, publishing "The Mother Play" 
(Die Mutter Und Kose-Lieder) for use in kindergartens. 
Now it is clear that such an emphasis led Froebel to a further 
conviction on which subsequent educationists have built, namely, that, 
as Drummond summarises it, 
• 
••• in matters of technical skill merely theoretical 
instruction is comparatively valueless. All occupations 
which require the skillful use of the limbs, such as 
drawing, or wood-carving, or modelling, can be learnt 
only by practice •••• But the process of self-activity 
involves more even than this. It requires that the child's 
activity should be so used as to afford exercise of his 
originative powers, so that the whole of the self may be 
active. 8 
No contribution in the early years of the century was however 
as strategic as that of Mr. G.H. Archibald who came from Canada to Great 
Britain in 1902 and who discovered.thatSunday School work in general, 
for all the theory of the idealists, was still more a mission to the 
poorer children of any neighbourhood or to distant slum districts which 
were remote from the church, than a nurturing medium in which the natural 
offspring of the church would be likely to become enlightened members of 
the church family. He advocated and pioneered the whole grading system 
based on child-centredness, and to his contribution we must return 
throughout our study. His attitude however has been described thus: 
The great truth which, thanks to him and others of like mind, was 
laid upon the hearts of Church folk everywhere was just this: 
that all education begins with the child, and that it begins 
with him where he is. To understand the child is the pre-requi-
site of successful teaching.9 
B Ibid., p. 141. 
9 R.T. Newman, George Hamilton Archibald: the Robert Raikes 
Historical Annual Lecture (London: N.s.s.u., 1975), p. 44. 
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As early in our period as 1909 G. H. Archibald wrote his sig-
nificant book, The Sunday School of Tomorrow. He.says, with an acute 
awareness that he is proposing something of a revolution, 
I am not unmindful that genetic psychology, commonly 
called child-study, is yet in its infancy, but enough has 
been revealed already of the nature of the child, enough 
that is definite and final, to show to the teacher of 
religion and morals the need there is for him to change 
his plan of organisation, to reform his methods of teach-
ing, and enable him to follow the 110e of least resistance. All education begins with the child.· 
Like Froebel, he places heavy emphasis on nature, and argues for 
sensory and activity-centred education. He calls for an appeal to imag-
ination and emotion rather than intellect. 
While he advocates story-telling, he anticipates Goldman and 
other later educationists by urging, 
••• stories are the best image-forming material; but 
here care should be taken to keep back stories that will 
come with greater freshness and power if given at a little 
later stage •••• The art of adapting the Bible stores, so as 
to catch the wave of interest and give the child just the 
ideas he needs, will be the subject of much study on the 
part of the leaders of the Sunday School of tomorrow •••• 
I am of the opinion that in many cases children are 
surfeited with Bible knowleda1e and nauseated by the manner of its presentation. 1 
That statement proved to be prophetic, and certainly demonstrates 
the remarkable sensitivities of the leadership of Christian education 
in the churches in the early 1900s. 
In the life of Free Churches few men have exercised a more 
decisive influence during the century than E.H. Hayes whose emphasis is 
most clearly illustrated in the title of his best known and frequently 
reprinted book, "The Child in the Midst". He maintains that the child 
10 G.H. Archibald. The Sunday School of Tomorrow. (London: Sunday 
School Union, 1909), P· 7. 
11
rbid. p.p. 15, 16. 
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has been duly placed in the centre of education in the day school but 
that this concept was really initiated by pioneers in religious education 
while the day school has adopted these methods and applied them thorough-
ly with far reaching effects. However it is to be regretted that the 
church has been so slow truly to introduce and develop principles which 
it pioneered. Perhaps the basic factor in the success of the day school 
system in applying this principle and the comparative failure of the 
Church to apply it is discernible in this, that in secular education 
teachers are given much more adequate instruction in child psychology. 
Those responsible for teaching the Christian faith within the church can 
have access to such instruction, but it is not normally obligatory upon 
them. Consequently to this day a great deal of religious education with-
in the framework of the church is carried out by people whose understand-
ing of the development of child nature is extremely limited and who may 
have neither the time nor the inclination to study it seriously. The 
prepositional nature of credal religion too tends to encourage the unspoken 
feeling that it is "the faith" which is to be communicated in terms of 
doctrines and Bible stories without it being properly grasped that truth 
has to be understood before it has any significance or validity. It is 
precisely here that the development of child nature becomes absolutely 
central to the educational task of the church. E.H. Hayes has these 
comments to make (in his 7th edition in 19S3), 
A study of the history of Sunday school progress 
during the past SO years makes rather depressing reading 
at many points. Rather less than SO years ago Sunday 
School enthusiasts ••• seemed to be witnessing the birth 
of a new era - a revolution was in progress in the attitude 
and the·policy of the Church towards its school work •••• 
Looking back on these formative days, can we claim that the 
pace has been maintained or that the Church has marched 
in step with the State in the· training of the child for 
adult life. It can certainly be conceded that in some 
respects the church is still leading the way. Symptomatic 
of much of this is the physical position of the child in 
many churches. 50 years ago the children were relegated 
to the back gallery where they could be out of sight, if 
not out of sound, of the congregation. Today, however, 
in some of our churches (in alas! not a very large number) 
the children sit with "foster parents" when, as is so often 
the case, they come from homes outside the church. In this 
way they are made to feel part of the worshipping comm-
unity, and learn to talk, not of "the church", nor even of 
"our church", but of "my church". 
On the other hand, sofar as the Annual Conferences and 
Assemblies of the Church today are concerned, the children 
are still relegated to the background •••• The Sunday school 
is just one among many of the useful activities of the 
Church, so far as the average delegate or official member 
of these Assemblies is concerned. It is unfair to point 
out that some churches are much more concerned with roping 
in the Sunday school as an agency for raising funds for 
adult work, than taking care that the teachers have the 
training they need for their important task •••• It is still 
a fact that work among the children, in their formative 
years, is the most fruitful of all fieldr 2of service for 
ministers, officials and church members. 
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Indeed, Hetty Lee Holland carried this emphasis on the child a 
long way, when, under the acknowledged influence of Montessori's view of 
individual development, Dewey's "project method", and the Dalton plan of 
private study she wrote: 
What is the principle lying behind the Self-Teaching 
method? It is based upon the well-known fact that each 
child is an individual, with individual needs and capacities, 
and an individual rate and cause:~ of developmf!nt. To treat 
him rightly you must treat him individually.l 3 
Miss Holland carried her thinking to the point where she virtually 
I 
excluded class methods in teaching, and argued strongly for the kind of 
provision that enables the child to learn on his own. She proposed various 
ways of making available to the individual child helps to learning, but 
12 E.H. Hayes, The Child In the Midst. (Wallingt<i>n, REP, 1953), p.p. 12,13. 
13 H.L. Holland, Self Teaching in the Sunday School. (London: 
National Sunday School Union, 1926), p. 14. 
saw it as essential that 
Throughout the lesson period the Teacher will be 
continually employed with individual children; helping one 
to find his place in the Gospel, hearing another read the 
story or repeat a verse, explaining to another a difficult 
word or idea, noting down in his register what cards have 
been attempted by each child, and placing each child's comp-
leted sheet of paper in the individual portfolio which 
bears his name, and which will be "o~4show" at the annual Parent's Party of the Sunday School. 
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Although Hetty Lee Holland's self-teaching approach did not really 
become the norm in the life of the Sunday Schools, her contribution was 
highly significant, because of its centralization of the child. Further-
more, it lent weight to the growing emphasis on expression work which has 
characterised the Sunday School ever since. 
That the centrality of the child in Christian education was a 
firmly established and accepted idea early in the century as demonstrated 
by the way R.R. Rusk related it, in 1915, to the widespread failure of 
religious education, 
The cause of such failure may be either in the wrong 
selection of material for teaching purposes or in the wrong 
presentation of material to which in itself no ob'jection can 
be taken~ •• we now proceed to consider the arrangement of the 
material selected for teaching purposes and its proper 
adaptation to the stage of mental development of the child, 
for it is this aspect of the educat~ve process that has 
been too much ignored in the past. 
After describing differing criteria for deciding on the arrangement 
of lesson material, he says: 
Nq matter what arrangement is adopted, it is evident 
that, if not the material of instruction, the method of 
presentation at least must be different for pupils of 
different ages. This makes the grading of the Sunday 
School an absolute necessity; but as this has been 
1~ 
Ibid. p. 30. 
15R.R. Rusk, The Religious Education of the Child. (London: 
Longman, Green & Co. 1915). p. 45. 
8 I 
insisted on in almost all recent publications on 
Sunday-s1gool work, there is no need to emphasize 
it here. 
At least this demonstrates how seriously the child was being 
taken. Elsewhere, Rusk urges that the greatest care be taken to be 
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sensitive to the religious development of the child. He argues that "the 
first stage in the child's religious development is determined by limit-
17 
ation." He suggests that it is not possible to gauge exactly where or 
how a child's religion moves from "outward observance ••• to •.• apprehension 
18 
of its inner meaning." He identifies elements such as interest and 
investigation, and believes the transition comes in adolescence. He is 
sensitive to the near-universal phenomenon of doubt, saying, 
Doubt appears to be a natural, perhaps even a necessary, 
stage in religious development, and, as recent psychology 
warns us, the repression of doubts may be fraught with 
danger. As in other forms of lack of self-confidence, the 
doubt may in some cases become progressive; ••• this progression 
of doubts in the individual usually follows the same 
sequence as that which results when the objects doubted 
are arranged in the order of frequency. In general, the 
objects of doubt are those things which have become crystal-
lized into creeds and theologies and been passed on by 
tradition: more particularly; the authority of inspiration 
of the Bible, the divinity of Christ, some attribute of 
God (as His goodness or jusl~ce}, His existence, and the· 
possibility of immortality. 
He pleads for understanding during this period of transition till 
doubt "is succeeded by a period of reconstruction during which beliefs are 
rationally founded" 20 and "established as the individual's own possession. "21 
In all of this the emphasis is on the learner, and is the strongest poss-
ible plea for child-centredness in church educational practice. 
16Ibid. p. 52. 
2~bid. p. 41 
l?Ibid. p. 38. 
2\bid. p. 42 
18
rbid. p. 40 
19Ibid. P· 41 
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What we have seen reflected in these early twentieth century 
educationists within the churches continues to be evident through the 
period of our study, as a continuous, and strengthening, emphasis. 
It needs to be firmly established that this is so, because of 
the sincere, but extravagant claims made for more recent expressions of 
the same concern, as represented, for example, in Revolution in Religious 
Education by H.F. Matthews, the Principal of Summerfield College. He 
argues that a revolution has taken place, theologically, through Robinson, 
Tillich, Bonhoeffer and Bultmann, and educationally, through the work of 
"a whole group of researchers, the best known being Harold Loukes and 
Ronald Goldman," who "have stabbed us wide awake with the pronouncement 
22 that religious education ought to be child-centred. He writes as if 
these were pioneers, which they were not. At least Goldman recognises 
this in some measure when he writes, in the preface to his "Readiness 
for Religion", 
My researches ••• have aroused considerable interest 
among religious educators in Britain and in many other 
countries •••• What I had discovered by research had 
been felt intuitively for a long time by many teachers 
struggling to help children understand religious truths. 
It was a struggle, many reported, simply because little 
attention had been given to the development of children, 
with all their limitations of ability and experience, 
when the contents of religious syllabuses were drawn 
up. 
Even he, however, claims that 
In the last ten years a considerable amount of data 
has been added to our knowledge in terms of the thought, 
attitudes and behaviour of children. What it reveals 
is that the Bible is not a children's book, that the 
22 H.F. Matthews, Revolution in Religious Education. (Wellington, 
REP, 1966). p. 11. 
teaching of large areas of it may do more damage than 
good to a child's religious understanding and that too 
much biblical material is used too soon and too frequent-
ly. What it also confirms is that the content and method 
used in religious education are out of step with education-
al practices in other subjects.2 3 
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In this statement, claims are made which I want to challenge, 
and which the evidence requires that we challenge. I do not deny that 
new data which "reveals ••• that the Bible is not a children's book," 
but that it is that new data which has raised the alert to the dangers 
of damage arising from inept teaching of Bible content simply will not do. 
The first claim can easily be overturned. To illustrate: in 
1911 Antoinette Lamoreaux in a study of development with reference to 
religious training called The Unfolding Life sets out some principles 
of child development in which she claims that, 
The study of an unfolding life at any time in 
its development always reveals two supreme facts, 
POSSIBILITIES PECULIAR TO THAT PERIOD AND SELF-ACTIVITY. 
The First Principle of development combines these two 
facts and gives us our nearest approach to a defini-
tion. 
Life is a bundle of possibilities and self-
activity.24 
Goldrnan's argument that the Bible is not a children's book, and 
that much of it ought not to be taught to young children, because much of 
it will create false understandings, which may later have to be adjusted, 
is regarded as a radical position. Yet Larnoreaux went much further in 
asking of the child up to age of six years, 
••• can any religious nurture be given to this tiny 
23 R. Goldrnan, Readiness for Religion. (London: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1965). p. ix. 
24 A.A. Lamoreaux, The Unfolding Life. (London: H.R. Atherson, 
1911). p.p. 19,20. 
little bundle of possibilities? Manifestly it will 
not be through precept and admonition, for they are 
meaningless, yet neyer will life be more open to the 
influence of impression and atmosphere than at this 
time. 25 
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That test comes when her approach to content is considered. She 
advocates "The Two Year's Course for Beginners" which, she claims, 
••• affords the best subject matter for the lessons 
for the following reasons: 
1. Bible truths needed first in the life of a little 
child have been carefully selected and arranged in their 
logical order. 
2. As many lessons as are needed to make each truth clear 
and to fix it in memory are devoted to it •••• 
Since the only ideas the child will receive of the 
lesson must come through his senses and bodily activity, and 
since, of his senses, sight and touch make a clearer im-
pression than hearing, large use should be made of these. 26 
Although the language of 1911 is not that of 1964, the plea is 
very similar, calling for truth related to "the life of a little child," 
and assimilated through the senses. Goldman argues similarly for intellect-
ual, emotional and physical readiness for religion, and identifies what 
he characterises as pre-religious, sub-religious and religious learning. 
But he argues thus, and the similarities need not be laboured; 
••• Christian Education should therefore be directed 
towards the fulfillment of a child's personal needs as 
they are felt at the various stages of his development ••• 
What we must try to do is to help children to encounter 
the experiences of which the Bible speaks at suitable 
stages of their development •••• The use of children's 
experience illustrated ~ Bible incidents is consistent 
with the Bible itself.2 
The implications of the work of Goldman, Loukes, Acland, Dewar, 
Matthews and others, that what Goldman had "discovered by research had 
25rbid. p. 35. 
26Ibid. p.p. 89, 90. 
27 Op. cit. p.p. 65 and 91. 
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i i 1 f 1 ti 11 28 i been felt intu t ve y. or a ong me... , suggest ng that the earlier 
work had been of a lesser worth, and had not led to true child-centred-
ness, simply cannot be sustained. 
In a most interesting volume entitled Present Day Problems 
in Religious Teaching, (1920), Hetty Lee deals especially with the 
problems of using the Bible in child education. Her book has significance 
in considering the place of the Bible. But it is also important because 
of its concern for the child. She writes, "If we quote vaguely from 'the 
Bible', we may be giving ourselves and our children quite false ideas as 
29 to the truth and authority of the statement quoted." 
She further explains: 
Many still-existing syllabuses of religious instruc-
tion (passing out of use, we are glad to note, day by day) 
were drawn up some thirty or forty years ago, and were 
apparently based upon that theory of Inspiration which 
held the Old Testament to be one verbally inspired homo-
geneous whole, a single dictated utterance moving upon 
one uniform plane of spiritual attainment. Thus the 
selection of stories for a Day-School syllabus was a compara-
tively simple matter. The books of the Old Testament need 
only to be spread out in order and the children's classes 
also to be spread out - the four-year-olds, five-year-olds, 
sixes, and so on. Then the various books are allotted to 
the various ages of children: Creation, Fall and Flood to 
the four-year-olds, the rest of the book of Genesis to the 
elder infants, Exodus.to Standard II, and so on. 
Consequently, for nearly a generation the teachers in 
the Infant School have had to grapple with the most difficult 
of Old Testament stories (we know of one syllabus, still 
not out of print, where the story of Melchizedek falls 
to the four-year-olds)l the Sacrifice of Isaac has perplexed 
the six-year-oldsl Korah, Dathan and Abiram have alarmed 
the lower standards, and Joshua and Judges have been the 
staple food of the Old Testament lessons during the 
28Loc it c • 
29 
Hetty Lee, Present Day Problems in Religious Teaching. 
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1920). p. 69. 
impressionable years of pre-adolescent life. 
Let us consider the case of the infants. Do such 
stories as we have instanced above pass the test of 
what constitutes really religious teaching? Do they 
show to the children the victorious power of the Love 
of God and attract them to His service? In the story 
of the Sacrifice of Isaac, even if a little child can 
be brought to see the fineness of Abraham in desiring 
to give his best to God, that child's Christian heart 
happily cannot conceive how any father who really 
loved his boy could possibly imagine putting him to 
death, and the thought of the loving Heavenly Father 
as suggesting the idea is as unthinkable. 
"Did Isaac's mother knOtJ what was going to happen 
to him?" questioned an eight-year-old, adding, "I 
am sure she would never have let him go if she knew 
what his father was going to do." 
Many of these Old Testament stories do serious harm 
to our children, because they are told in the wrong 
way or at the wrong time, or are told for no better 
reason than that they are "in the Bible." Some of us 
can remember the handbook of our childhood, Line 
upon Line, and can recollect that one of our favourite 
stories (accompanied by an impressive illustration) 
was the story of Elisha and the Bears. What possible 
spiritual lesson could any little child learn from 
such a story? We need to test very carefully every 
Bible story we tell to our children. Will it help them 
to believe in a God of Infinite Love and to want to be 
like Him? If not, we have no use for that story. 
In choosing Old Testament stories for the infants, 
we must, then, select concrete pictures of Love - the 
Love and Care of God felt by those who trust in Him: 
"All things work·together for good to them that love 
God." "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind 
is stayed on Thee." "Your Heavenly Father knoweth· •••• "30 
Now this kind of concern was not merely based on intuitive 
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concern. It was, as Miss Lee makes clear, the direct result of basing 
child education on the research and work of significant educationists, 
notably Dr. Montessori, and also on the new insights into the nature of 
the Bible derived from Higher Criticism. 
3~bid. p.p. 72-74. 
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In some ways, it went further than later advocates of child-
centred education did, in pleading, not only for education that is clearly 
determined by the need to relate experientially to the child, but also to 
communicate in that context specific and positive ideas which are appro-
priate to every age of the development of human thought, in particular, 
the idea of the love of God. 
In 1921, Dorothy Wilson who carried responsibility for organi-
zation in the Presbyterian Sunday School Council, wrote a manual on the 
Junior Department in which she argued for grading very powerfully on the 
basis of the needs of the child, and she adds, on the child's interests 
and inclination. The following passage illustrates the direction of her 
plea: 
The children are divided into grades, each distinguish-
ed by certain broadly-marked characteristics. Each of these 
grades takes a different lesson course based on the needs 
and capacities of children of that age. It is just the old 
principle, "Milk for babes, strong meat for men." We 
recognise that principle in physical growth and nourishment. 
In mental growth we give the A. B. C. to infants, and 
philosophy, logic, etc., to young men. Why should not the 
same principle hold good in the spiritual sphere also? 
Does it not in fact do so? Is not this just what the 
greatest Teacher meant when He said, "First the blade, 
then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear"? 
"But," it is objected, "why should not the Uniform 
Lesson be adapted and simplified for the little ones?" Just 
because roast beef remains beef, even when boiled down or 
minced up, and is not milk. It is wrong in its essence for 
the young child. 
But how are we to know what is the right kind of 
spiritual food to give? What is milk and what is meat in 
religious education? We should indeed be at sea in answer-
ing this question, were it not that we find our clue in the 
God-given hunge~-craving of the child. As a sick person 
craves often for that which would make him better, and the 
child for the sugar which is necessary for his growth, so 
children at different periods show a strong desire for 
certain types of stories, hymns, prayers, expression. In 
the Bible, in Christianity, in God, all these different 
cravings can find food and satisfaction. The Teacher has 
the great task of pointing the way to different children 
at different times in different ways.31 
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That the centrality of the child was taken seriously is evidenc-
ed in many places. In a short critical review entitled Modern Tendencies 
in Religious Education, the Scottish Sunday School Union stated: 
In thinking of a child's education, it is claimed, 
we should not b~gin from certain facts which we have de-
cided he must know, nor from moral and spiritual truths 
which he must grasp. Our starting-point must be the child 
himself. What stage has he reached in his development? What 
are his interests and needs at this stage. To what elements 
of experience can he be suitably introduced? Individual 
freedom and personal learning must take the place of authori-
tative teaching. Education is no longer to be thought of as 
merely a preparation for adult life. Each period of life 
is to be regarded as valuable for its own sake.32 
When it came to applying this to religious education, the body 
responsible for the review felt some difficulty with selling out to 
experience-centredness altogether. The problem, however, was not with 
child-centredness, but with child-interest-centredness. "It should be 
recognized, however, that a point of view which over-emphasises the 
spontaneous interests of children as the determining factor in the curr-
iculum is just as unsound educationally as one which over-emphasises the 
i "33 adult her tage •••• 
It tackles the problem thus: 
The solution, therefore, lies in a scheme of teaching 
which takes the essentials of the Christian faith and 
life as its basis, but - alike in content and method -
is built in close relation to the actual everyday interests 
and experience of children at different ages.34 
31Ibid. 4 5 P•P• I • 
32 Modern Tendencies in Religious Education. (Glasgow: Scottish 
Sunday School Union, 1929). p. 16. 
33Ibid. p. 21 
34Ibid. p. 35. 
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The outline syllabus in Appendix II demonstrates how such concern 
for the child and his development influenced the construction of curricula. 
A strong argument is made for definite syllabus content, 
.•• this syllabus attempts to present the main line 
events of the Christian Faith in right proportion in every 
grade. In saying this we give due recognition to the fact 
that the great truths of the Christian Faith have a 
rudimentary as well as a more elaborate form of expression, 
e.g., the same truth is expressed in the kindergarten when we 
speak of the Church as the Family of God, as when we speak 
of the Body of Christ to the older child •••• In the syllabus 
which follows, the basis of selection of material for use in 
each grade has been the need and capacity of the children.35 
While there is room for debate on the content suggested, and 
probably Dorothy Wilson in the 1920s would have very similar questions 
and problems with it as Ronald Goldman in the 1960s, the careful attempt 
to devise a syllabus retated to the chitd and his deveLopment cannot be 
mistaken. That was in 1928. Indeed, that syllabus still has much to 
offer, in my view, without serious conflict with what I regard as the 
confirmatory findings of the work of Goldman. 
Now, of course, I am not at all suggesting that the work of the 
1960s, and of Ronald Goldman in particular, has nothing distinctive to 
contribute. Far from it. I am simply demonstrating that the notion of 
child-centredness, as a norm for educational practice, was present long 
before Goldman's research took place. The absence of many references to 
such early work in Goldman may indicate a deliberate limiting of the field, 
but it has unfortunately led some to feel and write as if the 1960s really 
produced the revolution, when in fact the 1900-1920 period was probably 
much more decisive, so far as Sunday Schools were concerned. 
3~ Graded Syllabus of Religious Education. (St. Christopher 
Press, 1928). p.p. 4, 9. 
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Now, clearly, Goldman's emphasis takes issue with some earlier 
assumptions. For example, Catherine Newby, argues for the religious 
recapitulationist view, which, while Goldman gives it some credit, he 
rejects as a basis for teaching Biblical material. Newby argues thus: 
There is a theory, interesting and useful so long as it is 
not too narrowly applied, that the child, in his own individual 
life-history, lives through again the stages through which the 
human race has passed in progressing from savagery to complex 
civilisation. The earliest stage in human life is that of the 
tree-climbing man. Social life at that stage was very simple. 
So soon as the child could free himself of parental care he 
had no other interest than the satisfaction of his own indiv-
idual requirements. The self-centred, individualistic outlook 
of the Infant repeats this stage. Next comes the stage of the 
hunter, dwelling in families7 the father the killer of the prey, 
the mother the preserver of the home, the child living in the 
family group, with no interest outside the family. The child 
of the Kindergarten shows this strong domestic interest and 
begins to learn unselfishness by subordinating his own inter-
ests to that of the immediate group of which he forms one unit. 
Next comes the tribal society of the nomadic peoples. The 
interest grows wider, but, because of the exigencies of nomadic 
life, is severely practical. Life is sustained by cattle-
rearing, and the search for fresh pastures absorbs the interest 
of the tribe. The child of Junior and Middle School exhibits 
the widening and practical interests. The next stage is that 
of the agricultural peoples. The more settled life on the corn-
growing lands, the need for forethought in storing the produce 
of the land, produces a more thoughtful people with time to 
develop literature and the arts, and with time to probe into 
the deep secrets of life. This is the stage of Adolescence 
in race and individual. The Greek City States of the fourth 
century B.C. exhibit perhaps most strongly the highest achieve-
ments of a race in its adolescence or very early adult years.36 
There may be another, more serious, conflict between some of 
the best pre-Goldman thinkers and Goldman himself, which is not alto-
gether easy to discern, but is of real significance. 
Basil Yeaxlee, one of the key minds in the area of religious 
education in our period, argued that the first manifestation of the 
36c.R. Newby, An Introduction to Child Study (London: 
Church of England Sunday School Institute, 1926), p.p. 116,117. 
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religious idea present themselves at the early age of questioning, around 
three years of age, and goes on to argue that the religious development 
of the young child is largely formed by influential, rather than intel-
lectual, factors. He says, 
The religious education of the child under seven is not 
a matter of instruction but of influence •.•. A child's earliest 
knowledge of prayer should be the discovery of a person pray-
ing: its earliest knowledge of worship the beholding of a 
person worshipping. Religion will become real to the child be-
cause the child has seen its reality in adults whom he trusts 
and loves. 37 
Now Goldman, while acknowledging Yeaxlee's point that the 
emphasis in infant schools should be on influence rather than instruction, 
seems to view this as less than education, contending that religious 
precepts and concepts are not based on direct sensory data, but are 
formed from other perceptions and conceptions of experience. He does 
acknowledge a development from sensation to perceptualisation to concep-
tualisation in the thinking history of. childhood, but seems to see the 
first part as virtually non-educational. 
Can he be implying that the influential elements to which Yeaxlee 
refers, in seeing, touching, hearing, his parents and others, do not con-
tribute to the child's conceptual development? When you couple that 
with the whole thrust of Goldman's research, which is admittedly into 
"religious thinking", you have to ask seriously whether Goldman's concern 
with "thinking" inevitably involves the danger of limiting valid religion 
to the intellectual, mental, and cerebral, and that the other dimensions 
of religious experience, like emotion and volition, are of secondary 
37 B.A. Yeaxlee, Religion and the Growing Mind (London: 
Nisbet & eo., 1939), p. 57. 
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importance or value? It is interesting that he insists that religious 
insight really occurs at age 12 or 13. While he does say that worship 
and other factors may help to satisfy the young child's religious needs, 
he actually talks of these early years, as "the years of fantasised 
religion", 38 which Yeaxlee thinks contribute to valid religious ideas. 
It is very difficult to escape the conclusion that he is arguing 
that the arrival of the power of abstract, and prepositional, thinking 
somehow introduces a higher quality of religious experience. Such a 
conclusion is to be questioned. Greater understanding of the propositions 
of religion is one thing: faith which lays claim to and builds on the 
response of the entire human personality, intellectual, emotional, and 
volitional, is another, and we must be very careful not to identify valid 
religious experience with conceptual or intellectual capacity, exclus-
ively, or even primarily. 
In discussing the religious characteristics of the child from 
S-9 years, Goldman having pointed out the physical anthropomorphic, spacial, 
magical, veangeful, egocentric features of the child's religion, actually 
states that the major task of religious education at this stage is "to feed 
the child's crude deity concepts and his physical anthropomorphisms in 
such a way that he refines his crudities of religious thinking as far as his 
39 limits of experience and ability allow." 
Consequently he argues against any but the most minimal Bible 
teaching at this stage, stating that Bible teaching as such would appear 
to be wasteful and inappropriate. 
38 R. Goldman, Religious Thinking From Childhood to Adolescence. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964).. p. 234. 
39Ibid. p. 232. 
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The danger in all of this is that of virtually discrediting all 
religious experience which does not accord with the conceptual framework 
decreed by the professional psychologist to be appropriate to the proper 
and healthy development of religious thinking in the adolescent period. 
If, as the Christian Church has always believed, we are dealing 
with the developing of lives for adequate living on the basis of a relat-
ional religion affecting the relationship of mankind to God, we better 
be careful not to denigrate or downgrade the theological or phenomenolog-
ical aspects of such development where they create tension with the current-
ly accepted norms of "religious thinking". In other words, where the 
psychologist has dealt, to his or her own satisfaction, with the problem 
of safeguarding the developing mind from the extravagances of crude 
fundamentalism, anthropomorphisms, and fantasy, so that the adolescent 
brings appropriate criteria of intellectual and cognitive integrity to 
bear on the material under consideration, he has not achieved any kind 
of guarantee of whole and meaningful response to the claims of the 
Christian faith, nor can he be certain that the thinking that results 
will have the merits of true objectivity or genuine integrity. It may, 
in fact, still be coloured, by deep emotional and volitional factors in 
the developing adolescent himself, or by theological, ideological, or 
educational predilections or prejudices of those creating the syllabus or 
providing the intellectual nurture. 
In all honesty, it is rather difficult to see too much of an 
I 
advance, in the matter of teaching the child, in Goldman's work, over the 
simple, clear educational philosophy of Ernest H. Hayes, writing in 1916, 
For too long we have been tackling our work from 
the wrong end, trying to educate the child on an adult 
standard. We have sought to teach the child through 
his intellect, to cram his mind with facts, facts, facts. 
But child study has proved that the child is dominated, 
not by his intellect, but by his emotions. 
Therefore the new point of view will teach us to aim 
at securing that the child shall love the Bible first. 
Then when his intellect develops, we shall be able to 
teach it to him with great results. If it were a sound 
method to teach facts merely, then the best-informed 
people would necessarily live the best lives. Experience 
proves that this is not the case. 40 
Although the amount of Biblical content taught to children by 
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Hayes and Goldman would obviously vary, as indeed it would between either 
of these and any other contemporary of either, the principles governing 
their approaches to Christian education are so close as to be all-but-
identical, though their interpretations of these are somewhat different. 
Child Growth 
I have no doubt that some people, knowledgable in the develop-
ments of the 1960s, might want to argue that the real difference between 
earlier thinking and the Goldman era is at the level of child growth, and 
that the distinctive insights of the '60s are in the area of the develop-
ment of the child, and that, at that level, there is a qualitative diff-
erence, which has given rise to new thinking on Christian education curri-
culum development. 
Even here, however, the parallels between the position of the 
early twentieth century educationists and the later, are much more impress-
ive than the divergences. This may be illustrated by reference to several 
key figures. 
Robert Rusk, in 1915, depicted the child as beginning from a 
sensory, concrete base, with inadequate experience to grasp religious 
imagery. He points out that Jesus, in teaching adults, related to their 
4C£.H. Hayes, The Child In The Midst. (London: Teachers 
& Taught, 1916). p. 29. 
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experience by the use of everyday familiar illustrations. The same 
principle must apply to children. He sees them developing through habit, 
imitation, and sense-perception, and warns againstconceptualinstruction 
at early stages. 
We have certain religious ideas and a religious 
phraseology which may have significance for us, but 
which, since he has no experience wherewith to 
interpret them, are for the child meaningless. As 
the simplest religious teaching is from this cause 
fraught with difficulty, we can at once recognize 
the futility of attemoting to instruct the child in 
any form of theology.41 
He adds: 
When we seek to impose on the child instruction 
beyond the stage of his normal mental development, 
we bring trouble upon ourselves. We tempt him 
to use imagery inanequate to sustain the conceptions 
we seek to convey.42 
Compare that with Ronald Goldman's statement, 
In our concern to build a spiritual foundation for our 
children, we have often been over-anxious to provide a 
ready-made religion, a complete system of beliefs and 
ideas, which we impose upon them. This is often done with 
great sincerity and from the best of motives, but in the 
long run it may impede a child's spiritual growth because 
passively acquired information, and ready-made religion is 
more easily jettisoned than where truth and belief have 
been the result of personal growth.43 
The similarity in thinking is striking. Take another example, 
. G.H. Archibald in 1926, was teaching the importance of play in the child's 
development, thus: 
And what shall we say of play, its place, its 
power, and its possibilities in the functioning of 
the life of the child and youth in the Sunday School? 
41usk. op. cit. p. 25. 
42
o it p. c • p. 27. 
43 Ronald Goldman, Readiness for Religion. (London: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1965). p .• p. 11, 12. 
••• The significance of play as a recreation has long 
been recognized, but play as a unique useful and 
efficient ally in religious education is a different 
thing .•.• The tendency to express oneself in play 
is nearly as old as heredity •••• The play activities 
of the child change with his developing life.44 
Goldman comments: 
The imaginative explorations of children, are, as 
we have already noted, an important intellectual as 
well as an emotional expression. Children should be 
encouraged in such work and play since they "think" 
their way through their experiences in this manner •••• 
Play and artistic pursuits help emotion and lntellect 
to fuse together into first-hand knowledge.45 
Again the similarity is unmistakable. Or again, it is most 
interesting to note that Mildred Nevill, whose excellent work A Study 
of Childhood and Youth was published in 1939 makes much of the tri-
partite nature of growth, physical, mental and emotional. 
Goldman likewise, in answering the question what is readiness 
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for religion, identifies intellectual, emotional, and physical readiness. 
Both are agreed that adolescence is a crucial time for mental/in-
tellectual development. Says Nevill, "Mental development reaches its 
46 highest point at about sixteen." She writes, 
On the whole, however, they are capable of 
considerably more systematic thought than their 
younger brothers and sisters, and as intelligence 
does not increase after about the age of sixteen 
young people are, on an average, as intelligent as 
44 G.H. Archibald, The Modern Sunday School. (London: Pilgrim 
Press, 1926). p. 48. 
45o it p. c • p. 85. 
46 E.M. Nevill, A Study of Childhood and Youth. (London: Pilgrim 
Press, 1939). p. 33. 
their parents. They can reason and associate ideas 
quite as adequately although the lack of facts may 
make them appear less intelligent. 47 
Goldman affirms: 
The adolescent is now in what I could call his 
religious stage of development in which he is intell-
ectually ready to apprehend what is the Christian 
faith. Its concepts are now within the grasp of his 
intellect and experience, altho11qh he has still far 
to go in his religious search. 48 
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In the area of emotional development, both lay heavy emphasis 
on the mother-baby relationship. Nevill writes: 
The utter dependence of the baby on the mother in 
itself assures the continuance of the strong bond al-
ready formed •••• If anything happens which can be 
interpreted as neglect it is unconsiously felt and 
resented ••• he is capable of far deeper feeling than is 
generally recognized and can catch a disturbing atmos-
phere or be seriously ups~~ by treatment which breaks 
into his pattern of life. 
Goldman writes: 
The baby does not have to learn to trust, he does 
so naturally and by necessity, as the power beyond 
himself on whom he is dependent is initially his mother 
Any disruption of the relationship with mother, 
the major figure in his early development, leads to 
insecurity which can have far-reaching and disturbing 
results. A mother, or a mother-substitute ••• seems to 
supply these emotional vitamins, just as a baby requires 
physical vitamins, and is a condition for healthy emot-
ional development: 50· 
Again the similarity in assessment is evident. At the physical 
level, the same is true. In writing of physical development in the Junior 
47op. cit. p.p. 71, 72. 
48 Op. cit. 45. Goldman. p. 
4~evill. Op. cit. p.p. 39-41. 
50 Goldman. Op. cit. p. 51. 
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child, Nevill writes: "The Junior is not interested in abstractions, but 
wants to work with real tools, to witness real achievement, and to develop 
new skills. The desire to excel and to use newly emerging powers is strong 
51 
and closely related to the growing-up process." 
Goldrnan comments: 
Within the limits of safety, as part of their growth 
as persons, such children should be encouraged to take part 
in activities which foster physical confidence •••• It is 
significant that religious syllabuses tend to think of 
religious education as a purely cerebral activity. Child-
ren and adolescence so enjoy the movement of the body and 
demanding physical activities, that there should surely 
be some place for this kind of experience in Christian 
education. 52 
How similar are the principles of these two educationists, widely 
separated in time, the first belonging to the allegedly unenlightened 
pre-60s, the second being the spokesman for the new deal in education, yet 
both advocating the same thing. 
One last example may suffice to demonstrate the continuum of 
which the researches of the 1960s were an integral part, rather than being 
a "revolution". 
H.A. Hamilton, to whom, interestingly, Ronald Goldrnan does make 
passing reference, and who was still an educational force to be reckoned 
with inthe 1960s, established his famous experimental approach to Christ-
ian Education, Family Church 25 years or so before Goldrnan's research find-
ings were published. In his book The Family Church he writes, concerning 
the place of the child, 
Because religion is part of life itself, it may be 
best learned in the process of living •••• The application 
of the principle that children learn best as they co-oper-
ate in the process of their own education has led to a 
transformation of the methods of presentation 
51 Nevill. Op. cit. p. 64. 
52 Goldrnan. Op. cit. p. 57. 
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of many subjects in the Day-School curriculum •••• If 
we are going to communicate Christian experience we 
need the closest possible mutual contact ••• once secure 
their interest and self-expression, and teaching be-
comes a way of fellowship.53 
In that passage Hamilton pleads for life-related experiential 
education, cooperation in self education, and mutual relationships between 
teacher and taught. 
Now listen to Goldrnan, in a passage advocating what he calls 
"Developmental Religious Education" where he writes as follows: 
Religion and life are one and if religion is to be 
apprehended and believed we must constantly keep religion 
and life together, not separate them. Religious truth 
must be seen by children and adolescents to be true in 
their own experience in a twentieth century setting. The 
young even from their earliest years, should be encouraged 
to participate in their own religious education so that 
their insights and their conclusions are the result of a 
personal encounter •••• The quality of human relationship 
and adolescence, and all that is taught stands or falls 
by the kind of relationship which exists between teachers 
and their pupils.54 
Notice in this passage the similarity to Hamilton's emphasis. 
Goldman too underlines life-related experiential education, cooperation 
is self-education, and mutual relationships between teacher and taught. 
Specifically in the area of child growth, it is interesting to 
note the following summaries of child development. 
w. Hume Campbell, in 1912, conceived of child development as in 
three broad periods which he describes as Primary, Childhood and 
Adolescence. He lists in the charactertistics of the first stage (approx-
imately to age six or seven) physical activity, imitativeness, and 
53H.A. Hamilton, The Family Church. (Wellington: Religious Educa-
tion Press, 4th edition, 1963; first published, 1941). p.p. 47-53. 
54 Goldman. Op. cit. p. 194. · 
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imagination (rather than rationality) in which he collects facts. In the 
second stage development is seen in the classification of the facts he 
possesses, questioning, though in unsophisticated and concrete ways. In 
the third stage the trend is to interpret the facts, to turn "the classi-
55 fications into doctrines." · 
Catherine Newby, in 1926, depicts child growth as phased, birth 
to eight years, eight to eleven, eleven to fourteen, and fourteen to 
56 
sixteen, although there is no chronological rigidity in her thinking. 
She sees the characteristics of stage one as suggestibility, fear, 
imagination, and, especially later in the period, the beginnings of 
independence. She sees the eight to eleven period as normally one of rapid 
transition, characterised by growing independence, self-will, with 
suggestibility, fantasy (expressed in lying, hero-worship, and daring). 
She conceives of the eleven to fourteen period (surprisingly to ears of 
the '80s) as a "rest period in development." She thinks of it as a pre-
puberty phase characterised by robustness, acceptance of recognizable 
authority, venture, and group spirit. The fourth stage she identifies 
with puberty, and sees it as characterized by crises, independence, rebel!-
ion, severe questioning, self-centredness, social awareness, and search 
for personal religion, with the real danger of breaking away from their 
religious moorings. 
55 H.A.Lester,Sunday School Teaching: Its Aims and Methods. (London: 
Longmans, 1912). p. 18 
56 Newby. Op. cit. Chapters XVI - XIX. 
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Mildred Nevill, in 1939, has a more detailed develop~ental pattern, 
and discusses57 The Baby, characterized by trust, due to total dependence, 
fear, brought on by disruption of routine or relationship, and discovery. 
The pre-school child, marked by mobility with its attendant dangers 
and discoveries, daring absorption by the immediate, speech, emotional 
development, and imagination. She sees this as a time for building the 
child as "a satisfactory social being", through patience, understanding 
and an atmosphere of trust and confidence. 
The Primary child, showing signs of independence, realistic imagin-
ation (e.g. in play activities), competitiveness and fantasy. This stage 
calls for due recognition of their emerging personalities and a genuine 
consideration for their needs as growing, but vulnerable, beings. 
The Junior child, known for his growing independence, gang spirit, 
carelessness, adventure, and crude humour. At this time there is a need for 
genuine authority without tyranny, and friendly good .humour if the child's 
respect for leaders and what they teach is to be retained. 
The Adolescent, involving radical change, physical, emotional, and 
intellectual, and expressed in anxiety, conflicts, dissatisfaction, arrog-
ance, revolt against authority, and ability to reason. In adolescence it 
is important to stand by the developing person, maintaining a casual but 
interested attitude, with encouragement of his/her honest questioning and 
through his/her difficult adjustments. 
Ronald Goldman, whose interest is in the development of religious 
thinking conceives of three levels of concept formation, the intuitive, 
the concrete and the prepositional levels. He sees the first two years 
57 Nevill, Op. cit. Chapters IV - VIII. 
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of life as adjustment to sensori-motor factors during which the child 
develops capacity for dealing with natural objects. The years from two to 
seven are generally intuitive, and are characterized by what he calls 
"pre-operational thinking". In religious terms this is the "fairy-tale 
stage" for Goldman, in which religious concepts beyond the child's capacity 
58 to grasp should be avoided. 
The seven to eleven/twelve period he sees as the realistic stage, 
where things are conceived concretely, where the child can think indirectly 
on the basis of concrete situations, and sensory data. 
The twelve plus period, which he calls the individualistic stage 
is characterized by the development of prepositional thinking where the 
ability to think deductively, hypothetically, and logically is now possible 
in symbolic and abstract terms. 
It is at this point that Goldman is happy about the serious intro-
duction of Biblical material. It is not altogether easy to see why he is 
quite prepared for children at earlier stages to be presented with fairy 
tale type concepts of religion and religious truth, but not with concrete 
situations in real life from the Bible in the "realistic" stage. He does 
not seem to feel that the "fairy tale" mentality of early childhood will 
adversely affect later subsconscious thinking, but is eager that in the 
realistic stage, the child be protected from the literalistic and highly 
concrete terms of Fundamentalist teaching. Is it beyon belief that the 
growing capacities for propositional, logical, and deductive thinking will 
enable the developing adolescent to formulate his own genuine religious 
perceptions, provided only that he is not castigated or ostracised by a 
58Goldman, The Development of· Religious Thinking from Childhood 
to Adolescence. (Routledge & Kegan Paul). p.p. 52,53. 
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rigid concretistic framework, which an unthinking and insensitive author-
itarian fundamentalism might wish to impose. In any case, is not the 
developing thinking personality normally capable of applying valid intell-
ectual criteria to the claims made by either end of the religious spectrum 
whether in the form of unthinking religious fundamentalism, which Goldman 
obviously fears, or uncritical evolutionary dogmatism whether of the 
scientific, behaviourist or religious variety, which, I suspect, he does 
not even notice? The other end of the spectrum is perhaps a greater threat 
. to genuine religious development in a day school system which makes only 
carefully-controlled provision for religious education, but exercises little 
observable control on the dissemination, in the name of biology, and other 
sciences, world views that are totally, and often determinedly, irreligious. 
Enough has been said however to demonstrate that right through the 
period of our study, there is a large measure of common understanding on 
child growth and development, in which, though different periods, training 
and experience inevitably introduce significant variants, the majority of 
educationists recognize the need for an educational approach, and a curr-
iculum development, appropriate to the dependent or intuitive, the factual 
or concretistic, and the abstract or individualistic phases of the develop-
ment of the child and of his capacity to conceive and conceptualise in 
religious terms. 
It should be noted, lest the impression be given that Goldman's 
work was unrelated to the previous work of other educationists, that he 
leans heavily, and frankly, on the very significant work of Jean Piaget. 
(1896- 1980), whose research into the teaching of arithmetic has proved 
significant in educational practice, and whose studies in the development 
of moral judgment in childhood underscored the experimental basis of valid 
moral thinking. Goldman writes, 
Led by that prolific writer and investigator 
Professor J. Piaget, large numbers of researches in 
many countries have helped us to understand the growth 
of thinking, the structures and sequences of thought 
and the limits of understanding demonstrated by 
pupils of varying ages •••• Some of these investiga-
tions will be outlined and discussed later. I 
mention them now because when I first encountered 
them it occurred to me how valuable it would be to 
apply similar research to5~he religious thinking of children and adolescents. · 
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Indeed, the work of Piaget is foundational to much that Goldman 
does. He acknowledges this by saying, 
We are indebted to Piaget for providing a structure 
of developmental thinking which enables us to under-
stand more fully the processes of thinking, which 
children and adolescents use in their selection, search, 
manipulations and organisation of their experiences. 
As the structure is set out by Piaget himself in 
various volumes (1953) and with Jnhelder (1958), and 
Berlyne (1957) and Peel (1960) have delivered its 
essengbals clearly, only the briefest outline is given 
here. 
There can be no doubt that the churches are greatly indebted to 
Goldman, Loukes, and, behind them Piaget, for their work in the field of 
the religious development of childhood religious thinking, and subsequent 
curricula for Sunday Schools and Church Education programmes reflect 
that indebtedness. Their work should be seen, however, as part of a 
continuum of which they themselves were not fully aware, stretching back 
to those people of whom they seem to be unaware, although, as I have 
shown,their work was even more foundational in terms of educational 
method than the later work of the 1960s. 
59Ibid. p. 2. 
60Ibid. p. 19. 
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The Church and the Child 
Before leaving the question of the centrality of the child to 
good educational method, it is relevant to recognize the evidence in our 
period that the churches as such did, in fact, give centrality to the 
child. The insights into child development developed in church education 
before really taking hold in religious education in the State System, 
although the initiative in new developments has tended to swing in more 
recent times towards the secular school system. 
That the child was important to the church, however, and viewed 
responsibly, in educational terms, can easily be demonstrated. 
To illustrate this concern, I cite the following factors: in 
1880 the Ridley Lectureship was founded in Regent's Park College, London, 
"1. To provide for the delivery and publication every fourth year of a 
course of lectures on the relation of the ministry to the youngJ and 
2. To enable students to hold Sunday services for the young." 61 
It is of special interest that the lectures of 1911, given by 
Carey Bonner, the General Secretary of the Sunday School Union, were 
entitled The Christ, the Church and the Child. Writing about teaching 
the young, Bonner writes, 
To this work, exalted by her Lord to the front rank 
in value of service; among this class, accounted by all 
thinkers as educationally the most important class of 
her members, the Church ought to dedicate the best of 
her thought and skill. But have the Churches even 
seriously considered the question? Has it ever once occu-
pied a centrat place in their conferences? ••• How often 
does the individual Church or circuit occupy itself 
seriously with this matter? Practically the Church has 
left the Sunday-School to work out its own salvation, 
and has given the child a back-place instead of following 
61 
Bonner, C. The Christ, the Church, and the Child. (London: 
Clarke and Kingsgate, 1911). p. 5. 
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Christ and putting it in the midst.62 
Interestingly, these lectures were later delivered to the theo-
logical students of the Wesleyan Methodist Colleges, at Richmond and 
Birmingham; the Congregational College, Nottingham, the East Midland 
Baptist College and the Cardiff Baptist College; and Rawdon College, Leeds, 
which demonstrates the concern of those responsible for training Free 
Church leaders and ministers. 
The earlier pleas of Archibald and others, reinforced by the 
leadership of the Sunday School Unions, and the Theological and Training 
Colleges of several mainline denominations, quickly created a situation 
where the churches of the land were challenged to give to child nurture 
a central place. 
In his concise, but highly significant history of Sunday School 
in Britain, Cecil Northcott describes the change in emphasis for which 
Bonner was pleading in 1911, thus: 
The first twenty years of the twentieth century 
were significant for the Sunday School movement because 
they saw the discovery of the child as an individual 
person, and witnessed a consequent reform in Sunday 
School organization and methods •••• Instead of what 
he was going to teach on Sunday afternoon being the 
chief, and almost sole, concern of the teacher, the 
child who was to listen and learn became central to 
the life of the teacher and the Sunday School.63 
He refers to the work of G.H. Archibald, and quotes part of an 
address to a Conference in 1909: 
All education begins with the child, not with the 
book, not with the lesson, not with the teacher, not 
with the Church, but with the child •••• Teaching begins 
with the child. The question is, how does a child get 
a new body of knowledge? How does the child grow, 
~2Ibid. p. 38. 
63Northcott, c. For Britain's Children. (L d N s s on on, ••• u., 
1953). p. 41. 
develop? How may we nurture him? 
All this was a sharp challenge to the Church ••• the 
churches did begin to awake to the importance of 
making their Sunday School and youth work efficient 
in educational standards, and the method that Hamilton 
Archibald advocated - the 'graded school' -made it 
possible for schools to be reformed •••• 64 
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Northcott argues that the Sunday School vision has indeed led 
the church to new concern for the education of children. 
The Sunday School Union has been a remarkable 
nursing mother of ideas, many of which grew legs and 
eventually marched into healthy manhood. Nearly all 
of them, however, in the years from 1900 onwards, 
carried a family Eattern - that of the Church related 
to its children. 6 
He sums up the development in these words, as he writes of the 
achievement of the National Sunday School Union, from 1900-1953. 
Itsnote of evangelism, the lay character of its 
leadership, the federal pattern in its policy, its 
Bible witness, its emphasis on sound modern methods, 
and above all, the keynote of the century - the child 
in the church give the Union a place of honour amongst 
contemporary religious societies.66 
The concern of the church for the child in the twentieth century 
has been ecunemical in its range. 
The Free Churches, which expressed their concern in the 
founding of the Westhill College, Birmingham, to train teachers and 
leaders in this very area, were matched by the Church of England, which 
established the St. Christopher's College, Blackheath, London, for the 
same purpose. 
64Ibid. p. 42. 
65Ibid. p. 46. 
66Ibid. p. 50 
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Phyllis Dent, writing in a Church of England booklet entitled 
The Child's Initiation Into the Life and Worship of the Church has this 
to say, in advocating a Junior Church programme, 
The child is part of a church family •••• The child, 
therefore, must grow up feeling that he is part of the 
Church's Junior congregation ••• we need a very definite 
plan for the practical initiation of the Junior child 
into the Church's life and practice.67 
The same kind of concern by the Church ·for the child is evidenced 
by H.A. Hamilton's development of Family Church in the 1940s, in the 
promotion of which he writes 
the more clearly we see how religion is learned 
in the mutual acceptance and mutual service of a 
Christian home, the more inevitably are we drawn to 
see that when the Church plays its part, it must be 
in Zoao parentis. 68 
He further contends, 
The first need is that Churches should thus realise 
their inescapable role. For good or ill, what the members 
are to the children may well be critical for the young 
people's attitude to religion. This is not a responsib-
ility which can be handed over with relief to a group of 
willing teachers, the majority of whom are young in 
Christian discipleship. It is a ministry, a pastorate 
of all believers. But if we want to present such a 
vision to our churches, we must also be clear that there 
are practical ways in which the sense of personal care 
to which we want to appeal, may be expressed. 69 
67
oent, P. The Child's Initiation Into the Life and Worship of 
the Church. (London National Society, 1949). p.p. 7,8. 
68 Hamilton, H.A. The Family Church. 
Education Press, 1963. [first edition 1941]. 
69Ibid. p. 24. 
(Wellington, Religious 
p. 13. 
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Now this highlights y~t another facet of the relationship between 
the church and the child which may be overlooked or clouded in our desire 
to urge child-centred, experimental education, viz. the essentially 
relational nature of child education. 
This had been highlighted by Archibald, Hetty Lee, Ernest Hayes 
and others. But the debate about child-centredness or content-centredness 
has a tendency to drive the whole issue into the intellectual, cerebral 
and didactic area of instruction. Hamilton's Family Church concept, to 
which we shall return, is a salutary reminder of the relational nature of 
religious instruction and learning. 
It is unfortunate that the revival of the debate in the excell-
ent work of Goldman tended to concentrate attention on the intellectual, 
conceptual and cerebral areas. In over 250 pages of Religious Thinking 
from Childhood to Adolescence, only a dozen pages are given to "The 
Influence of Church, Home and Other Factors Upon Religious Thinking." 
Certainly, in another section on "Religious Education with 
Younger Children", he says, " ••• emphasis in Infant Schools (and in the 
first two years or more in Junior Schools) should be increasingly in 
terms of influence rather than instruction."70 
That sounds hopeful, but he goes on to describe the use of 
nature tables and says, 
Where a teacher shows attitudes of reverence for the 
wonderful and mysterious world of Nature, shares enjoy-
ment of simple pleasures, appreciates the work of 
people who help us and naturally shows her dependence 
upon God, all this must considerably affect the child 
and begin to create•a frame of reference, even if it is 
primarily emotional.7l 
70 Goldrnan. Op. cit. p. 232~ 
71Ibid. p. 232. 
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The high points in stressing the importance of relational 
factors in Christian education probably came with G.H. Archibald and his 
disciples in the development of grading with all its care for the child 
as a person, and in H.A. Hamilton's Family Church. Without doubt, some-
thing of this emphasis was lost in the quest for intellectual integrity 
and relevance represented in the work of Ronald Goldman, and the danger 
grew that concern for the development of appropriate concepts through 
relevant teaching material and method might take priority over the develop-
ment of Christian character, through relational nurture, accompanied by 
content presented relevantly to the experience of the learner. 
Douglas Hubery, writing at the end of our period in 1965, urges 
not only that Christian teaching should be experience-centred but that 
those who teach should themselves be ·committed to the Christian faith, 
because of their influence on those they teach. He calls for Christian 
maturity in teachers, and urges, 
If, however, as a prerequisite to Christian education 
teachers must themselves have a maturity of Christian 
experience, then it is clear that the humanist or agnostic 
or disbeliever, whatever his interest in history or liter-
ature or ethics may be, has no place within its sphere of 
influence. Professor Jeffreys in his Beyond Neutrality 
has argued convincingly that it is impossible for any 
teacher to meet a group of pupils regularly, whatever 
subject is taught, without communicating something of his 
philosophy of life. It is therefore harmful for the 
boys and girls themselves to be taught the Christian 
religion by those who are not in sympathy with it. 
Attitudes to life and to the subject itself are found 
much more through the personalities of the teachers 72 
than any skill they bring to bear on its presentation. 
Even here, however, the influence referred to is attitudinal 
with respect to the subject, rather than relational with respect to the 
N.s.s.u., 
72Hubery, D. Teaching the Christian Faith Today. 
1965). p. 68. 
(London, 
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learner. This whole dimension needs to be revived and reinstated at least 
to the level accorded to it by Hamilton if we are not to debase Christian 
education to the level of cerebral, informational, philosophical and 
intellectual content only. Even the Family Church movement has frequently 
and largely lost this element, with devastating effects on its purpose. 
If children are to be taught the faith, the Bible and the 
Christian way, it will take more than a right approach to their minds. It 
will mean nurture by the Church through meaningful and helpful relation-
ships. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE ROLE OF THE BIBLE 
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VI. The Role of the Bible 
The struggle between child-centred and Bible-centred religious 
education has, as we have seen, been a central issue in the development 
of Christian education practice in the churches of England and Scotland 
throughout the period of our enquiry. Much of the time, that struggle 
has been unnecessary, and has been the result of a false dichotomy between 
them. In fact, it is perfectly possible to make a case for Bible-based 
and child-centred education in such a way as to avoid all seeming conflict 
between two allegedly divergent approaches. 
Two concerns have repeatedly taken prominence in the organisa-
tion of Sunday Schools, Bible Classes, the preparation of curriculum 
materials, and the development of teaching method, namely, the desire to 
be consistent with the Christian faith, as revealed in the Biblical revel-
ation, and the desire to be relevant to the learner, in terms both of 
curriculum and communication. That they have sometimes seemed to collide 
and compete has been somewhat unfortunate, since this has tended to drive 
the advocates of the two sides apart to the point of defining their teach-
objectives in rather conflicting ways, from time to time. On the positive 
side this tendency has, in a sense, contributed to keeping these two 
issues in the centre of the Church's educational attention. 
When we ask what the role of the Bible has been throughout this 
period, we need to recognise three factors which have determined and 
directed Christian educationists in their use of the Bible. These factors 
are: Theological perspective, Educational value; and Curriculum base. 
We shall consider the area of theological perspective fully, 
and comment briefly on the others, so as to demonstrate what Christian 
educationists have come to see the role of the Bible to be, at the end 
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of our period. Theological perspective determines the extent to which 
the educationist sees the Bible as having educational value. That, in 
its turn, is vital for determining the extent to which the curriculum is 
based on the Bible, while the theological perspective determines also the 
way in which the Bible is handled both by the designer of curriculum, and 
by the teacher. 
Theological Perspective 
In the official report of the World's fifth Sunday School 
Convention in Rome, in 1907, Charles Waters, from London, speaking on 
behalf of the International Bible Reading Association, made a statement 
which demonstrates the theological perspective of many leading persons in 
the educational ministries of the churches at that time. Having quoted 
the apostle Paul's famous dictum on the inspiration of scripture, he 
proceeded to describe the Association~s view of Scripture: 
"All scripture inspired of God is also profitable 
for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for instruct~ 
ion which is in righteousness; that the man of God 
may be complete, furnished completely unto every good 
work." (R.V.) ••• And we are gathered here in the same 
city from far and near as witnesses to the truth of that 
statement, and to avow our love for the Scriptures which 
have been handed down to us as a treasure to be jealously 
preserved and carefully handed on to the generations 
to follow. 
Believing that the Scriptures are all that Paul said, 
and that they "are able to make wise unto salvation 
through faith which is in Christ Jesus" we do well to 
devote ourselves to the teaching of them to our chfldren 
as the most precious knowledge they can attain •••• 
Such a statement demonstrates an attitude of reverence for the 
Bible, and a frank recognition of its authority for Christians. It has 
nothing to say about the nature, or origin of that authority, but it 
1 P.E. Howard. Sunday Schools the World Around. (London, 
Sunday School Union, 1907). p. 184. 
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affirms it to the point of insisting that its content is foundational to 
what we should teach our children. Clearly however, the International 
Bible Reading Association, and much of the Sunday School movement, was 
eager not to make its theological perspective on the Bible a matter for 
dispute and division, as is evidenced by his later statement. 
The Association is based on the broad foundation 
fact that the Bible is acknowledged by all evangelical 
churches as the basis of their faith and practice. It 
favours no denomination, but rather seeks to let the 
Bible speak for itself. In this it may fairly claim 
to have succeeded, inasmuch as its members are co2nected 
with churches of more than fifty different names. 
That too adds weight to the claim that the Bible was held in the highest 
esteem. However, it should not be thought that this affirmation represents 
a casual, unthinking, and unscholarly agreement on the Bible as the Word 
of God. Indeed, the Sunday School Union in London held a conference of 
Biblical scholars and Sunday-school experts in November, 1906, which 
expressed its concern for vigilant and responsible approaches to the whole 
business of Christian education in the Church. It adopted the following 
resolution unanimously: 
This Conference urges upon the Council of the 
Sunday School Union that the time has now come to 
consider the necessity for remodelling the International 
Lesson System, to bring it into line with the needs of the 
modern Sunday School; and asks that the Council shall 
take such steps as may be necessary to ensure the discuss-3 ion of this matter by the International Lessons Committee. 
Something of the responsibility with which this plea was taken 
may be seen in the report of the International Lesson Committee meeting 
held in London immediately following the World Sunday School Convention 
in Rome in 1907. 
2
rbid. p. 187. 
3Ibid. p. 376. 
After the Conference had agreed on its policy for developing 
wide-ranging curriculum materials for Sunday Schools, 
The next proposal brought the Conference face to 
face with the results of Biblical criticism. The proposal 
was, in effect, that the first draft of each cycle of 
lessons should be prepared by biblical scholars. Obvious-
ly, the aim of the proposal was not to bring controversial 
topics into the school, but to ensure that the lessons 
should be selected with regard to the composite character 
of some of the Books of the Bible, to the chronology 
of others, and gen~rally to the historical progress of 
Divine Revelation. 
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Interestingly, George Hamilton Archibald, who really pioneered 
the grading movement in British Sunday Schools in the early years of the 
century, had comparatively little to say on the matter of perspective on 
the Bible. It is evident, however, that he was enthusiastic for a 
balanced approach. His biographer-daughter comments on the problem of 
the Bible in the development of curriculum, and cites the very conference 
we have noted in 1906. She writes thus: 
In 1905 Professor Peake, of the Faculty of Theology 
in Victoria University, Manchester, had contributed an 
important series of articles to The Primitive Methodist 
Leader on the unsatisfactory state of the International 
Uniform Lesson System. He claimed to know something 
about it from men who came up to college fresh from the 
Sunday Schools. 
It was realized too, that teachers of the Bible must 
now be prepared to find their way through the reefs and 
shoals of the "Critical Movement," and be capable of 
gathering for their scholars the treasures that were 
gleaming from amongst the crusts of ages. The more modern 
Biblical scholars were unveiling the truth that a man may 
dare to come to the Bible and, without fear of imperilling 
his immortal soul, question its universality in divine 
inspiration. It was dawning on their minds that certain 
portions were much more valuable as material for spiritual 
teaching than were others, and that a good deal of it ought 
to be deferred until scholars had come to an age when they 
could interpret it in the light of history. 
4Ibid. 380 p. • 
The officials of the Sunday School Union were, of 
course, keenly aware of all this. It was becoming evident 
to them, as it had to Americans, that the Uniform Lesson 
System was out-dated. Already the Union had attempted 
to modify the principle of one lesson for all grades by 
the admission of optional courses for Infants and Seniors. 
In 1906 the officers of the Union felt the time to 
be ripe for a Conference of Biblical scholars and Sunday 
School experts to discuss these important matters .••• 
The central subject, the International Lessons, made 
necessary a consideration of such matters as the primary 
aims of the Sunday School, methods of teaching the Bible, 
and the responsibility of the theological colleges towards 
the student who would later, as minister, have the 
guidance of his Sunday School teachers. 
Dr. Alfred Garvie warned the members of the Conference 
that if the International Uniform Scheme were not improved 
we should find that the denominations were establishing 
courses of their own. George Archibald described the 
Graded Courses outlined by Professor G.W. Pease of the 
Bible Normal College in America, which some of the English 
Sunday Schools were beginning to use. He urged that the 
courses for the younger scholars should be drawn up by 
specialists and that the kindergarteners should be 
invited to help. 
The speakers who dealt with Biblical criticism expressed 
rather divergent views. Dr. R.F. Horton urged that there 
was much to be gained by putting certain of the results of 
Biblical criticism plainly and convincingly before teachers, 
and that this was the task of the Sunday School Union •••• 
The findings on this unique Conference were published 
forthwith. The chief points were these: 
That for the efficient instruction and train-
ing of young people, it is absolutely necessary 
that the principle of Grading should have fuller 
recognition in the Sunday School than is at present 
accorded to it. 
The Conference urges upon the Sunday School 
Union that the time has now come to consider 
the necessity of re-modelling the International 
Lesson System to bring it more into line with 
the needs of the modern Sunday School. 
The Conference recommends that the clergy-
man or minister should where possible conduct, 
or arrange to have conducted by some competent 
person, a class or classes for teacher training 
in connection with his own church or school. 
Further, in order to fit students for the 
ministry to undertake this important work, the 
Conference most respectfully invites the 
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sympathetic co-operation of tutors and committees 
of Theological Colleges. 
George Archibald went home from this Conference full of 
thankfulness. Such a body of influential men behind such 
resolut!ons seemed to offer a good banking account for the 
future.· 
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It can be seen from all of this that theological perspective 
on the Bible was very important to the Sunday School movement, and that 
serious attempts were being made, not only to relate the instruction to 
the needs of the learner, but also to develop the curriculum in accordance 
with the best and most recent insights into the nature of the Bible itself, 
and to ensure that this would take place by asking responsible Biblical 
scholars to prepare the first drafts of lesson materials. It may be argued 
that the relative success and growth of the Sunday Schools in England 
and Scotland in the first quarter of the century, despite the inevitable 
set-backs of the war years, may well have had part of their source in·the 
careful, non-partisan, balanced, academically responsible, and evangeli-
cally based perspective on the Bible which controlled the production of 
curriculum materials used on a wide ecumenical scale. 
An illustration of this fairly balanced perspective on Scripture 
may be found, for example, in a typical example of the Church of Scotland's 
Guild Library of Text Books, from the period of the First World War. In 
a volume entitled -The Soldiers of the Bible, Dr. James Cooper, Church 
History Professor in the University of Glasgow, wrote in his Preface, 
••• this little book is offered to the Christian 
reader. Written for the present moment, under the 
absorbing interest of a War the most gigantic that 
the world has ever seen, its primary purpose 'is to 
direct the minds of persons such as fill the ranks 
of the Church of Scotland Young Men's Guild to the 
5 G.H. Archibald~_by Ethel Johnston. (Wallington, Religious Education 
Press, 1945). p.p. 87-90. 
wealth of instruction and admonition for our 
present circumstances which are to be found in 
the Holy Scriptures, the Written Word of God, and 
to Him of Whom these Scriptures testify, the Incarnate 
Word, "in whom gre hid all the treasures of wisdom 
and knowledge;" 
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Notice the insistence on the uniqueness of the Bible, as "the 
written Word of God" but without any trace of insistence on literalistic 
absolutism, and balanced by the affirmation that these Scriptures "testify" 
to "the Incarnate Word", which sounds rather like an anticipation of the 
reverential, but scholarly perspective on the Scripture which later was 
to become so identified with the name of Karl Barth. 
The care and skill with which leaders in the field sought to 
give leadership which would somehow combine a responsible view of the 
Bible in the light of recent Biblical criticism, while affirming the 
uniqueness of the Bible as the Word of God to man, may be seen in a 
remarkably baianced chapter by Canon Morley Stevenson, entitled "How to 
Teach the Bible", published in 1912. 
The Bible must ever be the chief source from which 
the Sunday School teacher draws his own inspiration and 
the subject matter of his lessons. To know it better 
and to teach it more effectively must ever be his 
constant aim. 
No thoughtful person, however, can fail to be struck 
by the changed attitude of modern thought towards the 
Bible. Fifty years ago every statement in the Bible 
was accepted as true because it was in the Bible. But 
in the last fifty years the Bible has been subjected 
to a searching criticism, with the result that the old 
view of what was called verbal inspiration has well-
nigh passed away, and the human element in its writers· 
more largely insisted upon. 
That this change of attitude has witnessed the weak-
ening of the faith of some, and even the overthrowing 
of the faith of others, must be sorrowfully admitted. 
It is the inevitable result of periods of transition 
and change. But that the Bible has emerged from the 
6 J. Cooper, The Soldiers of the Bible. (Edinburgh, R. & R. Clark 
Ltd., 1915), Preface p. vii. 
scathing trial strengthened and purified is the belief 
of those most competent to judge. 
The Bible contains God's revelation or message to 
man. In the conveyance of this message the Holy Spirit 
made use of certain human agents. These agents did not 
lose their personality or characteristics. They wrote 
as men of their time would naturally write, with the 
style, the manner, the idiosyncrasies of the countries 
in which they lived and of the times in which they 
moved, but none the less they conveyed the message 
they were inspired to give. 
The consequence of this restatement of the position 
is the removal from the region of compulsory and literal 
belief of many details in the Bible which have been 
stumbling-blocks to the believer and weapons in the 
arsenal of the sceptic, and the placing of the Bible 
rightly understood on a firmer and more intelligible 
basis. 
It is all-important that the Sunday School teacher 
should have some knowledge of the trend of modern thought 
in this matter. His older scholars will soon be made 
familiar with objections and difficulties in the 
workshop, the office, &c. They will look to him for 
answers to these objections. Through them he may reach 
a wide circle and do much good, but he himself must be 
well equipped, or he will be defeated in the strife. 
It is the object of this chapter first to suggest 
lines of thought which may be helpful, and then to offeP 
some pPactical advice·on the methods of teaching. 
BIBLE DIFFICULTIES, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
THEIR SOLUTION 
Modern scholarship has made it clear that many of 
the books of the Bible, especially in the Old Testament, 
are composite - i.e. they consist of different documents, 
written by different people, and brought together by 
some one whom we should now call editor; also that many 
of them were not written by the people to whom they 
were formerly ascribed, nor at the dates to which once 
they were believed to have been put forth. 
As a single example of this we may take the first . 
two chapters of Genesis, which contain two accounts of 
the Creation, with characteristics which mark them as 
the work of two different authors. In the first 
account (Gen. i. and ii. 1-4) we have an orderly arrange-
ment, with a repetition of a refrain at the end of each 
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day's work. The work of each period is stated 
precisely, and the whole culminates in the creation 
of man. The second narrative starts from the creation 
of man, which is followed by the formation of the 
garden, the making and naming of the animals, and, 
finally, the creation of woman. 
The compiler of the book has inserted both, 
because each approaches the creation of the world 
from a different standpoint and with a different 
purpose. 
The account in the first chapter is evidently written 
with the main object of impressing upon the reader 
the truth that Almighty God and no lesser deity is 
the Creator of the world, and that the work of His 
creation culminates in man, who is made "in the image 
and likeness of God." The object of the second account 
is rather to describe man's home, and thus to pave the 
way for the story of the Fall. The advantage of recog-
nising this is clear. When the Sunday School teacher is 
asked to reconcile the apparent discrepancies of the 
two accounts, instead of making efforts to harmonise, 
as the old commentators did, by feats of ingenuity which 
excite our admiration but do not convince our reason, he 
can point out that these are two accounts, written from 
two different points of view, and therefore each author 
dwells upon that which is most important to himself, 
and passes over other things which do not concern his 
case. 
Other questions of authorship, date, &c., do not 
touch the truth or value of what has been writt7n, and 
consequently lead to no difficulties of belief. 
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I have cited Stevenson both in the interests of demonstrating 
the seriousness with which Biblical scholarship and its findings were 
being received, and also to show the resultant treatment of an otherwise 
difficult section of the Old Testament. 
In the same year a manual for catechists and teachers in day 
and Sunday school was published by the National Society's Depository, in 
which the need for such help to teachers was thus presented: 
Again we must remember that the teachers themselves 
may not have such acquaintance with the Biblical know-
ledge of their time as would qualify them to deal with 
the difficulties of religious instruction. To take an 
7 H.A. Lester, Sunday School Teaching. (London: Longmans, 
Green & Co., 1912). p.p. 84-86. 
instance that has come before our own observation: 
A child, receiving a lesson on the life of Samuel, 
ventured to comment on the passage, "And Samuel 
hewed him in pieces before the Lord," with the 
question, "But was not that very cruel?" The 
teacher had no better reply to give than "You must 
not say that; it was God Who gave the order." Such 
literalness on the part of the teacher rendered her 
quite helpless to guide the child from this natural 
beginning of "honest doubt" to the idea of a pro-
gressive revelation of the goodness and love of God. 
We cannot think that the Training Colleges are quite 
blameless in this matter. In many of them, we fear, 
the instruction given in religion to the future 
schoolmasters and school-mistresses of the country 
has entirely ignored the movements of religious thought 
and the result of the Biblical research of the last 
forty years. The "difficulties" which many of the 
young men and maidens bring with them to the colleges 
are in no wise helped by the kind of instruction 
they receive. 
In a quotation from Dr. Headlam, then Principal of King's 
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College, London, the authors comment on the inadequacy of religious edu-
cation training for those who teach in day schools, and then charge the 
clergy with responsibility for monitoring the quality of teaching in the 
churches, as follows: 
While on scientific or literary subjects the 
schoolmaster may be receiving the highest university 
education, and may know the last results of modern 
thought, his instruction in religious subjects is 
very probably entirely non-existent. When he comes 
back to teach in schools he may find that his know-
ledge of the Bible is no greater and no more scientific 
than it was when he was at school himself. Moreover, 
at many of the Training Colleges where religious 
instruction is given it is entirely inadequate and 
unenlightened. On the one side the subject is 
crowded out by the pressure of Government examinations 
and inspections; on the other side it is hampered by 
a timid conservatism. It is this timid conservatism 
that does a great deal to break down the religious belief 
of the future teacher. If he is·told authoritatively 
that he must accept views of the Bible and of subjects 
8 Penstone, M.M., H. Lee & R. Holland. The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (London: National Society's Depository, 1912). p. 9. 
connected with the Bible which are clearly inconsis-
tent with everything else that he learns, either in 
his scientific studies or in his literary training, he 
will naturally find belief very difficult. Or if, having 
his mental capacity developed so as to think and to 
apply critical methods to other books, he then finds 
that the Bible is treated by many eminent modern scholars 
according to those methods, and he is told that "to 
accept such methods is wrong, he will not unnaturally, 
be inclined to give up his belief. A great deal of the 
scepticism of the day comes from the fact that the 
religious training of the teacher is on an entirely 
different level of thought from that of his other 
subjects." ••• 
The conclusion is that the ultimate responsibility 
rests, and must rest, with those managers of the school 
who represent the cause of religious education. And 
this brings us to the further conclusion that the ordain-
ed clergy of the Church who are in any way responsible 
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for the religious instruction of the young are bound in honour to 
obtain such an insight into the philosophy of "method" 
in the widest sense as to be able to vitalise the teach-
ing in the schools under their charge. We do not suggest 
that the clergy should of necessity themselves teach--
though many, we are happy to know, voluntarily undertake 
this--but at least they should be sufficiently instructed 
to be able ~o judge of the quality of the work that is 
being done. 
It is vitally important that we be clearly aware of the highly 
responsible approach of those who were in leadership positions in the 
Christian education work of the Churches. 
Another interesting and significant factor in the development 
of teaching methods consistent with the developments of Biblical critic-
ism is pointed out by Hetty Lee, (who writes, as do many of the finest 
leaders in the Sunday School movement in the first quarter of the century, 
from within Anglicanism,)namely, the impregnation of the minds even of 
young children with the spirit of the "scientific age". She writes: 
The questioning spirit is in the air7 as we have 
said before, it makes its appearance within our class-
rooms. Some of us may regret much that such should be 
the case, but we cannot escape the necessity of dealing 
9
rbid. 10 11 p.p. , • 
with it. It challenges the most positive and sacred 
assertions of the teacher, and it finds expression 
from the most thoughtful and earnest children •••• 
It is worthwhile pausing to notice that this spirit 
of challenge and inquiry is manifesting itself among 
our children and young people in a certain radical 
change of attitude, no less important because the 
children and young people themselves are largely 
unconscious of this change .•• just as it is no longer 
sufficient to silence a questioner by saying, "the 
Bible says this or that" (if we are to give such a 
questioner any real and permanent help), so now it is 
impossible to repress honest thought or satisfy an 
urgent inquiry by saying, "Our Lord says this or that", 
without further explanation and discussion. Our 
young people may be silenced by the authoritative state-
ment while in our presence; but1emong their intimates they will discuss its truth •••• 
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The consideration of this element of enquiry leads Miss Lee to 
take seriously the new perspectives on the Bible brought about by the 
work of Biblical scholars, without any diminution in her zeal to 
introduce learners to the reality and the person of Christ. She thus 
argues: 
The teacher's necessary and present duty is to 
read the Gospel afresh in the light of to-day and ans-
wer each for himself the question: "What think ye of 
Christ?" The answer must be individual if it is to be 
honest and sincere, and everything in our religious 
teaching will depend upon our answer. We teachers must 
remind ourselves of our necessarily changed view-point 
as regards the whole question of the inspiration of the 
Bible. A past generation loved the Bible as the 
verbally-inspired "Word of God," and regarded it as one 
book of uniform spiritual value throughout--dictated, 
as it were, by God to man, who wrote down the message 
much as a mechanical telegraph wire or gramophone 
might transmit its record to-day. We modern teachers 
can still love the Bible as the Word of God, but we 
recognise that its Divine message comes to us not through 
the medium of unintelligent automata, but through 
living, thinking, erring human beings like ourselves. 
10 Lee, Hetty, Present Day Problems in Religious Teachin2. 
(London: MacMillan & Co., 1920). p.p •. 7-9. 
With such a view-point we find in its pages a 
newer,and fuller message. We must read, then, our 
Gospels trying to get behind the Gospel writer to 
the Personality of Whom he tells.ll 
This sensitivity to a changed theological perspective on the 
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Bible is reflected in two volumes by Frederick J. Rae, Director of Religious 
Education in the Aberdeen Training Centre, the first entitled How To Teach 
the Old Testament (1925) and the second How To Teach the New Testament 
(1927). He begins his Preface to the first volume by highlighting this 
very issue, thus, 
Religious Education, both in day school and Sunday school, 
is at present handicapped by two obstacles, altogether 
apart from the inadequate training which teachers receive 
for this particular task. One of these is the vague 
feeling of uneasiness about the Bible which is widespread. 
People who may not know the exact conclusions of criticism 
have yet an impression that it has undermined the authority· 
of the Bible as the Word of God, and this has deprived 
them of confidence in it as an instrument of religious 
education. On the other hand, those who accept the 
critical standpoint and its results ask themselves, "If 
these stories in the Old Testament are, many of them, not 
in the fullest sense historical, or if they exhibit an 
imperfect idea of God and of chai2cter, what is the good 
of them? Why go on using them?" 
Now, while much of that is significant as illustrating the educat-
ional value seen in the Old Testament, it really is an attempt to address 
a problem of theological perspective, from which the estimate of educat-
ional value grows, as I have already suggested. Rae attempts to answer 
the theological question as he continues, 
A brief answer to such questions may be given 
here. The Bible is the Word of God in the sense that 
it is the instrument through which God has conveyed to 
us the knowledge of His nature and His will for our 
salvation. This was done gradually. Just as a child 
11
rbid. 22 23 P•P• I • 
12 Rae, Frederick J. 
Hodder-Stoughton Ltd., 1925). 
How To Teach the Old Testament. 
p. 9. 
(London, 
is educated according to its growing capacity, so 
Israel was taught about God and duty by slow degrees. 
But if that is the purpose of the Bible we ought to 
seek in it only what it was designed to give, a know-
ledge of God •••• 
The fact that the Bible shows a steady progress 
in this knowledge explains why the earlier stages were 
imperfect. And if it be asked why we teach these 
earlier passages, the answer is that there is truth in 
them for us. The truth may be imperfect, but it is of 
real worth, and it comes to us in actual concrete instan-
ces •••• If we believe that the Bible is the Word of God, 
containing a revelation such.as we can find in no other 
literature, we shall not be surprised that the record is 
not without error, that it leaves imperfections behind as 
the revelation grows clearer and fuller, and that it does 
not contain that scientific knowledge which God designed 
men to find out by research.l3 
The further we pursue this enquiry through our period of study 
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the more evidence there is of a high degree of responsibility in the area 
of theological perspective on the Bible. Dr. Basil A. Yeaxlee, who was 
Principal of the Westhill Training College in the 1930s, gave a most 
interesting series of lectures in the University of Birmingham to day 
school and Sunday school teachers during the winter of 1930-31. In the 
fourth of these he had this to say: 
••• the Church has been slow to set forth in specific 
terms and in any sort of corporate statement what the 
Bible actually is, despite the degree to which individual 
scholars and teachers ••• have led us into a truer, deeper, 
and more living understanding of it. Thus it is that 
many people still base their belj~f in its unique 
character and importance upon the supposition that it is, 
by reason of inspiration, verbally inerrant and infallible. 
This claim, of course, is simply a survival of the 
exaggerated respect for the letter of the Law which has 
been promoted by the Pharisees and the Scribes in that 
period between the time of the Macabees and the time of 
Jesus, and which Jesus Himself so often reproved. It is 
nowhere made in the New Testament and was never even 
suggested by the Fathers of the Church like Origen and 
13Ibid. p.p. 9, 10. 
Augustine, or by the Reformers such as Luther and 
Calvin, all of whom treated the Bible as indeed 
inspired and indispensable, though they questioned 
the authenticity and value of some parts of it. It 
is a claim which renders impossible, save by forced 
interpretations of an allegorical nature, that 
perception of unity in all truth which not only a 
satisfactory philosophy but also a genuine religion 
requires. Thus again, on the other hand, there are 
many people who, imagining that if the Bible is 
regarded as the great source-book for teachers of the 
Christian religion it must be accepted in this literal 
and uncritical way, refuse to have anything more to do 
with it.l4 ' 
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That kind of statement, from one of the most influential Christian 
educationists of the time, is impressive enough, but Yeaxlee calls as 
evidence a much stronger kind of support for the theological perspective 
he is advocating. Quoting from the Lambeth Conference 1930 Report, he 
writes; 
The pronouncement made by three hundred bishops of 
the Anglican Communion, from all parts of the world, at 
the Lambeth Conference of last year is therefore both 
timely and valuable. Bishops as a body are apt to be 
unduly cautious, whatever their tendencies as individuals •••• 
This is what they say about the Bible: "We affirm the 
supreme and unshaken authority of the Holy Scriptures 
as presenting the truth concerning God'and the spiritual 
life in its historical setting and in its progressive 
revelation, both through the Old Testament and in the 
New. It is not part of the purpose of the Scriptures 
to give information on those themes which are the proper 
subject-matter of scientific enquiry, nor is the Bible 
a collection of separate oracles, each containing a 
final declaration of truth. The doctrine of God is the 
centre of its teaching, set forth in its books 'by divers 
portions and in divers manners'. As Jesus Christ is the 
crown, so also is He the criterion of all revelation. 
We would impress upon Christian people the necessity of 
banishing from their minds ideas concerning the 
character of Jesus Christ. We believe that the work of 
our Lord Jesus Christ is continued by the Holy Spirit 
who not only interpreted Him to the Apostles, but has in 
14 
B.A. Yeaxlee, The Approach to Religious Education. (London: 
SCM Press, 1931). p.p. 88, 89. 
every generation inspired and guided those who seek the 
truth."lS 
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Now that statement is significant, combining as it does a perspect-
ive on Scripture which is deeply influenced at one and the same time by 
contemporary Biblical criticism, and by an evangelical faith, expressed in 
terms of a Christocentric Trinitarianism. 
Yeaxlee further argues that such a position would have acceptance 
far beyond Anglicanism. He says: 
No Free Church statement of a similar oecumenical 
character is available, but it will scarcely be quest-
ioned that the Free Churches, if we may judge from the 
writings and utterances of their most representative 
leaders, would on their part cordially endorse the words 
and identify themselves with the spirit of what the 
Anglican bishops have declared. 16 
That kind of thinking dominated the Christian Education practices 
of the churches through the 30s. In the 1940s, when H.A. Hamilton intro-
duced his concept of Family Church, he too made reference to the attitude 
to the Bible. Having argued for the achievement of the goal of leading 
our young people to a personal knowledge of God for themselves,.through 
Jesus Christ and through the Holy Spirit, he asks: 
What place has the Bible in such a scheme of 
teaching? The answer is, of course,.that without the 
Bible there could be no Christian faith to present. 
It is our whole source of authority for the Faith. 
It is the Word of God which, of itself, can speak with .. 
changing power to those who are ready to hear.... It 
is surely more important that we should give children 
a Pight attitude to the BibZe, leaving them with the 
desire to know more of it and the sense that here is 
to be found something they need to know, than to press 
on them as much of the contents of the Bible as the 
limited time permits.l7 
15Ibid, 89, 90. 
lGibid, 90, 91. 
17 
H.A. Hamilton, The Family Church. (Wallington, Religious Educa-
cation Press, 1941). p.p. 44,45. 
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Again it is noteworthy that the emphasis is clearly on the Bible 
as the source of our teaching, but with due respect both for the experience 
of the learner and for the authority of the Bible. 
In 1948 Dr. J.W.D. Smith, the Principal lecturer in Religious 
Education at Jordanhill College of Education, Glasgow, wrote a book, primar-
ily for the guidance of teachers in the day school system, but its emphasis 
is in direct line with the emphasis we have noted throughout our period. 
In a statement on the nature of revelation he says: 
Biblical scholarship has destroyed the mechanical 
infallibility of the Bible, but it has given teachers a 
solid and reliable basis for scripture teaching. Scholars 
are divided upon many points, but there is substantial 
agreement regarding the adequacy of critical methods and 
regarding the conception of revelation which they imply. 
The traditional view of the Bible was based on an 
intellectual conception of revelation. It assumed that 
divine revelation consisted in the imparting of statements 
whose truth was infallibly guaranteed by their divine 
origin. The Bible was no doubt written by men, but they 
were only the receiving and transmitting mechanism. The 
Voice which spoke in the words of Scripture was solely 
the Voice of God. It followed, therefore~ that every 
statement which the Bible contained must be accepted as 
revealed truth. The truth of the Bible could not be 
questioned at any point without denying its authority as 
the revealed Word of God. Today it is clearly recognized 
that the Christian revelation is personal, not intellect-
ual and mechanical, and that it culminates in a Person •••• 
Jesus Christ Himself is for Christian people the supreme 
and final revelation of God. But the revelation in 
Christ is the culmination of a process of divine self-
disclosure through persons. The same God who spoke 'in 
these last days' by His Son, had spoken 'in times past 
unto the fathersbythe prophets'. He did not dictate a 
series of infallable statements of timeless truth to 
the prophets. He spoke directly to their souls in the 
midst of concrete historical circumstances, and his 
message concerned the immediate historical situation. 
The Bible is the record of that process of divine rev-
elation which culminated in Christ, but the words of the 
Bible are not themselves the substance of that revela-
tion •••• The Word of God can and does speak to readers of 
every generation through the pages of the Old 
Testament, but it is only in Christ that the Word 
was made flesh and dwelt among men. He alone is the 
ultimate source of that infallible authority which 
the Bible still possesses for the Christian reader.l8 
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Once again the striking element is the blend of genuine, honest, 
critical scholarship, and deep Christocentric faith, uniting to form a 
theological perspective on Scripture which preserves its uniqueness as 
the Word of God, while recognising that it is expressed in the words of 
fallible men, but in such a way as to prepare the way for the coming of 
Christ, and to acknowledge as its supreme purpose the task of making Him 
known. 
About this time, however, there are signs that some key leaders 
within the Christian educational agencies of the Churches began to feel 
that the critical view of the Bible was going too far, and was resulting 
in a diminution of the Christian content being offered to learners in the 
Sunday Schools. Rupett Davies, writing for the Methodist Youth Depart-
ment in 1951, refers to the trend thus: 
There may have been, a few years ago, a tendency in 
some parts of all Churches to emasculate the Christian 
faith for the purposes of teaching it to the young, 
largely because there were many things which seemed to 
be doubtful to the generation that first appreciated 
the full results of Biblical criticism, but this has now 
ceased, and in any case was never very widespread. The 
real, persisting danger that we have not yet eliminated 
is that the Christianity which is taught should be, not 
emasculated, but individualistic, based on an interpret-
ation of the Scriptures which does not give full weight 
to the doctrine of the Church. In any case we repudiate 
any attempt to water down, or to narrow the full, rich 
content of the Bible's faith and claim that it should be 
taught in all its range and comprehensiveness to all 
children in our Sunday Schools •••• 
The most up-to-date Biblical scholars have given up 
the task of destruction and are beginning to construct, and 
18 J.W.D. Smith, Introduction to Scripture Teaching. (Edinburgh, 
Thomas Nelson & Sons, Ltd., 1949). p.p. 37-39. 
the present position of Biblical studies is that 
many beliefs about the Bible--the literal inerrancy 
of Genesis, for example, or the unitary authorship of 
the Book of Isaiah, or the authenticity of II Peter--
which are now seen to be inessential or even harmful, 
are now finally discarded, while the central bastions 
of the faith--such as the message of the prophets, the 
claim of Jesus to deity and the early Church's accept-
ance of that claim, and the authenticity of the chief 
epistles of Paul--stand more strongly than they ever 
stood before, because they have endured a furious barrage 
of assaults and withstood them all. A greater proportion 
than ever before of the results of Biblical scholarship 
can now be regarded as 'assured' (though there are, of 
course, many remaining tracts of disputed territory), 
and the Bible as we are now enabled to understand it 
presents a united front with the Creeds of the Church 
against the enemies of the Gospel. 
This situation helps a great deal towards the 
removal of those difficulties which many informed 
teachers have felt about the content of their 
teaching in recent years. It means that they can 
teach the assured results of Biblical criticism 
(so long as they really are the assured results) with-
out feeling themselves in danger of undermining the 
Christian faith, and they can teach the full Christian 
faith without the danger of being obscurantist in their 
attitude to the Bible.l9 
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The 1950s may fairly be viewed as a period of transition in the 
application of both the theological perspectives on the Bible to which I have 
referred and the renewed sensitivity to the needs of the young learner, to 
which Goldman and Loukes were to give so much renewed attention in the follow-
ing decade. Clifford Jones describes this transition rather cryptically in 
the following way: 
The forewords to the published lesson lists give 
expression from time to time to these changes of emphasis. 
It is frequently said in the early years, for example, that 
the Council 'believes the Bible to be the Word of God for 
man and it regards as its supreme task the presentation 
of Bible truths to boys and girls as they are able to 
grasp them.' This point of view is strongly expressed in 
19 Rupert E. Davies, The Sunday School Today. (London: Methodist 
Youth Dept. 1951). p.p. 61-63. 
the lesson list for 1957 where the following sentence 
occurs in a paragraph headed, 'Bible-centred Courses': 
'From their inception the Standard Graded Courses have 
been centred on the Bible and every lesson in whole or 
in part is based on the Word of God.' 
Ih the following year, however, a slight change of 
outlook is noticeable. This statement occurs in the 
lesson list for 1958: 'To insist on All-Bible courses, 
as some teachers still do, is to render a real disservice 
to the child and no real service to the Bible. Only by 
a wise use of extra-Biblical material ••• can we make clear 
to the children of to-day that God is still interested in 
His world. The point is made somewhat differently in the 
lesson list for 1960/61, thus: 'To describe our Courses 
as Bible centred is only part of the truth - it is our 
prayer and hope that those who use them will find them to 
be, above all, "Holy Spirit centred". 
Bible centred-Holy Spirit centred: which is right? 
Both of course; and an ellipse with two foci is better 
than a circle with one to represent the situation. But 
even that does not fully represent the real state of 
affairs. We teach children, and what we teach and how 
we teach it must be closely related to their needs and to 
their experience •• ~.20 
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Such a statement demonstrates the tension which has reappeared 
again and again throughout our period of study, but, for the moment, the 
point to notice is the serious attempt to relate a responsible view of 
the Bible and its authority for the Christian Church, to a contemporary 
view of child-centred education. These years, in the second half of the 
fifties, are as near as we can get to identifying a point in time at which 
fresh debate on the place of the Bible in Christian education began to 
affect both the curriculum development for Church programmes, and the 
theological perspective on the Bible itself, the latter of which gave rise 
to some rather unbalanced and theologically inadequate and inaccurate 
statements of the situation of which Dr. H.F. Matthews Revolution in 
Religious Education, published by the Religious Education Press in 1966, 
20 
Pioneering in Christian Education. (London: Religious Educa-
tion Press, 1966). p. 18. 
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seems to me to be a prime example, serving rather to confuse than to 
clarify the situation. 
A very interesting overview of the prevailing theological per-
spective on the Bible in the 1950s is to be found in A. Victor Murray's 
Education into Religion. Illustrative of his insightful approach, and 
helpful to our present consideration of developing theological perspective, 
is this passage: 
What then, do we mean by calling the Bible the Word 
of God? It is a time-honoured term which expresses an obvious 
truth and so it cannot lightly be set aside. It cannot 
mean, however, that we have in it the Greek or Hebrew 
words spoken by God to the writers - although a great 
many people do think that is what it means. It can only 
properly mean that the Bible is the great book of relig-
ion. It exhibits the search of man for God, and as they 
have searched they have not only found Him, but also have 
been found of Him. The deepest experiences of their lives 
have wrought such conviction within them that it has been 
the very word of God Himself to their souls. The "Word" 
is not a literal word, a statement or text, but a situa-
tion in which God Himself has been most surely believed 
to have taken part as an active initiating agent. The 
Bible both gives us the record of such experiences in 
the lives of men, expressed in the language forms and 
imagery of their own time, and also it has shown itself 
all down the ages to have the power to re-create similar 
experiences in the lives of other men. It is thus not 
just a record. It is a creative activity. To use the 
old phrase the Word of God is "lively" - both living and 
life-giving. 21 
Such a statement is most illuminating. It has traces in it of 
the influence of nineteenth century philosophical thought, traces of ideas 
about the religious quest we might appropriately associate with 
Schleierrnacher, but at the same time it bears the marks of reverential 
Biblical conservatism which recognises Divine initiative and activity in 
the Bible. It is the kind of statement that could help to unify the think-
ing of Christians who believe themselves to come to the Bible with greatly 
21A. Victor Murray, Education Into Religion. 
eo. Ltd., 1953). p. 59. (London: Nisbet & 
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divergent theological perspectives, but who, for the most part, genuinely 
desire to preserve and express the Divine-human encounter that lies behind 
the Bible, runs through its pages, and makes it authoritative for the 
Church. 
I am firmly convinced there was no need for the kind of polarisa-
tion which tended to re-develop in the field of Christian education in the 
1960s, and which was sometimes identified as demonstrating an alleged new 
theological revolution. In fact the best minds in the field towards the 
end of our period of enquiry were far from abandoning the kind of balanced 
theological perspective on the Bible we have been examining. 
For example, D.S. Hubery, whose work was very influential in the 
1960s, in his books on Teaching the Christian Faith Today (National Sunday 
School Union, 1965), Christian Education and The Bible (National Christian 
Education Council, 1967), takes up the issue and describes the polarisation. 
Although these two books post-date the formulation of Goldman's findings, 
and, indeed, the arbitrarily-selected close of our period of study, they 
are the fruit of what was going on in the period with which this study is 
concerned, and Douglas Hubery's comments are an interesting and important 
element in establishing the way things were seen in the 1960s. 
In the second of these books he has much to say about contemporary 
views of the Bible. This personal comment on the Bible is significant. 
Modern scholarship may bring new illumination, and 
open up new lines of communication, yet as a book it 
remains much the same. Controversy and discussion, even 
hostility, may centre from time to time upon its pages. 
Yet it continues to endure. And whatever the readers of 
this publication may infer to be my own attitude towards 
the Bible, I can only assert that for me the more I am 
driven to its study the greater becomes my respect for 
its range of truth and breadth of vision. When every word 
has been spoken, the Scriptures remain 'profitable for 
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training 
in righteousness, that the man of God ma~ be 
complete, equipped for every good work'. 2 
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Such a statement shows his own perspective. That the polarisa~ 
tion to which I referred above had recurred is evidenced by two paragraphs 
in Hubery which follow: 
For some, of course, there is no embarrassment or 
inhibition in declaring God's truth as from the words of 
the Bible itself. These people have their own built-in 
attitude to the Bible as an infallible authority to be 
accepted without question. For them problems which seem 
to arise are conjured up in the minds of those who lack 
faith in God's way with men. They are happy to ignore 
the problems, or to assume that they do not really exist, 
in the confidence that by so doing they are witnesses 
to the God they serve. 
For others, the problems associated with the Bible 
are so many and so complicated that it becomes easier to 
proceed on the understanding that there is nothing 
special about the Bible, that it has its parallels in 
other religions, and that it should be regarded simply as 
one among many religious books to which reference may 
be made.23 
In an attempt to bridge the gulf which had been allowed to reopen 
in the ranks of Christian educationists, and sometimes on the basis of 
methodology rather than theology, Hubery writes of the middle ground he 
favours: 
Between these extreme points of view there are many 
more educators and teachers who look for a synthesis. 
They are bewildered by some of the criticisms that seem 
to be raised against the Bible, and particularly at the 
present time they are concerned because it would appear 
that the Bible should not be taught to children. And 
their anxiety stems from a feeling that they cannot 
altogether rationalize that the Bible is different from 
other books and does have some kind of authority. At the 
same time they are ready to acknowledge that scientific 
knowledge has led to a changed attitude to the Bible, 
and their own honesty compels them to reject a 
22 D.S. Hubery, Christian Education and the Bible. (National 
Christian Education Council, 1967). p •. 7 
23Ibid, 7 8 p. p. , • 
Fundamentalist position .••. 
To attempt this kind of synthesis in a most modest 
volume is perhaps to attempt the impossible. It is made 
not because I believe I have anything original to 
contribute to the discussion on the Bible and Christ-
ian Education now being pursued at academic levels. It 
is made because I am only too well aware of the thousands 
or ordinary practitioners who are conscious of the 
discussions going on about them and who are looking for 
someone who can interpret what is happening at their own 
level and for their own guidance.24 
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The point of all this is not, of course, to pretend that there 
were no conflicts of perspective on the Bible prior to the changes of the 
later fifties and sixties. The point is to show that the relative unity 
of thought which had guided those responsible for the mainstream leader-
ship of the Christian education approaches of the Churches, and which had 
bridged the gulf so often evident at the institutionally theological level, 
or at the "grass-roots" level of Church life, tended to break down in the 
1950s, and led to polarisation within the ranks of those who offered 
leadership in the field of Christian education within the Churches. 
From some quarters that polarisation seems to have been conscious-
ly fomented, and promoted. At the risk of giving too much prominence to a 
relatively unimportant work, .I take H.F. Matthews Revolution in Religious 
Education as an illustration of this unfortunate polemic. At the time of 
its publication in 1966 it was received more widely than it merited as a 
definitive work. Indeed, Professor M.V.C. Jeffreys of Birmingham Univer-
sity wrote of it (on its rear cover): 
Dr. Matthews has written an excellent and most 
timely book. Nobody else has done what he has done 
in Revolution in Religious Education. He has given us 
a very clear and wisely critical survey of the main 
elements of the 'New Theology' •••• We have been wait-
ing for this kind of critical evaluation, and now we 
24 
Ibid, p.p. 8,9. 
have it, written with ssmpathetic understanding 
and admirable clarity. 2 
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Viewed with considerably more hindsight, I doubt if any respon-
sible reviewer would make such a judgment to-day. The attributing of a 
theological revolution to John Robinson and Rudolf Bultmann, and an educa-
tional revolution by the introduction of the allegedly new insights of 
Harold Loukes and Ronald Goldman, is a disposition designed to polarise, and, 
unfortunately, bound to distort. This is not to denigrate any of the achieve-
ments of those adulated in the book, but simply to point out how singularly 
unfortunate it was that such a polarisation was first conceived, and then 
thrust upon, the relatively united world of Christian educational thought 
and practice. 
Educational Value 
It must be clear from the foregoing that the vast majority of those 
responsible for the development of Christian education during our period 
recognized clearly the educational value of the Bible. For our present 
purposes it is perhaps sufficient to show the main kinds of educational 
value discerned in the Bible. 
First, there is its value as a repository of valid religious inform-
ation. Not to enter again into the matter of Divine authority and inspiration, 
there can be no doubt that it was universally recognised as a fountainhead of 
religious insight, and truth. This can be substantiated by reference to a 
representative variety of educational leadership throughout the period. 
From within Anglicanism, and from the parish level, a most inter-
esting little volume by Rev. A.F. Mitchell, Vicar of St. Augustine's 
25 H.F. Matthews, Revolution in Religious Education. (Wallington, 
Religious Education Press, 1966), rear c~ver. 
Sheffield, appeared early in the century, entitled How to Teach the 
Bible. He writes, 
Now as regards the use of the Bible, cannot we 
say with truth that there is a natural affinity 
between it and the mind of childhood and youth? No 
one knew more about the Scriptures in his day than 
the late Professor A.B. Davidson •••• He tells us in 
his article on the name of God, in the Hastings' 
Diationary of the Bible, two or three most remarkable 
facts about the Hebrew mind. As you read of them, 
you at once see how it is that the Bible must always 
be a great instructor of the young. "It never 
occurred," he says, "to any writer of the Old 
Testament to prove or argue the existence of God. 
This belief was one natural to the human mind and 
common to all men." 
It is exactly the same with a child; you have 
not to argue him into a belief in God; it is there! 
Once more, the Professor says--"Israel entered 
into national existence with two articles of faith: 
that Jehovah was God alone and that in His being 
He was moral, the impersonation of Right and Right-
eousness." 
Here again the young mind finds what is 
congenial. A child appropriates God to himself; 
there is no other Heavenly Father ••• If we bring 
together the Scriptures and the young mind, we are 
bringing together two forces which are likely to 
coalesce. They are brethren, looking out on the 
spiritual world from the same standpoint. This, then, 
is a solid ground for regarding the Bible as the best 
instrument which we have for confirming, correcting, 
and deepening a child's knowledge of God.26 
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A few years later, in a composite work, though once more from 
within Anglicanism, Canon Morley Stevenson wrote, 
The Bible must ever be the chief source from which 
the Sunday School teacher draws his own inspiration 
and the subject-matter of his lessons. To know it 
better and to teach it more effectively must ever be 
his constant aim. 
The Church teacher will be mindful that he has not 
to give simple Bible teaching of a colourless type, but 
to teach the Faith as embodied in the Creeds drawn up 
and sanctioned by the Church which is "the pillar and 
26 A.F. Mitchell, How To Teach the Bible. (London, Williarns and 
Norgate, 1906, Second-revised Edition), p.p. 41-44. 
ground of the truth." But the Bible is the exponent 
of these doctrines, and in its pages he finds the 
demonstration and proof of the truths which are the 
essentials of the Christian's belie£.27 
A very significant Teachers' Christian Union Conference was 
held in April, 1919,_ which considered many aspects of the nature and 
scope of religious education. In a lecture entitled "The Religious 
Education of Children Up to 12 Years of Age", Miss E• Waterhouse of 
Homerton College, Cambridge, said, 
The Bible reading and teaching of the Scriptures is 
allowed to be a great factor in the religious education 
of children, and both in our Sunday schools and week-day 
schools it is sadly mishandled through want of careful 
study on the part of our teachers. The Bible was not 
written for children, but it is an interesting and 
delightful collection of wonderful literature, and 
surely we can find, if we will seek, parts that are 
simple enough to appeal to our children, and help them , 
to an understanding of God. And we ought to seek. We 
must never assume that anything will do if only it comes 
from the Scriptures. That is idle fiction. We must 
not spare ourselves the effort of discrimination, we 
must know our child and know our Scriptures, for only 
in this way can we rightly bring them together and get 
the best out of that wonderful classic which is 
inseparably connected with the development of Christ-
ian faith.28 
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Once again the insistence is on the educational value of the 
Bible, although, like most others, Miss Waterhouse recognised the need 
for care and discretion. 
Basil Yeaxlee, whose work as Principal of Westhill Training 
College, put him in the forefront of Free Church Christian education, 
affirmed the role of the Bible in Christian Education thus; 
••• we must surely admit that the Bible is not 
simply a basis for religious education in the 
narrower sense, but is in fact a genuine basis, and 
27 Sunday School Teaching, Its Aims and Methods, ed. by H.A. 
Lester, (London, Longharn Green Co., 1912). p. 84. 
28Ideals and Problems of Religious Education (Teacher's 
Christian Union, 1919), p. 27. 
indeed the ultimate basis, of all true education. 
It is a history of education which brings to light 
the principles, the methods, and the subject-matter 
of all education worthy the name, whether the form 
be humanist or vocational, technical or aesthetic. 
Education must be in accordance with nature, as 
Rousseau said. It must respect the personality and 
originality of the pupil, as Froebel taught. It must 
help the educated to discover the nature of reality 
and adjust themselves to it, as the psychological 
emphasis in current educational theories demands. 
The more excellent and effective it is, the less can we 
dispense with the teacher, and the more highly 
equipped and experienced he must be. And whatever 
else education does it must inspire both pupil and 
teacher by participation in a common life which 
realises and enjoys the wholeness of things. Its 
methods must be adapted to the stages of growth 
through which the normal person passes, and this 
requires wisdom, resource, sympathy, and patience, 
combined with a clear view of the final purpose, and 
a power of helping the pupil to help himself, on 
the part of the teacher. And these are the very 
characteristics of the story of God and man, the 
teacher and the taught, as the Bible tells it.29 
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Twenty years after the publication of Yeaxlee's book, Margaret 
Avery, who served as Principal of Anglicanism's parallel to Westhill 
College, namely, St. Christopher's, Blackheath, London, wrote a volume 
entitled Teaching Scripture which, by its very name, affirmed the 
continuing centrality given to the Bible in the.matter of religious educa-
tion. In a most interesting first chapter she writes of "The Mental 
Climate of Our Time" (1951), and highlights some characteristics of that 
post-war era, such as insecurity, frustration, impersonality, hedonism, 
fear of nuclear war, tension between religion and science, and uncertainty. 
On this last she writes, 
Perhaps what the modern world chiefly lacks 
is a coherent philosophy of life. This is very 
evident in educational discussions. We are very 
29 B.A. Yeaxlee, The Approach· to Religious Education, (London, 
S.C.M., 1931), p.p. 104, 105. 
ready to discuss curricula and methods, but we are 
uneasy when the question at issue is not ho~ but why. 
The philosophical basis of education is either 
dismissed as a subject too abstract for discussion or 
as too big an issue to debate in a limited time. This 
hesitation mirrors the uncertainty of society at large •••• 
We must not, however, overlook our assets. There is an 
increasing interest in religion which we should be able 
to catch and direct; frankness and freedom from inhibition 
in approaching religious questions ••• and a new temper in 
theology which desires to learn afresh not only how the 
Bible came to be written, but what the Bible says, and 
which is recovering faith in the dynamic activity of 
God in His own world •••• The Christian teacher believes 
that in making known to his pupils the Christian heritage 
he is in line with the purpose of God and free to draw 
upon the divine resources in the fulfillment of His 
vocation. 30 
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Later in her book she goes on to discuss how the Bible may be 
taught, and, in a section on the New Testament, when she discusses the 
Ascension, she acknowledges that teaching the Bible may create impressions 
in the child mind which must later be amended. That does not alarm her, 
as I suspect it would alarm Christian educators in the 1960s. She writes, 
I suspect that children grasp the main point 
of the Ascension story, when it is sensibly told, 
with far fewer difficulties than we imagine. The 
crude mental pictures of the small child, concrete 
because he can think in no other way, may be quite 
satisfactory "tutors unto Christ". Something may 
have to be unlearned later but why not? The child 
is better off thinking of God high up on the throne 
of Heaven welcoming the Ascending Christ than he 
would be groping after a God without physical 
habitat, having had it impressed upon him prematurely 
that heaven is not a place. What matters is that 
he should have a God real enough to pray to and an 
imaginative symbol of the victorious risen Christ. 
At any rate there is no need to labour the Ascension 
story at the Infant stage, or to spend much time on 
it. The one suggestion to avoid is that Jesus had 
removed Himself out of touch with His disciples. 
Through invisible, He was still their Friend and 
30 Margaret Avery, Teaching Scripture, (Wallington, Religious 
Education Press, 1951). p.p. 16-19. 
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Helper.31 
Of course this raises the question of the legitimacy of teach-
ing children anything that goes beyond their capacity to understand. At 
the concrete stage of development ought everything taught to be in terms 
of concrete reality? Certainly Margaret Avery thought not. Her point, 
though it would cause difficulty for some of the educational purists of 
the 1960s (purist, that is, so far as acceptable and relevant content is 
concerned), is well made, that it is quite legitimate to teach what is 
assimilable by the child at his current stage of development, even if it 
has to be recognised that some amendment will have to be made to concepts 
taught as the learner's mental and philosophical awareness develops. She 
certainly affirmed, and Christian educational leadership of the period 
would have agreed with her, that it is better to communicate valid, and 
practical concepts of God, even if the means of communication do not always 
satisfy the adult mind, in the full awareness that conceptual adjustments 
will be necessary at a later time. 
At the slight risk of trivialising the issue, it would seem 
equally valid to reject the use of all folklore and fable in educating 
children, such as the telling of Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales, or Aesop's 
Fables, simply because the imaginative content_ was not historically factual, 
even if valid moral principles were enshrined in them. It is not normally 
argued that children suffer, in the long term, from having to rethink some 
issues which they learned through factually faulty or suspect content. 
By the same token, Christian educationists in the 1950s were content to 
31 Ibid, p. 63. 
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include content which, though based on, and reflecting historical events, 
(by way of contrast with the fairy tales and folklore already mentioned) 
might need some reinterpretation at later stages in the development of 
the child. At any rate, the value of the Bible as an educational tool 
was strongly endorsed. So it was in the 1960s; although signs of disquiet 
and conflict emerged. We need to recognise this clearly. 
Douglas Hubery, the General Secretary of the Methodist Youth 
Department, who was extremely sensitive to the thinking of Harold Loukes 
and Ronald Goldrnan, none the less argued very strongly for meaningful 
Biblical content in Christian Education. He writes, in connection with 
religious education in the day school, 
Today the emphasis upon scientific education and 
rapid growth of technical education to meet the needs 
of a technological society brings the classical and 
historical foundations of education under pressure. 
Primary and secondary schools are considering the 
introduction of a study of the humanities to replace 
Religious Instruction, and those who would retain 
the teaching of religion are unsure about the place 
of the Bible in that instruction. It is to this 
subject that we shall turn in the last section of this 
book. One can only say here that to discard two 
thousand years of experience and to assume that the 
Bible now has no place in a sound educative process 
ought not to be accepted without soberly weighing 
up the consequences. 
I must affirm my own conviction that whatever 
we may still have to learn about the proper use of 
the Bible in Christian education, to abandon it or 
reduce it to a "source material" on equal terms with 
all other available material, would be a disastrous 
step to take. The need of our time is not to by-pass 
the Bible, but, with intelligent understanding, to 
restore it to a central place in the lives of 
those whom we seek to introduce to the Christian 
religion. 32 
32o. Hubery, Christian Education and the Bible. (London, National 
Christian Education Council, 1967). p.p; 76,77. 
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Goldman, on the other hand, rather argues for the minimal use of 
the Bible in the education of the young child, and believes its persistent 
use was due to the fact that when syllabuses were devised there was very 
little data available about children's religious development. 
Unless we are to accord to Goldrnan the same kind of sacrosanct 
infallibility that extreme fundamentalism has accorded to its favourite 
version of the Bible, we have to insist that such a judgment is simply 
not true. In the light of the evidence of this thesis, and its many 
references to sources predating Goldrnan by many years, it is apparent 
that far more was known about such development than Goldrnan, even in the 
course of his researches, was aware. 
Basing his conviction on that misapprehension, he writes, 
It is true that in later syllabuses attempts have 
been made to relate them to children's experience and 
further efforts have been made to grade the material 
in what is thought to be ascending order of difficulty 
with increasing age. But the main weight of biblical 
teaching has remained as the solid content of sylla-
buses. For reasons outlined both in this book and 
examined in detail in my previous volume, most of our 
pupils find this content far too difficult. Parables 
for infant school children, the narrative of the 
Exodus for juniors, and teaching of the prophets to 
pupils in the early years in secondary schools are 
items of an intellectual diet which research demon-
strates as unsuitable for children. 
This unrealistic dominance of the Bible in 
teaching religion to the young is simply because when 
syllabuses were devised there was very little data 
available about children's religious development. 
In the last ten years a considerable amount of data 
has been added to our knowledge in terms of the 
thought, attitudes and behaviour of children. What 
it reveals is that the Bible is not a children's 
book, that the teaching of large areas of it may 
do more damage than good to a child's religious 
understanding and that too much biblical material is 
used too soon and too frequently. What it also 
confirms is that the content and methods used in rel-
igious education are out of step with educational 
practices in other subjects. 
Implicit in the presentation of this kind of 
syllabus is the general idea that if only Bible 
stories or narrative are encountered often enough 
and attractively taught throughout a. child's school-
ing, some meaning will rub off and stick, even 
though the details will be forgotten. In defiance 
of all sound educational practice it is assumed that 
understanding is not too important and that the sheer 
beauty and power of the narrative will leave some 
lasting impression. At this level religious ed-
ucation is reduced to conditioning, for by constant 
familiarity with certain stories we hope that suit-
able associations will be bu~lt up, much as Pavlov 
taught his dogs to salivate at the sound of a bell.33 
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To his credit, Goldman states, "I have deliberately overstated 
the case, so that we may see it in extremis •••• "34 That is disturbing, of 
course, because it undermines his argument much as a caricature is by its 
very nature undermined as a basis for reliable judgment. Unfortunately, 
within a paragraph he goes on to affirm, ."I suggest that it is an imposs-
ible task to teach the Bible as such to children much before adolescence, 
and that we must look for another approach which offers a more realistic 
35 
alternative to our present ills". 
So as not to highlight the divergence indicated in Goldman's 
words, I am glad to be able to note that, later in the same work, he 
substantially revised the foregoing judgment, thus, 
I would like to correct the widespread misconception 
that I advocate no Bible teaching before the age of 
twelve. I do suggest a drastic reduction of Bible 
material in syllabuses before this age, but the diff-
erence does not lie so much in the quantity of Bible 
material used as the way in which we use it. The 
Bible is the major source book of Christianity for 
adults. It is written by adults for adults and is 
plainly not a children's book. To help children 
33 
Ronald Goldman, Readiness for Religion. (London, Routledge 
& Kegan, 1965). p.p. 6,7. 
34Ibid, p. B. 
35Ibid, p. B. 
become familiar with it too early is to invite 
boredom and confusion, and even the most enthus-
iastic educator would not wish for this result to 
occur. What we must try to do is to help children 
to encounter the experiences of which the Bible speaks 
at suitable stages of their development. 36 
Even in Goldman, therefore, although there seems to be some 
confusion in his own thinking on the matter, there is evidence that he 
was not prepared to deny or reject the educational value of the Bible, 
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but rather to adjust what he saw to be false approaches to its communica-
tion. 
Throughout our period, therefore, it is plain that the educa-
tional value of the Bible was not in question. We must, then, be careful 
not to exaggerate the differences among those who gave leadership both in 
deciding and the developing of content appropriate to be taught. 
Curriculum Base 
It can be affirmed, on all the evidence, that the Bible has, 
through the period under review, been regarded as the prime source for 
I 
the teaching curriculum of the Sunday Schools and day schools of the land. 
Edwin Cox, of the University of Birmingham observes, in 1966, 
From the Reformation to the twentieth Century religion 
in Britain was mainly a Protestant Christianity which was 
Bible-based. The Scriptures were widely known and 
regarded as the source of Christian ideas and inspira-
tion. Most of the time spent on religious instruction 
was assigned to learning of the contents or to committing 
to memory the words of the Bible. Even in the present 
century the agreed syllabuses generally prescribe exam-
ination of the Scriptures as the normal approach to 
religious education, and many teachers and pupils appear 
to equate religious instruction with Bible study. This 
36 
Ibid, p.p. 70,71. 
is reflected in the tendency still to refer to the 
subject as "Scripture".37 
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In simple attestation of this emphasis on the Bible in religious 
instruction, and, more particularly, its centrality for Christian education 
syllabuses, I refer to several key documents. 
In the first place, the brief history of the Sunday School 
movement, published in 1953 by the National Sunday School Union, and written 
by Cecil Northcott, reminds us that, at the very inception of the Union, 
in 1803, a primary concern was for appropriate curriculum. He quotes one 
of the founders of the Union, William Brodie Gurney, as saying, "Why should 
we not get Sunday School teachers together, and try to improve, if possible, 
our plan of instruction, and stimulate others to open new schools in 
38 London?" 
In the early years of the Union's life, much emphasis was placed 
on teaching people to read, with the Bible as a central part of the process. 
The beginnings of serious curriculum development may be discerned in the 
1840s. Northcott writes, 
From about 1841 onwards less attention was given 
in the Sunday Schools simply to teaching scholars to 
read. The Bible took its natural place as the chief 
book of the schools, the source of lessons, and the 
inspiration of teachers and taught alike. One un-
pretentious but highly significant device which 
helped this transformation forward was the publica-
tion of a list of Reading Lessons and subjects design-
ed to guide teachers in preparing their lessons, 
which sold 62,000 copies in 1841.39 
37 Edwin Cox, Changing Aims in Religious Education. (London, 
Routledge Kegan Paul, 1966). p. 71. 
38
cecil Northcott, For Britain's Children, (London, N.s.s.u., 1953), 
p. 19. 
39 Ibid, p. 31. 
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He goes on to show that it was part of the pioneer task of the 
Union to develop curriculum· materials based on the Bible. He says: 
From its earliest days, in 1805, the Union realized 
that a car~fully planned course was essential to the 
running of a good Sunday School. In 1816 its lesson 
lists were used not only in Britain, but in America, 
and by 1855 the Union had established its pre-eminence 
in the field of lesson courses, and had managed to 
achieve practical uniformity in England. By 1874 
the Union's co-operation with America was so close that it 
adopted for its use in afternoon schools the Internation-
al Uniform Lesson which it is estimated was used by 
over ten million teachers and pupils throughout the 
world. 
The International Lesson gave an impetus to Bible 
Study and Sunday School teaching everywhere.40 
However, it should be clearly noted that, though all we have 
said about the educational value of the Bible was agreed, the emphasis, 
not only of teaching method, but of curriculum development, began to change 
with the child-centredness that increasingly characterised Sunday School 
work from very early in the twentieth century. 
As early as 1906, Rev. A. Mitchell, of Sheffield demonstrated 
the shift in emphasis. He says, "The love of the Bible is deeply rooted 
in the English-speaking people: it is extremely unlikely that the Bible 
41 will ever cease to be the main· instrument of religious teaching. 
He goes on to describe and discard three common methods of 
teaching the Bible, and then says, 
••• we fail in our teaching because we have not 
brought it into relation with our knowledge of 
children's minds. Very far-reaching is the word 
of Christ: whosoever shall not receive the Kingdom 
of God as a little child, he shall in no wise enter 
therein. 
40Ibid, p. 31. 
41 A.F. Mitchell, How to Teach the Bible. (London, Williams and 
Norgate, 1906, second edition), p. 19. 
He adds: 
Relying upon it, I should be inclined to say 
that the key to the Scriptures is the mind of a child. 
It is therefore necessa~ to make some inquiry into 
the nature of that mind. 2 
If we bring together the Scriptures and the young 
mind, we are bringing together two forces which are 
likely to coalesce. They are brethren, looking out on 
the world from the same standpoint. This, then is a 
solid ground for regarding the Bible as the best 
instrument we have for confirming, correcting, and 
deepening a child's knowledge of God. 43 
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The insights derived from this new child-centredness affected all 
future curriculum developments, increasingly. A most interesting report 
entitled Modern Tendencies in Religious Education, prepared by a 
Commission on Religious Education appointed by the Scottish Sunday School 
Union, and presented in 1932, took note of some of the child-centred 
developments, and recognized their worth as pedagogical methodologies. 
When the Commission brought its recommendations, however, on the development 
of Sunday School syllabuses, it is interesting to note the emphasis, as 
follows: 
The lesson material used should be selected 
mainly from the Bible. Such material should be used 
for the illustration of moral and religious truth 
rather than taught with a view to securing knowledge 
of the mere facts in the passage. In this way the 
Sunday School may build on and supplement the teach-
ing given in the day school. Christian doctrine will 
thus be implicit in the teaching of the Sunday School, 
but explicit teaching of doctrine by means of verbal 
formulae is not appropriate to the Sunday School age. 
The Junior and Senior Bible Class is the more suitable 
place for discussion of the doctrinal statements of 
the Church. 
(a) The Person and Teaching of Jesus Christ. 
The main aim of the Sunday School is to bring boys 
and girls into a personal relationship with God through 
42
rbid, p. 31. 
43
rbid, p. 44. 
. I 
' 
Jesus Christ. This aim must necessarily determine 
the content and method of the teaching as well as 
the other aspects of the School's life. A definite 
proportion of the lesson scheme each year should be 
devoted to the presentation of the Person, life or 
teaching of Christ. As far as possible this should 
be taken roughly in chronological order, and should 
be related to the Christian year. Different aspects 
should be chosen, but an effort should be made to 
secure that an adequate grasp of the life and person-
ality of Jesus against the background of His country 
and times is secured before children pass out of the 
realistic presentation of the Gospel Story. 
(b) The OZd Testament Background. 
A definite historical sequence should be intro-
duced into the use of the Old Testament material 
before the end of the Sunday School stage. While 
the historical portion is mainly of value for 
religious and ethical teaching, some attempt should 
also be made by means of chronological treatment and 
suitable use of background material, to give some 
understanding of the life and history of the Hebrew 
people as a whole. At the later stages special attent-
ion should be given to the prophets of Israel and 
their place in her history. A limited number of Old 
Testament stories can suitably be used at the Primary 
stage, but it is only in the Junior Department that 
it is possible to make a beginning in the introduct-
ion of historical sequence. The Junior and Senior 
Department schemes might each include a three-year 
Old Testament course in chronological sequence, but 
adapted to the interests of those age-groups. The 
Old Testament stories should be presented in such 
a way as to help children to realise how they came 
to be written down, and the progress from the early 
Hebrew knowledge of God to the revelation of Him 
which we have in Christ should be clearly brought 
out. Special care should be taken to ensure that 
the ethical teaching of the Old Testament is 
constantly tested by comparison with the life and 
teaching of Christ. 
(c) The Origin and History of the Church. 
Boy and girls should be given some knowledge of 
the beginnings of the Christian Church as these are 
described in the New Testament. The main facts in 
the history of the Church's growth through the 
centuries might be illustrated from outstanding 
personalities. Special attention should be given 
in this connection to the history of the Church 
in Scotland. 
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(d) Teaching on Corporate Worship. 
Teaching on prayer and corporate worship should 
be included in the Sunday School scheme. It is 
important that detailed and explicit instructions 
should be given to children regarding the meaning 
of the different acts of worship characteristic of 
the Sunday School and Church service, so that they 
may enter into them with understanding. 
(e) Christian Life and Character. 
An endeavour should be made to give guidance and 
help children on personal prayer and daily living. 
Simple teaching and guidance should be given regard-
ing habits of private prayer. The teaching of the 
School should help children to relate the messsage 
of Christ to daily life. The bearing of Christ's 
standards on the immediate personal relationships 
of life should be clearly brought out and emphasised. 
Children should also be helped to face such facts as 
sin, natural evil, and death, and to take up a 
positive Christian attitude towards them. 
(f) The World Mission of Christianity. 
The World Mission of Christianity should be 
clearly presented. This should involve not merely 
teaching regarding the missionary enterprise of the 
Church. A definite attempt should be made, especial-
ly at the senior stage, to present the mission of 
Christianity in relation to the life of the modern 
world. Boys and girls should be helped according 
to the limits of their interest and understanding 
to recognise the bearing of Christ's teaching on 
social, national, and international questions, and 
opportunity should be taken from time to time to 
relate the teaching of the School to current events.44 
The proposals in such a syllabus plan are striking both for 
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their Bible base, and for their concentration on relevance to the mind, 
the understanding, and the experience of the child. 
From another, and later perspective, it is significant that in 
the Anglican Handbook to the Scheme of Training for Church Children (1946), 
the Church tried both to relate to the changes taking place in day-school 
44 Modern Tendencies In Religious Education. (Glasgow, Scottish 
Sunday School Union, 1932). p.p. 67-69~ 
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education, at the religious level, and also to try to make sure the basic 
elements of the Christian faith, as expressed, in Bible, Catechism, and 
Prayer Bookwere included. Because of its tradition of catechetical instr-
uction, the Church of England sometimes found it more difficult than others 
to start from the experience of the child. Content-centredness, as 
expressed in Church Catechisms, continued to be of great importance. This 
can be observed in the following comment fromtheHandbook: 
It will be noted that the theme of the Church 
Catechism runs through the whole of the syllabus. There 
is a divergence of opinion as to how best the Catechism 
is to be taught and the extent to which it should be 
memorised, having regard to the varying abilities of 
children. It is assumed, therefore, that each parish 
will use the method that best suits its need.45 
The difficulty the Church of England felt is evident in that 
statement. It is noteworthy that the local parish was autonomous at this 
point, and that the criterion was the need of the local parish, and not 
clearly the need of the child. It seems clear that this was an attempt 
not to offend traditional Catechetical methods, and yet to emphasise the 
need for serious attention to be paid to the varying abilities of children. 
Despite the obvious weakness of such a position, the Handbook 
went on to emphasise certain assumptions affecting the Scheme for Training, 
as follows: 
1. That the functions of the Sunday school are: 
45 
I. To train the child in the practice of worship, 
the understanding of its meaning and principles 
and to provide opportunities for further Christ-
ian experience. 
II. To provide Church and Prayer Book teaching, includ-
ing instruction in the Church Catechism. 
(Note. In carrying out these functions the 
Sunday School should work in with the day 
school, interpreting its teaching in ·the 
content of the Church's faith and duty.) 
Handbook to the Scheme of Training for Church Children. (London: 
S.P.C.K., 1946). p. 6. 
2. That provision should be made for each stage of 
education. 
~imary (NUrsery, Infants, Juniors). 
Secondary (Owing to present conditions the Secondary 
work has, for the time being, been given 
only in outline.) 
The age-range of these groups varies a little. The ages 
assumed here are: 
Nursery 3-5 
Infants 5-7 
Juniors 7-11 
Secondary 11 onwards 
3. That the material to be presented should be set out in 
the age-groups indicated and should include: 
I. The Bible and Prayer Book. 
II. Corporate Worship and Prayer. 
III. Story of the Church to the present day. 46 
Although the Bible and the Prayer Book are very much linked 
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together in this scheme, it is obvious that Biblical content is still of 
very great importance. 
In the mid to late fifties the British Lessons Council compiled 
its All-Bible Lesson Courses. The introductory statement is worth noting, 
because of its sensitivity both to the educational insights of child-centred 
pedagody and to the importance of the Bible as a source book for Christian 
education. 
For thirty years the British Lessons Council has 
compiled annually the Standard Graded Courses of dated 
lessons for Sunday-schools, arranged in cycles that 
correspond to the principal stages of development of 
the scholar. 
The declared aim of these Courses is "to bring 
all the scholars into personal relationship of faith 
in and obedience to Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord, 
to that Christian character, conduct and service which 
are the fruits of His Spirit, and to the worship and 
fellowship of His Church. This purpose must be 
realised at each stage of development by the kind of 
teaching and training appropriate to that period." 
The Lists are constantly revised in the light of 
experience, and criticisms and suggestions of teachers, 
as well as general educational developments. 
46Ibid. p. 8. 
A distinctive feature of these Courses has been 
the arrangement of the material in short Series of 
varying character, designed not only to hold the 
interest of the scholars, but to provide frequent 
comparison between O.T. and N.T., combined with the 
wise use of extra-Biblical lessons, which have been 
taken from Nature, Christian Biography, Church History, 
Missionary Work, etc., to help our scholars to become 
aware of the work of God's Spirit in diverse expressions 
in different ages. The Council still believes that such 
lessons are essential for a Course which seeks to lay 
the foundations of a full religious education and 
demonstrate the relevance of the Bible for the life 
of to-day. 
In view, however, of recent developments in educa-
tional method and the wide diversity in Sunday-schools 
and their staffs, the Council has arrived at the 
conclusion that the time has come for the compilation 
of an alternative set of lessons, providing a different 
approach from that of the Standard Graded Courses, to meet 
the needs of those whose tradition and training pre-
dispose them to make the Bible the sole source of their 
lessons. 
Other teachers have asked for lessons that follow 
the Biblical order of material in longer consecutive 
series, keeping step with each main grade, so as to 
facilitate combined Training Classes in small schools, 
and to encourage ministers to provide, through Bible 
Study in sermons and addresses, material that will be 
of value in lesson preparation for teachers of all 
grades (:e.g. , St. Mark's Gospel - See Section B) • 
To avoid confusion, it has been considered best to 
issue this alternative All-Bible Scheme in undated 
form, arranged in three grades - Primary, Junior, and 
Senior. The material for each year is divided into 
four general sections, using parallel material, as far 
as possible, in each grade. 
The Council very strongly emphasises the suggest-
ions made in the Lists that at appropriate points 
lessons on the continuing work of the Holy Spirit 
through the Church past and present should be added. 
In using the Course, teachers, should arrange the 
lessons to lead up to the main Christian Festivals. 
To give schools the opportunity of arranging for 
these special days in their own way, e.g., by demonst-
ration, united worship, etc., only 44 lessons are 
provided for each year. This makes it possible to 
incorporate into the school year appropriate observance 
of the Christian Festivals such as Advent, Christmas, 
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Easter, Whitsun. The suitable series of lessons can 
be arranged to lead to the Festival~ e.g., a series on 
the Life of Our Lord may lead to Easter; lessons on the 
Church would naturally lead to Whitsun. Useful suggest-
ions for this purpose are made for each year.47 
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Clearly, this syllabus was designed to provide materials for 
those who felt the experience-centred trend was going too far, and sought 
to make acceptable material available to such, without sacrificing 
responsible methodology. Without doubt the fruit of the work of the 
British Lessons Council in the 1950s was the production of materials in 
the 1960s which majored heavily on learning through experience. Sometimes, 
however, such new materials made ill-founded attacks on past practice, 
presumably because the producers of the new had not adequately examined the 
foundational work of the early years of this century. 
As an example, take the Working With Beginners manual first 
published in 1968, clearly in the wake of Goldman and Loukes. It states: 
In the past we have thought that the best way 
to secure an adequate approach to Christian education 
was to ensure that lesson-guides and other material 
were based directly on the biblical narrative and 
most of the sessions in our departments, especially 
the Junior department and above, but often at lower 
grades as well, have been based directly on a story 
~rom the Bible. In older departments we have asked 
our children and young people to memorize passages of 
the Bible and we have read sections of varying lengths 
in the department session. 
This has meant producing Bible-based courses, by 
which we mean those courses which take an incident from 
the Bible as the starting-point and basis of a given 
lesson, to be followed up later by activity of some 
kind, the purpose of which is to reinforce the biblical 
narrative. 
Recent research throws considerable doubt on this 
kind of approach and makes us ask whether, if we are 
really concerned to share the Bible's insights into 
human life and God's purpose with the boys and girls, 
47 The British All-Bible Lesson Courses. (London, National 
Sunday School Union, 1957.) p. 1. 
we can continue to use courses based on this method. 
This, indeed, is one of the reasons for the changes 
in the British Lessons Council's syllabus and approach 
to Christian education. The difficulty has been that 
so much of this Bible teaching has been at a verbal 
level only and, although our boys and girls have "learn-
ed the story" and have, if asked, been able to reproduce 
it with reasonable accuracy in an examination, the 
meaning of the story, the attitude to life it represents 
and its relationship with their own daily experience 
have been less frequently realized. We have not 
always honestly faced the fact that Bible-knowledge, 
for its own sake, is worth little until we have related 
it to our own experience and found it valid for ourselves. 
Arid even when we have accepted that fact for adults, we 
have recognized it less readily with our children. The 
man who memorizes the Bible from Genesis to Revelation 
without relating what it says to his own daily and 
normal experience, is engaged in as pointless an 
exercise as the man who has memorized the railway 
timetable without ever intending to use a train! 
It is our daily experience that matters in life, 
and the task of Christian education is to bring our 
boys and girls (to say nothing of their parents) to 
understand the full meaning of their daily experience 
and to hear the Bible's confirming and challenging 
comments on it. 
This is the shift in emphasis that is now being made 
in lesson-courses. The old pattern was to start with a 
Bible incident and then to do some activity which 
reinforced its message. Now we see the need to start 
with the normal experience of the children and young 
people - home, school, friendship, games; personal 
relationships, growing, the things of every day with 
which they are naturally concerned - and then go on to 
seek the biblical comment and the insight into these 
aspects of life which the Bible gives. This probably 
means that the weekly session will begin, not with 
opening devotions and Bible reading, but with some 
activity or project which will give the children 
some experience or re-create experiences already 
enjoyed and then go on through story or reading, in 
the context of worship, to allow the Bible to make its 
own comment. It means that school and play, growth 
and vigour, happiness and sadness, success and failure, 
lively limbs and searching mind can all become starting 
points for our sessions within appropriate departments. 
When therefore, we begin in the-dep~rtrnent sessions 
with the normal experience of our children ·and young 
people we are simply following the biblical pattern. 
As the Word of God came to Amos, Hosea and the dis-
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ciples of Jesus through their daily encounter with 
life, so it must come to us and to our children. 
Life is the starting point for our experience of 
God and to try to start with the biblical narrative 
is to short-circuit the very pattern of education 
and understanding upon which the Bible itself is 
based. To put it in a nutshell: the Bible-based 
course is unbiblical! 48 
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That may all sound very modern. But take note of this, from 
R.R. Rusk: 
We must then for Sunday-school purposes, limit 
our selection of Bible passages to such portions as 
convey ideas which will arouse emotional responses 
in the pupil's nature and lead to the development 
in him of a religious attitude to life. Other passages 
containing mere historical and geographical information 
or genealogical tables should be omitted ••• the whole 
truth as contained in the Bible is not suitable for 
presentation to Sunday School pupils; and that, if 
teaching is to be effective, a strict selection is 
necessary. 49 
A little later he declares: 
••• by limiting the choice of material to the Bible 
we unduly narrow the range of teaching and perhaps give 
pupils false ideas of the nature of religion. The 
religious life has found expression not only in the 
written Word but also in works of art, in painting, in 
poetry, and in music •••• Such works of art, represent-
ing, as they do, religious incidents. and personages, not 
infrequently convey lessons which could not be directly 
presented in words •••• A visit to a great cathedral 
might likewise be regarded as a religious lesson ••• 
There is much poetry, not necessarily designated "re-
ligious" which might also be utilized for Sunday 
School lessons •••• Music is also capable of arousing 
religious emotions •••• By limiting the selection of 
teaching material to the Bible we tend also to convey 
the impression that religion is something twenty 
centuries old ••• we must lead the pupils to recognize 
that the religious life is being, and must be lived 
today.SO 
48 
working With Beginners. (London, Methodist Youth Department, 
National Christian Education Council & Religious Education Press, 1968) 
p.p. 30-32. 
49R.R. Rusk, The Religious Education of the Child. (London, 
Longmans Green & Co. 1915). p.p. 8,9. 
so Ibid, p.p. 11-13. 
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Rusk goes much further, and strongly urges experience-centred 
teaching as when he writes: "As the appeal of Jesus was to the experiences 
familiar to his hearers, so, if our teaching is to be effective, our appeal 
should be to the experiences possessed by our pupils." 51 Rusk, it should 
be remembered, was writing in 1915! 
It is plain, from the evidence before us, that the Bible has 
continued to play a central role in the Christian education process within 
the Churches of England and Scotland, and that, although there have been 
variations in emphasis, it is clear that throughout the period, great 
care has been taken, for the most part, to keep in mind the absolutely 
essential need to relate all our teaching to the experience of the learner. 
In a variety of different ways, without abandoning the Bible 
as the source of curriculum material, steps have been taken to relate the 
content of the faith, as evidenced in the Biblical revelation, to the 
experience and religious development of the learner. 
Of course, the pendulum has swung from time to time, and from side 
to side. But throughout the period, the confines of the "swing" have 
been determined by these two factors, in the production of materials which 
have sought to be both learner-centred, and bible-based. 
The conflict so ardently described in the 1960s was, to a large 
extent, the brain child of a legitimate enthusiasm for the child, but was 
greatly exaggerated by a surprising, but quite evident, lack of awareness 
of the quite remarkable developments of half a century earlier. 
51 !bid, p. 23. 
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VII. Teaching Methodoloqy 
The development of Grading and the move toward child-centred 
education, had profound implications for teaching method. We have already 
considered this in some detail, but must carefully note the trends and 
discern any distinctive developments requiring special attention. 
It can be affirmed that the really decisive changes in teaching 
method took place early in our period, rather than late, under the influ-
ence, first, of the great European educators, especially Herbart, Montessori 
and Froebel. Their work was basic to all the advances of the twentieth 
century, and gave rise to child-centred education. From that base, many 
subsidiary Christian educationists developed, or accentuated, certain 
elements of child-centred teaching method which have been rightly attached 
to their names. None, however, of the subsequent educators, was responsible 
for the most radical reforms in teaching method, which turned the emphasis 
from the communication of truth, in the main, to the cultivation of char-
acter under the influence of experience-centred teaching. 
My purpose at this poipt is to highlight some of the major 
elements we can discern in the period which demonstrate, not so much 
revolutions in themselves, as revolutions in methodology consequent upon 
the acceptance of a learner-centred approach to Christian education. 
Even these secondary revolutions, however, are really extensions of 
developments already implicit or explicit in the work of previous educators, 
but waiting fulfilment in the Christian education programmes of the Churches. 
In effect, what happened during our period of study was that 
the child-centred approach to education challenged every existing approach 
to evaluate its continuing relevance, and make such adjustments as were 
necessary to take account of the new approach. If that is clearly grasped, 
then the work of the most decisive persons throughout the period will be 
properly contextualised, and understood, without extravagant and mistaken 
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claims being made for any or each of the decisive new applications of a 
principle all-but-universally accepted. 
Discipline 
Looking back on the early years of the century, Sir John Adams, 
who had been very influential from its opening years, makes an astute 
observation on the place of discipline in education which sharpens one 
of the crucial issues in child-centred education, and demonstrates the 
divergence between the Froebelian and the Montessorian influence. He 
indicates that, as a result of their work, much attention has been, and 
was still being, given (1927) to the matter of controlled or free learning, 
teacher leadership or teacher neutrality. He distinguishes between the 
impressionists who, though they " ••• certainly used no undue pressure on 
their pupils ••• by the very force of their character they exercised a clearly 
restraining influence on them," 1 and the emancipationists like Norman 
MacMunn, who "objected to imposing their own personality on their pupils, 
however good that personality might be."2 They argued thus: "The educahd 
must be allowed to grow up into his true self without having any determining 
influence brought to bear upon him. The extreme free disciplinarians 
sometimes classified as emancipationists - want the educands to be left really 
free: the educator is not even to suggest." 3 
In a sense, what was at stake here was the integrity of the 
personality of the learner. Both the Froebelians, with their rather 
stronger teacher-leader influence on the learner, and the Montessorians, with 
their low-profile influence, which they believed gave the learner real 
freedom, were eager to lead the learner so that he learned on the basis 
1
sir John Adams, Educational Theories. (London: Ernest Benn Ltd., 
1923). p. 57. 
2Ibid. p. 57. 
3Ibid. p. 57. 
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of his own experience and perceptions, without being constricted or 
bullied intellectually by the teacher into a mould of thought that was 
imposed rather than discovered. 
Sir John Adams makes this interesting assessment: 
There is a sharp difference of opinion between 
the Froebelians and the Montessorians on this point, 
the latter complaining that their rivals are always 
in the limelight, whereas the teacher's true place 
is in the background. The popular notion is that in 
a Montessori school the pupils can do as they please. 
This is not quite so: certain definite restrictions 
are placed upon the pupils in order to make the comm-
unity workable, but restraints are reduced to the 
minimum. In particular the teacher must not inter-
fere even by suggestion. So neutral must she become, 
indeed, that in the scheme there is no talk of teach-
ers, all the Montessorian staff being known as 
"directresses". 
There is room for both the Froebelian ideal of 
leadership and the Montessorian ideal of teacher-
effacement, but there is no doubt as to the tendency 
of modern theory. It is decidedly in favour of the 
greater freedom of the pupil. 4 
To our contemporary minds, it may well be debatable whether the 
rather rigid term "directresses" may not be more authoritarian to our 
ears than "teachers". If so, perhaps this also highlights that, though 
these two approaches conflicted, the conflict was not nearly as deep in 
practice as they both wanted it to appear to be, or as the rift between 
learner-centred and content-centred education. 
The fact is that, wherever there is any semblance of organisation, 
.. 
there has to be a modus operandi, which calls for rules, however flexible. 
It has been recognised, therefore, even under the strongest Montessorian 
influence, that, while the non-interference principle is important for 
the real education of·the learner, there is simplYno way to offer a 
meaningful learning experience without some limitation on the personal 
4Ibid. p. 58. 
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freedom of the learner. For example, if he does not come, if he does not 
associate with fellow learners, if he has no interaction with the teacher 
or director, there will be no learning which can be attributed to the 
educational process. 
Atmosphere 
With this recognition in mind, the early years of our period 
saw a strong emphasis on the provision of suitable atmosphere, facilities, 
and learning conditions. Ethel Archibald, writing about Primaries in 
1912, laid strong emphasis on this. She writes: 
Children are particularly sensitive to the 
influences that are found about them. They unconsciously 
absorb the bad or the good. It would be difficult to 
estimate the value to the child of good surroundings 
in his early years. • •• In Primary Department work our aim 
is to make the surroundings such that they will be 
indirect influences for good, such that the children 
will absorb reverence, love and gentleness. 5 
A year earlier, her father, G.H. Archibald, in a book on the 
Junior Department, h~ laid strong emphasis on the importance of atmos-
phere as a teaching factor among Juniors. 
The child learns more by indirection than by the formal 
lessons we give him. He absorbs the spirit and the 
atmosphere of the Department, just as he absorbs the 
manners and customs of his parents and home•life. When 
this atmosphere is created, there is no need to point a 
moral. Truth finds an easy introduction through the 
child's feelings. Whether he understands the truth emphas-
ised or not, he feels it,·and when he feels it the truth 
becomes part of himself •••• 
It is something that brings quiet and yet which may 
not be quiet, that brings peace and yet which may not be 
silent. It is the very breath of the presence of God. 
It is His nearness; His willingness to help and bless. 
Perhaps it is the presence of the Holy Spirit that we 
mean when we speak of atmosphere. Of one thing 
5E.J. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School - Primary 
Department. (London: The Pilgrim Press, 1912). p. 35. 
/ 
we may be sure, it is the Alpha and Omega of 
success in departmental Sunday School work, for 
it unifies the workers; it sweetens the labour; 
it elevates the tone; it charms the children; it 
inspires, it enheartens; it enlightens.6 
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In similar vein, Hetty Lee pleads, in her Talks to the Training 
Class, for careful attention to atmosphere. She goes ~o far as to say 
that loss of atmosphere is " ••• perhaps the most serious disadvantage of 
all." 7 
In an interesting approach to teaching method, D.M. Gill and 
A.M. Pullen, write of the influence of environment, which is another way 
of dealing with atmosphere. They see it as essential for learning. 
A further necessary step to education is the use 
of all these factors which help children to arrive 
at a teachable condition. The most evident of these, 
perhaps, is the environment. The room in which they 
are expected to think and work can, if it is arranged 
accordingly, affect their thoughts and feelings to 
our advantage. It can, by its loveliness and harmony, 
induce them first to relax and then to wonder. It can, 
by its foreground, particularly when it is dominated 
by a good picture, unify thought and set it moving in 
the right direction. 8 
In the following pages, they argue for the importance of music, 
physical comfort, contentment, good relationships, and co-operation, as 
all contributing to the educational process. 
Another indication of the importance accorded to atmosphere in 
the task of Christian education may be seen in the little manual entitled 
Teaching, which was first published in 1925, and which was still being 
reprinted in 1961, its twenty-first impression. In the very first 
chapter this statement is made, 
6G.H. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School - Junior Depart-
ment. (London: The Pilgrim Press, 1911.) p.p. 105-107. 
7Hetty Lee, Talks to the Training Class. (London: National 
Society's Depository, 1912). p. 81 
8 D.M. Gill & R.M. Pullen, Methods of Teaching. (London: N.s.s.u., 
1936). p.p. 15-16. 
The "atmosphere" or surroundings in which the 
children are taught will be a help or a hindrance. 
Beauty speaks, and so do ugliness and disorder. 
Beauty uplifts the heart to God - its source. 
Ugliness and untidiness seem to say: "Anything is 
good enough where religion is taught; therefore 
religion cannot be very important". 9 
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This element continues to be regarded as of crucial importance 
to adequate education. It is interesting to examine the joint materials 
produced by the National Christian Education Council, the Religious 
Education Press and the Methodist Youth Department in 1968. The plea for 
colour, room to move, interest-centres, nature-tables, etc., all speak of 
the importance of atmosphere. These were all being advocated in the first 
decade of the century, and were not in any sense the discovery of the 
1960s. The following comment from Working with Primaries is typical of 
this emphasis: 
Interest 
••• the room should be sufficiently warm for 
the children, and the staff, to be comfortable without 
coats. Note that last remark! The teachers must be 
persuaded to discard their outdoor coats. If the 
children are to feelsecure and relaxed, the group-
leaders must have a look of permanence about themllO 
Another broad concept which has beenoffundamental importance 
throughout our period of research has been the place and use of interest 
as an educational tool, and as the basis of educational practice. 
In setting some guiding principles for teaching method, Penstone, 
Lee and Holland writing in 1912, say: 
First of all, we would assume that both the 
subjeat and method of the teacher's lesson must follow 
the lines of the scholar's interest. We are seeking 
9 R.F. Pennell, Teaching (London: A.P. Mowbray, 1961), p. 2. 
10 Working with Primaries, (London: R.E.P., 1968). p. 103. 
to develop the highest interest of all - the relig-
ious interest, that which includes and unifies all 
other interests. Development implies growth and 
growth is from within. Our starting point must 
therefore necessarily lie in the interests the child 
already possesses. 11 
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Such an emphasis drew the accusation of being a "soft pedagogy" 
from the hard-line disciplinarians who assumed that interest could not be 
aroused by what was difficult or unpleasant, and that therefore it was an 
inadequate criterion for education. Such critics, of course, ignored an 
easily-observable phenomenon in the human story, that mankind has frequent-
ly spent a great deal of time pursuing interest in the exceedingly unpleas-
ant, from the medical researches into incurable disease to the astrologic-
al enquiry into events that baffle explanation. 
The above authors plead for special concentration on the ethical 
interests of the child, thus: 
The Reformed Sunday School decides to make its 
appeal to the ethicaZ interests of the child - to 
develop his interest in the lesson or hymn or prayer 
itself •••• If in a lesson we notice eager and alert 
faces and hear no calls to order or appeals for 
attention, no "surface" discipline; if we find no 
adventitious interests such as rewards or prizes, if 
we find the teacher relying on the lesson itself 
rather than on extraneous illustrations and anecdotes 
in order to maintain the interest of the scholars, 
then we may assume that the line of interest has been 
found, that the lesson itself. is interesting ••• the 
teacher must first of all study the interests of the 
child, if he is to evolve a method of making the 
lesson itself more interesting.l2 
In this area, Hetty Lee, in her Talks to the Training Class, 
distinguishes between forced attention and spontaneous attention. She 
points out that the young child is not capable of forced attention. So 
11 M.M. Penstone, H. Lee, R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (London, The National Society's Despository, 1912). 
p.p. 231, 232. 
12Ibid. 233 p. • 
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the teacher is bound to find areas of real and spontaneous interest, if 
the child is really to listen and learn. She states it in this way: 
Now, very little children have no power of "forced 
attention" at all. A baby's eyes wander from place to 
place as each new impression comes before him. When a 
little child of three or four ceases to be interested, 
i.e., to attend spontaneously, he ceases to attend at all. 
The teacher may, of course, think he is attending - he may 
be watching the teacher's face or the light shining on her 
brooch and may have an appearance of attending. But he 
has no power of attending with an effort to something 
not in itseZ.f interesting. This power of "Concentrating 
attention" only develops with age and develops very slowly •••• 
If attention does go, we must in some way get it back, 
but we must also make the subjeat too interesting for it 
to wander again. 13 
An Anglican handbook on Adult Christian Education, published in 
1928, draws the distinction between the adult, who can develop interest 
in Truth for its own sake, and the child, who is not interested in Truth, 
because of his non-abstract way of thinking and perceiving. It reads: 
The teacher must remember that the child will only 
"learn" that in which he is interested, and so a large 
part of the pedagogic art consists in ensuring the 
child's attention by making the subject to be learnt 
interesting and attractive. A child is not interested 
in Truth - theological, historical or any other - for its 
own sake: if he is to form true ideas about God and man, 
it will be through the unconscious and largely effortless 
interest with which a wise teacher contrives to invest 
them. "14 
In an investigation by the Free Church Federal Council in 
1957, we read: 
The answers given by the 1,000 children contacted in 
open youth clubs and in other ways to the question "Why 
did you leave Sunday School?" was in the majority of cases 
that they had lost interest. Many stated quite tersely 
13 Hetty Lee, op. cit. p.p. 79,80. 
14 The Teaching Church, The Bishop of Manchester and others. 
(London: S.P.C.K., 1928). p. 28. 
that Sunday School bored them. "I got fed up of 
the same things over and over again." "I got tired 
of it after all these years" {age twelve), "Bored". 
"I did not learn anything."lS 
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To bring this up to date, the same emphasis recurs in the joint publica-
tion called Working with Primaries, in 1968, where, in relation to five 
and six year olds we read: 
••• if children are set a task in which they can 
see no point, they soon become bored and give up 
making any effort. They can be spurred on, for a 
time at least, by the teacher's praise; when this 
fails, the fear of punishment will continue to drive 
them forward to some extent, but this kind of forced 
learning tends to be short-lived. Successful learning 
stems from the children's own interests and from the 
things they regard as important.l6 
The three areas we have considered which so basically affect 
teaching method, viz. discipline, atmosphere and interest, all relate to 
securing the involvement of the child, or, to put it otherwise, giving 
the child the central place, which, in various ways, has been the plea 
from Comenius on, including Herbart, Froebel, Montessori, Piaget, and 
others. This is to say, for a very long time, and especially through-
out our period of enquiry, the centrality of the child in teaching method 
has been recognised. 
Edwin Cox, in his fine plea for relevant education in Changing 
Aims in Religious Education, argues that, in the Agreed Syllabuses of this 
century {which, though they refer primarily to day schools, reflect the 
15 Sunday Schools Today. {London, Free Church Federal Council, 
1957). p. a. 
16 Working with Primaries. Op cit. p. 23. 
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thinking of the same people who were promoting church-based education 
and Sunday Schools) certain assumptions "seem to have been made by their 
compilers" 17 including the following: 
That children of all ages think about religion 
in the same way. Most of the experimental investi-
gations into the manner in which religious concepts 
develop, and the age at which children are able to 
acquire them, is of comparatively recent date. The 
compilers of the agreed syllabuses now generally in 
use did not have the advantage of their findings. 
Consequently the syllabuses presuppose that children's 
religious thinking becomes deeper and more 
complex with age without changing in quality. Little 
attempt is made to grade the narrative stories of the 
Bible according to the maturity of religious under-
standing they demand.l8 
While I do not here dispute the allegations against the 
Agreed Syllabuses, I certainly have to reject the notion that the reason 
was that no investigative work has been done in the area of religious 
perception. This thesis has ample evidence that this is not so. If 
the syllabuses were deficient, it was because they had ignored much 
excellent work going back one, and even two generations before the date 
of Cox's book. 
Ernest Hayes, as far back as 1916, made this simple, but 
penetrating plea, 
Child nature demands that our school worship 
and work should be divided into certain main 
divisions, each specially catering for the needs of 
the child during well-defined stages of his growth ••• 
To treat all scholars above eight years to the 
same spiritual fare is as inadequate - to say the least-
as to issue the same size coats to them all. "That's a 
ridiculous analogy", protests someone. But is it more 
17 
E. Cox, Changing Aims in Religious Education. (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966). p. 16. 
18Ibid. p. 18. 
ridiculous not to allow for bodily growth than to 
ignore mental growth? If parents must provide a 
different jacket for their fourteen-year-old 
daughter from the one worn by the eight-year-old, 
is it not equally necessary for the school to 
provide different hymns, different prayers, and 
different lesson-subjects for these two children. 19 
He continued his plea thus: 
The aim in each department is to secure that the 
scholar shall enter into reverent and intelligent 
worship of God, and shall be taught the Bible from 
material that it can understand and assimilate •••• 
The Bible passages used for each grade are not by 
any means the same, the result being that a much 
fuller use can be made of Bible material than under 
the Uniform Lessons Scheme •••• Thus the aim of the 
graded school is to "let knowledge grow from more to 
more" •••• 20 
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Now all of this is vital for understanding the teaching methods 
adopted in the Sunday Schools of the period. They are all determined by 
the child-centred principle. 
Sir John Adarns has these illuminating words to say which 
bear examination: 
Such a quest at once reveals the oldness of the New 
Education. For the quality that stands out most 
prominently as a feature of the vast number of new 
educational plans and methods is the very old one of 
concentrating the teacher's attention on the pupil. 
Naturally there never was a time when the educator 
could altogether neglect the pupil, but there was a 
time, and that not so long ago, when the teacher's 
interest in the subject-matter he taught was more 
pronounced than his interest in the pupil. So 
important did G. Stanley Hall regard this change of 
attitude;from a previous period that he invented a 
word to indicate it. When he used the term paidOcentPic 
he indicated that the trend of education is towards 
19 Ernest H. Hayes, The Child In the Midst. (London, Teachers 
and Taught, 1916). p. 30. 
20Ibid. 41 42 p.p. , • 
putting the pupil in the centre of educational 
interest. The question naturally arises: What 
occupied the centre before? An answer might be 
found by inventing a term as cumbrous as Stanley 
Hall's own, and saying that the preceding education 
had been materiocentric - that is, where the main 
interest is in the subject. 
If paidocentricism may be justifiably treated 
as the characteristic of the New Education, we 
ought to find that all the newer methods are 
strongly paidocentric. Probably the most striking 
new development of education in this generation is 
Montessorianism, and it is fundamentally paidocentric. 
We have seen that Dr. Montessori put the child in the 
forefront, and insists upon the teacher keeping in 
the background. Her scheme is intensely paidocentric. 
Out of the Montessorian system has arisen a 
scheme that has made a very popular appeal - the Dalton 
Plan. Here we have paidocentricism rampant. Each 
pupil is thrown on his own responsibility, and the 
teachers rank as advisers and helpers. They have to 
take their place in the background - a very hard-
working and important background, but still a back-
ground.21 
Does not this all sound very like the Bible-centred -
Child-centred conflict about which the latter years of our period had 
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so much to say? It is, in fact, the same issue, in the thought-form of 
an earlier period, no more. 
With that awareness in mind, it is evident that the most 
significant developments in teaching method in the period are likely to 
be those which impinge on the paidocentricity of Christian education. 
And so, indeed, they are. We give attention to the following in particu-
lar. 
Catechetical Teaching 
Particularly in the Anglican tradition, but also substantially 
21 Sir John Adams. Op cit. p.p. 64, 65. 
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within the Scottish Presbyterian tradition, catechetical approaches to 
teaching have played a large part. The Anglican tendency towards 
traditional liturgical forms has doubtless contributed to the mainten-
ance of the Catechism as a repository of the propositions of the faith, 
and the long-established practice of teaching children in Scotland the 
Shorter Catechism, which, however, died out rapidly from the early years 
of this century, both created problems for those who had been reared on, 
and whose ecclesiastical background predisposed them towards rote-learning. 
It is interesting to note how Anglicanism, in particular has 
blended genuine commitment to child-centred education on the one hand, 
with the maintenance of some level of catechetical instruction on 
the other. 
The seriousness with which Anglican educationists took the 
centrality of the child is reflected, not only in the development of 
syllabuses, but in the seriousness with which the whole question of 
catechetical teaching is faced in some of the early books on Sunday 
School from Anglican sources in the first two decades of this century. 
In serious reflection on the subject, Penstone, Lee and 
Holland, point out that 
••• It was the Reformation which gave an impulse 
to the revival of the Catechism •••• This venerable 
document has naturally held a high place in the 
affection of Churchmen, and no doubt it has had a 
great influence upon the religious instruction of 
the English people, although in the three hundred 
and fifty years that have elapsed the methods of 
education have developed and improved in such a way 
tha~ the catechetical device can no longer be regard-
ed as the ne plus ultra of method. Yet it would be 
ungrateful to the past to attempt, from this higher 
pedagogic stand-point, to condemn its use in the form 
in which it originally appeared. OUr present contention 
is that the Church Catechism is dealt with in such an 
unintelligent way as· to nullify the benefits which 
the young are supposed to derive from learning it. 
Many people who treasure it highly as a repository 
of Christian doctrine, appear to consider that its 
contents cannot be placed in the possession of the 
faithful except by the same mechanical methods of 
teaching which were in use at the time in which it 
was drawn up - the method, that is to say, of sheer un-
intelligent repetition. They also suppose that 
formulae which took centuries of mature minds to 
evolve cannot be too early imprinted on the immature 
mind of the child. 22 
The following selection from this chapter demonstrates the 
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seriousness with this the authors tried to take the development and relig-
ious thinking of the child: 
We are persuaded, however, that the fault is not 
in the Church Catechism but in the method by which it 
has been taught •••• In the first instance, the Rubric, 
which is often quoted in support of catechising, gives no 
countenance whatever to the assumption that the formulae 
must be memorised at all hazards before they are under-
stood. "The curate of every parish shall diligently ••• 
instruct and examine so many children ••• " 
Here is an injunction to the clergy, and clearly 
also those to whom they delegate their duties, to 
instruct •••• Yet for children under ten or eleven we 
must say with decision that the Church Catechism as it 
stands is wholly unsuitable as material for instruction •••• 
The Rubric suggests, in fact, an intelligent method 
of dealing with the Church Catechism. Some of it may 
be explained and memorised during the middle stages of 
the child's school life, but the document as a whole 
should be considered and reviewed at a period when its 
comprehensiveness as a statement of Christian faith can 
be understood, and when its more abstract propositions 
present less difficulty than in the period of child-
hood proper •••• The fact is that they who persistently 
ignore the law of interest as directing the current of 
the child's mind are fighting against God. 23 
In another Anglican publication of the same year, there are two 
interesting chapters on the Catechism. One of these, entitled, How to 
22 Penstone, Lee & Holland, op. cit. p.p. 43-49. 
23
rbid. P·P· so-ss. 
Teach the Catechism, claims, 
how admirably the Catechism aids us ••• for all 
practical purposes it is a complete statement of 
the great, cardinal principles of our religion ••• we 
have a compendium of Bible teaching reduced to its 
simplest and clearest form. It only remains to be 
said, that, if taught with skill and intelligence, 
if learned with care and accuracy, it is easily 
remembered as a permanent asset of spiritual truth 
in the mind and heart.24 
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However, even here, following so traditional and content-centred a state-
ment, the author proceeds to deal with the difficulties of teaching the 
Catechism. Without sacrificing content, he argues for life-related 
teaching. 
If our children begin their Catechism studies with 
an unintelligent memorising of the text, they will 
inevitably attach inadequate or erroneous meanings to 
the words - meanings which must later on be unlearned. 
Let us therefore see that the steps in our Catechism 
teaching are well-ordered, that the accurate memorising 
of the text is preaeded by an adequate amount of prelimin-
ary instruction. By this means, greater interest will 
be aroused in our children and their intelligence will 
be trained and stimulated •••• 
Illustrations may be drawn from every-day life •••• 
All this will prepare the child for an intelligent grasp 
of his position, his blessings, his duties "as a member 
of Christ, the child of God, and an inheritor of the 
Kingdom of Heaven".25 
Now it should be recognised that even such an attempt to relate 
content and life was not adequate. Indeed, the struggle is evident between 
retaining the content, e.g. "The child's repetition of the text must be 
word-perfect. Unless the answers are repeated with absoZute aaauraay, 
26 their value is very seriously dimished" and relating to the experience 
of the child, e.g. "Just as the Catechism should never be taught apart 
from Holy Scripture, so also it should never be taught without reference 
24 H.A. Lester, ed., Sunday School Teaching (London: 
Longmans, Green & Co., 1912), p.p. 103,104. 
25Ibid., 106 107 p.p. , • 26Ibid., p. 108. 
to its bearing upon life and conduct. We must constantly endeavour to 
bring home its lessons into the region of the child's own spiritual 
27 growth and development." 
That problem was probably at its greatest for Anglicans, 
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although they played leading roles in the child-centred movement. I have 
simply demonstrated the tension, but that, of course, serves to reinforce 
the evidences of concern for education that was relevant and interesting. 
Many attempts have been made over the years to deal with the 
problem of teaching the Catechism in ways relevant to children. Broadly, 
much of the difficulty has been overcome by limiting "The Catechism", 
as a part of Church discipline, to older children preparing for Confirma-
tion, thus ensuring that the learners were nearer to the point of develop-
ing abstract ideas, and thus handling the rather bare statements of faith 
enshrined in the Catechism. 
However, it is evident that, in some ways, teaching the Catechism 
is even more difficult than teaching the Bible, since there is such a wide 
selection of available illustrative material in the Bible which may 
appropriately be related to the experience of children. 
An interesting experiment in teaching the Catechism in ways 
relevant to the learner is embodied in the Haggerston Catechism, devised 
by H.A. Wilson, and published, for the use of catechists, and, where no 
Catechism could be held, for young learners to read for themselves. 
Each lesson was in the form of a very brief instruction period 
(five-minutes out of forty-five minute Catechism), with appropriate 
illustrative material. Wilson indicated that his target-group was the 
ten to fourteen age range. Beginning with something related to the 
27Ibid. 110 p. • 
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child's experience, he would move to the lesson of the day, using the 
familiar to explain the point of the Catechism for the day, and ending 
with the affirmation to be taught. Appendices 4,5, and 6, are illustrative 
28 
of his approach in each of the three volumes he produced. 
When the Church of England drew up its Handbook for training 
Church children, it continued to emphasise the Catechism. (see supra p. SS) 
It will be noted that the theme of the Church 
Catechism runs through the whole of this syllabus. 
There is a diversity of opinion as to how best 
the Catechism is to be taught and the extent to 
which it should be memorised, having regard to the 
varying abilities of children.29 
Notice the pleas for recognition of "the varying abilities" 30 • 
Although the Anglican Communion continued to maintain some emphasis on 
the Catechism, it became less and less central in the post-Second-World 
War period. It is·a matter of real concern that the revitalised interest 
in the religious development of the child which characterised the 1960s 
raised very openly the alleged conflict between Bible-centred and child-
centred religious education, and a good many Anglicans joined the battle 
against what they felt to be simple-minded fundamentalism, lying behind 
the emphasis on Bible-centred instruction. H.F. Matthews, Sir Richard 
Acland, and Diana Dewar all make that the focus of their attention. None 
of them tackles the much more significant factor of the catechetical 
method. From their writings, Fundamentalism appears to be the real heart 
of the problem, whereas, in reality, when it comes to teaching method, the 
catechetical method of instilling information is a far more serious and 
28 
H.A. Wilson, Haggerston Catechism (London, Mowbray). Vols. 
1 & 2, 1942, Vol. 3, 1943. 
29Handbook to the Scheme of Training for Church Children. 
(London, SPCK, 1946). p. 6. 
30 Loc. cit. 
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genuine breach - potentially - of child-centred education, than the mere 
plea that the content of our teaching be based upon the Biblical revelation. 
Thankfully, though only once in this connection, Ronald Goldman 
raises the matter of catechetical teaching, and makes some serious 
cautionary comments. Even he, however, is somewhat muted in his rejection 
of it, which I find surprising, since the method is obviously a much 
greater threat - if it is a threat - to the young learner, than the use of 
appropriate Biblical material. He writes as follows: 
Religious language is absorbed by children naturally 
as they encounter it in their experience, by overhearing 
conversation, by attending church services or school 
assemblies, and by other means. They can also acquire 
it by adults deliberately conditioning them to it, as in 
the teaching of a catechism by rote. In some churches 
catechetical teaching is highly regarded and is thought 
to be effective. If it takes place alongside relevant 
experience and enlightened teaching it may have a limited 
use. In my view it is analogous to teaching the multi-
plication tables before the child has had enough 
experience of counting, measuring and forming number bonds 
which build the foundations of number concepts. Catechetic-
al teaching, with its rote-memorised answers, certainly 
builds up a religious vocabulary, as multiplication 
tables are successful in building a number vocabulary. 
In both cases it is vocabulary with little conceptual 
substance, and may lead to the illusion that something 
of great value is being taught.31 
It is one of the strange and unexplained dilemmas confronting 
the reader who takes Goldman•s thesis seriously, that he should have 
made such a colossal effort to demonstrate the inadequacy of the way in 
which he perceives many sections of the Church to handle the Bible in 
teaching the young, and that he should pay so little attention, and be so 
mild in his comments upon, the much more serious educational practice of 
pumping the child mind with theologically and intellectually 
31 Ronald Goldman, Readiness for Religion. (London, Routledge 
& Kegan Paul, 1965). p.p. 32,33. 
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formulated material, by means of a rote-learning procedure. One would 
have expected him to confront in great detail the practice of catechetical 
instruction. The fact that he fails to do so raises some legitimate 
question about the objectivity of his study in relation to Bible-centred-
ness. If the threat he so much fears is that of imposing material on the 
child mind before it is capable of receiving it, and properly processing 
it, how strange that he should have so little to say about the communica-
tion to relatively young children by catechetical means, many theological 
ideas which, in their formulation, are beyond many adult learners to grasp· 
immediately. This is not to discount the valid insights of his observations 
on the development of religious thinking from childhood to adolescence, 
but it is to suggest that what he does not tackle raises some questions 
about his objectivity, and, .Perhaps, even his purpose. 
It is interesting to observe how little was being said in 
Anglican publications in the 1960s about the value or virtue of catechetical 
teaching. Of the greatest significance, perhaps, is the fact that Dr. 
Dora Chaplin, though writing in New York writes for S.P.C.K., and British 
Anglicanism in her splendid book The Privilege of Teaching, and writes 
substantially on ways and means of teaching within the Church. She makes 
not one comment about, nor one supportive word in favour of, the teaching 
of the Catechism, a factor both strange and significant, at the close of 
our period.32 
In Scotland, too, the influence of the Catechism, and the 
catechetical method, was still fairly influential in the beginning of the 
century. It has been argued that the English Catechism, by beginning 
32 
Dora Chaplin, The Privilege of Teaching, (London, SPCK, 1963). 
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with the question "What is your Name?" was more life-centered and experience-
related than the Scottish, "What is the chief end of man?". In fact, however, 
the difference was not of that kind. The English Catechism began, not with 
the personal identity of the candidate, but with baptism which gave the person 
his name. The Scottish Catechism began with the nature of God and the purpose 
of life. Both started with heavy theological content. As early as 1914, in 
a series of lectures given in Dundee, R.R. Rusk complained about the Shorter 
Catechism, not on account of its content, but its form, arguing forcibly 
against the question and answer approach. 
The form of question and answer presupposes 
that the work of teaching has been done, that the 
child has been led to understand what he so glibly 
repeats: if we do not presuppose this, then it is 
simply a matter of vain repetition. And it is the 
prior process to which attention should be directed. 
In answer to this it is frequently maintained 
that the child will in time come to understand it. 
Such an argument no longer appeals to the educat-
ionist •••• 
The catechism is not ~ form of teaching religion. 
It may be a method of summarizing and testing the 
teaching; but, as it threatens to do in many other 
subjects, examination has here taken the place of 
teaching. 33 
Although the catechical tradition persisted in the non-establish-
ed forms of Presbyterianism in Scotland for some time, it waned rapidly and 
decisively within the National Church. Interestingly, the practice of 
Sunday School Bible Examinations continued through interdenominational 
agencies like the Scottish Sunday School Union, Scripture Union, and others, 
and, indeed, has continued to this day in ever-decreasing circles of Sunday 
Schools. Despite the Catechetical implications of such an activity, the 
catechetical method of instruction as such has steadily declined. 
It is interesting to see how such an issue as catechetical 
33R.R. Rusk, The Religious Education of the Child, (London, 
. Longmans, Green & Co., 1915). p. 76. 
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teaching was sometimes turned into a basis for inter-Church polemics. 
For instance, P.T. Thomson, in his Christian Education in the Church, impugns 
the Catholic Church as especially guilty of a rote-learning approach. He 
writes: 
The first concern is not with the growing life's 
needs and interests; the paramount consideration is the 
institution or the doctrine. The instrument is drill 
in the catechism, drill in repeating what the pupil 
has been told, drill in the habit of allowing one's 
thinking to be done by somebody else. • •• such is the 
Catholic method.34 
In fairness it should be noted that he recognizes that Protest-
antism is not immune from the same weakness, although he had earlier affirmed 
that " ••• the Catholic method of training children is an impossible one for 
Free Churchmen to adopt." 35 
Yet he stoutly defends the Protestant approach, while admitting 
it has not always been true to its best insights: 
••• though Protestantism has asserted the right of 
independent judgment, it has not always made its educa-
tion conform to its first principle. The essence of 
that principle is the indefeasible right of the single 
soul over against all institutional and dogmatic 
authority; the inviolability of the human personality1 
its right to be immune from having its thought directed 
and its feelings dominated from outside, with the 
underlying persuasion that a valid authority will 
make good its claims by living interest and affection ••• 
Protestant dogma has too often been substituted for Cath-
olic dogma, and education has followed the method of 
authority and imposition, along the line of the 
Roman autocracy.36 
The truth is that Christians of all traditions within the church-
es of England and Scotland have struggled to let the child-centred principles 
34P.T. Thomson, Christian Education In the Church, (London: 
Kingsgate, 1926), p. 20. 
35Ibid, p. 25. 
36Ibid, p. 26 
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in which they all came to believe early in the century, affect radically 
the way they sought to educate their learners, and especially their children. 
Lip service has frequently been paid to the several Catechisms, 
and even to learning the Catechism, but very little emphasis has actually 
been given to doing it. There was a widespread and tacit recognition that, 
if it was inappropriate to cram the minds of young children with parts of 
the Bible that were beyond their understanding, it was also out of place to 
impose verbal catechetical content on a rote-learning basis. Attempts 
were sometimes made to hold together the two divergent attitudes, that 
which favoured content-centred catechetical instruction, and that which 
favoured educational method based on the intellectual and conceptual 
development of the child, as in the Anglican Handbook to the Scheme of 
Training for Church Children, which stated the intention and the dilemma 
thus, without taking sides: 
It will be noted that the theme of the Church 
Catechism runs through the whole of this syllabus. 
There is a divergence of opinion as to how best the 
Catechism is to be taught and the extent to which it should 
be memorised, having regard to the varying abilities of 
children. It is assumed, therefore, that each parish 
will use the method that best suits its need.37 
At that time the common practice within Anglicanism of holding 
"Catechism" on Sunday afternoon, when the parish priest instructed the 
children in the Catechism still prevailed in many places. Enid Hilder 
writes of the introduction of Bible Classes during the Second World War 
as a reinforcement to the teaching of the Catechism. 38 
In the same book, however, she stresses the importance of 
catechetical instruction for the Anglican tradition very clearly, and in 
37
Handbook to the Scheme of Training for Church Children, 
(London, SPCK, 1946). p. 6. 
38Enid Hilder, Children of the Font, 
Chapter 10. 
(London, Mowbray, 1942). 
terms which surprise many non-Anglicans: 
The Prayer Book provides for the child to be 
instructed in two ways: by sermons and by 
catechism. The sermon is appointed'to be given at 
the Eucharist, after the Creed •••• 
Besides the sermon at the Morning Service, 
the child is also provided with catechetical instruct-
ion. The matter is the teaching of the fundamental 
doctrines of the Christian Faith - the meaning, reality, 
importance of Baptism, the Creed, with a short summary 
of Creation, Redemption, and the work of the Holy 
Spirit; the Ten Commandments with their interpretation; 
the Lord's Prayer and instruction in prayer; and the 
teaching on the two Gospel Sacraments •••• 
The Prayer Book orders that all fathers and mothers, 
masters and dames, shall cause their children, servants 
and apprentices to come to the Church at the time appoint-
ed and obediently to hear and be ordered by the curate. 
This is the method of teaching: the child is to be 
obedient, and listen and learn; the curate is to 
order, instruct, and examine. There is no question as 
to whether it will attract the child, or whetherthe 
curate is good with children. The one has to learn, 
the other to teach, whether they like it or not. This 
is the education policy of the Church laid down in the 
Book of Common Prayer. We are often told that the 
Church cannot expect this or that from a child, or insist 
on this or that, because it is out of date; but if we 
believedthatit was really sound and good, it would be 
easy to insist on it.39 
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Now, although this flies in the face of almost all the valid 
educational insights of the four decades before it, and especially those 
advocated from within Anglicanism, and may be taken to express a declining, 
rather than a dominant note, and to represent a minority, rather than a 
majority, view within Anglican educational circles, itnonethe less is a 
stark reminder of the givenness of catechetical instruction, with which 
the Church, out of deference to its own heritage and tradition, had to 
deal, and in considerable measure explains the rather uncertain and non-
directive position of official Church training schemes, in allowing church-
es and dioceses freedom to do what seemed most suited to their needs. ClearlY, 
39Ibid. 20 22 p.p. -
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Hilder's statement is a rather forlorn, if somewhat strident, attempt to 
stop the flow of child-centredness which, some feared, would erode the 
content of the faith taught to the young. 
While, in my own judgment, such a position was an ill-fated and 
ineffective rearguard action against a tide in full flow, there is a cert~in 
validity in its plea that proper attention be given to the content to be 
taught. The plea that the child must learn and the curate must teach "whether 
40 they like it or not" , fell on deaf ears, since the mainstream of Christ-
ian education practice was, by the 1940s, clearly that of learner-centredness. 
The other alarming lack in the approach advocated by Enid 
Hilder, and rather inflexibly demanded ~ the Prayer Book, was the lack of 
meaningful relationship between teacher and taught. The content of the 
Catechism was seen to be everything. This trend needs to be noted as a 
reminder that within Anglicanism especially, the practice of child-centred, 
relational Christian education, though almost universally approved and 
desired among educationists in the church, and the most effective leaders 
in the day and Sunday Schools, continued, well into the forties, and until 
Family Church with its Congregationalist origins, was firmly established 
across the Denominational board, to encounter traditionalist resistance of 
sufficient strength to make the Church offer its child-centred approach in 
the Handbook to the Scheme of Training for Church Children (1946) with 
great care not to alienate local parish or diocesan authorities or 
traditionalist leaders in the field. 
This assessment is strongly supported in the 1965 statement from 
the Church of England Board of Education Children's Council, which says: 
40 Loc. cit. 
The concept of Christian education has changed 
substantially in the post war period as a result of 
new psychological insights into children's needs and 
into the ways in which they learn. The experience 
of Christian living, gained by coming together for 
various social and leisure time activities, is now 
seen as an important part of Christian education, not just 
as a pleasant optional extra. The value of these 
activities rests upon the informal relationships 
with committed adult Christians which are possible 
in these situations. For some children this is their 
only experience of the love and care of our Lord for 
them as individuals - an experience without which 
Christian teaching will make little, if any impact ••• 
The adult person who is prepared to give and receive 
in such relationships will come to know the hopes and 
fears, joys and sorrows of the boys and girls, in 
their homes and school lives and so will come to 
understand them. Such relationships are essential 
if there is to be any real communication of Christ-
ian truth, whether through worship or.instruction or 
social activities.41 
Perhaps the major contribution of the varying aspects of 
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teaching methodology_we have considered to this point was that made to 
building meaningful relationships between teacher and learner. 
The establishment of appropriate d1sc1pl1ne, in a non-threat-
ening sense, created positive relationships between learners and teachers. 
The cultivation of the right atmosphere for learning made the 
student open, both to content and"to the teacher's personality. 
The conscious attempt to secure the learner's interest enriched 
learner-teacher relationships, an~ also the learning process. 
The child-centred development of catechetlcal teaching con-
tributed to the establishment of a relationship in which the teacher 
gave credibility to subject matter that otherwise might prove boring. 
41 
.Joyce Harding, Trends'·in Children's Work. (C. of E. Board of 
Education, 1965). p. 1. 
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Self-Teaching 
It is of interest and significance that, while an emphasis on 
catechetical education continued well into our period, and especially in 
the Anglical tradition, there grew up alongside it an interest in the 
self-teaching movement. Indeed, one of the most knowledgable practi-
tioners in Anglican Sunday School work, Hetty Lee (later Holland), who, 
with her co-authors had advocated catechetical teaching in their book 
The Teacher's Craft in Church and School (1912), as noted earlier in this 
chapter, became one of the strongest advocates of self-teaching. Indeed, 
her book Self-Teaching in the Sunday School (1926), proved quite influ-
ential for a time. That development merits consideration. Deeply 
influenced by the child-centred developments in education she found her-
self turning towards a more relational, two-sided, view of teaching method, 
in which she frankly advocated "self-abnegation for the teacher", saying, 
" ••• all this implies in a Teacher a very real self-withdrawal and power 
of unselfishness. It means he does not want to 'shine' of himself, but 
to stand ready to help in whatever way God may call him through. the 
42 individual need of his scholar". 
The concept did not begin, however, with Hetty Lee Holland. 
She acknowledges her indebtedness to the individual methods, and auto-
teaching of Dr. Charlotte Mason, through the "Parents' National Educa-
tional Union", and the later work of Dr. Montessori, Professor Dewey, 
and Miss Parkhurst, who turned Dewey's Project Method into her Dalton 
43 Plan for day-school instruction. Certainly the contribution of Hetty 
42
self-Teaching in the Sunday School, Hetty Lee Holland, 
(London, National Sunda~ School Union, 1926), p. 5. 
43Ibid., p.p. 11,12. 
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Lee Holland in self-teaching has to be regarded as one of the first, 
and most significant within the Church and Sunday School movement. The 
newness of the emphasis in practice is evidenced in the fact that Dr. 
Wi11iam Boyd, the Glasgow University teacher who wrote The History of 
Western Education in 1921, made the significant adjustment in the second 
edition (1927) of adding whole new sections on this very subject. In 
the preface to the second edition he writes: 
Recent movements in education have been so important and 
so varied that it seems worth the risk of possible defects in 
perspective to carry the story of Western education a stage 
further and to give a brief indication of the more significant 
tendencies of to-day. This I have tried to do in the present 
edition by inserting in the closing sections accounts of the 
pioneer work of Dr. Montessori and Alfred Binet and referring 
to new ventures like the Project Method of the Dalton Plan.44 
Boyd attributes the origins of this movement to Dr. Maria 
Montessori, thus: 
The pioneer in this endeavour was Dr. Maria Montessori 
(b.l874), an Italian doctor, who began her education career 
with the training of mentally defective children by means of 
apparatus like that of Seguin. Her success with these child-
ren led her to ask whether the same methods would not give 
even better results with normal children. Thus almost by acci-
dent she hit upon two of the fundamental ideas of her .system: 
first, that education must always be an individual business, 
and, second, that the individual development is best directed 
by means of a graded series of educational apparatus. The 
extension of her methods to ordinary children found justifica-
tion in practice, and her system developed gradually. It be-
came evident that the methods which enabled the feeble-minded 
children to be educated called out the initiative of the normal 
children and made them able to educate themselves. And so 
there came to her two more principles: 
that all education should be self-education, and that the child-
ren should be allowed the freedom necessary for this self-
education by the substitution of an impersonal directress for 
44
william Boyd, The History of Western Education, (London, 
A. & R. Black Ltd., 1928) 1 p. viii. 
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the ordinary teacher. 
Her ideas found embodiment in the didactic material, or, 
as she now preferred to call it, the development material. 
Boyd has some very interesting criticisms of the methodology, 
on psychological grounds, but freely acknowledges, on the same page: 
Dr. Montessori's most valuable contribution to educational 
progress is the idea of individual education, guided by care-
fully planned material which has been graded in accordance 
with school room practice and experience. 45 
It is important that we do not dismiss the self-teaching con-
cept, as if it were simply a way of easing and reducing the teacher's 
responsibility. As advocated by Hetty Lee Holland and others, it was 
certainly not that. Indeed, it called for carefully prepared, and 
carefully used materials, which directed the investigative activity of 
the learner so that, although what was learned was self-learned, it 
was prompted and directed by materials specifically designed to lead the 
learner into appropriate research channels. Indeed, even the Teacher 
Training factor was designed on a self-teaching basis, so that teachers 
who themselves knew the value of self-teaching procedures, would be corn-
fortable about using them with those they were to teach, or, rather, 
lead into learning. 
The National Society produced a Self-Teaching series of lessona 
which. allowed both. for genuine self-learning, guided by step-by-step 
investigative guidelines, and also for the teacher's participation as a 
resource person, and guide, when needed. I append an excerpt from one 
such lesson illustrating the method. It also shows how an attempt was 
45
rbid., 429 430 p.p. , • 
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made to blend an introductory class, or collective method with an 
individual learning method. 46 
Many other people involved in Christian Education in the 
churches shared the convictions of such an approach, and the National 
society actively promoted it. Edmund Sara's book, Teaching Method in 
the Sunday School describes quite fully the self-teaching and research 
methods. 
Approval came from many quarters. Catherine Newby, the Prin-
cipal of the Church of England's St. Christopher's College, in her book 
on child study, though not expanding on the method, commends it warmly at 
various points and levels. In a chapter on the growth of intelligence, 
she writes: 
Children think at very different rates. The method of question-
ing, however well used, cannot give equal opportunity for 
thought to all children. It is here that the self-teaching 
method is so valuable. A child works at his own rate. He is 
not agitated by the raised or even waving hands of the quicker 
workers. Moreover, each of his answers is written down and 
checked by the teacher. In class teaching, however carefully 
conducted, there is always the danger that a certain number 
only of the children are really thinking, while the others are 
perhaps passive or are using the ingenious methods which child-
ren are so quick to devise of borrowing the results of the 
thought of other children, or deluding the teacher into thinking 
that they know the answer to questions the meaning of which 
they do not even understand.47 
George Hamilton Archibald takes time, in his very important 
work, 'The Modern Sunday School, to commend the Self-Teaching approach, 
and stresses, as I have done, the crucial influence of Hetty Lee Holland 
in its development. 
Writing also in 1926, he notes the newness of the approach, and 
46 H.L. Holland, op. cit., Appendix VI, p.p. 82-87. 
47 C.R. Newby, Introduction to Child Study, (London, Church of 
England Sunday School Institute, 1926), p. 106. 
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some of the dangers such as over-intellectualism, loss of religious atmos-
phere, but says, "The movement is in its infancy, but is worthy of trial." 48 
In 1932, Dorothy Wilson, writing from a Free Church context, 
takes note of the self-expression element developing in education, and 
commends the work of Montessori, MacMunn, Dewey, and in religious educa-
tion, that of Hetty Lee Holland. 
In religious education the importance of impression has 
long been recognized, that of expression has been overlooked. 
Sermons and lessons have been impressive; they have often 
failed to stir those who heard them to apply the truth they 
contained. This has been one of the greatest weaknesses of 
preaching and of religious education in general. Attempts 
are now being made, by reformers interested in this work, to 
remedy this defect. Self-teaching methods have been introduced 
into the Sunday School, by means of pictures, study-cards,. and 
self-teaching guides. They have met with marked success. 
Other schools have put aside the part of the session which 
follows the lesson and 'Expression-Time', when the children, by 
drawing, writing, handwork or dramatization, express, at any 
rate partially, the truth they have heard. I have been con-
vinced by a wide experience of the very gre~t value of such 
work, for purposes of re-impression, revision, correction and 
expression.49 
Enthusiasm for the new developm£mt is very well expressed in 
the final chapter of one of the most significant compendia of thought on 
Christian Education in the churches in the 1920s, where, in the final 
chapter of The Sunday School in the Modern World, A.J.G. Seaton, Secre-
tary of the Wesleyan Methodist Sunday School Department writes: 
The newest idea in the educational world which is likely 
to influence Sunday School work is the scheme of self-teaching. 
The method rests upon the well-known experience that we are 
most interested in, and have the best grip of, the truths which 
we discover for ourselves. Work is therefore assigned to 
scholars, to be done at their own discretion by a given date. 
Tutors and books are available at any time. The method was 
48G.H. Archibald, The Modern Sunday School, (London, Pilgrim 
Press, 1926), p. 235. 
49
o.F. Wilson, Child Psychology and Religious Education 
(London: SCM, 1932), p.p. 87-88. 
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first worked out in 1920, in Dalton, u.s.A. It is now being 
tried in this country in many d~y schools, and, on the whole, 
has proved itself very successful. It is certain that, though 
there may be many modifications, and other methods used along-
side, it has come to stay, and will enter into the fabric of 
educational method very largely in the future. Several Sunday 
Schools have tried self-teaching, and with good results. It 
does not interfere at all with the worship which is so impor-
tant an influence upon the scholars, but takes the place of 
class-teaching. It certainly demands much from the teachers. 
we shall need much better-trained staffs before it can become 
widespread. Probably there are some purposes for which class-
teaching will always be a better method. But self-teaching 
has the advantage of interest, of the freedom and co-operation 
of the children, of different rates of progress for different 
minds, and of the formation of habits of Bible-study which it 50 is hoped may persist apart from the help of the Sunday School. 
Interestingly, Seaton cites the Dalton experiment as the first 
self-teaching experiment. We need not view that too critically, since 
it at least highlights the tendency to identify, or almost to identify, 
self-teaching and self-learning with the Project Method or Expression 
Work. 
Now this reference to Expression Work is important because it 
shows the way in which the self-teaching movement founditsmost wide-
spread implementation. Of course the idea of self-expression had been 
there before educationists talked of self-teaching, but, from this time, 
perhaps, self-expression was given more content, and was seen to be the 
expression of what had been learned, and indeed, as part of the learning 
process. 
Archibald had given considerable space to the idea of expression 
work in three chapters of the same book, recognizing self-teaching as a 
51 
valid concept. It has to be acknowledged, however, that, while the 
self-expression emphasis has been continued in various project-method and 
50 D.P. Thornson, J. Kelly, C. Bonner, The Sunday School in 
the Modern World, (J. Clarke, 1924), P~P· 244-245. 
51G.H. Archibald, op. cit., p.p. 38-62. 
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learning-by-doing approaches, the thrust of the self-teaching movement, 
in the absorption-of-information, or growing-in-krowledge phase associa-
ted with individual, though guided, research, has not continued to be 
implemented in the curriculum development of the churches in our period 
with the vigour and commitment which characterised its early advocates, 
or even the National Society. 
The influence of learning-by-doing is everywhere to be seen in 
later curricula and methodologies, but the "doing" tends to be almost 
identified with physical action. Even H.A. Hamilton, to whose work and 
leadership so much was owed in the 1940s and later, puts it like this: 
Teaching is not a one-way process with the teacher being 
the active party. A child does not learn by sitting passively 
hearing a teacher talk; he must be actively involved •••• the 
role of the teacher is to stimulate this. If he has asked in 
advance how the group can be given the opportunity of enjoying 
the discovery for themselves of what he can tell them in a few 
minutes, he will have done his hardest and best work ••• 
This is very different from thinking merely about finding 
a form of 'expression work'. This phrase implies that what 
is important is what the teacher has said or what the child has 
first been told. He will remember it, so the argument runs, 
if he can find some way to act upon it; either in drawing or 
acting or similar brief memory aids. This way of thinking 
overlooks the deeper truth that it is through the exercise of 
their active powers that they actually learn.S2 
That statement came in 1967, just after the close of our period 
of study. It certainly does not have anything like the learning expec-
tation of the child in directed self-study that is implied in the mater-
ials of the 1920s and illustrated in Appendix VI. 
Without doubt the commitment to education through activity, 
which is one part of the self-teaching process, tended to overshadow the 
cognitive approach. Even in Rupert Davies' work The Sunday·school To-day 
52 
H.A. Hamilton, Teaching Personally, (Denholm House Press, 1967), 
p. 32. 
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(1951), the emphasis is on activity as the way of learning, almost to 
the detriment of mental perception. He argues for three forms of 
teaching, viz. the formal, which is the communication of information, 
whether through instruction, stories, questions, guided discussion, the 
visual, which uses various forms of 'visual aids' to assist learning, 
and the practical, which pleads for expression work (sadly neglected in 
higher Departments, according to Davies). He makes this revealing corn-
ment: 
To most children knowledge comes more readily through 
the use of their hands or other parts of their body than it 
does through their minds and imaginations, and it is doubtful 
whether the increase of secondary education has done much to 
change this. 53 
The near-dichotomy this creates between self-conducted re-
search, of the type Hetty Lee Holland and her associates advocated and 
the activity-centred learning procedures is most unfortunate, and has 
contributed to less satisfactory learning. While it is vital to remem-
ber the insights into the religious development of the child's mind, as 
Goldman and others have noted them, it is a retrograde step to put all 
our hopes for learning by expression into the basket of physical activ~ 
ity, to the neglect of serious thought and mental effort, stimulated 
and guided by interesting, thought-provoking guidelines. 
It is the author's view that, at the close of our period, the 
best insights of the two elements in self-education, namely, guided 
research and interest-experience-centred activity, have been best pulled 
together in the advocacy of "experience-centred teaching", as conceived 
by Douglas s. Hubery, the General Secretary of the Methodist Youth 
53 Rupert E. Davies, The Sunday School To-day, (London, 
Methodist Youth Department, 1951), p. 73. 
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Department, in his book, Teaching the Christian Faith To-day. He argues 
thus: 
Experience-centred teaching recognises that effective 
learning does not take place purely through the mind. Nor 
does it take place purely through the imagination and emotion. 
There may be some whose intellectual powers are so developed 
that much of their learning is acquired by the cold light of 
reason; there may be some whose imaginative powers are so 
sensitive that their whole interpretation of life is coloured 
by them. These people are few and far between. Some of them 
may become geniuses, more of them remain imbalanced and imma-
ture in one way or another. The vast majority of people learn 
through the whole of their personalities, their senses, their 
relationships. 
The greater the sense of participation and involvement in 
a situation, the more of one's faculties are exercised in that 
situation, the deeper becomes embedded into life the lesson 
being taught in the situation. • •• The experiential approach 
to education seeks to ensure that what is taught is not mere 
subjective emotion, nor even objective intellectualism; it is 
both and more than both. It is teaching which affects the whole 
of one's being.54 
It is immediately obvious that this plea has the potential of 
combining the valid insights of both sides of an approach to education, 
which, for all its potential, has seldom been allowed to operate in all 
its dimensions, but has been reduced, most often, to intellectual research 
on the one hand, and interesting activity on the other. 
Didactic Approach 
Given the awareness of the needs and factors involved in re-
sponsible teaching, as already considered in this chapter, it should be 
remembered that all effective teaching depends, in the end, on the 
reality of the relationship between the teacher and the learner, and the 
factors we have identified are channels for facilitating that relationship. 
To say this is another way of recognising the learner-centredness of 
valid education, which, as we have demonstrated, has been the principal 
54D.S. Hubery, Teaching the Christian Faith To-day, (National 
Sunday School Union, 1965), p.p. 57, 58. 
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thrust of developing educational theory in our period of study. 
The interaction implied in such a statement has been encouraged 
end strengthened by the increasing dominance of an inductive approach to 
teaching. The older tradition in British education was the deductive, 
and particularly in the church, which Sir John Adams describes thus: 
The old-fashioned way was the easy way. It consisted of 
giving the pupil the rule ready-made, and supplying him with 
examples. This is called the Deductive Method, and seems at 
first sight much better than the other, which consists in 
supplying the pupil with materials and making him find out the 
rule for himself ••• it is found in practice that the way in 
which a pupil has gained his rule makes an important differ-
ence in two ways. In the first place, a rule that had been 
worked for, leaves behind it an effect upon the character of 
the person who has worked. The process of working for the 
rule gives the mind a certain amount of training. The mind is 
a better mind because it has done this particular piece of 
work. The ready-made rule, on the other hand, may be useful as 
a piece of information, but its influence ends there ••• In the 
second place, even as supplied material, a rule that has been 
worked for is more valuable than the same rule supplied 
ready-made: a ready-made rule is not nearly so effective as 
one we have discovered for ourselves. 
The second, or Inductive Method, consists in supplying 
example after example of the working of the rule, without giv-
ing any hint about the rule itself, and leaving the pupil to 
come to his own conclusions. If we give case after case in 
which neglect of early opportunities has led to failure in 
after life, we shall find that the pupil soon sees the general 
nature of the underlying truth, and the rule he thus makes for 
himself will have much more influence upon him than it would 
if the teacher had simply given it to him ••• alike in the 
Deductive and the Inductive Method the rule is after all the 
important thing, and the only advantage the Inductive Method 
claims is that it gives to the rule a more living power.SS 
That statement, in 1903, at the very beginning of our period, 
shows the way the educational wind was blowing, and makes the ensuing 
developments we have considered almost inevitable, at least among those 
involved in educational theory, and even, to some extent, those in 
55 Sir John Adams, Primer on·Teaching, (Edinburgh, T. & T. 
Clark, 1903), p.p. 64-66. 
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curriculum development. It also explains why the catechetical approach 
caused so much educational heart-searching. 
We ought, before leaving the matter of teaching method, to 
take note of three remaining features of teaching styles during the 
period, which have their roots in the factors we have noted, and in the 
inductive approach we have observed. 
First there is the Story-telling method. Clearly, there are 
many reasons for the use of such an approach, which go back through the 
human story. Story-telling has been an intergenerational teaching device 
since the human story began. Moreover, it featured high in the method-
ologies used by Jesus, the Christian's Master-Teacher. Properly used, 
it has proved itself, in our period, to be a most effective means of 
inductive education, capable of meeting the learning needs of learners 
of all ages, but, most noticeably, of the restless children. 
Of course, it has frequently been abused. Virtually all con-
tributors of significance to Christian education in the churches during 
our period have emphasised the value of good story telling, and in most 
cases, have warned against either telling the wrong Bible stories in 
particular, or telling them in an inadequate way. 
As early as 1902, Hetty Lee was warning against telling stories 
from the Gospels in ways that would send the children on the wrong track. 
She warns against telling miracle stories with all the emphasis on the 
miraculous or dramatic, and urges they be told as stories of God's love 
in Christ reaching out to human suffering and need. In relation to the 
stories of the Old Testament, she sounds some very strong warnings, and 
deals at great length wi.th the difficulty she sees in teaching the 
Creation story in its literal form. She states clearly that she fears 
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"the net result of the story on the child being to show the God of 
Infinite Love and Perpetual Self-giving as a God of selfishness and 
56 greed" , and she quotes with approval the Archbishop's Committee's 
Report on the Teaching Office of the Church, which says, "The first 
eleven chapters of Genesis are not fitted for them (young children)" 57 • 
Indeed, the place of story-telling became so central, that 
frequently, both in Sunday School, and in children's worship in the con-
text of Church worship, the lesson taught came to be known as "the 
children's story", or, in a church setting, "the children's address". 
In 1912, a strong plea was made by some of the most significant leaders 
in the Christian education and Sunday School movement of the day, that 
it should be "recognized that the Sur.·day school exists primarily for 
the sake of attaching its scholars to their church, as thereby furthering 
their highest good ..... 58 , and that children's services should be held in 
the context of Church worship, as frequently as deemed wise, in which 
"The address should aim at reaching the youngest children at any rate ••• 
The talk should mainly take the form of a story, in which medium of 
instruction the child at this stage has a fundamental interest."59 
This may reasonably be seen as a forerunner to the concept of 
Family Church, promoted by H.A. Hamilton in the 1940s, which he describes 
thus: 
As far as it is possible, each act of worship should give 
young and old alike a chance to share vocally in it .•• Normally 
56Hetty Lee, Present Day Problems in Religious Teaching, 
(London, MacMillan & Co., 1920), p. 101. 
57 
Loc. ci.t~ 
58M.M. Penstone, Hetty Lee & R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School, (London, National Society's Depository, 1912), p. 91. 
59
rbid., p. 97. 
children either have an address, of which at least the adults 
would be sorry to be deprived, and then leave the service, or 
more rarely, sit through it to the end.60 
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Throughout our entire period, the basic value of story-telling 
as a method was recognized. Hetty Lee devoted an entire, and very 
thoughtful book, to Lessons on the Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ, 
specially beamed towards children in the eight to twelve years range. 
She says, 
The aim of these lessons is to present the story of the life 
of our Lord in such a way as to deepen love, admiration, and 
reverence in the mind of the growing boy or girl •••• To the 
scholar at the period under our consideration, the most effec-
tive presentment of Christianity lies in the picture of the life 
of Christ, in the story of what He did.61 
This publication went through at least fifteen editions. 
In similar vein, the Religious Education Press published 
lessons for infants entitled Stories of God and Jesus. The major method 
throughout is the story-telling method, combined with activities which 
reinforce the story-lesson. This guideline highlights the concern for 
good story-telling: 
A slipshod teacher can, of course, give the story to the 
children after hastily memorising its main narrative and move-
ment; but most of us would disdain to be satisfied with such a 
superficial method of work. The Study Notes are provided, 
therefore, to give information and suggest lines of thought and 
personal study. Onll
2
with such a background can the story be 
told effectively •••• 
The National Sunday School Unions, whose activities have alwa~s 
60 H.A. Hamilton, The Family Church (Wallington, Religious 
Education Press, 1963 (fourth Edition), first published, 1941), p.p. 35,36. 
61Hetty Lee, Lessons on the Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ, 
(London: National Society's Depository, 1911), p. 1. 
62 Lilian A. Cox, M. Entristle, R.M. Reed & F.M. Taylor, 
Stories of God and Jesus (Wallington:· Religious Education Press, 
undated, 1940s), p.p. 9,10. 
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been very ecumenical, published a book on teaching method in 1936, which 
strongly affirmed the value of the story-telling method. While clearly 
recognizing all the principles of child-centredness, self-teaching, and 
environmentally appropriate education, it opts fairly strongly fer the 
story, in teaching the very young. 
It may be that the substitution of a 'story' for the 
'lesson' will be a step in the right direction. Few of us 
outgrow our love of a story, and for children its attractive-
ness rarely fails ••• the teacher who complains, 'My children 
don't like stories' stands self-condemned. The story perhaps 
was no story, but a lesson poorly disguised as such.63 
Writing in the context of day-school education, and in the 
light of the Education Act of 1944, Clifford Jones, in 1949, continues 
to urge the use of stories for nursery children in particular, and, 
interestingly discusses the place of telling stories of Jesus, especially 
his nativity. While recognizing the plea that Jesus should be presented 
as a strong protector before being presented as a helpless baby, he 
comments, 
How much, or how little, of the Nativity story to tell 
certainly needs to be most carefully considered, but to omit 
the story altogether until a later stage is reached seems an 
unnecessary refinement. In any case, is it possible? If 
teachers carefully exclude the story from their teaching, 
most parents, even in these semi-hea theri days, will tell it to 
their children as Christmas approaches ••• 64 
This method continues to be viewed witt. almost universal 
regard. The Secretary of Scripture Union, writing in 1962 from an inter-
denominational perspective, continues to plead for the story as a major 
element in didactic education. He writes: 
63o.M.Gi11 & A.M. Pu11en, Methods of Teaching, (London, NSSU, 
1936), p. 19. 
64 C.M. Jones, The Methods of Christian Education, (London, SCM, 
1949), p.p. 41, 42. 
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All the world loves a story ••• they will listen to a story 
when they will listen to nothing else. And not only de they 
listen: they learn from a story as from nothing else. 
The Master Teacher knew this, of course; hence His exten-
sive use of parables - 'earthly storie!; with heavenly mean-
ings' •••• Indeed, the Bible is made up to a surprisingly 
large extent of stories, surprising only until we compare 
what we have gained from it in this form with what it w<.·.uld 
have meant to us if it had been in the form of a textbook of 
systematic theologyl65 
Now, although the last comment is snide, and lacks criteria 
by which it may be evaluated, the overall plea for story-telling as a 
didactic method is e'~ident. In similar manner, though under quite dif-
ferent auspices, DoraChaplin, in a fine book published in 1963, argues 
strongly for story-telling as one of the "techniq\les or tools available 
to teachers of the Christian religion as they try not only to impart 
necessary facts which contribute to the understanding of our great heri-
tage, but also lead their students into a personal and living relation-
ship with God in Christ. "66 
In a superb chapter on story-telling, she argues persuasively 
for the story, in ways which are a reminder that, no matter how much our 
understanding has developed of the ways children learn, there are some 
constants in teaching method which are essential to good didactic prac-
tice. Chaplin writes: 
The very first tool to sharpen and prepare is the ability 
to tell a story W€'11. It is a basic skill, no matter how young 
or old your hearers are ••• 
Story-telling has been called the oldest of all the arts. 
Looking into the past you will find men of such stature as 
Confucius, Socrates, and Plato all using narrative to convey 
their teachings. They illumined and interpreted facts through 
the stories they told, and the great messages of life passed 
from one soul to another, capturing heart and will. Our Lord 
65J.R. Hill, Sunday School Teaching, (London, Scripture Union, 
1962~, p. 41. 
66
c. Chaplin, The Privilege of Teaching, (London, National 
Society, SPCK, 1963}, p. 197. 
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was the Master Story-teller. Examine His stories, see how 
perfectly His parables are constructed, how He clothed pro-
found truth in the language of His listeners, using the 
simple events of daily life for the action and background: 
the wedding-feast, the farmer, the woman who had lost a coin, 
the shepherd who had lost a sheep, the son who wasted his 
money, the fig-tree, the vineyard, the net cast b~ fishermen 
- all part of common life as His hearers knew it. 7 
Before leaving this dynamic of didactic teaching, it is worth 
noting that, uniformly in the period before us, the insistence is 
clearly made that the story should be its own interpreter, and should 
not require extensive application or moralising to reinforce it. 
Constance Parker, in referring to the teaching style of Jesus, writes: 
••• study the technique there- the words are active, the 
line of development is clear and the story is left to make 
its own impact and the listener to draw his own moral. There 
is even one occasion when Jesus pushed out to sea in a boat 
and talked to the crowds on land from there, as if recognising 
that he could not speak to people unless he could look at 
them easily and unless they could see him clearly.68 
This is not to be misunderstood. It does not imply that 
there was no interest in applying the story. The insistence of a clear 
aim in story-telling, maintained throughout our period, demands that an 
attempt be made to fulfil the aim. Since the aim is didactic, and not 
just entertaining, the story should be told so as to be, in itself, a 
medium of instruction, whi.ch communicates the message in such a way that 
application is spontaneous, rather than forced. Gill and Pullen argued, 
in the mid thirties, 
The aim must be clear to the teller, though, it goes 
without saying, this is not expressed or even hinted to the 
listener except through the story-medium. You are out to 
67Ibid., p.p. 198-200, 
68 Constance M. Parker, The Training Class Today, (National 
Christian Education Council, 1968}, p. 35. 
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show that ••• whatever it may be, your story alone must show it. 
Added comment can only weaken your case. Trust the truth to 
speak for itself.69 
This is, of course, completely in line with the inductive 
approach to teaching, which expects the learner to draw conclusions from 
the material presented, but in such a way that the conclusions are 
genuinely his/her own. 
Interaction 
In the relational context of teacher/student teaching-learn-
ing, the need for interaction, by which the learner is helped in the 
formation of valid insights, ought to be recognized. And so it has been 
jn our period. The early advocates of child-centred method at the 
beginning of our period paid tribute to, and encouraged learning from, 
the Socratic method, the question and answer approach, and the use of 
discussion, as vital means of securing good learning. Adams describes 
our indebtedness to Socrates thus: 
There is one form of dialectic method associated with the 
name of an old Greek philosopher who was born about 470 BC. 
Socrates came into the world with a thirst for truth, and a 
passion for teaching •••• But his way of going abouthiswork 
was peculiar. He did not lecture, or explain things as one 
who knew a great deal more than other people. On the contrary, 
he professed that he was a very ignorant person whose sole 
object was to learn things from everyone he happened to meet ••• 
All that he did was to make them teach themselves. 70 
But note this further description. 
The essential element of the method is the reciprocal 
action between teacher and pupil. In particular the Socratic 
irony is not of fundamental importance ••• in ordinary Eunday 
School work the irony part may well be omitted ••• In his own 
teaching, Socrates found that his method often had the effect 
69 Gill & Pullen, op. cit., p.p. 22,23. 
70
sir John Adams, op. cit., p. 92. 
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of numbing his friends just as the torpedo fish numbs its 
victims ••• Stimulation may be made to take the place of the 
torpedo shock, if the pupil is made to feel that he and his 
master are engaged in the same hunt for truth.71 
While it may be argued that the qu£•stion and answer approach 
at the heart of the Socratic method may not be equally suitable for all 
types of learning, it has been recognized throughout our period of 
study, that a learner-centred approach has called for experimentation 
in every kind of interactive educational method. Many of the leading 
theorists and activists in the field have written on, and have urged, 
the use of question and answer methods, even with fairly young children. 
Ethel Archibald, in 1912, pleaded for the use of wise questions with 
Primary children: 
By our questions we often hinder the children from think-
ing on their own account. Most careful preparation of suit-
able questions is necessary if we wish to stimulate thought ••• 
What, where, when, which, hc;w, why: these are the forms that 
we should cultivate ••• Clearness and simplicity are the wise 
rules. 1i 
Dr. John Davidson argued, in 1917, for questions aimed at 
testing and training the learner, not just of cognitive and intellectual 
reasons, but for living. He deplored questions which could confuse or 
mislead, which might encourage random guessing, and which might suggest 
the answer, and advocated questions aimed at the entire group, rather 
than too pointedly at an individual in the group. The teacher should 
raise central, pivotal questions, and allow the learners also to raise 
t . 73 ques 1ons. 
In the context of learner-centredness, the use of discussion 
71 b'd 96 97 I 1 ., p.p. I • 
72Ethel Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School, (London: 
Pilgrim Press, 1912), p. 73. 
73 J. Davidson, Means and Methods of Religious Education of the 
Young (Longmans, Green & Co., 1917), Chapter VII. 
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as a method of interactive teaching has flourished throughout the period, 
particularly in the teaching and training of adolescents. Many of the 
sources on which I have already drawn give careful and extenced guidance 
for the use of discussion as a valid teaching method. Gill and Pullen 
put the educational argument simply but powerfully: "The wise teacher 
knows that a group that sits and listens passively to another's thought, 
however good, achieves less than a group that thinks its way through a 
74 
subject or a problem." 
Particularly in the Senior Departments of Sunday School, and 
in the Youth Fellowship ar:d Youth Club movements within the churches, 
great emphasis has been placed on discussion as an educational method. 
During the 1940s the Religious Education Press produced mater-
ials for this purpose. One such manual, entitled Talking Things Over, 
and pUblished in 1941, says in its Foreword: 
The period of life during which young people are in 
Centres and Clubs is the time par excellence for asking 
questions, arguing, discussing, planning, and it affords the 
wise and up-to-date Leader with a splendid opportunity of 
giving his members a cultural, moral and spiritual background 
against which they can pursue the strenuous, all-absorbing 
business of living, and without which so many of the past have 
failed to make the best of their lives ••• 
In talks or discussions ••• every ~ader will want to help 
his young people to think their way through to a satisfying 
philosophy of life. 7S 
It ought not to be thought, however, that an emphasis on dis-
cussion as a didactic method post-dates the Second (or even the First) 
World War. It is of significance both as~illustrating the long-standing 
74Gill P 11 't 63 & u en, op. c1 ., p. • 
75R.G. Martin, Talking Things Over, (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, 1947 (fourth edition)), p. 3. 
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nature of the use of discussion, and as indicating the remarkable con-
tribution made by a few individuals, to note that, in his book The Child 
in the Midst Ernest Hayes advocate~especially for use in the Institute 
(or Senior) Department, the discussion method. In fact, he conceived 
an approach which would, at one and the uame time, involve almost every 
participant in meaningful discussion, while offering practical training 
for group and discussion leaders. He describes several ways in which 
the discussion approach may be organized, so as to prevent it becoming 
rigid and stereotyped, and adds: 
A strong point in this scheme is that it trains leaders 
through its Group Leader system, and develops all the members 
in self-expression and mental power, since even the most re-
served will participate in a discussion with only a small 
group.76 
In the seventh edition of that book, produced in 1953 (the 
first edition having been in 1916)., the terminology is changed, and the 
department is renamed the Young People's Department, but the didactic 
principles are identical, and the sentence quoted above appears unaltered 
in the later edition, almost 40 years after the first. 
This also demonstrates how much Christian education in British 
churches has owed to some persons whose influence and leadership spanned 
almost our entire period of study. Indeed, when the British Lessons Coun-
cil prepared its Christian Youth Manuals, which were first published in 
1957, only seven years before the close of our period of study, it asked 
Ernest Hayes to edit these manuals. In that year, it also issued the 
first volume, under Hayes' editorship, of discussion manuals for use with 
young people. 
76E.H. Hayes, op. cit., (19~6 edition), p. 130; (1953 edition), 
p.p. 139,140. 
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The first of these, entitled Begin Here, is subtitled, Discus-
77 
sion Topics for Young People. 
The whole thrust of these publications was to provide an 
exceedingly adaptable base for youth discussion, under competent, sym-
pathetic leadership. In an introductory section for the leader it 
argues: 
In work among teen-agers there is no place for using cut-
and-dried material read out of a book, or memorised and re-
peated more or less verbatim •••• As a matter of fact, the 
Committee responsible for the book spent a great deal of time 
in listing a variety of methods that could be offered to 
leaders, and it might be useful to reproduce that list here: 
Planned discussion on the lines of 'To start you talking', 
followed by free discussion. 
Questionnaire, leading to a discussion of some matter of 
conduct. 
Canteen discussion or Dramatic openings. 
Straight discussion. 
Biographical yarn. 
Filmstrip or film ••• 
The final word is 'Adapt', 'Adapt', 'Adapt' our material 
to the interests and needs of your group.78 
Self Expression 
In ways which have already been amply established, it is 
evident that the entire period of our study has been one of encouraging 
and enabling the learner to grow, in personal as well as cognitive 
terms, through an endless and experimental variety of self-expression, 
self-learning, project, and activity methods. The extension of this 
emphasis beyond the Sunday school hour, into week-day activities has 
77 E.H. Hayes, ed., Begin Here, (Wallington: Religious Educa-
tion Press, 1957). 
78 b"d 7 8 I ]. • I p.p. I • 
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been an excellent feature of the best of Church-based Christian educa-
tion. Frequently, however, it has been neglected, or left to some other 
organization, within or without the Church, to provide week-day activ-· 
ities, adding repeatedly to the potion that religion is for Sundays, and 
that, if the Church is to have a place in our week-day lives, then it had 
better be at a social, and non-religious level. 
That, of course, is an indictment of the attitude of many 
who have "taught" Sunday School, in that they have failed to take ser-
iously the pastoral relationship that a teacher-learner situation inev-
itably implies. 
At the level of adolescence., the Churches have frequently 
tried Clubs of various kinds, and to the extent to which they_have built 
bridges between the study experience of Sunday School, Bible Class, etc. 
and real life, by means of including meaningful learning from a Christian 
perspective in and through the Club activities, they have contributed to 
the growth of young lives in Christian terms, but to the extent they have 
accepted a dichotomy between the religion of Sunday and the real life 
of the week, 'they have contributed very little of lasting value. 
There has been a failure, from the base of the Church and the 
Christian education activity of the Church, to provide a religious dyn-
amic which the young could or would apply to everyday life in a secular 
society. That is to say, if the learning achieved in the Church context 
is not felt to be essential to the point of being expressed in daily 
life in the community, then the self-expression which may have gone into 
the cognitive learning process will have little immediate value in the 
life of the young, although it may well provide a residuum of valuable 
knowledge and awareness to which they·may return in later life. 
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The observable dilemma, however, is that, although a great 
deal of excellent work has been done in terms of strict didactic method-
ology, in the area of self-expression, it has too seldom led to the 
expression in life of the knowledge gained or the further growth of the 
learner in a faith that can be lived out in society. 
In his Introduction to the Philosophy of Education, Dr. S.J. 
Curtis, after examining a variety of views of education, describes the 
Christian view thus: 
The Christian believes that the ultimate aim of the indiv-
idual is to know and love and serve God in this world and 
finally to enjoy everlasting life and bliss in the world to 
come. The ultimate aim of education follows from this. The 
Christian regards education as:· a deliberate and organised 
activity through which the physjcal, intellectual, aesthetic, 
moral and spiritual potentialities of the pupil are developed 
both in the individual as an individual and also as a member 
of society so that he may lead the fullest and richest life 
possible in this world and finally attain his ultimate end in 
the world to come.79 
Now, any such view, and it is certainly consistent, so far as 
it goes, with the Christian education view of the time, demands that 
Christian education must be expressed, self-expressed, in the daily 
activity of the secular world. It may fairly be alleged that our period 
has failed to give adequate attention to this dimension of the educa-
tional process, and in so doing, has failed also to find ways of adequately 
providing a carry-over into life from the cognitive, even self-teaching 
activity of the Church or class-room, to the market place or the secular 
milieu of contemporary society, without which kind of self-expression the 
educational impact and process will always be seriously defective. 
79s.J. Curtis, Introduction to the Philosophy of Education, 
(London: University Tutorial Press, Ltd., 1958), p. 47. 
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VIII. The Development and Evaluation of Family Church 
Despite the many commendable efforts made from the early years 
of the century to update the thinking and practice of the churches in 
the area of Christian education, the establishment of Colleges specif-
ically for the training of leadership in the field, and the immense 
dedication of life, time and resources by some of the finest leadership 
in the entire history of the Sunday School movement, by the 1930s the 
Sunday Schools, Bible Classes, and other expressions of Christian 
education in the churches were in a state of decline. 
H.A. Hamilton, the creator of Family Church, in presenting his 
plan, made reference to the evidence of this decline. 
The decline in Sunday-school attendance is something of 
which we are all painfully aware. At the beginning of the 
century, in 1900, there were 3,302,000 children attending 
the Sunday Schools of the Free Churches. By 1939 this figure 
had dropped to 1,930,000; a reduction much in excess of any-
thing due to the fall in the birthrate over the period •••• 
The decline in numbers is at its greatest in the very 
early years of adolescence (i.e. 11-13 years); and, while it 
is a difficult figure to compute it would seem as though our 
churches are not successful in carrying over more than an 
average of one out of every seven of their children into 
membership of the Church.l 
It was largely his relational view of the Christian faith 
that led him to see the community of faith expressed in the Church as 
the key to overcoming the problem of such decline. 
The fellowship and Worship and Work of a Church are 
indispensable agencies; they·are the living expressions of 
the faith we want to teach ••• indeed, it is not too much to say 
that it is not what we teach about the Church which will 
determine the decision which people make about it, it is what 
the Church, in fact,is and does in their lives. There is 
1H.A. Hamilton, The Family Church, (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, 1941}, p.p. 13,14. 
abundant evidence to show that it is our failure in this 
sphere which has allowed so many adults in this generation 
to feel that the Church is irrelevant. 2 
He saw the home and the church as complementary, and, so far 
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as children were concerned, believed the church ought to serve in loco 
parentis. He became convinced that the Sunday School, as operated over 
180 years, no longer served as a bridge leading into the church for most 
children from non-church homes. It was separated from church conceptu-
ally, organisationally and in point of time. For most children even 
the teacher was identified with the Sunday School rather than with the 
church. 
He states the objective inspiring the creation of Family Church 
very clearly. 
One of the great tasks of Christian Education is to dis-
cover how to develop the sense of Christian family life 
between the 80 per cent of children who come to us from homes 
which have no connection with the Church and the members of 
the Christian community we want them to enter •••• 
One further complicating factor has been the many develop-
ments in the methods of day-school teaching. It is not too 
much to say that in some subjects a complete revolution has 
taken place. The simple principle that children learn best 
by co-operating in the busine.ss of their own education has 
been applied with most happy results. Meanwhile churches and 
Sunday-schools have, in the main, continued to use a one-
track method of approach- the method of instruction •••• the 
weight of tradition is heavy, and we still go on telling young 
people what they ought to know. But unless they want to know 
what we desire to tell them, our teaching is ineffectual. 3 
It would be a grave injustice to imagine that Hamilton's plan 
was simply to impose on the church a new strategy or programme. His 
concern was much deeper than· that. He took the concept of community 
very seriously, and held that no amount of improved technique would make 
much difference, without improved churches. 
2
rbid., p.p. 11,12. 3 Ibid., p.p. 19,20. 
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In the first place, he called for the renewal of the fellow-
ship, or Christian community life of the churches. 
The first need is that Churches should thus realise their 
inescapable role. For good or ill, what the members are to 
the children may well be critical for the young people's 
attitude to religion. This is not a responsibility which can 
be handed over with relief to a group of willing teachers, the 
majority of whom are young in Christian discipleship. It is 
a ministry, a pastorate of all believers. 4 
On the basis of this emphasis he pleaded for the church member-
ship at large to take seriously the children involved in its life and 
in its Sunday School, with a view to enfolding them in the loving fellow-
ship of the church. 
He went on to argue for a fresh approach to worship, in which 
children would be included in ways meaningful to them. He advocated 
children's worship both separately and together with the church family. 
In the church worship context, h~s ultimate goal was the restoration of 
the family pew, which he perceived - rightly - as being a long-term 
goal. In the meantime, he urged that children should sit with their 
parents, or with "adopted" parents, where the children's parents did 
not come to church, that they should have a real share in worship, 
perhaps a special, brief talk from the minister, and then leave for 
Children's Church. That, in its turn, was meant to provide continuing 
worship, appropriate to the children, ending at the same time as the 
main worship service, and facili.tating family togetherness at the close 
of the morning. 
In the beginning, in many cases, Sunday School continued to be 
held separately in the afternoon, although parents and sponsors were 
frequently invited to visit that also, in the interests of the church's 
4
rbid., p. 24. 
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living links with children. In fact, few adults took that very seriously. 
Over the years from the inception of the scheme, there has 
been a trend towards morning Sunday School, either before morning worship, 
or during it, in the form of a Sunday School for children leaving the 
main worship service, or a Junior Church, combining the features of 
Children's Church and Sunday School. 
It is perhaps understandable that, although most denominations 
took Family Church fairly seriously, the greatest initiatives were taken 
by Congregationalists, Hamilton's own denomination, 
In 1946 Eric Hodgson went so far as to publish a little book 
entitled The New Model Church, the Family Church at Work. He: urged the 
introduction of a unified concept of Christian education, along Hamilton's 
lines, in which the main worship service incorporated the children as 
already described, and then led them into Junior Church, which came to 
include all that had been intended in Children's Church and Sunday 
School. 
A conscious attempt was made to shift the emphasis in education 
from the individual Sunday School teacher to the collective community 
of the church. Hodgson writes: 
You cannot be educated for the Kingdom of God by 'private 
tuition', because the Kingdom of God is life in community, 
and only living in a community can educate us for that. 
Community life means doing things together, taking our part 
and share, making our own special contribution according to 
our gifts, receiving from others in direct measure as we give 
ourselves, and learning to adjust ourselves to other people. 
In this way we seek to train members of the community of the 
Church. 
It happens that this is also the way in which children 
most readily acquire knowledge and information, activities, 
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relationships and co-operation of any other sort. It is the 
whole membership of the Church, in its living together in 
fellowship, worship and service, that educates for Churchman-
ship.5 
Now that kind of argument, while fairly natural w~thin 
Congregationalism, is not so natural in differently structured expres-
sions of church life. Yet it is quite clear that the idea comrnended 
itself very widely across the denominational spectrum, in that Hamilton's 
plan was implemented beyond his own denomination. 
In the same year the Anglican Handbook to the Scheme for the 
Training of Church Children commended Family Worship in Church, but, 
in a way typical to the Anglican diocesan system, left the matter to 
each parish to decide. 
No acknowledgement is made of H.A. Hamilton's insights, either 
in the text, or in the bibliography, and it may be that the ideas 
promulgated were of independent origin. 
The ecumenical nature of Sunday School work throughout our 
period makes that highly unlikely, but there is nothing in the Handbook 
to express indebtedness. The advice given is in these terms: 
The Parochial Church Council and the congregation should 
also feel a sense of responsibility towards the training of 
the 'Junior Congregation' and should be ready to co-operate 
in any plan to help the children to acquire a 'family sense' 
in the Church, even though it means some sacrifice on the 
part of the older people in order to make provision for the 
children at the ordinary Services.6 
The evidence suggests that, while others borrowed from the 
insights of Hamilton and the Congregationalists, it was within that 
5
w.E. Hodgson, The New Model Church, the Family Church at Work, 
(Wallington: Religious Education Press, 1946), p. 23. 
6Handbook to the Scheme for'the Training of Church Children, 
(National Society: S.P.C.K., 1946), p. 40. 
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denomination that the idea of Family Church was most vigorously pursued, 
and most successfully implemented. 
For example, it was the Congregational Union, led by H.A. 
Hamilton, which inspired the Christian Education Handbooks, although, 
interestingly, they were published by the Methodist Sunday School Depart-
ment. 
In the introduction to the first Primary Handbook, under the 
general editorship of H.A. Hamilton, this description is given. 
The Courses are not dated, and do not cover every Sunday 
of the year. This is partly because there are engagements in 
every Church's calendar which demand the time of the Sunday 
School, but mainly because it would be almost impossible to 
maintain a series of Activity Courses with no break at all. 
There is always plenty of material available for straightfor-
ward lessons in the Courses prepared by the British Lessons 
Council •••• 
Here then, are Courses which demand the co-operation of the 
children which are set in the life of the Church, e.g. Easter 
Whitsun, Christmas ••• Every Course, too, provides opportunity 
for drawing individual members of the Church into some active 
relationship with the work of the Departments •••• 
These Courses have been designed to be a training in 
churchmanship and a preparation for Christian living. 7 
My assertion that it was among Congregationalists that the 
Family Church idea was most widely developed is supported by Ernest 
Hayes' analysis in the 1953 edition of The Child In the Midst, where he 
writes: 
••• plans were prepared by the Rev. H.A. Hamilton for inte-
grating Church and School into one organisation, so that from 
his earliest days the child would realise that he belongs to 
the Church and has his own place in its worship and its member-
ship. 'The Church is a Family' was the slogan adopted by Mr. 
Hamilton, and the implications of that description were worked 
7H~A. Hamilton, ed., Christian Education Handbooks: Primary 
Course for a Family Church, (London: Methodist Sunday School Department, 
1941). 
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out to their logical conclusion ••• 
For more than fifteen years this approach has been devel-
oped, especially among Congregational Churches ••• it can be said 
that where this conception is being worked out encouraging 
results are found.a 
In 1963 the Congregational Union set up a group "to examine 
afresh the principle known as Family Church, and the ways in which this 
9 is expressed." 
The report was published in 1965 under the title, Family Church 
Reappraised. It recognised that the family nature of the church had its 
roots in the New Testament, but that it had been lost in the nineteenth 
century's neglect of children. It acknowledged that Hamilton's concern 
had been for the integration of the growing child in the faith, life and 
service of the Church, and that the idea was far more than merely moving 
Sunday School from the afternoon to the morning. 
Looking back over 25 years of experience with the idea, the 
report argued that Family Church had brought more success than failure, 
and had contributed to the halting of the process of decline. 
It noted that the Free Church Federal Council had, in a report 
in 1956, paid tribute to the effectiveness of Family Church, in increasing 
membership, retaining children, and reaching parents. 
Yet the group was not blind to the disappointments, and stated 
clearly that Family Church was no panacea. Where it was stressed, it 
sometimes threatened to swamp other good ideas. In any case, some of 
its basic principles were widely ignored. The tendency to draw children 
8E.H. Hayes, The Child in theMidst, (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, seventh edition, 1953), p.p. 43-45. 
9 Family Church Reappraised, (London: Congregational Union of 
England and Wales, 1965). 
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into the church and its life could sometimes mean an unhealthy withdrawal, 
unless it led to service outwards in the name of the church, which, of 
course, it was intended to do. 
Family Church did not achieve much success in the area of 
teacher training. Some critics alleged that its tendency to introversion 
led to promoting education above evangelism. 
Recognising this allegation, the review group urged that mission 
was integral to the whole concept, and must be kept central: "God, the 
Universal Father, joins people together in this unity not so much for what 
they can give each other, but for what they can together give to the 
10 
world." 
Interestingly, although Hodgson in his advocacy of Family Church 
in The New Model Church in 1946 had almost dismissed the "children's 
address" in the worship service, claiming ·children's addresses and 
hymns to be usually unnecessary , the review group advocated the special 
talk to children as being a useful feature. 
Also, the group report suggested that there was a case for 
involving adults in training: "Perhaps the adult congregation should be 
undergoing training whilst the children are in their departments and 
. 11 
complete the act of worship afterwards." 
The group spelled this out in some detail, calling for small 
groups dedicated to Christian truth, and the cultivation of·suitable 
leadership, which it felt to be crucial. 
The Methodist Youth Department Sunday School Commission also 
produced two post-war reports, in 1946 and 1961, the second of which called 
10 b'd I ~ • , p .• lB. 11' Ibid. I p. 23. 
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for flexibility in approaches to Christian education, but it stated very 
strongly: 
We re-affirm that it is the spirit of a caring Church which 
alone can give reality and significance to the Church as a 
family •••• 
Participation in family worship should be encouraged. This 
may be put into practice in a number of ways, e.g.:-
The ordering of family worship in association with the 
Christian festivals. 
The first part of the morning worship planned for the 
family, boys and girls then continuing their worship and 
training in their own departments. 
Morning worship services planned in their entirety to give 
expression to family worship ••• 
The Commission recommends that serious consideration should 
be given to the forms of service used when children share in 
the worship of the Church. It is important that they be enabled 
to participate fully in the adoration, thanksgiving, confession, 
petition and intercession of the Church, and in the hearing of 
the Scriptures before going to their separate departments. 12 
This report· and its recommendations were, significantly, 
stimulated by the numerical decline in Sunday School enrolment. Indeed, 
it shows that numbers had fallen from 815,952 in 1953 to 587,276 in 1960. 13 
Although this Methodist body had been involved in the production 
of the Christian Education Handbooks for Family Church, it is plain that 
Methodists as a whole had not taken the ideas of Family Church as seriously 
as had the Congregationalists. Now, in ~961, the plea is strong: In heavy 
type the report declares: 
"Children need to be given everg opportunitg of worsh1pp1ng 
. 14 
with the whole family of the Church." 
12 The Way Ahead, Being the Sunday School Commission Report 
as presented to the Methodist Conference, July 1961, (London: Methodist 
Youth Department, 1961), p.p. 19,20. 
13Ibid., p. a. 
14Ibid., p. 11. 
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The fact that the plea for family church is explicitly stated 
in the "Practical Proposals" section of the report, and is not mentioned 
in the review and evaluation sections which look back on the post-war 
period is further indication that Methodism had not, till this point, 
treated the concept with too much seriousness. 
This conclusion is reinforced by Douglas Hubery's comment (he 
served as Secretary of the Methodist Sunday School Commission which pre-
sented 'The Way Ahead' report already cited) in his book Teaching the 
Christian Faith To-day: 
Church denominations themselves are coming to see that 
Sunday School work by itself, however good it may be in both 
teaching and worship, is not good enough. There must be a 
living association with the whole household of God. In the 
Anglican Church one finds increasing emphasis upon Family 
Communion Services, followed by Parish l:>reakfasts, to which 
whole families - not just the adults - are invited to attend. 
For a number of years now the Congregational Union, under the 
leadership of the Rev. H.A. Hamilton, have advocated Family 
Church which deliberately seeks to relate the departmental 
teaching sessions for boys and girls with the normal worship of 
the Church. More recently, the Methodist Church accepted 
principles advocated in its Sunday School Commission Report, 
'The Way Ahead', which moves in the same direction.lS 
Anglicans, who have given so much leadership to Christian educa-
tion developments in our period, have not acknowledged their debt to this 
idea very frequently, but it is clear, on examination, that Hamilton's 
influence was not unfelt there. 
Phyllis Dent compiled a record of some experiments which she 
entitled, The Child's Initiation into the Life and Worship of the Church. 
The motivation for her work was a dissatisfaction with the 
15 D.S. Hubery, Teaching the Christian Faith To-day, (N.s.s.u., 
1965), p.p. 81,82. 
level of churchmanship realised in the lives of persons raised in the 
church's Sunday School system. She says: 
In examining the results of our usual methods for g~v~ng 
religious education we cannot fail to be struck by the fact 
that hundreds of children receive lessons in day and Sunday 
school and yet grow up with little sense of the meaning of 
Church membership and with still less sense of the duty of 
regular worship of God. We have been too diffused and too 
general. •• 
Religious education involves: 
Ul bringing the child up in the Family of the Church 
(2) training him in private and corporate worship, and 
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(3) teaching him the truth of the Christian Faith professed 
by that Family and expressed in its worship. 
The child, therefore, must grow up feeling that he is part 
of the Church's Junior Congregation and not that he is a member 
of a school ••• initiation into the life and worship of the 
Christian Family is of paramount importance. Our hands are 
strengthened as we plan for the future when we realize that 
this point of view is growing in the minds of members of the 
Free Churches. Mr. Hamilton in his book, 'The Family Church', 
says: 'Nothing must ever allow us to diminish the value of 
working and thinking with children in age groups, but neither 
must anything prevent us from finding speedily the best way of 
including them in the family life of the Church.•l6 
In a booklet from an evangelical Anglican source in 1961, E. 
Liddell Paine pleads at length for the establishment of "Children's 
Church", or "Family Services", which terms he sees to be interchangeable. 
He sees the church in the early 1960s confronted by a society full of 
distractions for the young, and adds, "The main root of the Church's 
problem resides in the irreligious or indifferent character of so many 
17 homes." At this point he acknowledges H.A. Hamilton's contribution, 
16 P. Dent, The Child's Initiation, (London: National Society, 
1949), p.p. 5-B. 
17 E.L. Paine, Reaching and Teaching the Children, (London: 
Falcon, 1961), p. 4. 
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and goes on to propose the introduction of Children's Church, in the 
introduction to which, though it is not acknowledged, is evidence of 
dependence on the Family Church concept, as when he says: 
It is an educational principle that the community is the 
decisive influence in all education. Training for life should 
be carried on within the framework of a community. This is 
borne out by the Christian experience, as described in the New 
Testament. The Christian grows in grace as he lives within the 
context of the Christian community ••• 
It is now our purpose to demonstrate the outworking of the 
family principle in a Children's Church ••• 
And surely the greatest and most natural thing that a 
family can do together is to worship God. There is a distinct 
benefit in the 'togetherness' of the family in the context of 
public worship.l8 
The investigative report of the Free Church Federal Council, 
entitled Sunday Schools To-day (1957) makes clear reference to the devel-
opment of Family Church, and evaluates its contribution at an interdenom-
!national level. While discounting the idea that other experiments have 
little or no value, it commends Family Church in its carefully drawn 
conclusions, thus: 
••• there is a consistency of achievement ••• not observable 
elsewhere. It is clear that these churches are:-
(a) increasing in membership. 
(b) holding the children for a longer period. 
(c) reaching more parents. 
(d) losing less children, especially those who attend 
Family Worship. 
(e) better organised in grading, teacher training and 
midweek activities. 
(f) bringing more children into church membership. 
. 19 
••• than the average Sunday schools of the same size •. 
From the Church of Scotland and its special committee on 
Religious Education, there was issued in 1965 a little monograph entitled 
18Ibid., p. 10. 
19
sunday Schools To-day, (London: Free Church Federal 
Council, 1957), p. 33. 
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Signpost for Sunday Schools. 
It began, like Hamilton nearly twenty-five years earlier, with 
a concern for the numerical decline in the Sunday Schools and Bible 
Classes of the land. 
It followed the trend we have discerned in urging that "The 
Church as a whole needs to rethink the problem of Christian Education and 
to see the task of the Sunday School in the context of the teaching min-
20 istry of the Church." 
It called for radical change. In its plea for reform, it 
called for a fresh awareness of the role of the Church, in these terms: 
The Church, the family of God's people, is the context of 
Christian education. The Biblical evidence as a whole and the 
practice of the early Church in particular indicate that the 
teaching ministry includes as part of its function initiation 
into the life and ways of the household of God •••• 
The teaching ministry must not neglect the importance of 
the community of the Church •••• 
In Christian education, the service of worship is itself 
a learning situation, for even the fairly young child can 
observe what is done and can progress gradually to an under-
standing of why it is done.21 
Just prior to this development, the Church of Scotland had re-
ceived, in 1960, an extensive evaluation of the state of its Christian 
education activities in a report entitled Godly Upbringing, which made a 
series of recommendations to the General Assembly. 'Not one of them, 
however, shows any sign of being affected by the Family Church concept. 
Comments are made urging great levels of parental commitment as an example 
to the young, but there is no real sign of the challenge of Family Church 
20Jim McDonald, Signpost for Sunday Schools, (Edinburgh: 
Church of Scotland, 1960), p.p. 5,6. 
21
rbid., p.p. 9,10. 
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being taken seriously. 
In the case of the 1965 report, more emphasis is placed on the 
growing child's relationship to the church, but the overall proposal, 
even in that document, is weak, unimaginative, and unlikely to secure 
much improvement. It seems to be unaware that almost every one of its 
concerns had already been recognised and confronted by churches and 
Sunday Schools in other parts of Britain, but without much to show in 
terms of arresting the widely-lamented decline in numbers. 
British Baptists were also deeply concerned, late in the 1950s, 
over the decline in the numbers of children in their Sunday Schools, and, 
in common with other bodies, following the 1957 report of the Free Church 
Federal Council, Sunday Schools To-day, felt the need for action. A 
Baptist discussion paper, prepared by a representative group established 
by the 1965 Assembly of the Baptist Union in England, stated: 
appears: 
During their consideration of the F.C.F.C. report, a number 
of Baptist churches saw that there might be immediate advantage 
in changing the time of Sunday School from afternoon to morning 
and associating it with Church worship for the family as a 
means of retaining the allegiance of children whose attendance 
was made erratic by afternoon outings and as a means of drawing 
parents into the life of the Church community with their · 
families. Others were prepared to give time to a study of the 
concept of Family Church, on both theological and educational 
grounds. 22 
Later in the report, a strong endorsement of Family Church 
In our opinion what is known as Family Church offers the 
best way of meeting all these implications. We are not happy 
with the title, "Family Church", but in the absence of a better 
suggestion we have retained it • 
••• Family Church begins with the conviction that the Church 
must be a family •••• Family Church is not a rigid system to be 
22The Child and the Church: A Baptist Discussion, (London: 
Carey Kingsgate Press, 1966), p. 8. 
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implanted ready-made on a church; in fact there will be consider-
able diversity of practice according to local circumstances. 
Generally speaking, however, one 'l:ould expect to see the follow-
ing marks:-
(i) Regular family worship in which all children share, 
sitting with their parents or with 'church friends', 
rather than all together in cne part of the church 
building •••• 
(ii) Carefully prepared and graded children's work going on 
in departments •••• 
(iii) An adequately equipped and staffed nursery to care 
for babies and toddlers during the teaching period. 
(iv) Observance of the great Christian festivals when 
children sha.re with adults in the whole service •••• 
(v) The church meeting taking full responsibility for all 
young people 1 s work •••• 
(vi) Experiments with Family Nights in the mid-week •••• 
In this way all age-grot&ps will become a strong 
influence in catering for families, and in creating and 
holding together Christian families.23 
It is hard to believe that it took some denominational bodies 
so long to take seriously the concerns and concepts of the Family Church. 
In particular, the patronising attitude of the Baptist group to the 
term "Family Church", when it had no alternative to offer, is strange, 
and, peihars, significant. 
At the close of our period, Family Church was still being hailed 
as a new development in some places. Jt had certainly infiltrated most 
Christian education approaches in the churches with its insights. For 
example, the Experience and Faith syllabus produced by the British 
Lessons Council, just after the close of our period, acknowledged its 
indeb-tedness: 
There is a greater realization of the importance of relat.ing 
children 1 s work to the life and wcrship of the Church. Experi-
ments begun by the r.ev. H.A. Hs.milton at Westhill Training 
23 Ibid., p.p. 42-43. 
College, as it then was, and now available in published form 
have enabled more adventurous work to be done in numbers of 
churches, and with good effect ••• 
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It is now generally recognized that participation in the 
worship and fellowship of the Church is a fundamental factor in 
Christian education. When children come to know the Church 
through this kind of experience, they are most likely to grow 
into a true understanding of the beliefs by which the Church 
lives ••• 
The gospel comes to life for the individual within the 
context of the worship and fellowship of the Church.24 
Similarly, the Baptist Union in England, in its Senior depart-
ment materials for 1963, takes time specifically to argue the case for 
Family Church, obviously regarding it as something still very relevant 
and worthy of introduction: 
The principle of 'Family Church' has been operating long 
enough, and in a sufficiently wide variety of situations, to 
prove its worth. More and more churches are turning to it ••• 
We are seeking to build children into the life of a family, and 
teaching them to understand how that life is nourished on God's 
Word. The teaching is important, but the 'building-in' is 
even more so. 25 
It should perhaps be noted that, well into the period following 
our period of study, the National Christian Education Council published a 
book by Constance Parker, whose involvement in church based Christian 
education went back many years, in which she paid this tribute to the 
continuing relevance and adaptibility of Family Church: 
p.p. 6-8. 
It is almost thirty years since the words "family church" 
were used and there are not many churches now which would deny 
the wisdom of being family churches, although they may vary in 
their interpretation of what the words mean and may have found 
different ways of working it out. 
24E~erience and Faith, (British Lessons Council, 1967), 
25 . G 'd Concl.se Ul. e: Baptist Edition: Senior, 1963-64, (Carey-
Kingsgate, 1983), p. xiv. 
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Stripped of all the variety, family church means a church 
where children and young people (whether their parents come to 
church or not) are thought of as part of the unity of the 
church family and where everything is done to help them to be 
aware of their place in that farnily ••• in every family church 
its own ways may be worked out according to its own need.26 
26
c.M. Parker, The Training Class Today, (London: HCEC, 1968), 
p.p. 49,50. 
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IX. The Place of Adult Education 
It is appropriate that, at this point in the process of dis-
cerning the principles and practice governing Christian education in the 
churches, we should turn our attention to the place of adult education. 
H.A. Hamilton's vision of Family Church was designed to bring 
together the whole church family, in the context of worship, in a set of 
relationships that would secure growth, and maturity for all. In stres-
sing the importance of the attitudes of adults towards children in the 
church, and in calling for a revitalization of fellowship, community, and 
real worship, he was, in a sense, preparing the way for adult education, 
though that was not his first motivation. He was, of course, concerned 
primarily for the nurture of the young, and saw the adult congregation as 
a means to that end. He puts it this way: "The first need is that 
churches should thus realise their inescapable role. For good or ill, 
what the members are to the children may well be critical for the young 
people's attitude to religion."
1 
He goes on to suggest that the way the church should deal with 
that situation is by developing care by the adults for the children, 
through interaction with them, in befriending them and nurturing them in 
a variety of ways. 
He does not really reach the position where he advocates directly 
the development of Christian education for adults, so that they may be 
better prepared to fulfil the relational task to which he attaches so 
much significance. By the time the Congregational Union reviewed the 
whole development, in 1961, however, it had concluded, as we saw in the 
1 H.A. Hamilton; The Family Church. (Wallington, Religious 
Education Press, Fourth edition, 1963), (first published 1941), p. 24. 
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last chapter, that there was something to be said for involving adults 
in training at the same time as the children. 2 Certainly, by the end of 
our period, there is ample evidence that a growing concern was being felt 
over the inadequacy of adult education in the churches under review. 
Douglas Hubery makes this statement: 
It has to be said that the twentieth century has seen a 
lamentable decline in serious Christian education for those 
who have supposedly reached maturity. One may argue, indeed, 
that until adult members of the Christian Church are given the 
opportunity of coming to terms with the true significance of 
the faith they profess, and with the Bible as an essential part 
of their understanding of their faith, there is little hope 
for the future. 3 
A few years earlier, in advocating an all-age approach to 
Christian education, the Baptist Union of Scotland had made this plea: 
Few things are more vital for the Church's mission in the 
world than the adequate education of its members. If we are 
to make a worthy impact on our society, the business of educa-
tion in Christian doctrine is basic. In short, we need to be 
taught in the faith of the Bible ••• 
Behind the all-age approach is a strong conviction about 
the paramount need for Christian Education. This can be ex-
pressed simply. If the Church is to make an impression for 
Christ, its members need to be educated in theaith ••• 
If the Church is to be attractive ••• its members need to be 
bound in real fellowship. This can never be adequately 
achieved by the Sunday worship of the church alone. Such con-
tact is too fleeting, and real provision must be= •made to 
bring Christians close to one another. This is excellently 
catered for in the adult discussion classes of the Christian 
Education School ••• where this is operated well, the family 
nature of the church is emphasised, and the teaching of 
Scripture is extended systematically to all ages in a way our 
present set-up cannot possibly achieve.4. 
2Family Church Reappraised. (London, Congregational Union of 
England & Wales, 1961). 
3o.s. Hubery, Christian Education and the Bible. (National 
Christian Education Council, 1967), p.p. 11,12. 
4A.D. MacRae. Christian Education, Facing the Facts, (Baptist 
Union of Scotland, 1963), p.p. 3-5. 
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Such pleas at the close of our period suggest that the matter 
of adult education had not been dealtwith satisfactorily throughout the 
twentieth century. 
While that judgment is true, it does not mean that no attempt 
had been made to take adult education seriously, either before or during 
our period, but that it had not been done effectively is attested by the 
need for Christian educationists in the 1960s to plead that it then be 
taken seriously. 
Indeed, G. Hamilton Archibald, in describing his own Sunday 
School programme at Bournville, writes, in connection with the more 
senior scholars, 
It may be that some of these days we shall have to form an 
afternoon adult school at Bournville, but we aim to put off 
that need as long as possible. Our aim is to turn the young 
people into teachers and helpers, and make our preparation 
classes take the place of an adult school. We aim to hold our 
older scholars by.setting them to work ••• the keynote of the New 
Testament is that of service.5 
Unfortunately, this idea of retaining young people into adult-
hood by involving them in service as teachers and helpers, well-meaning 
though it was, became a near fetish of educational practice, and was 
advocated by significant people in the leadership of the movement, such 
as Hetty Lee Holland and Ernest Hayes. Such support gave the idea cred-
ibility, but in the long run it contributed, not only to the severe limita-
tion of attempts to retain the majority of adults, who could not all be 
involved in such educational service, but also to the widespread neglect of 
needed adult education. 
5 G.H. Archibald, The Sunday School of Tomorrow. (London, 
Sunday School Union, 1909), p. 66. 
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Ernest Hayes argued, apparently without any sense of inherent 
contradiction, for the securing of the best people for the teaching task, 
thus: "When the Church awakens to the dignity and importance of the child, 
she will realize that for this work the very best men and women alone are 
6 good enough." 
However, he also urged that such persons be found through the 
training of the older scholars: 
••• the graded school that is in full working order will 
grow its own teachers. We shall hear no more piteous pleas 
from the pulpit for anybody and everybody to come and teach ••• 
The method of securing and training its teachers ••• can be 
summed up thus- 'It catches them young'. By so doing, it may 
be incidentally remarked, it also solves the time-honoured 
topic for debate, 'How to retain our senior scholars'. By 
dividing the large infant class into little classes of.three 
or four scholars in a Primary department, the new methods find 
work for a large number of the elder scholars, who are retained 
to the school by the best of all ties. But how can scholars 
teach? Here comes the master-stroke of the new order of things. 
For being scholars set apart to be trained as teachers, they 
are thoroughly accustomed to the Bible-class method of learn-
ing, and through weekly classes are taught what and how to 
teach ••• 
Thus through its Primary department every school can start 
a teacher-supply-and-training system of its own.7 
It is fair to note that Hayes also advocated the development of 
Bible Classes and an Institute Department for seniors, in which he 
rightly stressed the importance of good leadership, relevant activities 
8 
and approaches, and week-day involvement, but without dealing at all 
with the needs of adults. 
It is typical, however, of Archibald's openness to fresh think-
ing that, within two years of the publication of The Sunday School of 
6 E.H. Hayes, The Child in the Midst. (London, Teachers and 
Taught, 1916), p. 66. 
7 Ibid., 66-68. a 123-131. p.p. Ibid., p.p. 
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Tomorrow (1909), when he published his The Decentralised Sunday School: 
Junior Department (1911), he could write: 
Decentralisation removes more hindrances to progress than 
any other one new principle that has been introduced into the 
Sunday School work of recent times, and the day is not far 
distant when not only Beginners, Primary, and Juniors will be 
separated the one from the other, but also the Intermediate, 
Senior~ and Adult Departments will become distinct and separate 
units. 
His reference to an adult school in his earlier work was doubt-
less a reflection of a feature of Quaker practice, to which specific 
reference is made in a book by A.G. Gardiner, the biographer of George 
Cadbury, who, like Archibald, came from Quaker stock. Gardiner tells of 
the development of the Quaker contribution to adult education, during the 
nineteenth century, and provides the point of reference for Archibald's 
comments (see footnote 5). Gardiner writes of the Adult School: "This 
movement was one of the most fruitful contributions which the Society of 
Friends made towards the religiousandsocial life of the community during 
10 
the middle of the nineteenth century," and described it as expressive 
of the concern felt for 
••• the need of some movement to counteract the demoralizing 
tendencies of the new industrialism ••• George Cadbury taught 
hundreds of Birmingham men to read and write in the first 
thirty years of his work as an Adult School teacher ••• The ulti-
mate aim of the School was to divert the lives of the scholars 
into better channels ••• in a word, to make bad citizens into 
good citizens.ll 
Gardiner makes it clear, however, that the purpose of that 
movement was not Christian education as such. There were no tests, 
9G.H. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School: Junior 
Department. (London, Pilgrim Press, 1911), p.p. 11,12. 
10A.G. Gardiner, Life of George Cadbury. (Cassel1, 1923), p. 41. 
11 b'd 41 42 I~ ., P•P• - · 
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patronage, or sectarian emphases. It was not an adult Bible Class, 
temperance society, church, denomination, or Christian club. Although 
Quakers doubtless cherished a concern that may legitimately be called 
spiritual, the movement described was one of deep social concern for the 
outsider, rather than an educational emphasis for the insider. 
However, Archibald's later development of decentralisation, 
grading, and departmentalization, almost inevitably led him to consider 
the possibility of a place for adults in an educational context of their 
own. Indeed, by the time he wrote The Modern Sunday School, some signs 
of adult departments existed. 
In summarising the decentralised structure of the Sunday School, 
he includes a department for Adults and Parents, from 19 years up. How-
ever, in his entire book of over two hundred pages, all his advocacy of 
Adult department development could be contained in one page. His strong-
est statements are these: "Some schools divide these grades into Lower 
senior, Upper Senior, and Adult, and for practical purposes this grouping 
d i .. 12 d has much to commen t. , an , 
Practice varies: some prefer that the Senior and Adult 
grades be united, others that they are better entirely separate; 
doubtless there is much to be said for both views. The best 
plan is probably a combination of the two groups, but the more 
one gets experience and the more study he gives to the matter, 
the more he appreciates the advantages of the specialized group. 13 
There is evidence, though not much is on record, that some 
Adult departments did exist. In 1912, this statement was made: 
In the North, the large Sunday Schools of Yorkshire and 
Lancashire retain their elder scholars until middle life, and 
even in some cases until old age. The Sunday School is an 
12G.H. Archibald, The Modern Sunday School. (London, Pilgrim 
Press, 1926), p. 188. 
lJibid., p. 192. 
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important social unit in the life of the community. In the 
South, on the other handt the number of elder scholars retained 
is comparatively sma11. 1~ 
However, the overwhelming impression in the area of adult 
education in the early years of the century is one of neglect. At a 
Teachers' Christian Union Conference in England in 1919, the strongest of 
pleas was made by Mr. Albert Mansbridge, the Chairman of the World 
Association for Adult Education, when he said, 
At this time the Christian Churches, if they are to inten-
sify their influence, must concern themselves seriously with 
the work of educating their own members in the faith. Even 
though their missionary work must go on with abandon, yet the 
success of that depends in part upon the measure of developed 
understanding which permeates their own members. The need at 
this moment is not the education of non-Christians so much as 
the education of Christians. The welter of perplexity in 
regard to the faith in which those who went out to teach sold-
iers found themselves, ought to make us furiously to think. 
It was the inevitable result of the fog and density which have 
settled on the minds of the ordinary Church goer as the result 
of strange and drifting methods of religious education.lS 
Mansbridge went on to plead strongly for a variety of endeavours, 
including a circulated bibliography of good books, a manual of Christian 
objectives in the world, a plea for the restoration of serious Bible 
reading and study, serious continuing education for clergy, teachers and 
adults, an all-out offensive by the Christian churches and societies to 
make the claims of the faith known by every suitable means, and the 
development of Extension lectures, study circles and tutorial classes 
for adults, as "the apex of the whole religious educational system and ••• 
16 based on the Sunday School, which must not be allowed to disappear." 
14 M.M. Penstone, H. Lee, &R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School. (London, National Society & Depository, 1912), p. 214. 
15Ideals & Problems of Religious Education - addresses and dis-
cussions of Teachers• Christian Union Conference. Paper by A. Mansbridge, 
entitled The ReligLous Education of Adults. (London, Teachers' Christian 
union, 1919), p.p. 85,86. 
16Ibid., p. 94. 
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The challenge of reaching adults, or holding adolescents into 
adulthood, continued to be a matter of concern, although its failure to 
achieve sufficient attention probably accounts for the failure to deal 
adequately with it. 
In an important compendium on the Sunday School, written by 
key representatives of almost every significant denominational and church 
body in England and Scotland, Dr. W.M. Clew raised the issue, in this way: 
But the problem of the older scholars - the problem of the 
adolescent - remains too largely unsolved. Nowhere has the 
Sunday School, to the heavy grief of its eager-hearted teachers, 
failed so evidently as in the keeping of the older scholars. 
It is not often that boys of over fourteen years of age are to 
be found in the Sunday School. In the United States of America, 
and in some British Schools, this fact has been recognized, 
and a new idea of the membership of Sunday School has been 
conceived. Under this conception the Sunday School is regarded 
as an agency not only for the religious education of the children 
and a fold for the lambs, but even more impressively as a Bible 
School, with scholars of all ages from the boy and girl up to 
those who form the membership of the Church. How far this is 
usual, even in the United States, is open to question. The 
evidence is rather against its adoption ••• 
Yet they do solve this problem, and prove that it is not 
so difficult as some believe to keep the boy and the girl, in 
the years when they tend to become vagrant in mind and resent-
ful of discipline, within the door of the Sunday School.l7 
Certainly the most significant development in the first half 
of the twentieth century in adult Christian education in the churches was 
the Anglican development of Church Tutorial Classes, to which we shall 
give some attention. However, even from within that creative development, 
apathy existed towards an integrated,church adult school. Rev. A.R. 
Browne-wilkinson, the Principal of St. Christopher's College, Blackheath, 
17w.M. Clew, in The Sunday School in The Modern World, edited 
by D.P. Thomson, T. Kelly & c. Bower. (London, James Clarke & Co., 1924) 
p.p. 58,59. 
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in writing of method in Christian education, stated, in deploring the 
lack of teachers for Tutorial Classes: 
What seems to be needed is some kind of application to the 
purposes of adult religious education of the system of Teachers' 
Preparation Classes as employed at present for Sunday Schools. 
There is no call for the formation of a Church Adult School 
Movement. This would be a mistake in policy, for the Church 
Tutorial Classes should represent the Church's standard of 
systematic religious education for adults.l8 
The Church Tutorial Class movement, which began in 1917; and to 
this Basil Yeaxlee refers as "one of the outstanding special experiments" 19, 
was the most serious attempt at Adult education in the churches in the 
first quarter of the twentieth century. The classes generally comprised 
ten to thirty members each, who committed themselves together to a definite 
year's course of study on a subject chosen by themselves. Such groups 
were encouraged to develop a three year course of study, to ensure con-
tinuity and progress. The Association was prepared to make available for 
these groups materials covering a wide range of subjects, Biblical, 
historical, doctrinal, ethical, apologetic, and religious. The groups 
were encouraged to work under a teacher with expertise, while the dis-
20 
cussion method of learning was highly favoured. 
It was difficult to assess the effectiveness of such a develop-
ment after only a few short years, which accounts for the following state-
ment from the report of the c.o.P.E.C. Commission in 1924 (Conference on 
18A.B. Browne-Wilkinson, in The Teaching Church. (London, 
SPCK, 1928), p.p. 80,81. 
19s. Yeaxlee, Spiritual Values in Adult Education, vol. 2. 
(Oxford University Press, 1924). 
20 d' 7 Appen l.X • 
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Christian Politics, Economics and Citizenship): 
Turning to the specific adult educational work of the 
Churches, the facts are far more difficult to elucidate, and the 
evaluation of the work done is a very baffling task. No 
responsible public body has carried through the necessary 
investigation. A personal and private inquiry extending over 
the last five years, and made as thorough and complete as the 
circumstances permit, has led the investigator to the conclu-
sion that the real and systematic educational work of the 
Churches among adults is negligible •.. The opportunities for 
the systematic education even of young adults in the Bible, 
and Christian belief, thought and conduct, and the application 
of Christian principles to personal and social life, are 
appallingly meagre ••• 
A few striking and in many respects successful experiments 
have recently been made - e.g. the c.atholic Social Guild and 
the Catholic Workers' College at Oxford, the Church Tutorial 
Class movement, and the King's Weigh House Classes ••• But on 
the whole the Churches must be regarded as seriously behind 
secular movements in the matter of adult education.21 
In fairness, it should be borne in mind that, not only in the 
churches, but also in the State, until fairly recent times, education had 
been regarded as a matter for children, and for specialist adults. 
Although the churches, on this issue, fell behind the secular development 
of education, there can be no doubt that the experiments already cited, 
demonstrated the stirrings of a genuine concern, even if the reluctance 
to build adult education into the well-established Sunday School system 
may legitimately be regarded as a reaction of prejudice or even protec-
tionism (e.g. of the Church Tutorial Class system), rather than a reac-
tion based on principle. 
Basil Yeaxlee, in one of the most important books in the entire 
period in the area of adult education, put it in the following terms: 
A general lack of policy cuoong the churches with regard to 
adult education is undoubtedly the reason for this condition of 
21
coPEC Commission Report on'Education. (London, Longmans, 
Green & Co., 1924), p.p. 156,157. 
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affairs. Indeed the Churches as a whole have not awakened to 
the idea that the education of adults is an essential part of 
the function of the Church at all. Perhaps it is only fair to 
remember that the State has only recently begun to take adult 
education into its purview ••• 
But the fact remains that the direct educational work of 
the Church still means for most of her members Sunday Schools 
and similar provision for children - except perhaps in those 
parts of the North of England where the Sunday School has always 
included classes not only for young men and women but also for 
those who are of middle age, and even for those who are liter-
ally old people.22 
It has to be recognised, however, regretfully, that the Sunday 
Schools which retained people throughout their adult lives were more of 
a sociological than an educational phenomenon, in that they reflected 
the desire of persons in a local church situation to stay close to one 
another. Usually, however, the adult classes tended to be fixed, and 
became an experience of growing old together, with comparatively little 
impact on those outside the continuing group, and with little intention 
of assisting the church in its growth or its mission to the community or 
society. 
The Bishop of Manchester's group for Adult Religious Education, 
in producing The Teaching Church, however, did plead for real experiment, 
and recorded some encouraging signs: 
Pioneer parishes are also needed, which will experiment in 
setting up a scheme of co-ordinated education. Such a scheme 
in a large parish would include (a) one or more Church Tutorial 
Classes; (b) a special Teachers' Class for teachers of both 
adults and children, of Tutorial Class standard, with a special 
programme because of the necessity of attending to lesson 
preparation: (c) the Study Circles or Group Discussions of other 
classes arranged in connection with the ordinary parish organ-
isations (of which the leaders attend the Teacher's Class); 
22s. Yeaxlee, Spiritual Values in Education, vol. 2. (Oxford 
University Press, 1925), p.p. 63,64. 
(d) the Adolescent Fellowship, Catechism, or Bible Class; 
(e) the Sunday Schools. 
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Nor is this a vain ideal. Those who will be quick to decry 
the idea as impossible of fulfilment will be interested to hear 
of a South London parish where the opportunities are not special 
but merely well used, in which a complete scheme is being 
attempted with remarkable results. The vicar has set himself 
to provide for his people, and for their neighbours if they 
will co-operate, a "School of Religion". Monday evening has 
been set aside throughout the winter months for the purpose. 
This is a great point; no committee will meet on a Monday, no 
one will arrange a whist drive, no one hold a choir practice -
Monday will be the School of Religion night. The following 
classes have been started, and, at the time of writing, are 
being well attended, and doing steady good work: (i) class 
for Men only, 'Christianity and Social Problems'; (ii) Church 
History Class, open; (iii) Old Testament Class, open. These 
are all Church Tutorial Classes. Then there are (iv) a class 
for Sunday School Teachers and Leaders of Organisations, on 
the Apostles' Creed; and (v) a Class of Prospective Sunday School 
Teachers and all who want to learn to teach the faith. Below 
these classes again are (vi) the departments of a well-organised 
Sunday School. Thus the parish has a complete educational 
scheme. Surely this will send a thrill through many who read 
of it. It is actually happening. Here is a parish with a 
complete scheme of religious education.23 
Enthusiasm such as evidenced in The Teaching Church, however, was 
not to become, or remain, a central concern in the thinking of the Church 
of England. A few short years later, in the 1929 Report on the Commis-
sion of Religious Education to the Church Assembly, reference was made 
to adult education, and acknowledgment recorded of the work of the 
Bishop of Manchester's Group: 
It appears that societies and associations which follow 
the principles of adult education to the full, are finding 
good results, much of their class work is in no way inferior 
to that recognised as adequate in other branches of study. 
There is much to be said for including the tutorial class 
method in the educational programme of every Parochial Church 
Council. Where this is done, the intensive work by and 
amongst the few sets a standard from and around which other 
provisions may be made to meet the need of larger circles ••• 
23 Op. cit., p.p. 81,82. 
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we do not think that any congregation contains more than a 
small percentage of potential students for the full tutorial 
method ••• there are a few in every congregation for whom this 
method would be useful.24 
In its recommendations, no reference is made, no encouragement 
given, no plea entered, for the development of adult religious educa-
tion. It seems as if the promising vigour and comrrdtment to such a 
concern had been short-lived, and peripheral in its real impact on the 
church of England. In a few more years, even St. Christopher's College, 
originally set up to train persons for specialised educational minis-
tries had disappeared, virtually without trace. 
At the World's Tenth Sunday School Convention in Los Angeles 
in 1928, Basil Yeaxlee addressed the Convention on the matter of Adults 
organized for Religious Education. He argued that the ministry of Jesus, 
from whom we ought to take our example, was mainly one of adult educa-
tion. He showed how Jesus began with the interests of His listeners, 
and taught them at the pace of their own development. 
Yeaxlee urged a similar strategy, and said that "the greatest 
variety of organization and method must be not only tolerated but 
25 
encouraged." 
He pressed for churches to work together, since few individual 
churches could really tackle the task realistically alone. He insisted 
that "adult religious education will succeed only when it is democrat-
ically organized and when leadership and teaching are in the hands of 
24 Report of the Commission on Religious Education. (Church of 
England, 1929), p. 30. 
25Thy Kingdom Come. (World's Sunday School Association, 1928), 
p. 190. 
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those appointed for their qualities and capacities without respect of 
26 persons." 
He demanded that theological colleges recognize and play 
27 their part "in the development of religious education among adults." , 
and that "the whole conception of adult education implies provision of 
varied facilities in accordance with the interests and capacities of the 
28 
men and women concerned." 
Yeaxlee's plea is strong and convincing, and he draws atten-
tion to the fact that what churches in Wales and the North of England 
had, in some measure succeeded in doing by retaining adults in Sunday 
school the church elsewhere in Britain had failed to do 
because in most schools there is nothing for them beyond the 
Senior Department except a public meeting (which is all that 
the ordinary Men's or Women's Bible Class or Brotherhood 
amounts to). Can we expect that after the training they have 
had in the Graded School they will be content with this? ••• 
The Sunday School should surely be the educational side of 
the whole Church, providing for those of all ages and all 
types. 29 
This last comment is one of the rare intimations of concern 
for a truly integrated approach to education in the churches, which was 
to go unheeded for many more years. Of course the concern for adult 
education did not die. Though comparatively little is heard of it 
during the 1930s, Church Tutorial Classes and other adult groups con-
tinued to exist, but not as a central concern of the churches. 
It was in 1941 that Dr. Braley, Principal of the Callege of 
the venerable Bede, in Durham, wrote his volume on religious education. 
He maintained that the Church of England had put its resources into 
26
rbid., p. 192. 
28
rbid. I p. 195. 
27 
'd 194 Ib~ ., p. • 
29 Ibid., p.p. 195,196. 
church schools to the neglect of adult education, and urged strongly 
that such a situation had to change. 
way: 
He makes his case for the primacy of adult education in this 
If it be true that, generally speaking, the educational 
system of a country is based upon the empirical demands of 
the present needs of society, it would appear that the most 
important section of the community to educate is the adult, 
and not the child. If therefore, the Church can educate the 
adult, she will be able to influence the general character 
of the education in the schools.30 
Continuing with this argument, he draws the interesting con-
elusion that the most vital expression of adult education is that of 
educating adults in responsible parenthood, and concludes his argument 
thus: 
Anything that can be done to raise the standards of the 
life of parents is properly a part of the educational work 
of the Church. The importance of the home is paramount, and 
its improvement should be perhaps the first consideration of 
the Church. 
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This is the greatest task of all that confronts the 
parochial clergy of to-day. In spite of all the difficulties, 
it ought to be regarded as the first essential.31 
Although lip-service has been paid to the centrality of the 
home in Christian education and nurture, very little that is really 
significant has been developed, or achieved, in pursuance of what Braley 
felt to be the major task. 
Of course, Hamilton's Family Church, which was still in its 
beginning stages, was an expression, in considerable measure, of a 
parallel concern, if not primarily for the purposes of educating parents 
30E.F. Braley, A Policy For Religious Education. (University 
of London Press, 1941), p. 152. 
31Ibid., p. 160. 
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for responsible parenthood, then at least for the purposes of educating 
the children in a family context. 
It is interesting that in Hodgson's development of Family Church 
in his The New Model Church, he devotes a chapter to the co-operation 
of the home. The emphasis, however, is not on educating the parents, 
but on finding ways to secure their support for the change from after-
noon Sunday School, to morning Family Church, and then, hopefuLly to 
secure their participation, thus "building up the home and building it 
32 into the Church." It has to be admitted, however, that the primary 
concern was not for adult education, but for adult sympathy. 
The year after Braley's book was published, Reginald Lumb, 
the Rector of Chislehurst, published the substance of four talks he had 
given on the nurture of the very young child in the home, in an attempt 
to provide "a base on which a realistic religious education can be 
33 founded." 
The approach of the book is to educate parents in the skills 
the author sees to be necessary for teaching their children in a 
Christian context. It does not, however, offer much by way of educa-
tion of the parents in the development of their own faith, as a basis 
for guiding their children. Indeed, Lumb says: 
We have thought about the meaning of religious education, 
and the upshot of that talk may be put in a sentence: 
Religion means doing things, and religious education means 
teaching the children to do religious things all the days of 
their life.34 
32
w.E. Hodgson, The New Model Church. (Religious Education 
Press, 1946), p. 38. 
33R. Lumb, The First Three Years: Talks to Modern Parents. 
(London, Mowbray, 1942), p. 6. 
34 b'd 20 I ~ I p. • 
While he makes an excellent p~ea for the home to be the basis 
of the faith of the child, he offers nothing of note for the Christian 
growth of the parents themselves, as adult Christians. 
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Repeatedly, when the relationship of church, Sunday Scr~ol and 
home are under consideration, priority seems to be given to gaining the 
sympathy, the co-operation, or at least and worst, the consent of the 
home for the church to be involved in the education of the children. 
sometimes the attempt has been made to persuade the parents to try to 
lead their children in religious devotion or exercise. But almost always 
these pleas fail to confront the real issue, namely, the need to provide 
continuous nurture for the growth of the faith of parents and other 
adults. 
How the churches could possibly imagine that parents would be 
inspired with a vision of their children being religious throughout their 
lives, when hardly anything was being done to build their own faith in 
adulthood, is almost beyond comprehension. One of the most promising 
developments, potentially, still within Anglicanism, was the appointment, 
by the Bishop of Sheffield, of a Children's Work Advisory Committee, which 
reported in 1946 in a document called The Church and the Eleven-Plus, in 
that, in the light of the ever-lower age at which children give up Sunday 
School, and the signs of growing independence from the influences of home 
in the adolescent period, it began its assessment of future needs by con-
sidering the place of the home, and thus of the adults who are parents in 
the home. 
Once again, however, the concern narrows down to the retaining 
of the adolescents, and the family is·seen as the natural and appropriate 
means of achieving that. It states: 
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To-day it is important that the Church should learn again 
to deal with the family, and with the individual always in 
relationship to the family, or at least the personal circum-
stances which are the background of his life. It is better to 
have the family at Church once a month than the children once 
a week. The Church must aim to become once more a family of 
families, having its highest expression in the family worship. 
How can this be done? There are various ways which are 
to-day being used, which dovetail one into the other. Perhaps 
the best known of these is the Parish Meeting, or Family Circle, 
as it is sometimes called. This is a gathering - usually weekly 
- of the members of a Church, open to all who choose to come. 
It is not another organisation, but the local Church itself 
coming together to view the needs of the Church, and of the 
surrounding Community, and to experience the living fellowship 
of the Church. What is good in the natural family is expanded 
and enriched in the family which is the Church. The Welfare 
of the Church's children, in such a setting, becomes the natural 
concern of the whole family ••• Through Parents Awake campaigns 
a number of Young Parents' Groups have been formed. Their 
starting point is the interest of young parents in their 
children ••• The opportunity is thus created for both parents, 
at a time when they especially feel the need for it, to be 
offered the best that the Church can give in the training of 
children in early infancy. 35 
Now all of_this was thoroughly laudable, but it really did not 
provide anything like systematic education for the adults who happened 
to be parents. Its greatest benefit, perhaps, was that, for some parents, 
it restored, or provided, meaningful links with the church, and, subse-
quently, if informally, with its message. The report claims: 
Here is a method of educational evangelism which has 
re-knitted the life of many younger parents, and their 
familie~~ with the life and thought and worship of the 
Church. 
As early as 1934, the Church of Scotland had tried to confront 
the challenge of the home as a base for religious training, and had 
1948). 
35The Church and the Eleven Plus. (Religious Education Press, 
36 't Loc. c~ • 
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published a volume on Religion In the Home. In an introductory section 
it says: 
It is now a recognised fact that the more potent influence 
in any child's life is the atmosphere of the home, especially 
during the first five years. It is suggested, therefore, that 
mothers and others should get together and discuss some of 
the questions, which have been framed chiefly because of their 
bearing on child life in the home.37 
In pursuance of this concern, the Church of Scotland produced a 
series of ten Papers for Parents, the titles of which clearly show the 
emphasis to be more on child nurture than on parent education in the 
faith. These Papers dealt with: 
1. The New Baby 
2. The Toddler 
3. Little Under-five 
4. Five to Eight years old 
s. God and Changing Childhood 
6. Entering the Teens 
7. The Years of Change 
8. How to Help Children to Pray 
9. How to Help Boys and Girls to Pray 
10. Discipline.38 
While these advocated the importance and power of example, their 
concentration was so much on the needs of the child that they neglected 
the nurture of the adults who were their parents. 
This repeated neglect oftheneeds of Christian parents as adult 
Christians, along with the neglect of adult education as a whole, was 
largely responsible, during the period before us, for the failure, not 
only to nurture the membership at large, but also to retain the children 
for whom so much commendable concern has been felt. 
37Religion In the Home. (Church of Scotland Publications, 
1934), p. 7. 
38 PaPers for Parents. (Church of Scotland Publications, 1934) 
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The concern expressed in these and other attempts to cater for 
the home in terms of providing guidelines and practical help for child 
nurture has been noteworthy and commendable, but has been largely doomed 
to failure because of the tragic neglect of serious, integrated adult 
education. 
The insight of H.A. Hamilton in wedding the nurture and educa-
tion of the children to the collective worship experience of the Church 
has called out over the years for the parallel linking of serious, 
responsible adult education to the same collective worship experience. 
But the call has fallen on almost totally deaf ears, and the church has 
gone on imagining that the educational needs of adults can be met by the 
weekly liturgy and sermon. 
Douglas Hubery recognised this when he wrote: 
For one reason or another, churches seem to have come to 
the position of relying almost entirely upon sermons within 
the context of worship for education, and upon Bible readings 
within the same context for the communication of Bible truth. 
Where adults meet in fellowships, groups, or church-sponsored 
organizations, the emphasis is often upon entertainment and 
inspirational talks, rather than a serious programme of educa-
tion. There can be no doubt that one of the greatest challenges 
to modern church life is the need to rebuild into its structure 
a consistent pattern of learning, not merely for its own sake 
but also to ensure that its mission to the wider community can 
be articulate and intelligent.39 
How strange it seems that, in 1960, and subsequently, such a 
situation had still to be acknowledged, when the lack had been clearly 
discerned at least a generation earlier. Cyril Hudson, in the name of 
the authors of The Teaching Church, had written, in 1928a 
39o.s. Hubery, Christian Education and the Bible. (National 
Christian Education Council, 1960), p.p~ 128,129. 
Not much more than lip-service has been paid to the truth 
that education is a life-long process, and that to tackle it 
with any hope of success you must tackle it simultaneously in 
all three of its departments - the child, the adolescent, and 
the adult. We have been too exclusively concerned with the 
child, and the adolescent and the adult have suffered in 
comparison. 40 
One of the most promising indicators of an awakening concern 
for parents as Christian adults, and not merely as instruments for the 
Christian rearing of tomorrow's generation, was Frances Wilkinson's 
publication on family life and family religion, in 1960. Having been 
raised in a Free Church context, and having become an Anglican in adult 
life, she writes with a grasp and a perspective that are helpful. She 
makes it very clear that " ••• there is little here that will be of use 
to those who do not profess the Christian faith, or who, professing it, 
d t .. 't .,41 o not prac 1se 1 • 
Her plea to Christian parents is imaginative and bold. She 
strongly urges a real faith in the hearts and lives of the parents, 
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without which nothing much will be transmitted to the child. She recog-
nises that a great many parents want real faith for their children, 
though they have lost it, or never found it, for themselves. She writes 
of parents who 
have lost their hold on something which gave point to life. 
Something which could have been dynamic. They think that it is 
too late to come back to it themselves; they sense perhaps 
that it is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living 
God, but they would like their children vaccinated against the 
boredom and pointlessness they feel even when material condi-
tions are good, and they are disturbed and anxious as they 
40ep. cit., p. 17. 
41 
'lkf G ' Ch . F. W1 nson, row1ng Up In r1st. (S.C.M., 1960), p. 7. 
read their newspapers of the things that are happening to 
young people, and they wonder whether it is because they have 
no standards or allegiances. 42 
She strongly urges the importance of the fellowship of the 
church for the nurture of the parents' faith, and makes this appeal to 
parents on its fringe: 
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On the threshhold of family life, then, come back if neces-
sary into the Fellowship, for your child's sake ••• As you go 
along together, you will learn to pray, and to rely on God, 
to take him into every corner of your life together and your 
life at work; to expect him to guide you at every point of 
your journey through life, and to prepare your home to be the 
nursery of his children. 
If you are not prepared to do this, you may as well put 
·down this book now; because everything in it is written in the 
conviction that we can only train God's children if he himself 
reigns in our lives and our homes, and if we ourselves both 
belong without reservation to his Family the Church.4~ 
Although the approach is, from that point, geared to the nurture 
of the family, and is not intended to be a curriculum for adult educa-
tion, it is a big step forward on earlier approaches. Amongst other 
things, it contains an excellent set of bibliographical suggestions for 
the Christian family, which includes some basic materials on the faith, 
prayer, the Bible, and the church, as well as much material on the family 
and its nurture. Its call for mature and growing Christian commitment ' 
on the part of the ad~lt parents is clear and vitally important, though 
much more was needed, if the church was to take adult education seriously. 
At the same time as Braley was advocating a new emphasis on 
adult education (1941), in his A Policy in Religious Education (see refs 
29,30), and, in particular, pleading for that emphasis on the home that 
42Ibid., p. 13. 43 Ibid., p. 15. 
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has been our concern here, the Church of England was demonstrating its 
interest in adult education in another way. 
Thanks to the work of the Bishop of Sheffield, and to Misses 
P. Dent and P.M. Oldaker, experimental Education Weeks had been intra-
duced into Parish Church life, in an effort to turn the tide of religious 
apathy in the country. 
The Education Week, which replaced the former Sunday School 
Teachers' Training Week, was, of course, aimed at securing and retaining 
the growing child for Christ and his Church, but it was set up to touch 
and train all those involved in the Church's educational process, includ-
ing parents, school teachers, members of the congregation, and Sunday 
School and youth leaders. 
Though confined to one week in the year, it was an intimation 
of a concern whose day had not yet come, but the importance of which 
could hardly be exaggerated. 
It aims, like Family Church, at the whole family of the church. 
It is thus described: 
The Education Week is aimed at the whole parish. All 
adults are responsible, directly or indirectly, for the relig-
ious education of the children~ 
Such a week is an educational effort not only because it 
seeks to promote, assist and extend the religious education of 
children by their parents, teachers, friends and fellow-
Christians, but because it educates these educatorsl44 
The week, as Eleanor Martin describes it, was to be led by a 
team including the parish clergy, the Diocesan Missioner, Sunday School 
organizers, and a National Society staff member. It would include, each 
44 1 t' d . k E eanor Mar ~n, E ucat~on Wee • (National Society, 1942), 
p. 6. 
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day, morning Communion, afternoon home discussion groups with small 
numbers of neighbours in a variety of places, teaching staff tea-parties 
in the late afternoon in educational settings, e.g. Grammar, High or 
private schools, and varied evening meetings for training teachers, 
leaders, Parish Church Council, Youth Fellowship, and the member-
ship at large. 
Even in this imaginative context, however, the major thrust 
was to get people ready to educate the children, andootprimarily to 
stimulate their own adult Christian education. 
But it clearly called for intensive and systematic follow-up 
I 
"for the real job of building up the children of the parish into the 
Christian Family of the Church, which in many places first necessitates 
first a renewal or even an introduction of the sense of membership in the 
Christian Family for the adults." 45 
Perhaps the most far-reaching, and ecumenically widespread 
type of adult Christian education in the churches has been the spread 
and proliferation of group Bible study. Of course, this has found 
expression in some of the formal efforts and advances of the period, like 
the Church Tutorial Class movement, mid-week prayer and Bible study ser-
vices, church groups and house groups, and more recently, inter-denomina-
tional neighbourhood Bible study groups, sometimes for women or men 
separately, but frequently on very mixed bases, experientially, sexually, 
chronologically, theologically, and denominationally. 
E.H. Robertson claims that, directly as a result of the develop-
ment of the Iona Community in the 1930s, with its breaking of barriers 
45Ibid., p. 17. 
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between clergy and laity, and in the sense of common mission it gave to 
the church, and as a consequence of the Tell Scotland movement following 
the Second World War, Elder's house meetings were revived, neighbourhood 
house groups and Bible study circles developed. Learning much from the 
German Kirchetag, experiments took place both in Scotland and England 
which gave some impetus in the early sixties 46 to Bible study groups. 
It was in the early 1960s that the most decisive step forward 
took place in the integration of adults into the educational approach of 
the churches. 
E.H. Robertson, in a comment that is little more than an aside, 
made this point, following his references to the influence of the German 
Kirchentag on British churches in Bible study: 
Much more could be done in learning from one another. For 
example, the peoples of Europe could learn a great deal from the 
adult Sunday School movements in the USA, as well as from the 
Vacation Bible Schools. The whole organization of these could 
not be lifted and put down in any European country, but with 
suitable modifications their essential principles could be 
learnt and could benefit the churches of Europe. 47 
Hubery, from one of the most informed and sensitive positions 
of any church educationist of our time, wrote: 
The emphasis on Family worship is beginning to open up 
prospects of adult sessions of Christian education taking 
place at the same time as sessions arranged for children 
and young people.48 
It was, however, within the Baptist Union of Scotland that the 
breakthrough came, early in the 1960s, when, as D.B. Murray describes it: 
46 E.H. Robertson, Take and Read. (SCM, 1961), p.p. 27-42. 
47Ibid., p. 39. 48 Hubery, op. cit., p. 129. 
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••• the Sunday School Commdttee, under its new Convener, A.D. 
MacRae began to examine the concept of All-age Education. No 
longer were a few enthusiasts to teach the children in the 
afternoon. Now the whole fellowship was urged to gather before 
morning service to take part in a programme of learning the 
Christian faith. The idea, whose inspiration was American, 
was adopted in Churches of widely varying tradition and loca-
tion, and had a notable effect on their work. Scottish 
Baptists can claim to be pioneers in this field in Great 
Britain, and much interest has been shown by other Churches.49 
This development came so close to the end of our period of 
research that its influence in the mid-sixties was still very limited. 
But then it took twenty years for most Christian churches to be aware of 
the significance of the seeds H.A. Hamilton had sown. In 1965/66, 
English Baptists, in a discussion paper, took note of the development, 
but did not give it much serious thought, apart from such comments as 
these: 
we also recognise the interest shown by some churches in 
the All-Age Sunday School approach. As the title suggests this 
extends the Sunday School method to adults, and has classes, 
departments and lessons for all age-groups every Sunday, graded 
according to sex and age. Scholars are encouraged to share in 
the worship of the Church which normally follows the Sunday 
School session. 
This method has the virtue of establishing the principle 
that Christian education goes on through life and is not restric-
ted to childhood and youth.so 
Parallel to this movement in Scotland, the Scripture Press 
organisation, an American based Christian Publishing house, sought to 
promote its materials for all ages in England, especially, and also to 
encourage the serious consideration of all-age Christian education, as 
Scottish Baptists had come to call it. 
49
o.B. Murray. The First Hundred Years. (Baptist Union of 
Scotland, 1969), p. 128. 
50The Child and the Church •. (Carey Kingsgate Press, 1966), 
p. 44. 
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It is of more than passing interest that the British Lessons 
Council, with which the Baptist Union of Scotland had connections, de-
cided in 1967 "that the time had come when it must take much more notice 
of new insights and discoveries in the field of education." 51 
While it makes specific reference to the changes in educational 
insight which it associated with the work of Dr. Ronald Goldman, and of 
which we have made repeated acknowledgment, it is interesting to notice, 
for the first time, the addition of a section designed for adult educa-
tion. Indeed, the material is subtitled, "A Christian Education Syllabus 
with parallel themes for all age-groups in the Church." 52 
words: 
The appropriate section of the syllabus concludes with these 
The.suggestions which follow should, therefore, complete 
an 'all-through' and 'parallel' programme of Christian educa-
tion for the whole Church family. Such a programme will enable 
family worship in church or home to be centred around themes 
that all will, in one way or another, be considering. It 
should be helpful to parents to be studying, at a deeper level, 
the same themes as their children. The programme should also 
help ministers in the exercise of their preaching ministry, 
facilitate team prea~hing, and give shape and direction to lay 
leadership training. 3 
However, it may be fairly claimed that, notwithstanding the 
other developments claiming attention in the mid-sixties, especially 
those associated with the development of religious thinking and percep-
tion in childhood, the concept of adult education was beginning, if only 
just, to be taken with great seriousness in the context of the life of 
the church, and not as a peripheral activity for fringe groups or 
51Experience and Faith. (British Lessons Council, 1967), p. 5. 
52
rbid., Title page. 53rbid., p. 60. 
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ultra-enthusiastic individuals. Eric Burton makes these revealing 
comments: 
There are many books describing the purpose, philosophy and 
practice of education. Most of them are related to the needs 
of children and youth •••• Yet it was centuries before the time 
of Jesus Christ when Plato affirmed: 'The process of education 
continues as long as the soul is capable of growth and is 
therefore con-extensive with life.' 
Considerable adult education is, of course, already taking 
place in churches without the use of that term. The teaching 
part of worship, including the sermon, and much that takes 
place in mid-week activities, are in some way forms of religious 
education although the quality is very varied. There often 
seems to be no real understanding of the purpose of all this 
activity, with the result that it is sporadic in its nature, 
fails to achieve all that it could and leaves many needs 
unmet. We need to gather together the best of what is being 
done and provide a satisfactory Christian education programme 
for adults.54 
The signs are that, just as it took a generation for the discov-
eries in the area of child-centred education, and those in the area of 
family oriented education to penetrate and affect the educational prac-
tices of the churches in England and Scotland, so it may take as much 
time for the next step, the next essential .step, of integrating adult 
education into the learner-centred, family-oriented worship and educa-
tion of the churches, in such ways that the entire church family may be 
adequately catered to in ways and at levels already recognised universally 
to be essential for all but the adults. 
54 E.J. Burton, No Walls Within. (National Christian Education 
Council, 1968), p. 61. 
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X. The Christian Teacher 
The major concerns we have observed throughout the period, 
like grading of learners, curricula, and teaching methods, the central-
ity of the child, the role of the Bible, the development of 'family' in 
Christian education, and the place of adults in the educative process are 
all of very great importance to a proper understanding of the dynamics 
of the period. One further, and crucial, issue remains. .It is the 
position and significance of the Christian teacher. An understanding of 
how the roles and responsibilities of the teacher have been conceived 
will contribute greatly to our understanding of some of the greatest 
successes and failures. 
We have encountered a number of tacit, and sometimes explicit 
claims and affirmations, to the effect that; the learner is the most 
important factor, or the church, or the home, or the organisation, or the 
curriculum materials, or the content of what is taught. We must now 
consider the claim, frequently and recurringly made, that the key to the 
success of Christian education in the churches, is the teacher. A good 
teacher can make the poorest curriculum good, the most difficult child 
interested, and the most inadequate organisation effective. 
The Importance of the Teacher 
The teacher's task carries the same kind of importance in the 
life of the church as does that of the Christian ministry. Basil Yeaxlee 
describes the situation by reminding his reade.rs of the earlier story of 
Christian education: 
In Sunday schools no other qualification was sought, after 
the schools had ceased to teach that modicum of reading which 
demanded that teachers should at any rate be literate, than 
personal devotion and, as far as possible, love of children 
and young people and skill in dealing with them. Raikes · 
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employed teachers whose week-time occupation was in day schools 
of sorts ••• The training of Sunday school teachers as we 
understand it had its origin within living memory, though for 
a generation or two before this many wise and sympathetic 
ministers did what they could to teach their teachers, dealing 
chiefly with the contents and exegesis of the Bible of course, 
since the ministers had themselves no educational equipment 
and often but little knowledge of child-nature.l 
With that early development in mind, he updates the situation, 
and gives his own interpretation of the importance of the teaching min-
istry in this way: 
••• in specifically religious education, only those should 
teach who have genuine vocation, and in whom their gifts and 
calling have been definitely trained ••• Sir John Adarns is fond 
of describing teaching as a craft. That suggests the doing of 
necessary work finely, for its own sake. But there is a word 
for teaching which conveys the innermost truth of the concep-
tion I have been trying to make clear, and which therefore 
seems to me preferable to either craft, calling, profession or 
vocation. It is the word ministry ••• 
There should be a sense of call to the ministry of teaching 
as certainly as to that of preaching or that of .healing. The 
whole personality of the teacher is involved. All the possib-
ilities of the developing personality are at stake.2 
Early in the century, H.A. Lester rated the importance of the 
Sunday school teacher very highly in the opening chapter of a book he 
edited, when he wrote: 
p. 127. 
••• the Church of Jesus Christ owes a great debt, which can 
never be repaid, to the self-sacrificing labours of the devoted 
men and women who have worked so faithfully as Sunday School 
teachers ••• The Church is realising the importance and value 
of the child, and endeavouring to give him his rightful place 
in the Kingdom of Heaven. And the more its scope is understood 
and its tremendous possibilities grasped, the more will the 
Sunday School command the best hearts, the best brains, the 
1 B.A. Yeaxlee, The Approach to Religious Education (SCM, 1931), 
2Ibid., p.p. 131,132. 
best energies of loyal Churchmen, who will study to equip 
themselves for this service.3 
In the same year, strong regret was expressed at the diffi-
culty of securing the right people as teachers, by significant leaders 
of the movement, in these words: 
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The superintendent of a Sunday School, and even the vicar 
of a parish, is constantly in the position of entreating a 
member of the congregation to come forward as a teacher, 
rather tha2 admitting him to that post as a highly valued 
privilege. 
From time to time the place and importance of the individual 
teacher seemed to be threatened. For instance, the self-teaching move-
. 5 
ment and approach, with its talk of the "self-abnegation for the teacher" 
carried, for some, a sense of threat to the importance of the teacher's 
role. However, for the most part those who advocated self-teaching did 
not see it that way, but saw the teacher much more as an enabler than as 
an instructor. 
Also, when Family Church was being vigorously promoted in the 
1940s, some if its advocates, in their enthusiasm for the idea of the 
family and of community, rather debased the importance of the individual 
teaching, while, perhaps contradictorily, urging the use of individuals 
as "friends" of children from non-church homes. 
We have already noted Eric Hodgson's statement: "You cannot 
be educated for the Kingdom of God by 'private tuition,, because the 
3H.A. Lester (ed.), Sunday School Teaching: Its Aims and Its 
Methods, (London: Longmans Green & eo., 1912), p.p. 1,2. 
4 M.M. Penstone, H. Lee, C.R. Holland, The Teacher's Craft in 
Church and School, (London: National Society Depository, 1912), p. 161. 
5H. Lee Holland, Self-Teaching in the Sunday School, (London: 
w.s.s.u., 1926), p. s. 
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Kingdom of God is life in community, and only living in community can 
educate us for that. "6 (see supra p. 308) 
Generally speaking, the churches recognised, at least in prin-
ciple, the very great importance of the teaching ministry, and of the 
teacher within the teaching structures of the church. Even in experiments 
in adult education, where we might have expected.less emphasis on the 
teacher, the advocates of the Church Tutorial Class Movement, in the late 
1920s, argued that " ••• the success or failure of adult educational schemes 
turns primarily upon the personality of the teacher." 7 
Basil Yeaxlee puts it strongly, when he writes: 
However much emphasis may be laid in modern theory and 
practice upon freedom and self-activity there can be no educa-
tion with the teacher left out. And in fact, the more oppor-
tunity you give the child for self-development and self-expres-
sion the more essential is the teacher and the more creative 
skill he must put into his work.a 
The Task of the Teacher 
At first sight, this may seem self-evident, but, in a period 
when radical changes were taking place both in understanding child develop-
ment, and teaching methodology, it is not surprising to find a wide range 
of understandings of the teacher's task. 
We might expect to find some residual evidences, early in our 
period, of the attitude that the major task of the teacher is informational, 
to communicate content to the learner, without too much regard to the 
6E. Hodgson, The New Model Church, the Family Church at Work, 
(Wallington: Religious Education Press, 1945), p. 23. 
7 A.L. Woodard (ed.), The Teaching Church, (London: SPCK, 1928), 
p. 49. 
8ep. cit., p. 102. 
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learner's assimilation. Indeed, we saw some evidence of this in our con-
sideration of catechetical teaching in Enid Hilder's insistence that 
" ••• the child is to be obedient, and listen and learn; the curate is to 
order, instruct and examine. There is no question as to whether it will 
attract the child •••• "9 That was as late as 1942, thought it was not 
typical. (see supra p. 279) 
It is even more surprising, to read in H.F. Matthews' book, 
written in the mid-sixties, following a claim that "the first object of 
religious education is not to create religious faith" 10 , that 
The primary task of the teacher of religion must presumably 
be to convey knowledge. Christian education, as distinct from 
preaching or devotional training, must seek to present the facts 
of Christian faith and experience as they have come to be known 
through the Bible, and the two thousand years of Christian _ 
history ••• These facts ••• will become the foundation on which 
the more advanced student of religion will depend. But they 
will also be the basis for any experience which can properly 
be termed religious."ll 
Certainly this would not reflect the overall thinking of leaders 
in the field within the churches of England and Scotland. 
As far back as 1915 Robert Rusk had warned against too purely 
cognitive an approach, when he wrote: 
p. 22. 
we should aim at religious education, not merely at Bible 
instruction, for instruction is not synonymous with education; 
the latter includes the influence of instruction on character 
and life ••• 
Whatever we may think of the pragmatic position in philos-
ophy, we can yet accept as a safe standard in education the maxim 
9Enid Hilder, Children of the Faith, (London: Mowbray, 1947), 
10 H.F. Matthews, Revolution in Religious Education, (Religious 
Education Press, 1966), p. 41. 
11 b'd 144 I~ ., p. • 
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that the test of knowledge is action. Applying this to religious 
education we can see that religious knowledge is not synonymous 
with religious education, that the test of religious teaching 
is not what can be reproduced by the pupil in an examination, 
but the measure in which that teaching influences his life 
for good.12 
Perhaps nothing is more significant than the oft-repeated insis-
tence that Christian teaching is basically and essentially relational, 
and that its effectiveness depends on the establishment of relationships 
of trust between the teacher and the taught. Ethel Archibald says, of 
leaders and teachers of primary age children: 
Above all things, we must win their confidence ••• Then 
too, we must show the children that we love them ••• If ever 
love and great sympathy are needed, surely it is in dealing 
with the little ones, and those of us who can make them feel 
the love that we bear them will do the greatest work with them.l3 
Now, of course, this relational aspect goes far beyond the need 
simply to understand how the child develops, and how to relate to his 
intellectual progress. 
At the close of our period the high point of interest was in 
the development of the child's capacity to think religiously, and that 
tended towards a relationship of a primarily cerebral or intellectual kind. 
Thankfully, earlier in the period, the concern for children was much more 
inter-personal than that, and gave rise to a strong emphasis on caring for 
the children as individual children, and trying to relate to them at the 
level of their emotional and spiritual needs rather than principally at 
the level of their intellectual capacity. There need be no conflict of 
12 R.R. Rusk, The Religious Education of the Child, (London: 
Longrnans, Green & Co., 1915), p. 6. 
13E.J. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School: Primary 
Department, (London: Pilgrim Press, 1912), p.p. 64-66. 
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course between these two, but the evidence is fairly strong that the 
earlier concern was of a more comprehensive kind than that which charac-
terised the closing years of our period of study. Relationship, in the 
interests of nurturing character was more prominent than relationship 
primarily in the interests of sharing concepts. 
This caring dimension can be seen over and over again. Typical 
of the concern was the position adopted by James Munsell who stated: 
"When a teacher accepts a class in the Sunday School,, he accepts a cure 
of souls as real and as responsible, though smaller in its scope, as the 
. h. . h h . . i hi . " 14 vicar 1n 1s par1s , or t e rn1n1ster n s congregat1on. 
He urges on the teacher the practice of intercessory prayer for 
his pupils, human sympathy, the opening of his home to the children on a 
regular, monthly, basis, and a spirit of patient caring. 
In similar vein Ethel Archibald and others had pleaded for a 
pastoral dimension to the teacher-pupil relationship in regular visiting 
of the homes of the scholars. 15 
Burnie and Hindle, in advocating the practice of visitation, 
claimed "The results far outweigh the effort involved and teachers must 
be helped to realise the fact. Children should be visited by their teacher 
16 
every time they are absent for two consecutive Sundays." 
This persistent awareness of the teacher's pastoral responsib-
ility has been the key to much of the best teaching in the Sunday schools 
14 A.M.W. Christopher (ed.), The Church and the Children, 
(London, SSSU, undated), p. 19. 
lSOp 't 
• C1 • 
16M.D. Burnie & F. Hindle, Teacher Training in the Sunday School, 
(London, WSSU, 1953), p. 61. 
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of this century. With such a strong emphasis on the centrality of the 
child, the emphasis is almost inevitable. As we shall see, however, the 
way most Sunday schools chose to find their teachers made this emphasis 
not only necessary to stress, but somewhat more difficult to implement. 
The persistence of the idea is evidenced in a book like R.F. 
Pennell's Teaching, popular in the early 1960s, and still well received 
then, but, first published.in 1925, and going through fifteen impressions 
before being revised in 1954, and, by 1961, in its twenty-first impres-
si on. 
In addition to urging the importance of the teacher's character 
and commitment, Pennell urges the relational factor strongly, in these 
terms: 
Love your children ••• Get to know your children's homes 
and surroundings; their interests and their difficulties. 
Be on friendly, happy terms with your children. In religious 
lessons (above all kinds of lessons) success depends, in a large 
measure, upon there being a spirit of true friendliness between 
teacher and scholar ••• Pray regularly for them. On a special 
day perhaps, or for one or two each day.l7 
From time to time strong stress has been laid on the evangel-
istic and discipling task of the teacher. Understandably, such a posi-
tion has been hotly debated. Williams, in 1902, argued forcefully for 
evangelism, largely through the teacher's influence. He says: " ••• if 
noneareconverted, we might well say it is a mill turning and turning, 
but grinding no corn ••• even though they may not know the meaning of 
repentance, justification, salvation, they will all understand 1ove."18 
17 R.F. Pennel1, Teaching, (London: Mowbray, 1961, first 
impression), p. 1. 
18H. Wil1iarns, The Reformation of the Sunday School, (Pater~ 
noster, 1902), Chapter XXIII. 
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Similarly Archibald urged that "Education and evangelism must 
go hand in hand." 19 There are certainly strong evidences for believing 
that, in its earlier stages of development, when it did not have all the 
advantages of new understandings of the nature and growth of the child, 
back in the nineteenth century, Sunday school had been a powerful and 
effective instrument of evangelism. 
Cecil Northcott, in a historical note, writes: 
The Sunday School movement lit the light of Christian 
knowledge in many a poor home, and brought an eagerness for 
practical religion along with it ••• played its part in the 
inner revolution of English life ••• 
As the nineteenth century broadened out the Sunday School 
became a powerful agent for the teaching of the Christian 
faith to youth, and adults too, and won its way all over 
the land as an instrument for the conversion of the English 
people.20 
In an undated publication edited by A.M.W. Christopher, and 
produced by the Sunday School Union, Newton Jones, the Union's evangelist 
wrote: 
Would that every teacher could prove to be a soul-winner ••• 
we should hold missions... The aim of such a mission is 
to be nothing short of bringing the youngest as well as the 
oldest of our scholars into touch with Christ ••• the word 
decision must be stamped upon every worker and teacher's 
heart.21 
Understandably, the developing concern for education related 
to the changing needs of the growing child led to many pleas for relevance, 
which affected the teacher's task greatly. Since it could no longer be 
assumed that the terminology of the Bible, the Creeds or the Catechism 
19G.H. Archibald, The Modern Sunday School, (London: Pilgrim 
Press, 192 ), p. 6. 
20
cecil Northcott, For Britain's Children, (London: N.s.s.u., 
1953), p.p. 17,18. 
21 Christopher, op. cit., p.p. 37,38. 
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was immediately meaningful to the child, or even the adolescent, the 
evangelistic thrust of the teaching process had to be controlled by the 
criterion of relevance. The desire to be true to the child, and to seek 
to teach nothing that would later have to be unlearned, tended to modify 
the evangelistic style of teaching methods and the evangelistic nature 
of curriculum content. Sometimes, it must be acknowledged, this led to 
a real blunting of evangelism, and sometimes to its outright denial. 
Cultural and sociological factors like the scientific mind-
set, ecumenism, pluralism, with its awareness of other religions, have 
all contributed to the controlling of evangelism, and sometimes 
teachers, feeling out of their depth, have abandoned that part of their 
task, on the one hand, or have reverted to a fundamentalistic, preposi-
tional, decisionist approach to evangelism, on the other. 
The confusion implied by this statement is evidenced in 
Gibbard's exposition of a Church Assembly report in 1950, in which he 
comments, "We have not presented our Lord to them in such a way that 
they come to accept him personally as their master; and so they have not 
found the Christian life an adventure where he is followed and self is 
22 forgotten." 
In all of this, too, the relational aspect has had to be kept 
in mind. The attempt has repeatedly been made to foster such a concern 
for the child that the teacher would sense the importance of example, 
so that the learner might be impressed and affected, not only by the 
relevance of the content, but by the witness of the life. Dr. F.E. 
England makes this connection well when he writes, concerning adolescents: 
22 Gibbard, The Church Tomorrow, (SPCK, 19S'O), chapter 2. 
••• we must not forget that the most eloquent part of our 
lesson is the silent testimony of our own spirits. The very 
greatest service that you and I can render to these young 
adolescents is to awake in them a real reverence for Christ 
and a real experience of God. To do this involves, first of 
all, that we should cultivate a deep respect for our boys 
and girls. It involves next that we should so exalt Christ 
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in our lives that through the most powerful form of suggestion, 
the power of a good life, they will come, through us, to recog-
nize in Him the One Who can lead them to life more abundant.23 
There can be no doubt that the researches of the 1960s into 
the way children think and perceive religiously, together with the 
theological uncertainties of the period, notably in England, as 
reflected in H.F. Matthew~ summary of the trends he sees to be impor-
tant, in his Revolution in Religious Education, presented something of 
a .challenge to the idea that evangelism should be part of the teaching 
task. Edwin Cox, though writing primarily about religious education in 
day schools has this to say: 
The idea that the purpose of religious education in 
schools is intended to convert children to the Christain 
faith is widespread. The churches reveal that they see it 
this way in the frequent demands that only those who are 
committed Christians should take part in it, and the occa-
sional grumbling at its failure to produce instructed 
churchgoers.24 
He proceeds to advance arguments against this idea, and seeks 
to offer an approach that respects both the convictions of the Christian 
teacher, and the independence and integrity of the enquiring learner, 
concluding that freedom must be given, in the light of as objective a 
presentation as possible, for the learner to draw his own conclusions. 
He argues in this fashion: 
23
F.E. England, The Intermediate Scholar, (London: NSSU, undated), 
p. 16. 
24E. Cox, Changing Aims in Religious Education, (London: 
Routledges Kegan Lane, 1966), p. 61. 
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The suggestion that their lessons should not aim at 
conversion may, at first sight, be unacceptable to many 
teachers who undertake religious instructions, who are 
recruited mainly from members of the Christian church. 
Chrsitianity by its very nature is a missionary faith ••• 
Moreover, if a teacher has found his religion brings him 
peace and purpose he will wish his pupils to acquire similar 
stability ••• The desire to convert is not always ecclesi-
astical empire-building. Yet the Christian teacher can be 
assured that a non-evangelistic approach need not offend his 
conscience •••• To look on his work as pre-evangelisation 
rather than evangelisation may bring him slower and less 
obvious results, but it is educationally sounder and may, 
even from the Christian point of view, have more permanent 
effects.25 
I have referred to this viewpoint because of the very close 
attention paid by the churches in the 1960s to the findings of research 
of the day, and the almost inevitable impact such judgments had within 
the churches. Indeed, it was widely agreed at the close of our period 
that, even within the church, and its educational activity there is a 
place for pre-evangelism, or an apologetic approach, but usually it 
would still be affirmed that the goal of Christian education is not 
fully served if learners are not at least confronted, in a positive 
sense, with the "good news", and the positive claims of the Christian 
faith. 
D.S. Hubery, with his usual clarity, makes the case for such 
a balanced position excellently, when he argues: 
Teaching or evangelism which brings pressure to bear 
upon other persons and there offends against the true respect 
for personality is in fact evidence of a lack of faith in 
the proper function of the Holy Spirit. Jesus Himself taught 
His disciples, 'There is still much that I could say to you, 
but the burden would be too great for you now. However, when 
he comes who is the Spirit of truth, he will guide you into 
all the truth' (St. John 16, 12). True teachers and evangel-
ists are given the humility to stand on one side so that when 
25Ibid., p.p. 65,66. 
the truth is presented the Holy Spirit can do His own work. 
All who are called to make known the truth of the Christian 
faith must recognise their own limitations. They may be 
used by God in a process of communication; they may be the 
channels of His truth. But they can never be anything more. 
If they do so they may well become hindrances rather than 
helps in the Kingdom of God. 26 
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It should be noted, before leaving this issue of the teacher's 
task, that, from all sides the view has been advanced that, in leading 
and teaching the scholar, of whatever age, the objective is not only 
to bring him or her to faith in Christ, but into the fellowship and 
service of the Church, and into participation in its mission in the 
world. 
This has sometimes been interpreted as the shaping of character, 
instruction in Christian morals and ethics, and cultivation of church-
manship. 
Of course we could cite many sources, indicating slants on the 
matter, determined by denominational, theological, philosophical, 
sociological, or cultural backgrounds. Perhaps H.A. Hamilton has 
identified the task and goal as well as any, and in a way that would 
secure very wide acceptance from the entire time-spectrum of our period 
of study, when he wrote: 
••• the purpose ofChristianeducation must remain constant. It 
must seek to present the fact of Jesus Christ and the Faith 
about Him in such a way as to secure the assent of the whole 
personality of those it seeks to reach. Christian education 
••• must be concerned with the whole lives of the individuals 
with whom it deals; and because those lives are not individual 
but also social, it is concerned with them in their relation-
ships ••• the concern of Christian education is to lead people, 
and especially young people, into membership of the Christian 
Church, ••• · Nor must the terms of such membership be merely 
26 o.s. Hubery, Teaching the Christian Faith Today, (NSSU, 
1965) 1 P•P• 60,6lo 
formal. We are to seek how best we may lead people in full 
awareness into the life and work of a Christian community 
to which they can joyfully give the best that they have and 
in which they can find true fulfilment.27 
The Selection of Teachers 
In the earliest days of the Sunday School movement, long 
before our period of enquiry, the founders hired day school teachers 
who were Christians to teach Sunday School, and, surprisingly to our 
modern mind, paid them modestly for their labour. On the other hand, 
the widespread prac'tice, particularly since the Second World War, of 
asking for. volunteers to teach in Sunday School, frequently without 
demanding any experience or training, became so normal towards the end 
of our period, that many churches and clergy seemed to assume that was 
the norm. 
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In fact, however, along with the remarkable advances in Sunday 
School work through the insights of new knowledge in the area of 
child development, and the introduction of thorough grading of all 
major aspects of the work, there was developed an approach to teacher 
selection and supply which held sway in theory, and widely in practice, 
for the bulk of the time under consideration, but which, it has to be 
noted, failed to achieve what was .·hoped for from it. 
In a word, it was the practice of selecting and training 
willing young people from the older pupils, firstly as helpers, and then 
as teachers. Attempts were made to justify the practice on educational 
and spiritual grounds, but the blunt truth is that the practice was 
really a piece of pragmatism, the early "success" of which gave rise to 
27 H.A. Hamilton, The Family Church, (Religious Education 
Press, 1963, fourth edition), p.p. 9-11. 
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hopes that were not capable of being sustained by such an inadequate 
approach. Sometimes, even those who advocated the practice, called at 
the same time for maturity, experience, loyalty to the church, and other 
characteristics which could not possibly characterise the people who were 
being selected. 
It is necessary to demonstrate that this was indeed the situa-
tion, by reference to the stated policy of key persons in the movement. 
The earliest reference this century to this policy seems to 
be in the work of Henry Williams, whose book, The Reformation of the 
Sunday School, while predating most of the decisive insights, and 
practices that were to bring such new vitality into church-based 
Christian education for a time, none the less called for a radical 
reform. While he misguidedly argued for the large class in preference 
to small, on the grounds that a large class with one teacher, and two 
assistants, as large as 30 to 36 in the class, demands better prepara-
tion, offers the children more interest, and variety of voice, more 
sympathetic instruction, and achieves better results, he also called for 
reform. His preference for large clases contradicted trends that were 
already becoming established, in the reduction in the size of classes, 
under the educational influence of the continental educationists, to 
whose \>'Ork we have referred many times. 
He, for his part complained bitterly about the shoddiness of 
the teaching, and, quoting Rev. D. Watson, of Glasgow, asked: "What 
parent would send his child to be taught grammar or geography or · 
anything else, by teachers so utterly untrained and unequipped as 99 out 
28 
of every lOO of our Sunday School teachers are?" 
28Henry Williams, The Reformation of the Sunday School, 
Paternoster, 1902), p. 15. 
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He urged that teachers begin as assistants, and only teach 
on their own after satisfactorily taking an appropriate examination. 
He went on to urge that a young man or woman, most probably 
a member of the Bible Class, be selected, and put into the infant class 
as a trainee. "It develops the resources of the teacher; it should 
increase his patience and perseverance; it will certainly make him a 
29 
'live' speaker." 
George Hamilton Archibald, the most decisive figure in the 
movement in the early years of the century, took up this idea, and 
pushed it very hard indeed, urging that, since the Sunday School was 
languishing fo:r· lack of leadership, it should grow its own leaders for 
the future, by developing the potential of its young people themselves. 
One of the earliest, and most forceful pleas came from his pen, and was 
based squarely on his high estimate of the child. 
The Primary Department is not only valuable as a place 
in which to nurture the young child - it is of equal value 
as a training-ground for ~uture teachers. The weakest point 
in the whole Sunday School system is the method of teacher 
production. The teachers are gathered like wild berries -
from here, there and everywhere. Wild berries are good, but 
they are not always a very stable product, and frequently we 
have to go far afield to obtain them. We lower the standard 
of our work when we have to plead from the pulpit for volun-
teers. As long as we have to do this, the Sunday school will 
fail to take her rightful place in the eyes of the best reli-
gious educators. 
The superintendent of the school of tomorrow will go to 
the older classes of boys and girls. select therefrom the 
best material, and set them to work in the Primary Department ••• 
These young teachers must be protected from the chills of 
inattention and the stormy winds of bad behavior. Usually, 
our young teachers are put to work in a class many times too 
large. The environment is an almost impossible one for them 
29 b'd I~ ., p. 67. 
to succeed in, and after a few trials many of the most 
hopeful cases quit the work, because of the absolute impos-
sibility of doing it well.30 
He went on to advocate training, and even answered the 
anticipated question as to whether the young children should have the 
best teachers as follows. 
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Of course they should, and as a matter of fact they 
have. The Primary Department superintendent is the real 
teacher of the children, though she does not do all her 
teaching directly. I reckon that the children absorb as 
much good through the opening and closing exercises and the 
general atmosphere of the department, as through any formal 
lessons. The opening and closing exercises are in the hands 
of the leader. Then again, the leader chooses the story 
lessons to be presented, and shows the young teachers just 
how to tell the story ••• 
Added to all the rest this system takes into considera-31 tion the development of a splendid band of future teachers. 
It seems remarkable that, on the basis of such reasoning the 
idea should have taken such firm hold as it did. From then on, almost 
every leader in the movement of any national or denominational conse-
quence, followed the same line. 
Three years later, Penstone, Lee and Holland argued the point 
in these words: 
We often notice in otherwise well-organised Sunday 
schools how little method exists in this matter of supplying 
fresh Sunday school teachers. Vacancies are filled, fresh 
teachers appointed, heads of departments changed, in the 
most haphazard fashion ••• 
The well-organised Sunday school recognises that the 
making of a teacher is a matter demanding time and fore-
thought. It must provide for the needs of the future as well 
as for the demands of the immediate present.32 
30a~H. Archibald, The Sunday School of Tomorrow, (SSSU, 1909), 
p.p. 47-49. 
31 Ibid., p.p. 51,52. 
32 Penstone, Lee and Holland, op. cit., p. 163. 
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Once again, the level of argumentation is surprisingly naive, 
the implication being that, if you appoint young people to the teaching 
task, you will ensure a longer term of service, and make more adequate 
supply for the future than if you secure the service of older, more 
mature and experienced persons. 
Their stated goal was to achieve a self-supporting, self-
perpetuating Sunday school. Also they were aware of the lack of male 
teachers, and the passive nature of many Bible classes for young 
people in adolescent years. They were alarmed about the leakage of 
older scholars. Out of all that complex of circumstance, they advanced 
the argument that the policy of using the senior pupils would anchor 
them in the church by involving them in service, and, to their credit, 
they urged very strongly that such young people as were selected should 
be adequately trained for the task. Thus they reasoned: 
It is, then, at this earlier period of adolescence, 
before the scholar either drifts away.from Sunday School 
and church altogether, or slips into that easy passivity 
or inactivity which characterises so many of our elder 
scholars, that the reformed Sunday School will secure its 
supplies of fresh Sunday school teachers.33 
At the same time, H.A. Lester, the Director of Sunday school 
work for the Diocese of London,edited a book in which he urged the 
same policy, thus: 
••• a good supply of teachers is our greatest need. How 
can this be secured is a pressing problem. The solution 
seems to be that every parish should have its own teacher-
training class and prepare its own teachers. The desire to 
be of use to the Church, the love of helping others is 
generally very strong in young people about sixteen years of 
age. If the call to definite service for the Church be given 
to these elder scholars, and together with the call the means 
by which the call can be rendered, they will generally respond. 
33 Ibid., p. 171. 
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They want an outlet for their activities, they want to serve, 
and if we can provide them with a real sphere of work we shall 
bind them to the Church and prevent them drifting away. 
Gather these scholars together in a teacher-training class 
meeting on Sunday afternoons. Put the best teacher in the 
Parish in charge of it ••• Members of the class must sign 
on, as it were, for a year's training in the art of teaching 
.•• Such a class must not be drawn on to fill the places of 
absent teachers, but must devote themselves to study.34 
Now Lester's approach was more appropriate to the ultimate 
goal, but it is a matter of debate whether the young people thus en-
listed would last the pace for a year, with almost no exposure to a 
teaching situation. 
Hetty Lee, in the same year, actually made this claim for the 
supply system. 
It may be truthfully said that the reformed Sunday 
School has successfully faced and solved this problem. It 
is now well established that a reformed Sunday School can, and 
does, obtain all the teachers it requires, and this too in 
face of the fact that it requires a very large number of 
teachers - so large that it can subdivide its lower depart-
ments, at any rate, into small classes of four, five, or 
six children apiece ••• 
It recognises what the results of child study would 
independently suggest - the tremendous importance of the 
adolescent period ••• This is the time when the boy or girl, 
unless bound to the Church by the strongest bond of all, the 
bond of service, may fall away, either from the Church 
altogether, as is seen in so many cases - or else into that 
condition of mental passivity of which we often see so 
painful an evidence in the regular, but inert, elder Bible 
class.35 
As this way of viewing the selection of teachers developed 
it was perhaps not surprising that it was, in the minds of its o~igin-
ators, based on beginning teachers in the Primary Department. The 
grading movement had based its development on the Primary Department, 
and then had worked the same principles of operation through other 
34 H.A. Lester, Sunday School Teaching, (London: Longmans 
Green, & Co., 1912), p.p. 128,129. 
35H. Lee, Talks to the Training Class, (London: National 
Depository, 1912), p.p. 9,10. 
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grades. 
Archibald, and his followers, argued that trainee teachers 
should begin in the Primary Department. 
In describing the advantages of the Primary Department, 
Ethel Archibald says: 
IT FORMS A PRACTICE SCHOOL FOR YOUNG TEACHERS. - This 
is surely what we have been seeking all along - a training-
ground where the young people from fourteen or fifteen to 
twenty years of age can begin to teach without fear or 
apprehension. It seems to them a comparatively easy thing to 
teach a class of three or four little children. If an 
inexperienced young person is asked to take a class of seven 
or eight boys between nine and twelve years of age, or to 
conduct the whole infant class, numbering perhaps sixty 
children, he naturally shrinks from the undertaking. But 
what could be more desirable than a class of three or four 
' little children - lovable, and hungering for stories? To 
such conditions the young teachers come willingly, eagerly, 
and begin learning to teach under the guidance of the depart-
ment superintendent. 
For a time they merely watch or help with the little 
ones in the Beginners' rooms, but soon they are given their 
own tiny classes.36 
Although the same basic philosophy was being advocated by 
Burnie and Hindle in 1939, their position was that, while thirteen-
year-olds should be groomed for teaching, they should be restricted to 
the Primary and Junior Departments in the first years 
It is advisable to begin with young people of fifteen 
or sixteen years of age if possible. Sometimes scholars 
will pass straight from the Senior Department to the Primary 
Training Class. In other cases it will be wiser to spend a 
year in the Young People's before taking up the work, but 
experience repeatedly proves that the age should not be 
delayed beyond sixteen years •••• 
After three years' training in the Primary Department 
teachers should be promoted to the Junior Department ••• 
From Junior, teachers will pass to Beginners or Senior, 
36E.J. Archibald, The Decentralised Sunday School, (London: 
Pilgrim Press, 1912, Revised Edition),. p. 18. 
that 
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according to their personal choice and the needs of the school. 
This systematic promotion of teachers from grade to grade is 
essential to the satisfactory working of the scheme. The 
Primary and Junior Training Classes must be kept free for the 
training of young teachers. If either department becomes 
blocked by older teachers staying on indefinitely, two big 
difficulties arise. The other departments fail to receive 
the necessary supply of trained teachers, and young people are 
robbed of their opportunity to start training under favour-
able conditions.37 
Whereas at the earlier stage, Ethel Archibald actually argued 
These years also mark a time of great religious enthusiasm. 
There is inclination to attend church, to pray. There are new 
feelings towards God and Christ. There is often the desire to 
go upon some mission - a longing to engage in some great 
service. This is the spring-time of life, the time of great 
ambitions ••• 
What a calamity if we fail to direct this energy and 
enthusiasm and to give these young people definite work to 
dol ••• 
There are many cases on record of young teachers who have 
joined the Church after becoming teachers in the Primary 
Department. 38 
How very much the perception of teenage young people had 
changed over the intervening period is evident in Burnie and Hindle's 
emphasis and cautions, in their comments on the tendency of such young 
people to be unreliable and to resign their responsibilities. They 
comment: 
Unfortunately, selfish indulgence may be the unacknowledged 
reason for resignation, and here we may have to admit failure, 
but even these cases must not be regarded as hopeless ••• 
Again, these adolescents must wrestle with spiritual 
doubts and problems. Conflicting opinions concerning the 
ultimate triumph of right, the place of suffering in God's 
universe, the in1ustices and inequalities of life are·baffling 
problems ••• Such teachers need our utmost sympathy. They 
37Mary D. Burnie and F. Hindle, Teacher Training in the Sunday 
School, (London: NSSU, 1939), p.p. 13-14. 
38Archibald, op. cit., p.p. 150-152. 
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must be given time to readjust themselves to life ••• 
Again, the problem may be intellectual and spiritual 
difficulties arising out of the more advanced Bible Study 
which the lesson material for the scholars demands ••• Here 
again teachers may need time to work through the difficulties 
and reach their own conclusions •••• 39 
Clearly the impact of the First World War, the growing secular-
ism and materialism of society, and the development of a degree of cyn-
icism towards the Bible, on allegedly scientific grounds, and towards the 
church, and the decline of adult attendance and involvement in its life 
and witness, all made their contribution to the changed situation, and 
even attitudes prevailing among adolescents. 
In 1942, the Church of Scotland's Baird lecture was entitled 
Youth in the New Order, and provided an insightful awareness of these 
changes. For our present purpose, however, it is important to note the 
tribute it pays to the influence on young people of themselves being 
trained to teach others. The following section is indicative of the 
thinking of the time, and the transitions taking place: 
Few people realise the intensive and extensive preparation 
for Sunday lesson which underlies the work of the vast majority 
of teachers ••• The Sunday School is thus the unacknowledged 
stimulus of what is perhaps the most regular and widespread 
form of adult education in Scotland, by which in normal times 
fully fifty thousand men and women - young, middle-aged, and 
old, people of all grades of education from university to 
elementary school, civic dignitaries alongside the humblest of 
our citizens - engage week after week in studies which may 
embrace Biblical literature, history and theology, child 
psychology and educational methods, international relation-
ships and overseas evangelism - all with the single aim of 
presenting the Gospel of Jesus Christ to a little group of His 
children ••• 
There has been in recent years, due to the success of the 
Primary Department of our Sunday Schools, a tendency towards a 
39 
. d . dl . Burn1e an H1n e, op. c1t., p.p. 44,45. 
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steady decrease in the average age of the teachers, of whom an 
increasing proportion are young people, many of them in their 
'teens'. These are admirably fitted to win the interest and 
affection of the young children under their care. Necessarily, 
however, their own experience of life is comparatively limited, 
and their own religious training in many cases inadequate. The 
Church would do well to institute some system whereby such 
teachers, and all future teachers, may attain a certain 
standard of Christian knowledge as a qualification for teaching 
in Junior Sunday School.40 
It may be that Dr. Wightman was unaware of Henry William's 
appeal in 1902 that all young trainee teachers should be required to 
undergo training and sit an examination to demonstrate competence. The 
lack of reference to the splendid work of Westhill, in its early days, 
and St. Christopher's College, in training specialists in Christian 
education who might train others, seems to indicate that the influence on 
the movement these Institutions represent, had not penetrated the National 
Church of Scotland as much as we might have expected. In fairness, 
however, it should be borne in mind that even the Church of England 
allowed the demise of St. Christopher's without anyone apparently regard-
ing it as a worth-while enterprise to retain even the records of the 
College as an educational venture. 
Indeed, a great many efforts had been made to establish 
reputable centres and sources of training persons for Sunday School 
teaching. Basil Yeaxlee reviewed some of the developments at the begin-
ning of the 1930s: 
The training of Sunday School teachers has now become an 
enterprise in itself. The graded system demands not merely 
'preparation' but training classes weekly for those who are 
to teach on Sunday. 
The provision of local 'colleges', or 'training weeks', 
organised by the National Sunday School Union, the Sunday 
40 . h h . W.M. W~g tman, Yout ~n the New Order, (Edinburgh: William 
Blackwood and Sons, 1942), p.p. 82,83. 
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School Institute, the denominational Youth Departments, St. 
Christopher's College and Westhill College, together with 
summer schools and residential courses at the two training 
colleges, is obviously an important part of teacher-training. 
What is needed is that local groups of teachers ••• should be 
more eager to take advantage of them.41 
However, the patterns of teacher supply we have discerned 
continued to be pressed, even in the post-Second-World-War period, so 
that, even in his 1953 revision of his book first published in 1916, 
Ernest Hayes, whose leadership continued to be acknowledged and sought, 
still pleads for the training of young teachers in the Primary Department. 
Of considerable interest, also is his continuing insistence that 
the Primary teacher should, in due course, graduate to teaching the Juniors, 
42 
and so on, climbing "all the rungs of the school ladder." 
The assumption was consistently made that Primaries were the 
easiest to teach, and that every teacher should ascend the scale of 
teaching experience, departmentally, although no convincing reasons can 
be found for such a position. Again, the criterion is the pragmatic one 
of keeping the spaces clear in the Primary Department by moving teachers 
on in a more or less systematic fashion. 
In the early 1950s Rupert navies, writing from a Methodist 
context, seems to challenge the time-honoured system, but only moment-
arily. He writes: 
It is sometimes said that Sunday Schools will never be 
really efficient in the carrying out of their work until those 
who teach in them are selected with the same care and are 
trained in the same way as Day School teachers; till then, 
not only will they be in fact incapable of carrying out their 
high task, but even moderate success will be prevented by the 
comparisons which the scholars are bound to make between 
41B.A. Yeaxlee, The Approach.to Religions Education, (London: 
SCM, 1931), p.p. 136,132. 
42E.H. Hayes, The Child in the Midst, (Religious Education 
Press, 7th Edition, rewritten, 1953), p. 78. 
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conditions in the two kinds of school ••• every Christian would 
wish that we could have in our Sunday Schools a full complement 
of fully trained teachers, or, rather, that we could give full 
training to those teachers who have volunteered for this 
service. 43 
Up to that point the evidence is of inadequacy in levels of 
teaching, and voluntarism rather than selectivity as a pattern of 
teacher supply. That is significant, since it demonstrates that, 
despite all the idealism of earlier days and dreams, the churches had, 
in fact, fallen back on the much-abused system of volunteer service. 
However, Davies does not stop there, but, returning to the 
pragmatism which lay behind the by-then traditional form of teacher 
supply, writes further: 
Sunday School teachers can be trained, and are being 
trained, to a point of efficiency not in the end so absurdly 
lower than that reached by the average Day School teacher ••• 
The admittedly best way of teaching a teacher is to make 
him teach. So in the Sunday School the young would-be teacher 
is brought into the Primary Department (or sometimes the 
Beginner's Department, though the other is better, as Begin-
ners require a greater knowledge of child mentality than do 
their immediate seniors) as a helper - to look after groups of 
children and do any odd jobs that may be going. While he is 
doing these things he is observing more experienced teachers 
at work, and no doubt learning as much from their failures as 
from their successes ••• Thus he is gradually brought into the 
work of teaching... In a year or two he is ready to be 
transferred, either experimentally, or permanently, into 
another Departrnent.44 
J. Reginald Hill, in 1961, while making no reference to the 
traditional means of securing teachers, urges the use of dedication 
services to help the teachers and the church, and states: 
43 . h R.E. Dav1es, T e Sunday School Today, (London: Methodist 
Youth Department, 1951), p. 81. 
44 b'd 82 83 I 1 ., p.p. , • 
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Such an occasion offers an admirable opportunity for other 
church members to see the part the Sunday School plays in the 
total strategy of Christian activity, and, perhaps, to hear 
the call to service there. In this way, recruitment to the 
Sunday School staff can be fostered, and some of the church's 
best men and women will be enlisted for a work which is often 
overlooked or unconsciously despised as insignificant and 
unworthy of the best.45 
Only during the last few years of our period of study have I 
found any real support for the disquiet and unease I have persistently 
felt through this work about the accepted policy of staffing the 
Christian education programmes of the churches. Diana Dewar, in her 
somewhat emotional, but powerful attack on Sunday School, strongly 
criticises the results of a policy of teenage teaching and volunteer 
service. 
Having complained early in her book that "It appears that by 
and large the position is still that all offers of help are gratefully 
received", she continues, later, to say: "The majority of Sunday School 
teachers are either adolescents ill-equipped emotionally and intellec-
tually for the task, or elderly ladies, often spinsters, out of touch 
with children and present day ideas. 46 
Teacher Training 
Finally, in our consideration of the position, and use of the 
teacher, it is important to note the trends in the area of teacher train-
ing, some of which have already been implied in earlier statements. 
There can be no doubt that the early leaders in the movement 
45T.R. Hill, Sunday School Teaching, (London: Scripture 
Union, 1962), p. 118. 
46
o. Dewar, Backward Christian Soldiers, (London: Hutchinson, 
1964), p. 156. 
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this century were strongly committed to the training of teachers. Al-
though Archibald, Hayes, Lee-Holland, and others, settled for the 
strangely inadequate method of teacher supply we have noted, they all 
strongly advocated careful, and regular training as an essential for 
good work. 
The seriousness with which training to teach was taken from 
the beginning of our period is evidenced, not only in the writings of 
the key figures, with whose work this thesis has already familiarised 
the reader, but with many other key people, who, though they did not 
feature so prominently as others, were highly skilled in the field, and 
strongly supportive of the major thrust of the movement. Such a person 
was Dorothy Wilson, who, having trained at Westhill College, at a time 
when its emphasis was strongly in the area of training persons for church-
based educational ministry, and having served in congregational ministry, 
became Young People's Secretary for the Presbyterian Church in England. 
Writing in 1921, she underscored the importance of teacher trainiRg, and 
indicated the high expectations of those involved in teaching at the 
Junior level: 
One night in each week the Junior Leader and Teachers meet 
together for preparation of the following Sunday's lesson, and 
for other studies bearing on their work. As in the Primary, it 
is very much better to make this class compulsory, and not 
allow any teacher to teach on the Sunday who has not been 
present. This may seem a counsel of perfection, but it will 
be found to be the condition of success for all the work, and 
a rule which it is worth while to keep at all costs. The 
advantages are many. In the first place attendance at a good 
Training Class does away with the objection that these young 
people are taken away from their own Bible Class just when they 
need it most. Several young teachers recently wrote to their 
Leader to say that they had learnt more about the Bible in two 
year's training-classes than in all the rest of their lives 
put together. The attention given to the subject is much 
better than in the average Bible Class, because it has to be 
remembered in order to give it out again.47 
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That disciplined approach characterised the early years of our 
period, and came nearer than any other time to vindicating the practice 
of training adolescents to teach. As soon as the kind of regularity and 
intensity described by Wilson began to wane, however, the argument for 
using adolescents began to fall apart, because they were simply not being 
taught themselves in any systematic way. 
This kind of disciplined approach was encouraged by denomin-
ational leadership and by the two colleges in Birmingham and Blackheath, 
London, and was fairly well sustained in the major centres of population 
for a time. 
Under good and creative leadership, notably that of Hetty Lee, 
very thorough training was developed, and was sponsored regionally and 
on diocesan bases. The training included Child Study, Bible, Church and 
Missionary Study, Curriculum Materials Study, and Sunday School Organi-
sational Study. Archibald argued that, to be effective, teacher training 
should give a knowledge of the Bible, of child nature, of teaching 
methods, and of Sunday school planning and organisation. He pleaded for 
persistence with teacher training: 
Do not be discouraged with s~ll results. Do not think that 
the teacher-training class will give you trained teachers 
within a month after you have started it. Lay your plan broadly 
and deeply. The school which graduates ten teachers .a year, 
or even half that number, will soon have a staff which will 
bring credibility.to its"individuals and a blessing to the school 
at large.48 · 
47o.F. Wilson, The Junior Department of the Sunday School, 
(London: NSSU, 1921), p.p. 112,113. 
48p.H. Ar!=hil:>ald,_ The -Decent~alised Sunday School; Junior Dept .• 
(London: Pilgrim Press, 1911), p.l46 
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In 1931 Yeaxlee was still pleading for a strong teacher-train-
ing programme, in these terms: 
The graded system demands not merely "preparation" but 
training classes weekly for those who are to teach on the 
Sunday. Where these are carried on teachers have opportunity 
for studying the Bible, child and adolescent psychology, educa-
tional methods, and other relevant subjects systematically, as 
well as preparing the actual lessons to be given and discussing 
their varying experiences in the practical work of teaching. 
Where, however, the training class degenerates into a mere 
preparation class, the opportunity of educating the teacher is 
missed, and this, in the case of young teachers, means that 
they might be better off in the more thorough type of Bible 
Class. 49 
It is noteworthy that he also draws attention in this section 
of his book, to the wider provisions being made: 
The provision of local "colleges", of "training weeks" 
organised by the National Sunday School Union, the Sunday 
School Institute, the denominational Youth Departments, St. 
Christopher's College, and Westhill College, together with 
summer schools and residential courses at the two training 
colleges, is obviously an important part of teacher-training. 
What is needed is that local groups of teachers, and individ-
uals in the case of shorter or longer residential courses, 
should be more eager to take advantage of them, and that their 
churches should be more ready to make this possible, financially 
and otherwise.SO 
Attempts were made to sustain these high ideals, and it is 
of real interest that Burnie and Hindle, whose work on teacher training 
was first published in 1939, were still able to write in their 1953 
revision: 
The Training Class must fulfil two main requirements. 
First and foremost, the teachers must be given the equiva-
lent of the mental and spiritual stimulus that would have been 
theirs if they had continued in the Young People's Department. 
Secondly, they must be thoroughly equipped for the task of 
teaching on Sunday ••• week by week. Leaders and teachers will 
49 Yeaxlee, op. cit., p. 136. 50 Ibid. I p. 137. 
meet to study lesson methods, etc. as may be necessary for 
their development and for the preparation of the lesson for 
the following Sunday, it being clearly understood that no 
teacher takes his class on Sunday who cannot attena. 51 
Rupert Davies, writing from within Methodism, while acknowl-
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edging the evident difficulties of sustaining regular teacher training, 
yet insists: 
Only by means of such a Class can individual teachers 
realize themselves to be part of a team and become really 
conscious of what the others are doing ••• Only thus can the 
experience of the older teachers be put at the disposal of 
the younger ones.~. In fact, the weekly Training Class is 
the only way of ensuring an effective Sunday School. 
It follows that nothing ought to be allowed to prevent 
its occurrence.52 
By 1957, however, the seriousness of the lapse in teacher training was 
being openly acknowledged. The Free Church Federal Council report of 
that year had this to say: 
No department of any Sunday School should attempt to 
function without a weekly training class, teachers' conference, 
or staff meeting, however great the difficulties may be in 
organising it •••• 
we were surprised that almost two thirds of the Sunday 
schools in the country (64\) never have a training class of 
any description. Another 10\ have a training class in only 
one department, so that only 26\ of our Sunday schools regul-
arly organise two or more departmental training classes •••• 53 
By the end of our period, however, the insistence on weekly 
training seems to have all but disappeared, and in the 1968 material for 
Primaries jointly produced in connection with the new syllabus of the 
British Lessons Council in 1968, and in the light of Dr. Goldman's 
research, the following is stated: 
Sl ' H' dl i 1 14 Burn1e & 1n e, op. c t., p.p. 3, • 
52 
· it a Dav1es, op. c ., p. 9. 
53 Sunday Schools Today, An Investigation of 
Christian Education in English for Churches, (London: 
Federal Council, 1957), p. 22. 
Some Aspects of 
Free Church 
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None of the work planned for the Primary department can 
be attempted without adequate preparation, both by the indiv-
idual teacher and the whole teaching team. Regular meetings 
between leader and teachers are essential, even if these meet-
ings are held only before the beginning of each new course. 
More frequent meetings should result in more stimulating 
sessions for the children. 54 
Even Constance Parker, writing in the same year, having begun 
her statement on the pattern of training classes by assuming that teach-
ers would meet weekly, ends her statement by acknowledging that such is 
an almost forlorn hope: 
There are still churches where the weekly training class 
meets and no one would try to discourage them. It is clearly 
the ideal arrangement, and.indeed, most of the writing of this 
book has a weekly training class in mind. However, just as our 
educational work with children must come to terms with the 
world of today, so must our training work with teachers.55 
Clearly, the place of serious, mandatory, weekly training in 
the various areas of child study, Bible, church and missionary study, 
curriculum study and Sunday school organisation study had given way to 
the "mere preparation" Yeaxlee had so much feared more than 30 years 
earlier. 
It is the contention of this author that one of the major 
contributory factors to the increasing decline of Sunday schools at the 
end of our period was the reduction of the demand on those selected, 
persuaded, invited, or volunteering to teach. Too easily did the leading 
researchers of the 1960s conclude that the primary causes of disenchant-
ment, and boredom were due to concentration on inappropriate materials 
54
working With Primaries, A Handbook, (Methodist Youth Depart-
ment, National Christian Education Council, and Religious Education 
Press, Ltd., 1968), p. 58. 
55constance Parker, The Training Class Today, (National 
Christian Education Council, 1968), p.· 73. 
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as bases for teaching young minds in the faith. Too seldom did they seem 
to realise that the virtual abandonment of serious and regular training 
of those carrying the teaching responsibility was contributing alarmingly 
to the ineffectiveness of the church's educational ministry. 
CHAPTER XI 
CONCLUSION 
' I 
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XI. Conclusion 
As a result of the research indicated throughout this thesis, 
and on the basis of wider background reading and review, as reflected in 
the general Bibliography, a number of summary conclusions are to be drawn, 
the validity of which rests on the argument of the entire study. 
The argument may be drawn together best by advancing several 
clearly discernible factors which have become evident in the course of 
protracted study, but which are advanced as being established beyond all 
reasonable question. 
These factors constitute, in the author's view, the major 
elements to be borne in mind if an accurate understanding of the principles 
and practice of Christian education is to be reached, and a reliable assess-
ment made. 
First, there is the Theoretical-Educational Factor. The period 
has been shown to be one of constant rethinking, reshaping, and redevel-
oping of the understanding of the major constituent elements in Christian 
education. The major change that has taken place, and which has been 
reinforced by various personalities, experiments, researches and approaches 
both in the churches and in day-school education, has been the shift in 
educational theory and methodology from content-centred to learner-
centred education. The impression that the churches have always followed 
far behind the creative and constructive trends in society is shown to be 
falsely based. In fact, Christian educationists, from the early years of 
this century, were in the forefront of change in educational theory. 
They, as much as any, and more than many, rose to the challenge of the 
insights of child-centred education coming out of the Pestalozzi, Herbart, 
Montessori, Froebel stream. In a period when it might have been expected 
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that, with the move from church-based education to state-based education 
in the latter part of the nineteenth century, and throughout the twentieth 
century, the churches would surrender the initiative to secular education, 
such in fact did not happen. Leading educationists of the calibre of Sir 
John Adams, at the beginning of the century, applied their fresh under-
standings of educational theory as vigorously to the Christian education 
activities of the churches as much as to state-run education. Beyond all 
question, it is clear that the educational leadership of the churches, for 
the most part, accepted the challenges inherent in the new insights, and 
began immediately to implement them. 
As might be expected, the argument over the content-centred or 
learner-centred education continued to rage, long after the issues of 
principle had been settled for leaders in the field, and grass-roots 
resistance can be observed both in a religious and a secular context, 
emanating sometimes from a reactionary theological stance, which saw the 
development, for the most part mistakenly, as threatening the centrality 
and the authority of the Scriptures as the Word of God to be communicated 
to the learner, and sometimes from a predictable resistance to change, 
which is usually disturbing and, in the short term, inconvenient. 
It is vital to affirm, however, that this basic change in 
educational theory belongs much more decisively to the early years of 
our period than to the later, and that the advances made in this area in 
later research and development have been much more in the form of refine-
ment than revolution. Indeed, for all their merit, they have carried with 
them a renewed danger of intellectualising the faith to the point of 
making conceptualisation and cerebral response and perception more vital 
than the growth of the learner as a person, wholistically. That danger 
was often felt to belong to the relatively unthinking and prepositional 
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educative processes of catechetical instruction, memorisation, and rote 
learning, which had so emphasised formulary retention that it sacrificed 
necessary understanding, but in fact, a parallel danger attaches to the 
laudable attempt carefully to monitor the child's instruction so that 
what is learned is understood and does not have to be unlearned, or radic-
ally reinterpreted. The danger is that the concentration on psychological 
integrity and'conceptual relevance can easily turn religious understanding, 
and experience, into an unbiblically non-relational matter, with drastic, 
and perhaps exclusive implications for the perceptually immature or 
incompetent. 
The advance in educational understanding and theory, however, 
is much more important than the dangers of reactionary withdrawal on the 
one hand, or running to intellectualised extremes, on the other. 
It has been acknowledged that the impression that the real 
changes came about at this level in the 1960s, is understandable, though 
historically seriously mistaken. The education Act of 1944, and the conse-
quent effects on day school education, accelerated the ferment in the 
minds of those responsible for developing regional and county syllabuses 
for day school use in teaching religious education, accentuating in the 
secular area a concern that paralleled what had long been felt in the 
leadership of the churches, but, almost inevitably, bringing with it fresh 
challenge to church-based educationists to pursue the implications of the 
child-centredness they had long espoused, and to do so in the light of 
new researches then being carried out in the context of a reinforced part-
nership between school and church. 
That central factor is paramount, and affects everything else. 
If the learner is really given centrality in the educative process, then 
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everything else will be affected, including organisation, methodology, 
and curriculum development. The story of Christian education in the 
churches during our period of study vouches for the validity of such an 
affirmation. 
Second, there is the Organisational Factor. Nothing in the 
entire period can compare with the radicalism of organisational approach 
introduced, pressed, and developed by virtue of the initiative and activ-
ity of George Hamilton Archibald, who is seen by contemporary observers 
to be the pioneer of child-centredness, adequate teacher selection and 
training, and the principles of grading. Within five years of his arrival 
in Britain it was said: 
Baptists, Congregationalists, Friends, Methodists, and 
Presbyterians all increasingly supported the work which George 
Hamilton Archibald had begun, and the Graded Sunday School 
became at length the official policy of the Free Church.l 
It is also significant that some of his closest associates 
in the early years were leaders within the Christian education work of 
the Church of England. 
The principle of grading Archibald introduced he called 
"Decentralization", by which he called for an organisational structure 
which divided Christian education into clear-cut departments to deal with 
different ages and needs. Beginning with a Primary Department, he saw 
the need also for Beginners', Junior, Intermediate and Senior Departments, 
a Home Department, and even conceived of an Adult Department, although he 
did not press for it. If the discovery and implementation of learner-
centredness characterised the educational theory of the movement, the 
,. 
;, 
1R.T. Newman. George Hamilton Archibald and the Beginning of 
the Graded School Movement, (London: NSSU, 1957), p. 38. 
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separation, diversification, and graded planning of the programme charac-
terised its organisation. 
It was recognised that a living organism, which Christian 
educationists felt the task of teaching to be, needs appropriate organisa-
tional structure. Consequently, much was made over the years of planning, 
from the building stage on, where possible, facilities, equipment, decor, 
accommodations, atmosphere, and environment, to make the whole enterprise 
attractive and desirable to those it existed to serve and teach. 
While it is true to say that vast numbers of churches failed 
abyssmally to take this dimension with anything like the seriousness 
intended by the activists and leaders in the field, it can be demonstrated 
that, where the challenge of improved organisation and facilities was 
taken seriously, it made for much more effective teaching and learning. 
This also called, not only for trained teachers, but for per-
sons trained to lead, direct, record, and administer the education pro-
gramme of the churches. The most effective training programmes have 
included training in the administration of a Christian education programme, 
including such matters as physical arrangements, appropriate rooms for 
different departments, record-keeping, dealing with absenteeism, planning 
visitation and pastoral concern, and funding the operation. 
This last was frequently the frustration. The English practice 
in many churches of building a "schoolroom", adjacent to, but separate 
from the church sanctuary, tended to highlight the separation of church and 
Sunday School. Consistent with that separation, and militating against 
effective organisation and provision, was the tendency to regard the Sunday 
School and other educational activities as different from church, and not 
as part of its integrated life or budget. 
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Thanks to developments like Family Church, a good deal of this 
mentality was eroded, but it still prevailed in many local churches at 
the end of our period of study. From the beginning of the century, the 
plea had been made for a view of Christian education as the church ful-
filling its teaching ministry, but the tendency to make it a sectional 
interest continued in many places. Even traditional events like the 
English Sunday School Anniversary, a highlight of the year certainly in 
many free churches, tended to accentuate the division, rather than unify 
the effort. 
It is the author's conviction that much better organisation 
repeatedly resulted in situations where the church regarded Christian 
education as part of its own inner life, and provided for it realistic-
ally, in accommodation, training, and financial terms. 
Third, there is the Relational Factor. 
From time to time theoretical and methodological enthusiasts 
have tended to forget, in their enthusiasm to pay proper attention to the 
perceptual capacities of the learner, and to devise teaching methods which. 
are appropriate to the learner's mental and physical stage of development, 
that the most important task they face is the establishing of the learner's 
relationship to Christ and to the life, fellowship and family of His ' 
Church. No amount of cerebral perception will suffice as Christian educa-
tion, unless it contributes to the growth of the learner. This calls for 
a relational emphasis. Our period of study has repeatedly reflected that 
concern, and it is significant that the most influential persons in our 
period, as practitioners, were those who consistently bore in mind the 
triple development of relationships. 
Of course the emphasis shifte~ somewhat from time to time. 
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In the early part of the century, the discovery of the child as 
the centre of the task led to a deepened awareness of how vital it was to 
provide only such influences and ideas as would aid the young learner's 
discovery that Christian living consists, not primarily in a perception of 
facts or doctrines, but in a relationship of faith in, and devotion to, 
Jesus Christ. 
Frequently this was difficult for traditions which had heavily 
stressed catechetical instruction, because the tension was never far away 
between the desire to make sure they learned the material, and also that 
they learned the way of Christ. Some imaginative endeavours sought to keep 
the balance. 
Likewise the strongly fundamentalistic approach sometimes, even 
in its zeal for child conversion, led to a kind of prepositional "deci-
sionism", which made Christian response and experience a matter of "knowing 
the doctrine" more than knowing the Lord. 
On the whole however, the period was marked by genuine attempts 
to give significant place to this central, relational element at the heart 
of valid Christian development, by relating Christ, His Gospel and His 
teaching to the experience of the learner. 
A vital second strand in this relational factor was the relation-
ship between teachers and taught. It was early acknowledged that there 
is more to Christian education than understanding and centralising the 
learner. There has to be the personal cultivation of the learner, and 
that calls for the highest quality of teacher-learner relationship. This 
accounts for the strong emphasis throughout the period on serious teacher 
training, not only in the content of the faith, but in the nature, develop-
ment and nurture of the child. The repeated pleas for teachers to accept 
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a pastoral role bear witness to this factor, and to its centrality. 
The Bishop of Sheffield's Work Advisory Committee, in 1946, 
summed up this area well when it stated: 
It remains true that devoted men and women, who give 
children their friendship, will always keep a certain number 
close to them, but even they would do much more if they knew 
more of modern methods. Sometimes the converse is true. The 
school has adopted new methods, and has used them efficiently, 
but has failed because it has not provided that friendship which 
is still - and always will be - the most important of all 
methods of leading children to God.2 
A third element in the relational area is the relationship of 
the learner to the church. It was precisely this that H.A. Hamilton 
sought to address, and which became increasingly central following his 
initiative, namely, the attempt to set Christian education firmly in the 
context of the life and the worship of the church.. What earlier pleas 
had frequently failed to do, Family Church and its derivatives, Junior 
Church and Children's Church, helped ·to do, by making the family of the 
church the context, and the welcoming context, in which the learner's 
development took place. 
It was clearly argued, if with some imbalance, by Eric Hodgson, 
that: "If we want to educate for Churchmanship it must be the whole 
community of the Church that does the educating. So the slogan will be 
3 
'Education in the Church, by the Church, for the Church'." 
The imbalance comes when he follows an assessment by Dr. Flaming, 
who wrote on the social philosophy of education, to the effect that the 
2 The Church and the Eleven Plus, (Wallington: Religious Educa-
tion Press, 1948). 
3 W.E. Hodgson, The New Model Church, (Wallington: Religious 
Education Press, 1946), p. 9. 
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major influences on the life of the child are the home first, with the 
Sunday School teacher at the bottom. Rightly, Hodgson challenges that, 
but argues the case for community education in preference to private 
tuition, which he conceives to be the function of the individual teacher. 
It is, nevertheless, impressive that, in later studies and 
evaluations of Family Church, the values of its relational approach 
were clearly supported. For example, the Free Church Federal Council found 
that: 
It is clear that these churches are increasing in member-
ship, holding the children for a longer period, reaching more 
parents, losing less children, especially those who attend 
Family worship; are better organised in grading, teacher-training 
and mid-week activities; are exercising more pastoral care, and 
bringing more children into church membership, than the average 
Sunday Schools of the same size. 4 
Fourth, there is the Curricular Factor. 
The chapters in this thesis dealing with the Centrality of 
the Child and the Role of the Bible demonstrate the area of tension which 
continued to be debated throughout the period before us. 
Curriculum and syllabus writers and designers fluctuated a little 
towards one side and the other, but, on the whole, the period demonstrated 
a firm and strong recognition both of the centrality of the learner, 
and the importance of the content. 
It is the argument of this thesis that the dichotomy is unneces-
sary, and that it is altogether possible to keep both ends of the curric-
ular spectrum in view. 
In the early part of the period, the concern for the child was 
4
sunday Schools Today, (Free Church Federal Council, 1957) 
p. 33, as quoted in Family Church Reappraised, (Congregational Union of 
England and Wales, 1965), p. 11. 
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so strong that it led to the position which said that if we would only 
listen to the child, he would tell us what to say. While that contained 
a vital truth, namely that our observation of the child or the learner, 
and our endeavours to understand his or her needs, and development, would 
exercise control over our curriculum, in that we would seek to avoid what 
was unintelligible to the learner, or totally unrelated to his experience, 
it led some to believe that content was therefore of secondary importance, 
with no "given" status whatever. That cannot be, of course, and it is 
healthy that our period shows signs of re-affirmation from time to time 
of the need for our curriculum material not only to be psychologically 
and conceptually intelligible by the learner, but also consistent with the 
faith of Christ. In other words, the call came through, though sometimes 
more loudly than at other times, that truth was not to be sacrificed on 
the altar of child-limitation. Sometimes it had to be withheld, as 
Goldman so strongly argued, in line with many of his predecessors right 
back to the early years of the century, until the child mind was more 
able to grasp it. But that was no reason, for most of the more signifi-
cant educators of the time, for abandoning a content-base for curriculum 
development. 
This thesis has shown clearly evidences of the strains, ten-
sions, and sometimes seeming contradictions between child-centredness and 
Bible-centredness, but it concludes that the lesson from the period is 
that we must avoid the quite unnecessary selection of one of these to the 
exclusion, or even diminution of the other, and rather see them as. 
partners in the building of syllabuses of instruction that are true both 
to the Divine revelation in Holy Scripture, and to the needs and capacities 
of the learner. 
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When Dr. Matthews concluded in his book written in 1966: 
For the majority of the four hundred and fifty years since 
the Reformation, Protestant Christians have assumed that know-
ledge of the contents of the Bible would lead children inev-
itably to religious idealism. But this assumption seems to be 
no longer valid. So we are being told that religious education 
must be centred on the child rather than on the Bible ••• This 
is all very encouraging.s 
he demonstrated how seriously he had misunderstood both a large part of 
the historic period he describes, and the insights of the period we have 
studied. 
In such a statement, he came down on the side of unbalanced 
child-centredness so severely as to say our emphasis should be on one 
"rather than" on the other. That is precisely the dichotomy our period 
of study does not support. 
The strength of the pleas made from both ends of this educational 
and curricular spectrum are wholly understandable, but they must be tern-
pered by a more balanced analysis of what was really happening. 
The great achievement of the period is that it paved the way for 
a balanced content-based, child centred development of curriculum, which 
would relate at all times, both to the experience and development of the 
learner, and to the doctrines and instruction to be found in the Biblical 
revelation. 
Fifth, there is the Paradoxical Factor. 
Of necessity, we have to try to evaluate same of the elements: 
observable which are difficult to relate to the developments of the time. 
To put the matter succinctly, we may ask how i.t can be. that a period 
which witnessed the most significant developments in the history of the 
5H.F. Matthews, Revolution in Religious Education, (Wallington: 
Religious Education Press, 1966), p. 6. 
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Sunday School era, with advances in the areas of child-study, theological 
perspective, organisational approach, teaching methodology, and curriculum 
development, should have done virtually nothing to stop the decline in 
Sunday Schools, or the impact on society of church-based Christian educa-
tion. 
Of course, there are many sociological and cultural factors we 
might examine, and which may well contribute to the decline, such as 
changed attitudes to religious authority, to the place of Sunday, to the 
autonomy of the individual in the areas of moral and religious choice, 
to the influence of available commercial, recreational, and entertain-
ment influences in contemporary British society. These, however, even if 
very significant, go well beyond the purview of this thesis, and it is 
appropriate that this comment be confined to interpreting the internal 
factors of the time which may fairly be adduced to have contributed to the 
failure significantly to halt the decline. 
The following are advanced as of key significance in under-
standing what is here designated the paradoxical factor: 
1. Teacher selection and training. We have seen that the 
persistence, till near the end of the period, in seeking teachers from 
the young and immature ranks of the adolescent period, led to the encour-
agement of the falling away of the overwhelming majority who were not so 
selected or involved. The decline in teacher training in the later years 
of the period did nothing to strengthen, and much to weaken, the impact of 
Christian education in the churches of the land. 
2. Curriculum inadequacy. The rigidly Bible-centred materials, 
and, even more so, the inflexible catechetical materials, widely used at 
various times throughout the period, contributed to the dreariness and 
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sometimes irrelevance, sowed the seeds of discontent in very young minds, 
and effectively dismissed the adolescent potential, while the response 
to that in the later years of the period, when some curricula appeared 
which were so exclusively experience-centred that they contained very 
little content, e.g. some of the early Partners in Learning material, 
came dangerously close to trivialising the faith intended to be commun-
icated. 
As a background to this thesis, a wide range of these materials 
have been examined, as indicated in the general Bibliography, and it is 
believed that there is ample excellent and balanced material to make, 
even in the present situation, a superb curriculum which, because of the 
rich diversity of insights the period produced, could well provide re-
sources for greatly increased effectiveness in the teaching task. 
3. Lack of pastoral care. One of the recurring failures of the 
churches has been the failure adequately to shepherd those within its 
educational care. The use of immature teachers, followed by the accept-
ance of nominally Christian volunteers in many situations, contributed to 
making the cultivation of a pastoral concept of the teaching ministry 
exceedingly difficult. Without that deeply relational element, the 
churches cannot hope to secure the lifelong commitment of their young. 
4. Concentration on the wrong areas. Part of the cause of the 
continuing decline was the failure, in the midst of evident success,· 
inherent in making the Primary Department the ultimate basis of Sunday 
School Reform. While the work done in that area was excellent over many 
years, the fact is that it was a matter of strengthening the strongest 
existing area of the Christian education programme, admittedly by making 
it educationally much more responsible, but to the early neglect of the 
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two areas in which the whole endeavour was weakest, namely those of 
adolescence and adulthood. It may fairly be asked why so little was done 
in laying the foundations of the Graded Sunday School adequately to tackle 
the area of greatest decline, namely the adolescent period. Almost 
exclusively, the hope of retaining that group lay with an inadequate, and 
already failing, Bible Class emphasis, and the policy of involving such 
young people in the teaching task, when they were still much too close to 
childhood themselves to be psychologically equipped to deal with the needs 
and expectations of the very complex young children who were placed in 
their care. 
The failure to develop responsible and imaginative adult educa-
tion, alongside the laudable cultivation of Family Church, is both the 
greatest mystery, and the greatest failure, of the entire period, in that 
almost totally the churches failed to take seriously what they very well 
knew to be true, viz. that if the church can reach. parents for Christian 
commitment, involvement and study, the chances of securing the involve-
ment of their children on a long-term basis are greatly enhanced. That 
strange blindness needed to be cured. 
It seems clear that three steps needed to be taken to deal with 
the needs of the churches' involvement in Christian education. The first 
two were met, namely, the discovery of the child as central to Christian 
education, and the development of the Church as family. The third ele-
ment, the provision for, and the ongoing teaching and training of, the 
adult membership in the context of an integrated church life of worship 
and learning, periodically came to the surface, but, sadly, the churches, 
and even their best leadership, consistently turned aside from needed 
action. Perhaps it has something to do with our understanding of 
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discipleship, and our reluctance to impose on free adults disciplines we 
clearly feel are appropriate to childhood, but, whatever the reason (and 
that may be the subject of much needed study) the churches failed to take 
the matter seriously, until the earnest endeavours noted in the chapter 
on Adult Education, in the early 1960s were made. 
The closure of our period of study makes value judgments on 
these developments impossible, but it may be asserted with considerable 
confidence that the period ended in continuing decline in some measure 
because the churches failed to extend their concern to this final, and 
vital, remaining area of educational need, the adult membership of the 
churches. 
5. Miscellaneous failures. We may fairly conclude that, addi-
tional to these major contributors, from the inside, as it were, to the 
continuing decline of Christian education as an effective instrument of 
the churches, at least in numerical terms, there may be added the irrelev-
ance of much church worship, which repeatedly failed to engage the atten-
tion, interest, and response of the young, bad organization, through.which 
many churches showed themselves too lethargic or too unwilling to pay the 
price to set up organisational structures and make provisions worthy of 
the task in hand, and the failure to follow through on the adventurous 
beginnings in training specialists in the field of Christian education, 
demonstrated in the early history of Westhill, St. Christopher's, and 
some Anglican theological colleges, with the consequent failure on the 
part of British institutions of higher learning or ministerial vocational 
training to provide the needed training for those who were called to lead 
the churches in the great task of Christian education. 
Although these conclusions are regarded as firmly established 
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by the evidence of this thesis, there are, of course, many outstanding 
issues which carry over into the present day, and call out for further 
development in the matter of effective and satisfactory Christian educa-
tion. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix I 
Questionnaire sent to every Church of England diocese in February, 1967. 
1. What are the agencies of Christian Education within the Churches of 
your diocese or area e.g. Sunday School, Bible Class, etc.? Please 
indicate age-ranges. 
2. Has the pattern since 1900 been one of increase or decline, numeric-
all, and to what extent? 
3. Is there any relevant material I might consult to build a picture of 
the development of your Christian Education programme since 1900? 
4. Can you say what have been the major changes in emphasis and approach 
this century? 
S. What teaching literature is used in Church education programmes? 
6. Is this literature mainly Bible-Centred, Church-centred, pupil-
centred, or catechetical? 
7. Can you guide me on your approach to Adult Christian Education within 
the life of the Church, and of any major developments? 
8. Are there (a) any books you can recommend 
or (b) suggestions you can make 
to "fill out" the picture of the principles and practice of Christian 
Education in your Church? 
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A GRADED SYLLABUS OF 
For Use in Sunday Schools, 
The fundam ental ideas underlying all grades of teaching 
Faith, \"iz . : The Fatherhood of God, His Purpose for the 
Holy Catholic Church, through the working of the Holy 
Kl~DER G.~RTE~ (1-7-) . JU.SIOR (7+-11+). 
---·- ----·- · 
1. Ideas •-out God tbe htber. I 1. God's Plan for the World. 
(u ) Lovi ne and Car ino for Hi.s ··h ildre~ . I (a) The Creation and Fall. (Storl .. of 
~IAktr of the World : a horn• for HI• •ruth revealed In allegory.) 
children . (:\ature Stori .. -Hymns of (b) The bei!nnlng and growth of God'a 
Prai.- >nd ThAn.l;.oglviog. ) Family. (Storlea of the Patriarch&, 
~~ ..... Davld, Solomon.) 1 ~ J Te..,hin~ Hu r hUdren to know and 
lo,·e Him . 
u :;toric" from Ulli and ~ew T~sta · 
wrnt and of Htroc:t of the Fai th . 
( Ill Sto rieo showtog that the Holy 
Spirit belped them acd helpo u. to 
know 'nd lo ,·e Him . 
2 . Uus about Juus Cbrlst . 
(a) Hij \Y uodt"rful b i rth . 
1~1 Hu Hotr Childhood . 
frJ H~ W ork of l o\·t . 
and pa.ra b l~::: s . ) 
( ")O! IH' mitacl t'S 
(d 1 H i." Death , lh::;u rrectio n aud .-\.s( eo· 
:"" 100 . 
3. Ideas about lbe Cburcb . 
Co l God'• Yamily . (Stork• of Saint. >nd 
(hf"~t· : a~ Hao~· ~.) 
t ~ ) Th~ Family t~t~tlv a.ta . (Sea.soaal.) 
fr J ):.:w ~l emt>.:rs . \ Bapti!m, the Font 
aoJ t l lfat · ro\1. 1 
l •il The llu !ld!n~-Thc t 'amU)· Place of 
Worship-The Altar and Holy 
Co=union. 
4. ldeu aboul Prayer. 
~tori•• >~o•lt people talkln& and 
I isun lng to God. 
Slmple praye n nprened In a child's 
lan~uage . 
(c) ~lan taught to help God'a Plan . 
(Storiea of the Prophet&, Elljah, Am06, 
holah , Jererulah .) 
2. Tbt Cllrlsllan ramUy. 
(a) The Incarnation-the beltfnniD!I . 
(Storlea of the Nativity and ChUd-
hood .) 
(b) The Great Elder Brother. (Stort" of 
the Baptism, Temptation, Life and 
'feachlnJ of our Lord . Bow He 
tra ined Hl.o Dltclplea.) 
!<) Entrance to the Famll}·. (Baptbm 
and the Daptl.om ol Service .) 
(d) The Life of the llember . 
( i) Henunclatlon, Delle! and Duty. 
(Simple le&aoDJ on Lhe Raptbmal 
Coven,.nt, Creed and Duties.) 
Oil The Family :\leetlng ; Holy Com-
munion . 
(Ill) The Meet1n11 Place ; The Church 
Building. 
( lv) The ••amlly Prayer ; The Lord'a 
Prayer. 
3. Tbo Growlll ol IIlo ramUy, 
(a) The work of the Holy Splrtt,lncludiD& 
almple lesoona on Conllrm&tlon. 
(b) Great Memben of the FamUy down 
the Ace•. CStorlea of Saint& and 
Heroea of the Faith.) 
(e) The opread of the Family Oveneu. 
llioalon&r)' Stories. 
4. Tllo PamOy 'a Boolls. 
(a) The Bible. (Simple leuom 011 Ita 
orlldn and u.e.) 
(b) The Prayer Book. (Simple leuona 
OD Ita ll&tUl11.) Leuona OD the Cantl· 
cl~, Te Deum, Olor1a In Excellla, 
Sanctua. 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. 
Catechisms and Fellowships. 
arc the great truths of Religion crnhrJdierl in the Cath0l ic 
World, fulfilled in the Incarnati•m, manifc~tc.:d in the 
Spirit . 
l£IDDLE (11 +-1$). 
1. Cod'a Rnolalloa ol Blmull 10 His 
Paoplt. 
(a) God'a Revelation of Hi1111tll b)' the 
Spirit as Creator, ~deemer, Sanctl· 
ner to the IlebreW'II: Lhrou11h our Lord, 
to the Disci pi", and to the urly 
Church and down the &Ilea . 
(b) :ldanlfestatiOIIID Jeau1 Chrlot. 
(<) The Llf• and ~linlltry of the Church 
through the worklnll of the Holy 
Spirit. 
(I) The Church as the Sernnt or Goll. 
(11) Her work at home and oveneu. 
(Ill) The Sacrament. : 
(1) Our llni<J with God . 
(2) <lur Uni<J wttl\ our fellowmen. 
(lv) The ~lnl.stry. 
2. Maa ' t Respoau lo Cod•s Lote. 
God'a People tau11ht to Wonhlp In .,..ord 
and ID life. 
(a) 'fb': J':~~~·;:e and later wor.hlj> of 
(b) \Vonhlp In the Euly Church. 
(c) Wonhlp to-day. 
(I) Public and Private \forshlp. 
ltlo<b and use of pr~a)·er. 
(11) The HlaLory and Cse of the Prayer 
Book. 
(Ill) The Making of the Bible-teaching 
men wha' to do. 
(lv) Wonhlp In daUy Ufe. Loyalty to 
God and nelllhbour. 
SE.SIOI~ (l~ and on r). 
Tht: ft:JIIo.,.·inq iii "Ctilit.Jn."i fCJr ltutr uf·tirm! 
or atud)' cirr.le~ •n: rn&dt: to Jnett l h..: 
deveJopioa intcllil(t: ncc. de5ire aod t-x()t:r i· 
ence 01 adoleJcenL• In th<: ir spec l11c>lly 
n:li;itious uutlook . 
1. Tbl Jhaalac of lbl Old Ttslamnl as a 
SlorJ ol Procrusht Rntlallon ; lts 
Llllrary nlae. 
2. Our Lord's Uta and Tuellloc wltll spacial 
rtfonnee 10 : -
(a) Pel'<ln&l reii,Pon . 
(b) llodern social problem.i. 
( <) The u.cramo:nt"l life . 
3. Tbl Charcll ID lbo World. 
(a) Her Historr. ln;:ludin~ •l>"ci&l ref t r· 
tnce to tht: Acta and l::pi•ll"" . 
(b) In relation to _politics, hoalth , rec rta· 
tlon, et.c. The tea.chlng in the 
Epiot:.S . 
(<) Her m~•lonary ch:.r:.cter. 
4. Tbo Pra7tr Book. 
(a) Ita hlstor)·. 
(b) Its use . 
5. Cllrlsllaa dlsrlpleshlp. 
(a) Devotional •tudy of portions of the 
Bible. 
(b) The meaning, value and k ln<U of 
prayer. 
(e) Vocation. 
(d) A Chrbtlan's faith. Simple apolo-
getlcs. 
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HAGGERSTON CATECHISM 
9 
Qjustwn. What did your godfathers and godT1Wthers then for you? 
Answer. They did promise and vow three things in my name • ••• 
The Catechism. w.u written nearly four hundred years ago 
(in 1549); so naturally some of its words are a bit old-fashioned. 
The question mearu, "What did your godparents do for you 
when you were baptized, besides giving you your Christian 
name?" 
In return for the three things God did for you they made 
three solemn promises to God for you (a "vow" is a solemn 
and unbreakable promise made to God). Sometimes people 
say that that was not fair on you, as you were too young to 
understand what w.u happening. But suppose that, when I 
baptized you, I gave your mother £roo on condition that 
she banked it in your name for your we when you were 
grown-up, and she promised and vowed to do this; would 
you think it unfair? 
The three vows were R, B, 0 : RENoUNCING, BELIEVING, 
OBEYING. Your godparents made them for you; but at 
your confirmation you take them upon younelf (5), since 
they were made "in your name." (The £100 in the 
bank "in your name" belongs to you, and to nobody else.) 
You can do jwt as you like about keeping the vows: you 
have Free Will. But you will never reach your inheritance 
unless you do keep them; though you will always be a member 
of Christ and the child of God. 
Do you remember Jacob's dream (Genesis 28, 1o-12); and 
the Identity Card (3)? 
Sarah Swannah Snatchpiece's "ladder set up on the earth, 
and the top of it reaches to heaven" has three steps: R, B, 0. 
So has yours ; and mine. 
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HAGGERSTON CATECHISM 
20 
I believe in God. 
Suppose your mother sent you with a shilling to the Co-op 
in Hackney Road to buy a shilling pot of marmalade, and 
you found that the priGe had gone down to elevenpence. On 
your way home you looked in Forecast's window in Dunloe 
Street, and saw a box of Mars, a penny each. "Buy it," one 
voice inside you might say; "mum won't know." "Don't,'' 
would certainly answer another voice inside you; "that would 
be stealing." It is another thing that tells w of God. 
Everybody ha! been made by God "in his own image" 
(Genesis 1, 27) . This means that each of us is something like 
God, not to look at, not in our outward bodily appearances, 
but in our inward souls. This is why none ofw is really happy 
without God. Sin is often nice to think about, and sometimes 
rather fun to do; but afterwards we always wish that we hadn't 
done it. We are not happy when we have told lies, stolen 
(though I simply love Mars too), been unkind, or stayed away 
from the sacraments. Perhaps we pretend we don't care; but 
really, deep down inside us, we wish that we were truthful, 
honest , gentle, making our confessions and communions. For 
that is how we have been made by God, "The Good One." 
Everybody ha! a conscience. This is God's Voice. It is, so 
to say, your heavenly compa!S. It does not tell you which is 
the north; but it does, and always will, tell you what is right 
and what is wrong. You can obey its still small voice, like 
Elijah ( 1 Kings 19, 9 to 13) : or you can refuse to obey. But it 
always goes on saying "Don't do this," "You ought to do that." 
Some people say they can't believe in God, because they can't 
hear him. What is really the matter is that they won't hear 
him, refwe to listen to conscience. Like you, when you are 
playing cricket in Yorkton Street, mother calls you, you pre-
tend not to hear her: (then she rolls up her right sleeve, and 
shouts "Come on, you; or I won't 'arf pay yer"-and I don't 
blame her) . WY CONSClP.NCE. t.s M"Y HE.A VP.NLY COMPASS j and 
is another reason for saying I beluoe in God. 
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HAGGERSTON CATECHISM 
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It's a lovely holiday afternoon, even in Haggerston. You 
gulp down your tea, swallow almost whole the bread and 
marg., ge t your bicycle out of the shed (where it lives with the 
hens and rabbits) , go off for a ride. By the horse-trough at the 
end of Yorkton Street you turn to the right along Hackney 
Road ; past the Odeon and Mr. Levy's opposite (where you 
buy sweel~ and I buy fags); by the Cat Park (now with no 
railings) , Mr. Pasco the chemist's, Mr. Green the watch-
mender's; to Shored itch Church. There, at the busy cross-
roads, are two policemen managing the traffic, and so prevent-
ing accidents. 
At your baptism your godparents promised for you that you 
would keep God's commandments ( 14) : at your confirmation 
you take this promise on yourself (5). There: are ten of them; 
in The Prayer Book Catechism they follow the Creed, because: 
right doing can only come after right believing. They are 
God's orders; and were: first given to the Israelites (Exodus 20). 
When our Lord came to this world to teach, not only Israelite 
Jews, but everybody, about God, he preached one day a long 
se rmon on a mountain (St. Matthew 5 to 7, though you need 
not read it all at once) . In it he gave: the ten commandments 
; t wide r meaning; but did not change: them (St. Matthew 5, 17 
ro 1 g). They are still God's orders to all God's people : his 
traffic-signals on the road oflife (St. Matthew 19, q) . 
"S top, " says the: policeman's hand, as he stands in the 
middle of the road with his back to you; "there are two buses, 
fo ur priva te cars, a dust-cart and a funeral coming along 
Shoreditch High Street past the bombed ruins of Jeremiah 
Rotherham's. You can't see them: but I can. Stop; or you 
will be the next funeral. " "O.K.," says his pointing finger 
after a while; "you want to go to the right along Kingsland 
Road . It is safe to go now." 
SO DO THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. 
" Stop," they say; "don't do, say, think, that. It is danger-
ous." "This," they say, "is the right thing ·to do, say, think. 
This is the right and safe road to the King's land, heaven." 
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VII.-THE CLASS LESSON AND 
INDIVIDUAL WORK. 
W E have before spoken of the necessity for the Class Lesson in the Self-Teaching 
Method , and will, in this chapter, proceed 
to give some examples of its use. 
The work with younger children in this 
respect has already been sufficiently described in 
C'1apter IlL, page 25 et uq; we will, therefore, 
confine our remarks to scholars old enough to work 
on Self-Teaching Guides and W'Ork Assignments. 
I . THE CLASS LESSON INTRODUCTORY TO A 
COURSE . 
In facing a fresh class, in opening a new sub-
ject or a section of a subject, the teacher in charge 
of a self-teaching unit, will use, as a rule, the col-
lective method-the Class Lesson. 
THE INTRODUCTORY CLASS LESSON. 
SOME EXAMPLES. (1) THE LIBRARY OF THE BIBLE • 
(i .) For example, the Teacher may be intro-
ducing to his class of nine to ten-year-olds a Self-
Teaching Guide on the Bible, such as the one given 
below, published in the National Society's Self-
Teach ing Series'; he may well precede it by a class 
lesson on " The Library of the Bible," on some-
what the following lines:-
'' How many books have you of your own ? 
What are your favourite books? What kind of 
INDIVIDUAL WORK. 
books have you read? Poems? Plays? Stories? 
Histories? Geographies? Have you a bookcase 
at home? How is it arranged) " etc., proceeding 
to a description of a public Library, a rough classi-
fication of books there (different shelves for different 
subjects, each book separate in its own cover, etc.), 
then contrasting a library of printed books to-day 
with the hand-written rolls and scripts of ancient 
times, kept maybe in a stone chest and tied 
together with a leather thong. 
Then explain that the book of the Bible is a 
very ancient book, but that indeed it is not one 
book, but a Library of Books, all bound in one 
cover. Tell of the kinds of books to be found in 
the Bible, show various pages in your own Bible 
giving examples of (a) piece of poetry (e.g . 
Psalms); (b) history books (e.g. Kings); (c) geo-
graphy (e.g. Joshua); (d) story (e.g. Ruth); . (e) 
wise saymgs (Proverbs); (f) sermons (e .g . Amos), 
etc. 
Suggest the interest of being able to find in 
the Bible Library just which book one wants to 
read. "What are the books of the Bible about? 
Which of you can find etury book ? How many 
books in the Bible are there? Shall we find out? " 
etc. 
0. I . 
SELF-TEACHING RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION. 
Dat' h'tlltt Dat1 u~tlul 
Suhitct : BIBLE (Introductory) . 
s~Aolar's Na"u 
1. Ask your Teacher any question you wi•h; also for p ictures, 
maps, books, etc. 
2. Put your initials in left-band margin u you fin ish each 
piece of work. Show each piece of work, when you 
ha•e done it, to your Teacher, who will then in itial in 
right-band margin. 
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SELF-TEACHING IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL. 
Scltolar's 
/,.itials . 
1. Count the cumber of books in the Oltl 
Tntamurt and the number in the 
N1w Tutamtrrl; how many books 
are there altogether 1 
2. Print the names of the first five books 
in the Oltl Tutam1"1 
3. Find the book of Guruit, which 
means the book of " Beginnings "; 
what begincing does the first chap-
ter teU about? Copy the first Yerse 
• · The Jewish nation, the "children of 
Israel, " began with one man, a shep. 
herd chief. Read G1rruis xii. 1·6, 
and write down his name 
5. Erotl11.1 means " going out." Write 
dowc any word you know whieh be· 
gins with " ex " and also means 
" going out " 
6. Read Erod111 xii . ~ and •1 ; find tdo 
went out acd from wJrat latttl they 
went. Write down your answera. 
Draw a map to show their 
" exodus" 
7. L1viticus is a book of the laws of the 
Jewish people; look at the first verse 
of chapters i., iv. , Ti., viii., xi., xii., 
xiii ., xiv., xv., xvi. , x.,ii., etc., in 
this book until you can write dowc 
the name of their great Law. ginr .. . 
6. N11.mbtr1 and Dtll./tranomy tell more 
about the Israelites' jourcey to the 
land of Canaac; draw a map of 
Canaan, putting in the river Jordan 
and Mount Pisgah 
9. Read the Story in Dtllluottomy 
xxxiv.; copy some verse about Moses 
from this chapter .. . ... • .. 
10. Find the book of /oslrlla acd read the 
first six verso:~; write down wbo 
J oshu.a w~ and what work he was 
called to do 
T1atlrcr's 
lt~ititds. Scltolar's lt~itials. 
INDIVIDUAL WORK. 
Tcaclttr's 
lt~itials . 
11. The book of f•tltn tells about the h· I 
radite chiefs who led the people in 
war; find and read the story of ] eph· 
thah'a daughter from l•tlru x1. 11· 
12 and 29-40; draw a picture to iUus-
trate this story lit' write down what 
you think about the people in it ... 
12. The book of R11t11 is a story of a 
famine and a hanest. If you finish 
this Scl/·Tcaclti"t G•itlc in time, 
read the story for yourself aDd 
illustrate it 
13. Find the next two books (whieh tell 
about a great prophet) and WTite : 
down their names. Read the stor;r i 
of the prophet's call in /. Sam11d ii1. , 
14 •• Find a Hymn whieh tells the same 
story and begins " Hushed was the 
EYeninc llymn; ·" eopy out tbe first I 
two Yerses •.. ... ... ... 
15. Copy the names of the four books 
whieh follow the second book of I 
StJ"u•d; these books tell about the . 
Jewish Kittrs and "Cltrt,icll " 'i 
their deeds ... ... . . . .. . 
18. Read the story of the famous Ki"t 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba 
from / . Kitttl x. 1·13, and illus-
trate it 
17. Find the story of the last Kirrt ic 
Jerusalem acd read what happeced 
in his reign (see 1/. Cltrorriclu 
xxui. 11-20). Write down (a) the 
Kittt's name and (b) the name of 
the city to which the Jewish people 
were carried away eaptiYe. Draw a I' 
map to show their JOUrney to the 
city ... ... .. . ... . .. 
18. Find the books of E•ra and Ndl1rrrialt I 
which tell bow the ] ewish people re· I 
turned to Jerusalem and built up 
again their ruined templo!. What 
King let them go 1 See E•ra i .. . 
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SELF-TEAOIING IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL. 
Scllolllr's 
lrritilllr. 
19. Study a picture of Jerusalem and 
find the Temple on ount Sion •.. 
20. Draw a map of Jerusa.lem to show the 
walls, gates and Temple .•. • .. 
21. Print the names of the two books fot. 
towing the boolr. of N~AtmiaA 
22. The book of fob contains poems about 
" the wondrous works of Cod ; " 
read fob xuvii. 14-23, and, if you 
like, part of the next chapter, copy· 
ing down any verse you th1nk 
beautiful ..• .. . ••• • •. 
23. Find the Hymn book of the Jewish 
people which is ca.lled TAt Booi of 
Psalms. How many Psalms are 
there? ..• •.• ••• • .. 
2•. Which is your fuourite Psalm 1 Read 
it; then write it from memory 
25. Find the book of Pt'ofltrlu or wise 
n~ings. Read in the fifteenth chap. 
ter, verses 1, 13, 17 and 18, and 
copy out from them the trotut'b you 
like best ..• ... ••• . .. 
26. Turn through the book of Euusitults 
and print the title of the book that 
comes after it ; copy the Spring song 
you will find in this book from chap. 
ter ii . 10·13 .. . ... ..• . .. 
T~aclur's 
J,itials. 
27. Next come books by the great Jewish 
prophets; find the book of ltaialt 
and read chapter xl. 9·11. Of wbom 
do you think the prophet is 
speak10g? •.• ... •.• • .• 
28. Find the book of Darritl and read the 
story in the si1th chapter. Draw or 
describe a picture to illustrate this 
29. Turu to the N tw Ttstamt,l and print 
the names CJf the tirst four books. 
" Gospel"-" good news;" of what 
" good news " do these books tell? 
30. Wbat book in the Ntw Ttsfamtrrt 
tells about the deeds of the disciples 
of our Lord Jesus Christ? Find the 
last two verses of this book. Of 
wbat creat diiCiple do they speak? 
Sdolar's 
l•itials. 
INDIVIDUAL WORK. 
31. Next follows a collection of Letters or 
E#stlu; how many Epistles are 
there? 
32. Read over the titles and the opening 
•er~ of an the Etistus and make 
a list of the names of (a) the writers 
of the letters, and (b) the people to 
wbom they were written . .. . . . 
33. Read /. Cot'it~tAiarrs xiii. and print 
the •ene in it which you like best ... 
H. Find the last book in the Bible; wAo 
wrote it and •"~"~ did the writer 
BOC his vision-read Rl'tl. i. 9 and 
10 .•. ... . . . ... . . . 
35. Read the •ision of the new Jerusalem 
iD Rn. Xlli. ; copy the nrse iD it 
you like bHt 
38. Make a sketch of a tllai,tJ Bible, 
such as used to be kept in our 
churches when people had not Bihles 
of their own 
T~acAu's 
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CHAPTER IX 
SYLLABUSES 
I.-SYLLABUS ON "A STIJDY OF THE OLD 
TESTAMENT" 
1. " The Old Testament as our lArd read it." Arrange-
ment of the Books. Effect of LXX on English 
versions. Significance of name " the Lord," etc. 
2. " The Primitioe Tlwught." Some considerations 
prior to a study of the early History of Israel. 
3· " The Ear{, History of Israel." A brief survey. 
4· " The Earl.J Religion of Israel." With illustrations 
from the Old Testament itself and the Moabite 
Stone. 
5· "Israel, Aram and Assyria." A brief survey of the 
History. 
6. " The Early Prophets." The contemporaries of 
Samuel, Elijah, Elisha, Micaiah and false pro-
phecy. 
7· "Amos and Social Justite." 
8 . "Hosea and 'rah.weh's Looefor Israel." 
g. " Isaiah and Holiness in Politics." 
10. " Micah and the Reformation." 
1 1. " Jeremiah and Personal Religion." 
12. "E~:.ekiel and 'rahweh's Relentless Pursuit of Israel." 
I 3· " Deutero-Isaiah and the Prophetic View of God." 
I 4· Cl The Seroant of r ahweh and the Mission to the 
Heathen." 
IS· " The lAw of Moses." 
16. "Nehemiah and the Beginning of Jud4ism." 
17. " Judtlism." 
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THE TEACHING CHURCH 
18. "Jtw muts Greek." 
19 . " Tht RtSurrection of the Dead." 
20. "Jew meets Roman." 
2 1. " Apocalyptic Writings." 
22 . " The Jews of Palestine in our Lcrd's time." 
N.B.-Selected portions of the Old Testament are 
to be studied by the class between the lectures. If 
possible the portion of the Old Testament which is to 
be considered at the next lecture should be read by the 
students before the lecture. 
!I.-SYLLABUS ON" THE LITERARY AND HISTORICAL 
STUDY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT"• 
LECTURE I. 
The Bible not a book, but a library ; the literature 
of a people. Was it the entire literature, and, if not, 
what principles guided the selection of books? The 
formation of the Old Testament Canon. The meaning 
of a progressive revelation in morals and religion. 
LECTURE Il. 
The " Higher " and the " Lower " criticism of the 
Bible. Who were the authors of the sacred books? 
How far are they by one hand ? At what date were 
they written, and are the manuscripts upon which our 
versions are founded to be trusted to represent the 
original text ? Peculiarities of the Hebrew language. 
Translations. The Septuagint. 
LECTURE I II. 
Prehistoric Israel. The age of the Patriarchs. 
Hebrew tales. The story of Joseph, one of the great 
epics of mankind. How far is it historical ? 
SYLLABUSES 
LECTURE IV. 
Egypt and the age of Moses. Egyptian religion and 
philosophy. Is there any trace of its influence upon 
Mosaic thought? What was the teaching and work 
of Moses ? How much of his writing remains in the 
Bible? 
LECTURE V. 
Early Hebrew history. The conquest of Canaan 
by the tribes. Two conflicting accounts in the books 
of Joshua and judges. Which is the earlier and more 
credible ? The story of Ruth. 
LECTURE VI. 
The Heroic age. The foundation of the monarchy 
and rise of the prophetic order. The books of Samuel. 
Indications of composite character. The contemporary 
history of David. The later version. The ancient 
seer. Comparison with the medicine man of primitive 
tribes. Development of the prophetic order. 
LECTURE VII. 
The religious ideas of all primitive peoples. How 
far can these be traced in the Old Testament writings ? 
Ancient Semitic ideas of divinity, the future life, 
sacrifice, prayer, and worship. Their parallels in the 
books of the Bible together with strata of more advanced 
thought seemingly existing at the same time. How 
is this to be explained ? The documentary hypothesis 
in relation to Hebrew religion. Indications of editing 
by later and more advanced writers, without altogether 
obliterating earlier and cruder beliefs. 
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THE TEACHING CHURCH 
LECTURE VIII. 
A short review of Hebrew history from Solomon to 
the Exile. The division of the kingdom. The books 
of kings. The prophetic narratives. The signifi-
cance of the prophets not only for the development 
of ancient Israel, but of mankind. The interaction 
of king and prophet. The significance of Elijah. 
Trances, visions, and miracle. What is the test of 
their truth? 
LECTURE IX. 
The rise of Monotheism. Amos, the first of the 
literary prophets. The evolution of the idea of God. 
The dawn of universalism in Amos, the preacher of 
social righteousness. The justice of God. 
LECTURE X. 
Hosea, the discoverer of the love and forgiveness 
of God. The downfall of the northern kingdom. 
LECTURE XI. 
Micah and Isaiah of Jerusalem. The grand epoch 
of prophecy. Isaiah's teaching on the holiness of God. 
His vision of a chosen remnant. The Messianic age. 
Isaiah's statesmanship. The siege of Jerusalem by 
Assyria. 
LECTURE XII. 
The Deuteronomic Reform. Events that produced 
it. The terrible reign of Manasseh. Its description 
by Zephaniah. Outburst of popular heathenism. 
The high places and their degradation. The abomina-
tions of the heathen. The concentration of all worship 
at Jerusalem. The downfall of Assyria. The triumph 
songs of Nahum and the denunciations of Habakkuk. 
SYLLABUSES 
LECTURE XIII. 
Jeremiah and the dawn of personal religion. Private 
prayer and communion with God. Jeremiah as the 
"suffering servant" of Israel. The siege of Jerusalem 
by the Chaldccans and the deportation of the Jews to 
Babylon. The death of Jeremiah. 
LECTURE XIV. 
The Jews in exile. The anchor of the Jews in 
Babylon, the life and work of Jeremiah and of Ezekiel, 
the prophet-priest. His influence upon subsequent 
Jewish development. 
LECTURE XV. 
The " great unknown " of the Exile, the high-water 
mark of Hebrew religion. The "suffering servant" of 
God. What the Jews learnt in exile. Its contribution 
to their religious development. The vision of Obadiah. 
LECTURE XVI. 
The Return. The work of Ezra and Nchemiah. 
The formation of the Law. Was this progress or 
retrogression? The Levitical " law of holiness." 
The beginning of J udaism. The rewriting of Hebrew 
history in the books of Chronicles. The later prophets : 
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Joel. 
LECTURE XVII . 
Jewish piety. Israel no longer a nation, but a 
church. Hebrew poetry. The Psalms. Are any of 
them by David ? Their probable method of com-
position and compilation. The Song of Songs. Hebrew 
dirges. The so-called Lamentations of J ererniah. 
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THE TEACHING CHURCH 
LECTURE. XVIII. 
Hebrew philosophy. The book of Job, an attempt 
to deal with the problem of pain. The peculiarity 
of this book in resembling a drama. Its central theme. 
The greatness of the proposed solution. Comparison 
with the Prometheus of £schylus. 
LECTURE. XIX. 
The Wisdom Literature. Ecclesiastes, the book of 
Proverbs, Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom. The value and 
importance of the Apocryphal writings. 
LECTURE. XX . 
The tendency of later Jewish thought to cast its 
religious ideas into the form of romances, centring 
round the great figures of olden time. The book of 
Esther. Its purpose and the possible reason for its 
inclusion in the canon. The central theme of the book 
of Jonah. The undue prominence of the whale in 
modern minds. The great value and teaching of the 
book. The swan-song of prophecy. 
LECTURE XXI. 
The history of the Jews between the Old and the 
New Testaments. Jerusalem under the Greeks. The 
story of the Maccabees . The downfall of Jewish 
hopes under the Romans. 
LECTURE XXI I. 
Later developments of Jewish thought. The Apoca-
lypses, or books of Revelation. The causes and charac-
teristics of Apocalyptic. Its value. Expectatioru of a 
SYLLABUSES 
Messiah and the Messianic age. Examples of Old 
Testament Apocalypse. Isaiah xxiv. 7, Joel, Zechariah 
ix. I4· 
LECTURE. XXIII. 
The book of Daniel, the last Old Testament writing. 
Its probable date, authorship, and purpose. (Special 
subject for certificate of Religious Knowledge, I 927-8.) 
LECTURE. XXIV. 
The book of Daniel continued. Its value as an 
example of Apocalypse. The permanent value and 
significance of the Old Testament for mankind. 
APPENDIX VIII Church of Scotland Review of Christian Education 
Although the body of this thesis endeavours to take cognisance 
of major recognisable developments in the period 1900-1965, and indicates 
those developments which led to specific changes in the educational 
practices of the churches, as well as the changes taking place in educa-
tional theory, it is appropriate to give special attention to a develop-
ment within the Church of Scotland during the final five years of the 
period under review. Since the period within that Church was one of 
theological reflection and study, and not so much a time for the implemen-
tation of the findings of such reflection, it seems best to treat it in 
an appendix, with the clear awareness that the fruits of the study 
undertaken could not be expected to come to fulfilment till after the 
close of the period under consideration. It should be recognised that 
evaluation of the results of this activity cannot be assessed within the 
prescribed limits of this thesis, because such an evaluation would take 
the writer far beyond the period specifically treated. This in no way 
minimises the significance of the work being undertaken by the Church 
of Scotland in these years, but rather indicates that further research 
of a subsequent period would require seriously to take account of, and 
evaluate thoroughly, the results of the developments to be noted here. 
The work of Dr. John Sutherland in his survey of Sunday Schools 
and Bible Classes in the Church of Scotland, entitled Godly Upbringing, 
has already been noted (supra pp. 48, 163, 325). Having indicated that, 
in response to the 1960 Report of the Committee on the Religious Instruc-
tion of Youth, the Assembly agreed to call for the implementation of 
fourteen very specific and practical recommendations pertaining to the 
pastoral care, administration, and nurture of Sunday Schools and Bible 
439 
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Classes, Dr. Sutherland noted that, in pursuance of seven general recom-
mendations to the General Assembly in the same report, 
It was agreed that the Youth Committee in consultation with the 
Education Committee should set up a special committee consisting 
of six members from each of these two committees with powers to 
eo-opt further members, the task of this committee being to 
examine the purpose, content and presentation of the Church's 
religious instruction of youth.l 
In fact, the terms of the report itself indicated even more clearly than 
Sutherland's comments, the nature both of the study needed, and the type 
of group required. 
These matters were felt to be so important that the Committee is 
recommending to the General Assembly that a group be appointed, 
representing theological and educational interests as well as 
the parish ministry, to investigate ~his whole question and to 
report to the next General Assembly. 
The Committee appointed brought reports to the General Assembly 
during the remaining years of the period, of which the 1962 report was 
most important in the base it laid for its understanding of Christian 
Education, while the 1963 report raised some very specific matters of 
concern for the church as it sought to influence the young through its 
teaching ministry. 
The 1962 report began with the assumption that the establish-
ment of the group reflected dissatisfaction with the Church of Scotland's 
religious instruction. It cited the low level of Christian understanding 
in the church's young people, and the failure of the Church of Scotland 
"to hold the attention and interest of more than one in three of our 
1 John Sutherland, Godly Upbringing (Edinburgh, Church of 
Scotland, 1960), p. 131. 
2Report of the Committee on the Religious Instruction of 
Youth to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, (Edinburgh, 
Church of Scotland, 1960),p. 577. 
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country's children between the ages of 4 and 15." It therefore concen-
trated its attention on the church's own task of Christian education. 
The report concentrated on the theological basis of religious 
education. In a section given to the reasons for Christian education, it 
argued that the church's belief in a God who reveals Himself to mankind 
.from age to age, called for the recognition that one generation must 
witness to another. It highlighted the experiential dimension, and 
argued strongly for the normative nature of the Bible in Christian educa-
tion as "the record of the mighty acts of God," as "an essential part of 
the Church's teaching ministry". 4 
The report also stressed the importance of a teaching ministry 
based on the church's inescapable mandate as the elect people of God, by 
whose action the church became the new Israel, charged with the respon-
sibility of leading all her people into participation in the life of the 
new covenant. 
Perhaps most significant, in terms of the emerging sense of 
direction in Christian education, the report underlined the need to nur-
ture the response of the people of God in terms of a life of obedience, 
worship and witness. 
Of great importance is the plea that 
The people of God to-day must be initiated into those responsib-
ilities of obedience,worship and witness if their life is not to 
become ineffective. These three will be the marks of the Church's 
response to her encounter with God in Christ. The process of this 
initiation will be the work of the teaching ministry in which the 
Church must always engage. 5 
3Report of the Special Committee on Religious Education to 
the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland (Edinburgh, Church of 
Scotland, 1962), p. 720. 
4Ibid. I p. 721. 5Ibid., p. 723. 
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The report emphasised the purposes of Christian education as 
including commitment to faith in Christ and involvement in His Church, 
in line with the emphases of the most effective approaches to Christian 
education in our area and period of study. 
There was a very strong emphasis on teaching as the proclama-
tion of the Word of God, and on the Bible as "the authoritative source 
book". 6 Indeed, it quite clearly gave precedence to content when it 
stated; "It is true that selection of scripture passages to suit the 
pupil's capacity will be necessary but the ultimate motive in selection 
must be the elucidation of the Church's faith and life." 7 
It advocated the teaching of events and incidents of the Bible, 
and called for the careful observance of the Christian Year. It set 
high standards of content to be communicated to those being prepared for 
church membership, and laid much less stress on the capacity of the 
learner than Goldman did a year or two later in his major work. Indeed, 
it bluntly stated the following 
We have, however, to note the dangers in concentrating too much 
on the learner's capacity and aptitude when we concern ourselves 
with transmitting the Church's faith ••• 
(c) There is the danger of devoting so much time to interpretation 
and deferring to the child's limited capacity to understand that 
the credal and doctrinal formulae themselves are never actually 
taught nor thoroughly learned ••• 
(d) There is the danger of sowing in the child's mind the erroneous 
idea that God and His action can be brought down to the level of 
human capacity for rational explanation, and never communicating 
the idea that credal statements are not meant merely for rational 
analysis but primarily for the community's worship, and that in 
worship there is an element of mystery and holy awe.8 
6
rbid., p. 725. 7Ibid., p. 725. 
8
rbid., p. 726. 
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The report ended with a further consideration of the three 
elements of Christian experience into which it maintained Christian 
education should seek to lead the young, viz. obedience, worship and 
witness. Interestingly, it compared the life of the church with the life 
of the family, in which the child has a share. While this emphasis seems 
closely related to the position urged by H.A. Hamilton on British churches 
twenty years earlier, no reference appeared in the report either to that 
development as an influential factor in its thinking, nor to any Biblical 
evidence. It is presumed by the writer that the statement reflects a 
denominational understanding of the place of the child, presumably from 
baptism in infancy, a position which, earlier in the report, is stated 
in these terms: 
••• within the Church the teaching ministry is carried on not 
primarily to bring people to God but because they acknowledge 
that God has already acted in grace towards them; or, as in the 
case of children, because they have been brought within the 
realm of grace by baptism.9 
At its close, the report described the area of doctrine the 
committee felt should be covered before the young person entered a 
confirmation class. 
In all of this, the strength of the theological base for the 
future of the Church of Scotland's educational ministry, is impressive, 
and denotes an approach which contrasts quite markedly with the cerebral, 
conceptual, and developmental thinking of Ronald Goldman. 
Perhaps the work of Douglas Hubery, in his books Teaching the 
Christian Faith To-day (1965) and Christian Education and the Bible (1967), 
both published by the National Christian Education Council, reflects the 
9
rbid., p. 720. 
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best balance between the emphasis of the Church of Scotland report, and 
the work of Ronald Goldman. 
The report of 1962 certainly laid some theological and educa-
tional ideals for the Church of Scotland. In 1963 the committee brought 
a report which provided suggested direction for the creation of a 
syllabus for training the young which would " ••. be correlated with a 
10 programme of Christian education comprehending all ages and all agencies". 
In a clear attempt to achieve such correlation, it proposed 
the establishment of a Board of Education, representative of all educa-
tional interest in the Church, from Sunday School to Education for the 
Ministry. 
Because it recognised the difficulty of producing a syllabus 
for such a wide-ranging educational ministry, it proposed the appointment 
of a "Research Fellow" in the area, and indicated that such a person 
would require to be theologically articulate, would be responsible to 
the special committee, would be expected to consult persons with exper-
tise, consult with appropriate agencies, and " .•• produce material which 
could be tried out in widely different but typical parishes and congrega-
tions".11 
The following year the committee brought its report on the 
appointment of the Baird Research Fellow in Religious Education, and 
further described his area of work. The first appointee, it was noted, 
served for only five months, and a report on the direction of the work 
was withheld to allow for the appointment of another Baird Research 
10Report of the Special Committee on Religious Education to 
the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland (Edinburgh, Church of 
Scotland, 1963), p. 763. 
11Ibid., p. 764. 
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Fellow. This somewhat delayed the development, until Rev. J.I.H. 
MacDonald assumed the responsibility from 1965 - 1968, taking the develop-
ment beyond the end of our period of study. 
Thel963 report had presented an experimental programme of 
Christian education for the period from 3 - 17 years of age, advocating an 
informal, experiential approach for the 3 - 5 year olds, a church-based 
and still experiential approach from 5 - 7 years, with the beginning of 
formal teaching in the 8 - 11 years period, during which time the Bible 
itself would be used, and its importance emphasised, again in marked 
contrast to the developing emphasis of the period in other parts of the 
church. 
The 12- 15 years period would intensify the formal teaching with 
a clear 3-year syllabus, and the 15 - 17 years period would be charac-
terised by the call to decision and commitment. 
This proposed approach is significant because of its uncom-
promising basis in theology and the Bible, but without the neglect of 
the experience of the child, with which neglect so many Bible-based 
teaching approaches were being accused at that time. 
By the end of our period, the Special Committee had given 
serious consideration to the place of the day school, the home and the 
congregation and voluntary youth organisations, thus seeking to relate 
its theological and educational thinking to the existing religious 
influences in the life of the young for whom it felt responsible. 
Clearly, it is not possible, within the limits of this 
particular piece of research, to evaluate the long-term impact of such 
thinking. It is appropriate to pay tribute to the sincerity of concern 
and purpose which gave rise to the development, and to the seriousness 
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with which the bases and direction of Christian education were consid-
ered. An evident and theologically consistent commitment to a reformed 
theological base for the development of Christian education in the church 
may well have led to the well-established principles of child-centred 
education being given less prominence than they deserved, but it would 
be rash to make adverse judgment on a movement so evidently committed 
to the need for improving Christian education for all in the Church of 
Scotland. 
Without doubt the establishment of the Baird Research Fellow-
ship indicated the seriousness of the church in re-evaluating and 
redirecting one of its central ministries. 
The signs were that the Christian education of all ages in 
the church might well receive more adequate attention, as a result of 
the creative initiative of these years, but the evaluation of such signs, 
and the assessment of their fulfilment belongs to a study which goes 
beyond the purview of the present thesis. 
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A GRADED SYLLABUS OF 
For Use in Sunday Schools, 
The fundamental irleas underlying all grades of teaching 
Faith , \"iz. : The Fatherhood of God, His Purpose for the 
Holy Catholic Church, through the working of the Holy 
· - .. -. ~ ~:-==-:;..:. 
Kl::\DER G.\RTE:S (t-7-). JU:SlOR (7+-11+). 
I. Ideas about Cod the Father . .. - - - - ~:~~:D tor tho World • 
( a ) Lo,·i n" and Car i n~ for Hi> · ·~i l dreo . I (a) The Creation and Fo.ll. (Storlea of 
~taker of the World : a hom• for His • ruth revealed In allegor)' .) 
children . (:Saturt Storie•-Hymos ol (b) The bealnnlng and arowth ol God"a 
Pra i" >nd Thawghiog.) Family. (St.orlea of the Patrlarchl, 
~toaee, Davld, Solomon.) 101 T•achiu~ Hi.s childnn to know and 
to..-e H im . 
: J ~tor ic$ from Uld a.od Sew T~~ta­
ment and of Htroo• of the Faith . 
t i11 St<>riea •ho"·tog that the Holy 
Spirit bel~ them and helpo us to 
know :1nd l o \'~ Hlm . 
: . Ideas about Juu> Cbrht. 
(a) Hi! \\"<J oda'ful l:hrth . 
Cl,) Hi.s H a ir Childhood . 
In Hi.i \\"o rk ol Lo \·t . ( iO! tw m irac lt"S 
aod para b k s .) 
~.t1 lt ~ Death, H ~:iurrer tio n aud :\~•: ec­
:-I O O. 
3. ldoa• about the Cbureh . 
C t~ ) God's Famil y. (S to rie' of Saicta 3nd 
c hf" ~ l- . 1 ~ H,·ro, · ~. ) 
\ 0) Tht F>rnily Ft>tlnl>. (Seuooal.) 
~ ~ "" )le mt>.:rs . \ Bapt ism, the Font 
a oJ ~ c otlt · roll . l 
t ./) The bu1ldin~-Th• t "amUy Placo of 
\\" or>hip--The Altar and Holy 
Communion . 
4. Ideal aboul Prayer. 
~tori•• a;,o•H peoplt talklna and 
listening to God. 
Slmple pr> )"<~ npn•••d to a child'• 
lan1:u•g•. 
(cl 'tan t.aught to help God"o Plan. 
(Stories of the Prophet&. Elljah, A moo, 
t .. lah. Jererulah .) 
2. Tbo Cbrl>llan Family. 
(a) The Incarnation-the beglnnln~ . 
(Storiea of the Nativity and ChUd· 
hood.) 
(b) The Gru.t Elder Brother . (Storleo of 
the B11ptllm, Temptation, Ule and 
"feachlntt of our Lord . Bow He 
trained His Dlsclplea .) 
(<) Entrance to the Family. (Baptlam 
and the n~ptlsm <1 Service .) 
(d) The Life of the llember . 
(i) lleoundatlon, Belle( and Duty. 
(Simple leoaoos on the llaptlamal 
Covenant, Cned and Dutleo.) 
Oil The Family :Meeting ; Holy Com· 
munlon. (Ill) The Meeting Place; The Church 
Bulldlng. 
(lv) The Famlly Prayer ; The Lord'a 
Pra)·er. 
3 . Tbt Growlb ol tilt FamU7. 
(a) The work ol the Holy Splrlt.loeludlna 
oimple leuon.a on Conllnnatlon. 
(b) Great Memben of the FamUy down 
the Ageo. <Stor1u of Salnta and 
Heroea of the Faith.) 
(e) The apread ol the Fatnlly Oveneu. 
lliaelonar)· Storlea. 
4. Tbo ramDr'a Books. 
(a) The Bible. (Simple leaaon.a on Ita 
origin and uoe.) 
(b) The Prayer Book. (Simple leason.a 
on Ita nature.) Leuona on the Cantl· 
cleo , To De1un, Olorl& In Esc:elllll. 
Sanctua . 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. 
Catechisms and Fellowships. 
arc the great truths of Religion embodied io the Cath0lic 
\Vorld, fulfilled in the Incarnati<m, manifested in the 
Spirit . 
)fiDDLE (11+-15>. 
1. GoC"a Rnolalln ol Blmull 10 Hh 
Pooplt. 
(a) Ood"a Revellltlon ol Himaell by the 
Spirit as Creator. Redeemer, Sanctl· 
ner to the Bebnwa; through our Lord, 
1.0 the Diad plea, and 1 o the early 
Church and down tbe aaea. 
(b) llanllest.atlon In Jeaua Chrlot. 
(e) The Life and )linlatry of the Church 
through the working of the Holy 
Spirit. 
(I) The Church as the Servant of God. 
(11) Her work at home and oveneu. 
(111) The Sacramenta : 
(I) Our links with God . 
(2) .()ur Units with our fellowmen . 
(iv) The :Ministry. 
2. Man's Rupoau lo Go«•• Lon. 
Ood"o People taught to Worohlp In word 
and In life. 
(a) The prirnlth·e and laUr wo,...hlt• of 
the Hebrc~·•. 
(b) Wonhlp in the Euly Church. 
(c) Wo~hlp to-day. 
(1) Public and Prluu Worship. 
Kinds and uoe ol pr~&yer. 
(11) The History and Cse of the Puyer 
Book. 
(Ill) The llaklnl of the Blble-te:Lchioa 
men what to do. 
(lv) Wonhlp In dally Ule. Lo)·alty to 
God and nellhbour. 
SE:SIOl~ 11::. o.nd onr). 
Tht f()llovtinq au ~~t: .oilit.Jn.~ h.Jr iMtru,·li ' JO! 
t>r atudy clrd.. ""' made to meet tt..: 
devtJopioa: intt:lliKtncc:, desire aod e:<~r i · 
ence 01 adoleJcenL• In their SJl"Clllc:.ll)· 
rcli5(ious uutluok . 
I. Tbo lhaalac of lbo Old Tutamoot u a 
Slory ol Procrouht Rnelalloo ; Its 
L111rar7 nlae. 
2. Our Lord's Ulo aad Toaelllac wllll 1pocl•l 
rehroaee to :-
(a) Penonal rell,Poo . 
(b) llodern social problerni. 
(c) The sacramental life. 
3. Tbo Cbareb lo tbt World. 
(a) Her Riatory, ln~ludin~ •ll'!clal rtf • r-
ence to the Acta and J::piotll:ll . 
(b) lu relation t.o _politics. health, rccrt a · 
tlon. etc. The uachlna in til• 
Eplot:es . 
(c) Her mls.•lonary ctur:.cter . 
4. Tbo Pra71r Book. 
(a) 11.1 history . 
(b) 11.1 use. 
6. Cbrislln dllrlplaltlp. 
(a) Devotional •tudy of portions of the 
Bible. 
(b) Tbe munlns. value aud kindi of 
pra)·er. 
(c) V ocatlon. 
(d) A Chriltlan"s f:Llth. Simple o.polo· 
setlca. 
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